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Abstract
This thesis has investigated the role of patient held beliefs about injury and recovery in the
development of late whiplash syndrome (LWS) following an acute whiplash injury.
Beliefs about injury and recovery have the potential to influence outcome. These beliefs
are potentially modifiable through physiotherapy management and gaining greater
understanding into how they influence outcome can potentially improve physiotherapy
management of acute whiplash injuries.
Mixed methods were used to investigate the role of these beliefs in the development of
LWS. Following a systematic literature review, a prospective cohort study was carried out
to identify risk factors for LWS as well as Neck Disability Index Scores and participant
perceived improvement at follow up. This was complemented by a qualitative study
designed to gain greater insight into the patient’s experience of recovering from a whiplash
injury. Patients’ expectations of outcome were found to influence the development of
LWS, in particular, their expectations of time to recovery. Patients’ expectations of
treatment benefit were found to influence outcome to a lesser degree. The patients’ belief
about their ability to cope with their neck problem (self-efficacy) was shown to influence
outcome in the short term but not long term follow up. The use of passive coping strategies
may moderate the influence of these types of beliefs. The qualitative study highlighted the
importance of realistic expectations, the value of reassurance from health professionals
and how the patient’s understanding of pain are important in identifying potential barriers
to recovery.
This thesis has also presented detailed information about the clinical presentation of
individuals who have sustained a whiplash injury and explored patterns of recovery
amongst individuals. This will help clinicians to understand the nature of whiplash injuries
and how they impact on patients which has the potential to improve patient management.
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Introduction
This thesis investigated individuals who had experienced an acute whiplash injury. The
introduction will provide an overview of whiplash injuries. It will also provide an overview
of the rationale for choosing to investigate patient held beliefs about injury and recovery in
a whiplash population.

i. Whiplash injuries
A whiplash injury is an acceleration-deceleration injury to the neck which is most
commonly sustained during a road traffic accident (1). Whiplash injuries are a common
problem and it is estimated that 250,000 whiplash injuries occur each year in United
Kingdom (UK) (2). They also occur commonly in other countries with varying incidence
(Table 1).
Table 1 Estimated incidence of whiplash injuries in other countries
Country
Australia
USA
Canada
Netherlands

Rate
106-380 per 100,000 (3, 4)
266-387 per 100,000 (5)
70 per 100,000 (1)
188 to 325 per 100,000 (6).

Whiplash associated disorders (WAD) describe the signs and symptoms experienced
following a whiplash injury and are often graded in research and clinical practice using the
WAD classification system developed by the Quebec Task Force (Table 2)(1). The types of
symptoms reported following a whiplash injury include not only neck pain but shoulder,
arm, thoracic and lumbar pain (7p102). Individuals can report headaches, dizziness and
balance problems, sensory and motor disturbances and concentration problems (7p102).
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Table 2 Whiplash Associated Disorders (1)
WAD Grade
0
I
II
III

IV

Definition
No neck complaints or signs
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness, but no physical signs.
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness, and musculo-skeletal
signs (decreased range of motion, point tenderness etc).
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness and neurological signs
(decreased or absent deep tendon reflexes, weakness and sensory
deficits). Could also have musculo-skeletal signs.
Fracture or dislocation

Many people recover fully from a whiplash injury but a proportion do not and the reasons
for this are not fully understood. The term “late whiplash syndrome” (LWS) is used
frequently in the literature (8-10) and describes ongoing problems following a whiplash
injury. LWS is defined as the presence of pain, restriction of motion or other symptoms, six
months or more after a whiplash injury, sufficient to hinder return to normal activities such
as driving, usual occupation and leisure (11). LWS is reported in between 16% (12) and 71%
(13) of individuals experiencing a whiplash injury depending on the outcome measure used.
LWS represents a significant public health problem (2). Estimated costs to the UK economy
were £2.5 billion per annum in 1990 (14) rising to £3.1 billion per annum in 2002 (2). Costs
arise from National Health Service (NHS) treatment costs, social security payments, lost
productivity due to work absence and damage to property (2).

Health care utilisation immediately following a whiplash injury in the UK is not well
documented but individuals will often present at an Emergency Department (ED) initially
after a whiplash injury (15, 16). Typical ED management of a whiplash injury consists of
advice to use analgesics and basic neck exercises (15). Some departments also use soft
collars with instructions that they should be removed regularly to perform neck exercises
(15). Patients with more severe symptoms may be referred for treatment such as
physiotherapy (15). Physiotherapy is a common treatment for WAD (1). The types of
treatment delivered by physiotherapists include joint manipulation and mobilisation, soft
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tissue mobilisations, exercises, education and advice, Transcutaneous Nerve Stimulation
and multimodal packages (i.e. a combination of treatments such as manual therapy,
exercises and advice) (17). However, the efficacy of these common treatments has been
shown to be less than ideal and there is a lack of good quality research to guide treatment
choices (18).

ii. The setting for this thesis
In response to a need to improve the evidence base pertaining to whiplash injuries the
National Institute of Health Research commissioned a randomised controlled trial to
investigate the clinical and cost-effectiveness of ED advice and subsequent physiotherapy
treatment for individuals following an acute whiplash injury. This trial was called the
Managing Injuries of the Neck Trial (MINT) (HTA number 02/35/02). It is within the context
of MINT that this thesis has been conducted.

I began working on MINT as a Research Physiotherapist in January 2005 and was presented
with the opportunity to study for my PhD alongside the main trial. This provided me with
the chance to attempt to answer one of many questions that warrant further investigation
such as trying to understand the role of patient held beliefs about injury and recovery in
the development of LWS.

As a research physiotherapist I worked as part of the MINT team who developed the trial
interventions, trained research staff to carry out research clinics, trained clinicians to
deliver the trial treatments, monitored the delivery of trial interventions, carried out
participant follow up phone calls, assisted with data entry and contributed to publications
pertaining to the trial. In addition, I conducted research clinics to assess, consent and
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randomise participants to take part in Step Two of MINT. I also carried out a qualitative
study to provide feedback on the trial treatments alongside the qualitative study for this
thesis.

As well as my responsibilities as a research physiotherapist, I also carried out my own
research for this thesis. I have independently developed my own research questions,
designed the studies to investigate these questions and carried out the necessary analyses.

iii. Rationale for choosing to investigate patient held beliefs
There are many factors that might contribute to the development of LWS. Previous reviews
have concluded that collision characteristics are not involved (19). The role of age and
gender are unclear (19, 20). It has been reported in several literature reviews that high
initial pain intensity is related to poor outcome in whiplash patients (19-21). However, it is
well known that pain is multi-factorial and that many other factors have the potential to
influence outcome. Psychological variables are implicated in the development of long-term
disability in low back pain (LBP)(22) and similar mechanisms may act in LWS.

There were many different psychological factors that warranted investigation. However,
from a physiotherapist’s point of view the area of patient held beliefs about injury and
recovery and their impact on outcome is of interest. It may be possible to influence these
beliefs through physiotherapy treatment and, therefore, improve clinical outcomes.
Examples of patient held beliefs that may be addressed through physiotherapy treatment
include: fear-avoidance beliefs, expectations about recovery, expectations about
treatment, beliefs about ability to cope with their condition and the beliefs about the
meaning of pain. The role of patient held beliefs in the ongoing process of chronic pain is
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well documented. Much less is known about the role of beliefs in the acute situation
although they are thought to have a very powerful influence on recovery (23p318).

According to the New Oxford Dictionary (24p158) a belief can be defined as:
“something one accepts as true or real; a firmly held opinion or conviction”
A patient will develop beliefs as a result of their experiences over a lifetime and exposure
to events, people and situations (25). When considering the role that beliefs may play in
the recovery from injury, beliefs may be both helpful and unhelpful. It makes sense that
unhelpful beliefs that may hinder recovery need to be addressed (23p321, 26).

In order to explore this concept further it was useful to look beyond the physiotherapy
literature to other areas. One model found within the psychological literature that suggests
how beliefs have the potential to influence outcome is Leventhal’s Self-regulation Model of
Illness (27)(Figure 1). One of the central aspects of this model is that the individual seeks to
attach meaning to the symptoms they experience during illness and form an illness
representation. The illness representation is based on different types of illness beliefs
which are the patient’s own implicit common sense beliefs about their illness. Illness beliefs
help to provide a framework for coping with and understanding illness (28p38). The illness
beliefs are influenced by internal factors such as the symptoms experienced as well as
external factors such as the diagnosis given by the doctor or information from friends or
family. Information from these different sources is interpreted and given meaning based on
the person’s prior health and illness experiences to form beliefs (28p41, 29). The emotional
reaction will also influence illness belief formation.

Leventhal’s model suggests that the resultant illness representation guides the choice of
coping strategies used by the individual to deal with their illness. Further modification of
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the illness representation will occur following appraisal of the result of the coping
strategies initiated (i.e. outcome). This model might be applied to patients following a
whiplash injury and it provided a theoretic basis as to why beliefs may influence outcome in
whiplash injuries.

I hypothesised that gaining insight into beliefs about injury and recovery would provide a
greater understanding of the development of LWS. This involved not only identifying the
beliefs that were predictive of LWS but also seeking to understand their importance in the
context of other known risk factors (such as initial pain intensity), how they interacted with
other risk factors and how beliefs were formed.
Figure 1 Leventhal’s self-regulatory model of illness behaviour (as published in Ogden
(28p41)

Representation of
health threat (illness
representation)
 Identity
 Cause
 Consequences
 Time line
 Cure/control
Stage 1:
interpretation
 Symptom
perception
 Social
messages

Stage 2: Coping
 Approach
coping
 Avoidance
coping

Stage 3:
Appraisal
Was my
coping
strategy
effective?

Emotional response
to health threat
 Fear
 Anxiety
 Depression
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iv. Aim
This thesis aimed to investigate the role of patient held beliefs about injury and recovery in
the development of late whiplash syndrome following an acute whiplash injury.
Specifically this thesis has:
1. Carried out a systematic literature review to identify the role of psychological
factors in the development of LWS.
2. Reported a prospective cohort study to identify factors predictive of LWS, Neck
Disability Index scores and participant perceived improvement at follow up
including patient held beliefs.
3. Carried out exploratory analysis to see if the belief factors found to be predictive of
LWS were moderated by other belief factors.
4. Carried out exploratory analysis to see if the belief factors found to be predictive of
LWS were moderated by the treatments delivered as part of MINT.
5. Explored beliefs held by patients regarding their injury, recovery and the
treatments received by carrying out a qualitative study.
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v. What is the unique contribution of this thesis to the management
of whiplash injuries?
This thesis has presented detailed information about the clinical presentation of individuals
who have sustained a whiplash injury and explored patterns of recovery amongst
individuals. This will help clinicians to understand the nature of whiplash injuries and how
they impact on patients which has the potential to improve patient management.

There is an emerging body of literature regarding prognostic factors in whiplash but the
area of patient held beliefs has been paid little attention. The identification of patient held
beliefs that predict the development of LWS has important implications for patient
management. Firstly, it may facilitate the identification of those at risk of developing LWS.
Secondly, it could help to guide physiotherapy management by identifying factors that can
potentially be modified to improve outcomes.

There is very little qualitative research in the area of whiplash injuries. This thesis sought to
gain the participants’ perspective of having a whiplash injury and to explore the issue of
patient help beliefs within this perspective. By using mixed methods it has been possible to
examine the findings of the cohort study in relation to individual participants’ accounts and
gain greater understanding of these findings. This is a novel approach that has not been
seen in the published whiplash literature to date.
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1.0 A systematic literature review of psychological factors
and the development of late whiplash syndrome following
an acute whiplash injury

1.1 Introduction
As a starting point to understanding the role of patient held beliefs in the development of
LWS following an acute whiplash injury a systematic literature was carried out to discover
what was already known. A systematic literature review was necessary as it allows a more
objective appraisal of the evidence compared to a narrative review (30p3). Narrative
reviews have been shown to be generally of poor quality and often an unreliable source of
information (30p4). A systematic literature review ensures that a systematic approach is
used and documented to minimise bias or misinterpretation (30p5).

This systematic literature review focused on psychological factors in general. A review by
Scholten-Peeters et al (19) which included literature up to April 2002 reported on the
limited research that was available regarding psychological factors. This review included
psychological constructs such as acute psychological response to injury, previous
psychological problems, stress unrelated to the injury, personality traits and cognitive
function. This review did not include any studies that investigated patient held beliefs. The
findings of this review were largely inconclusive but there was limited evidence that
previous psychological problems and nervousness were predictive of poor outcome (19).
Nervousness was measured using the nervousness scale of the Freiburg Personality
Inventory, which is thought to reflect a tendency to report psychosomatic symptoms (57).

The literature had expanded with 13 articles reporting 11 cohorts being published since the
review by Scholten-Peeters et al (19). The range of psychological factors under
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investigation had diversified including health related attitudes and behaviours, beliefs
about pain, distress, depression, anxiety and ability to cope. In view of new developments
in this area an updated review was necessary. This review aimed to provide a
comprehensive and up to date review of psychological risk factors for LWS. Specifically it
aimed to identify baseline psychological factors measured during the early phase of
recovery (within 6 weeks) that were predictive of LWS.

1.2 Methods
1.2.1 Search strategy
Searches were carried out using an electronic search strategy shown in Figure 2. Searches
covered databases from their start to August 2006.

Articles were eligible for this review if they fulfilled the following criteria: prospective
cohort or case-control studies investigating prognostic factors and the development of
LWS; prognostic factors studied included a measurement of at least one psychological
variable at baseline; cohort was assembled within 6 weeks of injury; 6 months minimum
follow up; outcome measures used related to the clinical presentation of LWS (e.g. pain or
disability due to neck problems 6 months post injury); English language. Studies were
excluded if they were pertaining to neck pain other than that arising from a whiplash injury
or if the outcome measure used did not relate to the development of LWS e.g. “time to
claim closure”. Studies needed to be prospective in nature as this review was concerned
with understanding the cause of LWS. To investigate causality possible risk factors needed
to be measured before the outcome of interest (31). This will be discussed further in the
Chapter 3.
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A 6 week time limit was chosen to ensure that data were collected in the acute phase of
the whiplash injury.

Factors were considered to be “psychological” if they were related to the mental or
emotional state of a person (24). This included measures of constructs such as cognition,
anxiety, depression, distress, beliefs and coping. This is a similar approach to that taken by
Pincus et al (22) in their review of psychological prognostic factors for low back pain (LBP).
Figure 2 Search strategy
PubMed, Medline, CINAHL, Embase and Psych Info were searched using the following terms:
“Whiplash Injuries” (MeSH term), “whiplash”, “whiplash associated disorders”, “neck strain” or
“neck sprain”
combined with
“prognosis”, “outcome”, “recovery”, “cohort study”, “follow-up study”, “prospective” and
“observational”

3078 articles identified.

7 potential articles were identified in
non-English languages

Duplicates removed.
Abstracts were screened using the eligibility criteria

 The cohort was reported in an
English version = 3
 Potentially eligible = 4 but ineligible

108 articles appeared to fulfil the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
due to language (attempts were
Full text versions were obtained for further screening.

made to contact authors)

In addition, reference lists were searched but revealed no new articles.

83 articles were excluded as they did not
fulfil the eligibility criteria. This included 20
articles that were prospective studies but did

25 articles reporting 17 cohorts pertaining
to “psychological” factors were included
in this review.

not measure any psychological factors.
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1.2.2 Data extraction and quality assessment
Data extraction and quality assessments were carried out by four reviewers. Each article
was assessed and had data extracted by two reviewers independently to reduce bias and as
recommended by Egger et al (30p27). Four articles were assessed and data extraction
carried by all 4 reviewers to establish consistency in the procedure. Data extraction was
carried out using a standardised data extraction form and included the study characteristics
(e.g. population, sample size, length of follow up), outcome measures and prognostic
factors studied and results of the studies. Following independent data extraction the
completed forms were compared and any discrepancies were resolved by discussion
between the two reviewers in the first instance. If any discrepancies were unresolved then
a third reviewer was consulted. Similarly, the quality assessment of the 25 eligible articles
was also carried out by 2 reviewers who assessed the studies independently using a quality
assessment tool based on recommendations by Altman (32) and Egger et al (30)( Table 3
(p31)).

The quality assessment was divided into 3 sections: patient sampling, measurements used
and analysis. In the analysis section points were awarded if multivariable analysis was used
as this is necessary in observational studies to attempt to reduce bias. Many factors could
be controlled for but 4 factors were specified as being essential based on existing evidence.
These were initial pain severity, age, gender and history of previous neck pain. Initial pain
intensity is consistently reported as a strong predictive factor (19, 20). There is conflicting
evidence regarding gender and age and their influence on recovery following a whiplash
injury (19, 20). However, differences in pain perception are thought to exist between
males and females (33) so could potentially influence recovery. Biomechanical changes
associated with ageing may also affect capacity for recovery (34). A history of previous
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neck pain may also influence pain perception due to changes that occur in the nervous
system in the presence of pain (35) resulting in greater pain intensity reported by this
patient subgroup leading to poorer outcomes.

Any discrepancies in quality assessment were resolved by discussion and any remaining
disagreements were referred to a third party (another reviewer) for adjudication. An
overall quality score was then assigned to each article. Rather than using the total score as
a cut off for deciding quality ratings, we used the scores of each section. Each section was
of equal importance and this needed to be reflected in the quality rating. This was to
prevent articles that scored very highly in one section but very poorly in others gaining a
rating that may not reflect the overall methodological quality. Each article was graded as a
high, adequate or low quality study according to the following definitions:

High quality = scored 75% or above for all 3 sections
Adequate quality = scored at least 50% for all 3 sections
Low quality = scored less than 50% for any one section
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Table 3 Quality assessment tool

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Section one: sampling of patients
Inclusion criteria are defined
Exclusion criteria are defined
Source population is defined
Adequate description of diagnostic criteria for classifying patients with a
whiplash injury
Clinical and demographic characteristics are fully described
The sample is representative of the majority of patients with a whiplash injury
The sample is assembled at a common point in the course of their recovery
(within a 2 week period)
The sample is complete (e.g. the majority of patients presenting with a whiplash
injury were approached to take part)
Any treatment received is fully described (including no treatment)

Section two: measurements used
10. Outcome measures with established test-retest reliability in a pain population
have been used
11. Those assessing outcome were blinded to baseline data
12. Prognostic factors were fully defined, including details of method of
measurements
13. Measurements used for the prognostic factors are standardized or validated
Section three: analysis
14. Was the sample size adequate for the number of prognostic factors included in
the analysis (minimum of 10 per factor)?
15. Loss to follow up is < 20%
16. Was multivariable analysis carried out?
17. Statistical adjustment for important prognostic factors including age, sex,
previous neck pain and initial pain severity
Scoring: 2= criteria met; 1= criteria partially met; 0=criteria not met or unclear
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1.2.3 Evidence synthesis
The results were tabulated to allow the comparison of results and to assess overall levels of
evidence for each prognostic factor. Meta-analysis was not carried out. Meta-analysis is not
advisable in cohort studies where there is a danger of producing precise but biased
estimates of associations due to the variability in the prognostic factors and outcome
measures used (36). A large number of psychological measures were used in the studies.
Findings were grouped together into the psychological constructs represented by the
different measures. This was done based on the description of the measure and the
psychological construct that it aimed to measure. For example personality traits were
measured using the Temperament and Character Inventory, Eysenck Personality Inventory1, Frieburg Personality Inventory and the Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory. Some of the
measures used measured multiple psychological constructs so could not easily be placed in
one psychological construct. If these measures contained subscales measuring distinct
psychogological factor then results were extracted for each subscale. This was not always
possible depending on the data presented. For example, the Millon Behavioural Health
Inventory was used by Kasch et al (37). This is described as providing information regarding
a patient's style of relating to health professionals, problematic psychosocial attitudes and
stressors, psychosomatic factors and indicators of a poor response to either illness or
treatment interventions (38). Outcome measures used also varied greatly between studies.

The overall levels of evidence for each risk factor were defined as strong, moderate, limited
and inconclusive according to the definitions below. These definitions do not reflect the
strength of association found between the prognostic factor and the development of LWS
but identified how often an association was observed based on a statistically significant
association being reported. This is a similar approach used by other systematic reviews
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(19). This approach could potentially be biased when the results from one cohort are
published in more than one article but this was taken into consideration in the definitions
below. It was important that all the articles pertaining to each cohort were included as
different prognostic factors were sometimes investigated in different articles.

Strong evidence: Consistent findings in at least 2 high quality articles from different
cohorts.
Moderate evidence: Consistent findings in at least 2 adequate quality articles from
different cohorts.
Limited evidence: Findings in one adequate quality article or at least 2 low quality articles
from different cohorts.
Inconclusive evidence: Inconsistent findings or insufficient research (e.g. evidence from one
low quality cohort only).

1.3 Results
1.3.1 Study characteristics
This review included 25 articles reporting data from 17 cohorts. The studies included in the
review are presented in Table 4 (p34). This summarises the prognostic factors investigated.
The majority of studies recruited patients from Emergency Department settings (n= 11
cohorts, 12 articles). There was one cohort (7 articles) that recruited patients from a
General Practice setting with two recruiting patients from both an Emergency Department
and General Practice (3 articles). The remaining cohorts were based on subjects from
orthopaedic departments (2 cohorts, 2 articles) and insurance company records (1 cohort,
1 article). All but two of the articles reviewed were prospective cohort studies with the
remaining two being case control studies. Sample sizes ranged from 29 in a case control
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study (39) to 765 in a prospective cohort study (40). Cohorts were most commonly
followed up for 1 year (7 cohorts) or 6 months (4 cohorts) with two cohorts providing up to
3 years follow up (41, 42). Loss to follow up ranged from 0% (43) to 53.9% (42). Mean loss
to follow up was approximately 14% with 10 cohorts having less than 10% loss to follow up.

1.3.2 Methodological quality
58% of articles (14 out of 25) were rated as low overall quality and the remainder, as
adequate overall quality. The majority of articles scored at least an adequate quality rating
for patient sampling (>50% for this section). The biggest shortcoming in patient sampling
was that articles failed to report whether treatment was provided and if so, what this was
during the course of the follow up (17 out of 25 articles). Approximately a third of articles
received low quality scores for measurements used (<50% for this section) with the most
problematic area being a lack of blinding of outcome assessors to the patient’s baseline
data in 20 of the articles. 14 articles also failed to use outcome measures with established
test-retest reliability. Articles received the lowest scores in the analysis section with only 5
articles being rated as high quality for their analysis (score >75% in this section). 16 articles
had insufficient sample size, 11 articles did not carry out any multivariable analysis and 15
articles did not adjust for any of the specified factors of age, gender, neck pain intensity
and previous neck pain. The quality scores are available in Table 5 (p37).
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Table 4 Included studies grouped in cohorts
Cohort
number

Author

Type of
study

Population
studied

1

Nederhand et
al (44)

Prospective
Cohort

Emergency
Department

2

Olsson et al
(45)
Kyhlback et al
(46)
Hendriks et al
(47)

Prospective
Cohort
Prospective
Cohort
Prospective
Cohort

Pettersson et al
(48)
Soderlund et al
(49)

Case Control

7

Miettinen et al
(42)

Prospective
Cohort

8

Sterling et al
(50)
Sterling et al
(41)

Prospective
Cohort

9

Borchgrevink
(51)

10

11

3
4

5
6

Number
of
subjects*
82/90

Length of
follow up

Psychological factors studied

Other prognostic factors studied

6 months

Fear avoidance (TSK), catastrophising (PCL-E)

Gender, age, collision direction, functional status, EMG, disability
(NDI), pain intensity (VAS)

Emergency
Department
Orthopaedic
Department
General
Practice and
Emergency
Department

123/130

1 year

Psychological response to pain (MPI)

Pain intensity, age, sex, condition severity (WAD Grade)

83/98

1 year

Self-efficacy (SES)

Disability (PDI), pain intensity (VAS), age, WAD grade, gender

119/125

1 year

Psychological distress (SCL-90)

Orthopaedic
Department
Emergency
Department

39/40

2 years

Personality traits (TCI)

Age, gender, education, marital status, crash related factors, preexisting health factors, pain medication, neck range of movement
(ROM), neck pain intensity, number of complaints, ability to perform
ADL, radicular complaints, work activities, absent from work,
diagnostic imaging, use of collar
Age

53/59

6 months

Coping (CSQ),
Self-efficacy (SES)

Disability (PDI)

Insurance
company
records
Emergency
Department,
General
Practice,
advertisement

144/312

3 years

Psychological distress (GHQ-12), Depression
(BDI)

Symptoms, Disability (NDI), Ability to work, previous symptoms, crash
characteristics

76/80

6 months

Post traumatic stress (IES), Psychological
distress (GHQ-28), Fear avoidance (TSK)

65/80

2-3 years

Neck ROM, proprioception, EMG, pressure pain thresholds, thermal
pain thresholds, brachial plexus provocation test, sympathetic
function, disability (NDI), pain Intensity (VAS), compensation

Prospective
cohort

Emergency
Department

88/99

6 months

Personality traits (MCMI-1)

Gargan et al
(43)

Prospective
cohort

Emergency
Department

50/50

2 years

Psychological distress (GHQ-12)

Neck ROM, symptom severity

Mayou and
Bryant (52)

Prospective
cohort

Emergency
Department

57/63

1 year

Depression (BDI), anxiety ( SAS), personality
traits (EPI), previous psychological problems

Gender, age, initial physical symptoms, driver/passenger status,
compensation

Prospective
Cohort
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12

Mayou and
Bryant (53)

Prospective
cohort

Emergency
Department

187/278

1 year

Previous psychological problems, perceived
threat, blame and anger

Gender, compensation
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Radanov et al
(54) Radanov et
al (55) Radanov
et al (56)
Radanov et al
(57)
Radanov et al
(58)
Di Stefano and
Radanov (59)
Radanov et al
(60)

Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Case control

General
Practice

78/92

6 months

98/113

1 year

Psychosocial stress not related to the injury,
well being (WBS), personality traits (FPI),
cognitive function (CFQ, DST, CBTT, NCT,
PASAT, TMT, CVLT)

117/137

6 months

Gender, age, educational attainment, vocational related variables,
crash related variables, initial pain intensity (VAS), initial subjective
complaints, neurological examination , timing of onset of symptoms,
neck ROM, radiological examination, history of pre-traumatic
headache, previous head trauma, previous whiplash injury, type and
frequency of pre-traumatic headache, sleep disturbance

117/137

6 months

117/137

1 year

42/42

2 years

117/137
34/39

2 years
7 months

Psychological distress (SCL-90), cognitive
function (CFS, WCST), psychosocial stress
unrelated to the accident

Gender, age, WAD Grade, number of symptoms at baseline, MRI
results, motor provoked potentials

14

Karlsborg et al
(13)
Smed (39)

15

Kasch et al (61)

16

Kivioja et al
(62)
Atherton et al
(40)

17

Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort
Prospective
cohort

Emergency
Department

29/29
Emergency
Department

132/141

1 year

Health related attitudes and behaviours
(MBHI)

Gender, age, BMI, pain severity, neurological symptoms, number of
symptoms, neck ROM, work load (cervical muscles), speed difference
between vehicles, compensation

Emergency
Department
Emergency
Department

91/96

1 year

Coping (CSQ)

Initial pain severity, previous neck and shoulder pain, age, sex

480/765

1 year

Psychosocial work factors (WS), psychological
distress (GHQ-12), somatisation (MSPQ)

General health, number of GP visits in previous 12 months, previous
neck pain, present of widespread chronic pain, collision factors, initial
injury severity (VAS), initial disability (NDI), number of symptoms, WAD
grade, age, gender

* Number at final follow up/number recruited
TSK =Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia
NDI = Neck Disability Index
MPI = West Haven-Yale Multidimensional Pain Inventory
SES = Self-efficacy Scale
CSQ = Coping Strategies Questionnaire
CBTT = Corsi Block Tapping Test
WBS = Well Being Scale
GHQ-12 or 28 = General Health Questionnaire-12 or 28
IES = Impact of Events Scale
EMG = Electomyography
EPI = Eysenck Personality Inventory

PCL-E = Pain Cognition List - Experimental
VAS = Visual Analogue S
PDI = Pain Disability Index
SCL-90 = Symptoms Checklist-90
PASAT = Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task
CFQ = Cognitive Failures Questionnaire
TMT = Trail Making Test
BDI = Beck Depression Inventory
MCMI-1 = Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory
SAS = Spielberger Anxiety State
FPI – Frieburg Personality Inventory

WS = Karasek’s demand-support-control
model of workplace strain – 8 items
NCT = Number Connection Test
TCI = Temperament and Character Inventory
DST = Digital Span Test
Californian Verbal Learning Test
CFS = Cognitive Function Scanner
WCST = Winconsin Card Sorting Test
MBHI = Millon Behavioural Health Inventory
MSPQ = Modified Somatic Perceptions Questionnaire
CVLT = Californian Verbal Learning Test
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Table 5 Quality scores
Cohort
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Article

Section 1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Nederhand et al (44)
2 2 2 2 1 0 2
Olsson et al (45)
2 2 2 2 2 1 1
Kyhlback et al (46)
2 2 1 2 1 0 1
Hendriks et al (47)
2 2 1 2 2 0 2
Pettersson et al (48)
2 2 2 2 2 0 2
Soderlund et al (49)
2 2 2 2 2 1 0
Miettinen et al (42)
1 1 2 2 1 0 ?
Sterling et al (50)
2 2 2 2 2 1 ?
Sterling et al (41)
2 2 2 2 2 1 ?
9 Borchgrevink (51)
2 2 2 1 1 1 2
10 Gargan et al (43)
2 0 1 0 1 1 2
11 Mayou and Bryant (52)
1 0 2 1 1 1 0
12 Mayou and Bryant (53)
1 1 1 1 1 1 ?
13 Radanov et al (54)
1 1 1 2 1 1 2
Radanov et al (55)
2 2 1 2 2 1 2
Radanov et al (56)
2 1 1 2 2 1 2
Radanov et al (57)
2 1 1 2 1 ? 2
Radanov et al (58)
2 2 1 2 2 1 2
Di Stefano and Radanov
2 2 1 2 2 0 2
(59)
Radanov et al (60)
2 2 1 2 2 1 2
14 Karlsborg et al (13)
2 2 2 2 2 0 2
Smed (39)
2 2 2 2 2 0 2
15 Kasch et al (61)
2 2 2 2 1 0 1
16 Kivioja et al (62)
2 2 2 2 2 1 2
17 Atherton et al (40)
2 2 2 2 1 1 2
2= criteria met, 1= criteria partially met, 0=criteria not met or unclear (?)

8

9

%

Section 10 11 12 13
2

%

Section 14 15 16 17
3

%

0
2
0
0
2
0
0
?
?
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

61
89
50
72
78
72
39
72
61
61
56
50
44
50
67
61
50
67
61

2
1
2
2
1
2
0
2
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
0
0
0

?
?
2
2
2
?
2
?
?
0
2
?
?
?
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2

75
63
88
75
75.0
75.0
63
75
75
50
50
38
38
38
50
75
50
38
50

2
2
2
0
?
?
?
0
0
2
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
?
0
?
0

50
75
75
50
25
25
25
63
63
50
25
63
63
63
38
50
25
50
25

Quality
rating
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Low
Low
Low
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Low
Low
Low
low
Low
Adequate
Low
Low
Low

0
0
0
2
1
2

0
1
0
2
0
0

67
72
67
78
78
78

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
?
?
0
0
0

2
1
2
2
2
2

1
1
0
1
2
2

38
25
25
50
50
50

0
0
0
2
2
2

2
2
?
2
2
0

0
2
0
2
2
2

0
1
0
1
2
2

25
62
0
88
100
75

Low
Low
Low
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
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1.3.3 Findings
The results were separated into two categories based on the type of outcome measure
used; those based on symptom report (e.g. presence of pain, pain intensity and number of
symptoms) and those based on disability (e.g. Neck Disability Index). This delineation was
made as it has been shown that pain ratings and disability do not always correlate (63),
hence factors associated with pain or other reported symptoms may not be the same as
those associated with disability. The statistically significant results have been summarised
in Table 6 (p40) and Table 7 (p45). Results for factors that were not statistically significant
are not reported in these tables. Borchgrevink et al (51) and Pettersson et al (48) had no
significant findings and were excluded from these tables.

Twenty-two different psychological factors were investigated and the summary of results
for each factor is included in Table 8 (p48). The majority of findings were inconclusive. No
psychological factors were identified for which there was strong evidence to support a
positive or negative association with the development of LWS. Limited evidence was found
to support an association with the development of LWS for lower levels of self-efficacy (46,
49). Self-efficacy is a concept developed by Bandura (64). It was defined by the authors of
these studies as a personal belief of how successfully one can cope with difficult situations
(65). Soderlund et al (49) and Kyhlback et al (46) used the Self-efficacy Scale (66) which
looks specifically at a patient’s confidence to perform activities of daily life despite pain.
Limited evidence was also found to support an association between higher levels of posttraumatic stress and LWS (41, 50). Post-traumatic stress refers to psychological distress
directly related to a traumatic event (i.e. the whiplash injury in this instance) (67, 68) rather
than general psychological distress which was also included in the review.
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No association was seen between general psychological distress and the development of
LWS based on the findings of 6 cohorts (moderate evidence). General psychological
distress is a term used to encompass distress, anxiety, depressive symptoms and
depressive mood (22, 69, 70). The measures used screen for the presence of these types of
symptoms but do not provide a definitive diagnosis. Some studies used specific measures
of depression or anxiety and these were reported separately. No association was also
reported between personality traits and the development of LWS based on the findings of
6 cohorts (moderate evidence).

No association was found between well being, social support, life control, psychosocial
work factors or health related attitudes and behaviours based on the results of one cohort
each (limited evidence). Findings regarding the following constructs were considered
inconclusive: psychosocial stress not associated with the accident, previous psychological
problems, blame and anger about the accident, perceived threat at the time of the
accident, cognitive function, anxiety, depression, somatisation (psychological symptoms
manifest themselves as physical symptoms (71)) , irritability, familiarity with whiplash
symptoms, fear avoidance beliefs (avoidance of activity due to a fear of causing pain or reinjury (72)), catastrophising (an exaggerated negative response to pain (73, 74)) and coping
strategies.
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Table 6 Results based on symptomatic report
Cohort Study
number

Outcome measurement used Time of follow up

Factors associated with poor outcome univariate results

Test used

Factors associated with poor outcome multivariable results

Final model included:

2

Olsson et al Symptomatic versus
1 Year
(45)
asymptomatic. Symptomatic
= report of residual pain
related to the accident.

Cluster
Higher scores on the level of percieved
Age, Sex, WAD grade and MPI
analysis
interference scale of the MPI (b = -2.451 exp (b) = variables.
followed by 0.086.
regression

3

Kyhlback et
al (46)

Pain intensity (VAS)

General
Male gender (ß=0.43 p<0.01).
Linear Model Lower self-efficacy scores (ß=-0.32 p<0.01)
Higher WAD grade (ß=-0.23 p<0.05)

6

Soderlund
et al (49)

Symptomatic versus
6 months
asymptomatic. Symptomatic
= self reported pain > 1/2
standard deviation below the
group mean VAS score
(=0.97).

10

Gargan et al Recovered versus non(43)
recovered.
Recovered = symptoms
classified as intrusive or
disabling.

11

Mayou and Recovered versus non1 year
Bryant (52) recovered.
Non-recovered = presence of
Physical symptoms.

1 Year

2 years

Higher initial scores on the catrastrophising Independent
subscale (t=2.17, p<0.05)
sample
Lower initial scores on the contol over pain
t test.
subscale (t=3.03, p<0.05) of the Coping
Strategy Questionnaire.
Lower initial self-efficacy score (t=2.09,
p<0.05).
Higher initial disability scores (t=3.06, p<0.05).
Asymptomatic patients also exhibited more
active coping strategies than those who were
symptomatic (Wilk's lambda = 0.85, p<0.05).
Reduced cervical ROM at 3/12 post injury is Student t
associated with non recovery (OR = 13.29 (CI tests
2.36-85.83).
X² test with
Abnormal GHQ score at 3/12 post injury is
Yates's
associated with non recovery (OR = 7.27 (CI correlation
1.01-64.58).
Logistic
A report of neck pain at the time (p<0.01).
Age, gender, driver-passenger
regression Women passengers were at greater risk of non- status, neuroticism, previous
recovery than a driver of either sex (p<0.01)
psychological problems, memories
of the accident, mood score and
neck symptoms immediately
following the accident.
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12

Mayou and Recovered versus nonBryant (53) recovered.
Non- recovered = report of
moderate or severe pain.

1 year

13

Radanov et al Recovered versus non6 months
(54)
recovered.
Non-recovered = presence of
symptoms

13

Radanov et al Recovered versus non1 year
(55)
recovered.
Non-recovered = presence of
symptoms

13

Radanov et al Presence of headache versus 6 months
(56)
no headache.

13

Radanov et al Non-recovered versus
6 months
(57)
recovered.
Non-recovered = presence of
symptoms

Logistic
regression

Stepwise
regression

Unadjusted results: Not feeling to blame for the
accident (rate ratio = 3.7) or if the patient's initial
emotional response to the accident was anger
(rate ratio = 2.14).
Adjusted results: patients claiming
compensation at 3/12 post injury (rate ratio =
4.81) or had high anger cognition at 3/12 post
injury (rate ratio = 2.68).
High initial neck pain intensity (p=0.0019), older
age (p=0.0036), injury related subjective
cognitive impairment on Cognitive Function
Questionnaire (p=0.0009).

Higher levels of baseline neck pain intensity Mann
(p<0.01, U=937.5)
Whitney U
Higher levels of baseline headache intensity test
(p<0.06, U=807.5).
X² test
Restricted neck ROM at baseline (p=0.007,
X²=7.05).
Earlier report of neck pain post injury: Mean
time = 7.0 hours +/-15.1(SD) in non-recovered
versus (Mean time=11.0 hours +/-16.9 (SD) in
recovered (p=0.038).
X² test,
A history of pre-traumatic headache (p<0.001)
Multivariable
analysis.

Older age (p<0.05).
Higher baseline scores on the Cognitive
Failures Test (indicating cognitive
impairment) (p<0.05)

Unclear

Age, injury mechanism, lifetime
history of psychological or
behavioural problems, psychosocial
stress (current and lifetime),
personality dimensions, Well being,
cognitive function, initial neck pain
intensity, initial headache intensity,
neurotic symptoms in childhood.

Presence of neck pain at 6/12 and
neck pain intensity at 6/12. Age,
gender, mechanism of injury,
timing of initial symptoms,
personality traits.

Mann
Whitley U
test
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13

Radanov et Non-recovered versus
6 months
al (58)
recovered.
Non-recovered = presence of
symptoms.

1 year

Stepwise
regression

Stepwise
regression

Initial neck pain intensity (t=4.595, p<0.001),
sleep disturbances (t=4.381, p<0.0001), age
(t=4.222, p =0.0001), previous history of head
trauma (t=3.287, p=0.0014), forgetfulness
(t=3.129, p=0.00023), history of pre-traumatic
headache (t=3.037, p=0.0003), symptoms of
radicular irritation (t=2.422, p=0.0172), score on
neuroticism scale on Freiburg personality
inventory (t=-2.334, p =0.0215), complained of
poor concentration at baseline (t=-2.568,
p=0.00117).

The following factors were entered
into the initial model but the final
model is not reported:
Age, gender, injury mechanism, a
history or head injury or whiplash,
the type and frequency of pretraumatic headaches and all
findings from the baseline
assessment (neck pain, headache,
fatigue, shoulder pain, anxiety,
sleep disturbances, back pain,
sensitivity to noise, poor
concentration, blurred vision,
irritability, sensitivity to light,
dizziness, forgetfulness, difficulty
swallowing).
Age (t=3.824, p=0.0002, previous history of head As above.
trauma (t=3.333, p=0.0012), sleep disturbances
(t=3.097, p=0.0025), intensity of initial neck pain
(t=3.068, p=0.0028), pre-traumatic headache
(t=2.951,p=0.0039), score on nervousness scale
of Freiburg personality inventory (t=2.277,
p=0.0249) and score on neuroticism scale on
Freiburg personality inventory (t=-3.249,
p=0.0016).
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Radanov et al Non-recovered versus
2 years
(60)
recovered.
Non-recovered = presence of
symptoms

13

Di Stefano Non-recovered versus
2 years
and Radanov recovered.
(59)
Non-recovered = presence of
symptoms

14

Karlsborg et Number of symptoms.
al (13)

7 months

14

Smed (39)

7 months

Number of symptoms.

Older age (p<0.03)
Head rotated or inclined (p<0.008)
History or pre-traumatic headache(migraine)
(p<0.0001).
Initial neck pain intensity (p<0.008)
Initial headache intensity (p<0.004)
Anxiety p<0.023)
Sleep disturbance (p<0.0001)
Blurred vision (p<0.008)
Forgetfulness (p<0.006)
Symptoms of radicular deficit (p<0.043)
Symptoms of cranial nerve or brainstem
disturbance (p=0.004)
Multiple symptom score (p<0.026)
Radiological findings - sign of degeneration
(osteoarthrosis) (p<0.017)
Score on wellbeing scale (p<0.033)
Cognitive variables: number connection test
(p<0.0001), Trail making part A (p<0.026),
Trail making part B (p<0.012), PASAT
(p<0.023)
Higher baseline neck pain intensity (U= 93.0
p=0.001) and headache intensity (U= 126.0,
p=0.01).
Worse scores on the Number Connection
Test at baseline than asymptomatic subjects
(p=0.003).

X² test.
MannWhitney U
test.

The report of stress at 1/12 post injury
(p=0.024).
The
presence of stressful life events during the
early recovery phase (P=0.0037)

Mann
Whitney test
WilcoxonPratt one
sample rank
test.

Mann
Whitney U
test,
Wilcoxon
signed ranks
test with
Bonferroni
correction
Logistic
The presence of stress unrelated to the whiplash unadjusted
regression injury (p=0.0078)
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16

Kivioja et al
(62)

Recovered versus nonrecovered.
Recovered = no neck pain
now.

17

Atherton et Report of persistent neck
al (40)
pain.
Defined as neck pain at all
follow up time points (1, 3
and 12 months post injury).

1 year

1 year

Significantly more females (22/49) reported
neck pain at follow up than males (9/42)
(p,0.05).
Lower initial pain intensity was associated
with recovery (P<0.05).

MannWhitney U
test,
X² test,
Logistic
regression
Multiple
logistic
regression

Report of neck pain or shoulder pain in 4/52 prior Gender, age, neck and shoulder
to RTA (Exp (B) = 4.5 CI (1.1-8.76), p=0.035)
pain before accident, initial pain
intensity, catastrophising.

Factors associated with persistent neck pain:
Pre-collision widespread body pain (one month)
OR 1.9 (CI 1.1 to 3.2), Vehicle other than a car OR
1.8 (CI 1.04-3.2), Number of other symptoms
reported = 6-10 OR 2.0 (1.2-3.3), initial NDI ≥ 22
OR 1.9 (1.2-2.9).

Gender, age, GHQ, presence of
widespread body pain, vehicle
type, initial NDI, number of
symptoms.
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Table 7 Results based on Disability or Functional Outcome Measures
Cohort Study
number

Outcome measurement used Time of follow up

Factors associated with poor outcome univariate results

Test used

Factors associated with poor outcome multivariable results

Non-recovered had higher mean BMI
Mann(p=0.015), higher initial neck pain intensity
Whitney U,
(p=0.000), higher TSK scores (p=0.000), higher Student tscores on catastrophising subscale of PCL-E (p= test, chi0.000), lower isometric muscle activity
square test.
(p=0.004) and higher initial NDI (p=0.000).
ROC curves.
Initial NDI>15 is predictive of poor outcome
with 54.3% probability. If this is combined with
an initial TSK score >40 this increased to 83.3%
probability.
Initial high pain intensity (r= 0.38, P<0.01)
General
Patients with initial high self-efficacy had lower
Low ratings of self-efficacy (r= -0.48, p<0.001). Linear Model disability at follow-up (β= -0.56, P<0.001)

Final model included:

1

Nederhand
et al (44)

Recovered versus non6 months
recovered based on Neck
Disability Index. Scores >15 =
non-recovered.

3

Kyhlback et
al (46)

Pain Disability Index

4

Hendriks et Functionally recovered versus 1 Year
al (47)
non-recovered. Functionally
recovered = VAS <30mm for
neck pain OR VAS >78mm for
activities AND no pain
medication use during followup.

Multiple
logistic
regression

Female gender (OR 4.596 [1.507-14.015]), low
Seen by PT or GP.
level of education (OR 3.511 [1.054-11.696]),
high initial neck pain intensity (OR 1.020 [1.0021.038]), higher levels of somatisation (OR 1.110
[1.030-1.195]). Less initial work limitation
reduced the risk of poor outcome (OR 0.986
[0.975-0.998]).

7

Miettinen et Change in health status due 3 years
al (42)
to whiplash injury. Self report.
Subjects rated the effect of
whiplash injury on their
health as no change, slightly
worse or significantly worse.
Slightly worse or significantly
worse = a change in health
status.

Binomal
linear
regression
(logistic
regression)

NDI score (>20) (p<0.05, OR 11.2).

1 Year

Age, Sex, WAD Grade, WAD
grade/sex.

Age, gender, marital status,
condition of health before the
accident, symptoms after the
accident, scores on Beck's
depression inventory, General
Health Questionnaire, Neck
Disability Index, Work Ability Index.
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8

Sterling et al Neck Disability Index
(50)

6 months

Multiple
logistic
regression

Factors predicting mod/severe disability (NDI>30) Age, gender, initial NDI score,
High Initial NDI (B=0.06, p= 0.028, OR=1.06 CI
physical measures of motor
1.007-1.12)
function, physical measures of
Older age (B=0.13, p=0.01, OR=1.13 CI 1.03-1.23) sensory function, sympathetic
Reduced cold pain threshold (B=0.26, p=0.01,
nervous system function, GHQ-28,
OR=1.29 CI 1.05-1.58)
TSK, Impact of events scale.
High Impact of Events Scale scores (stress
reaction) (B=0.11, p=0.005, OR 1.11 CI 1.03-1.2).
Was able to correctly classify 86.7% of patients
as to whether they had severe/moderate
symptoms or not using these variables.
Factors predictive of mild disability (NDI score 1018): Initial NDI score (OR 1.15 [1.03-1.28]), GHQ28 total (OR 1.15 [1.04-1.28]) and Cervical
Extension ROM (OR 1.1 [1.03-1.25]).

8

Sterling et al Neck Disability Index
(41)

2-3 years

Multiple
logistic
regression

Factors predicting NDI Score:
Initial NDI (p=0.001)
Age (p=0.008)
Cold pain thresholds (p=0.026)
Impact of Events Scale scores (p=0.018)
Factors predicting moderate/severe disability
(NDI>30):
High initial NDI OR= 1.05 (CI 1-0-1.1)
Older age OR=1.1 (CI 1.0-1.13)
Reduced cold pain threshold OR=1.1 (1.0-1.13).
High Impact of Events Scale Score OR=1.03 (CI
1.03-1.20)

11

Mayou and
Bryant (52)

Logistic
regression

Patients with a history of previous psychological Age, gender, driver-passenger
problems were 5 times more likely to have a poor status, neuroticism, previous
social outcome (p<0.05)
psychological problems, memories
of the accident, mood score and
neck symptoms immediately
following the accident.

Poor social outcome. A global 1 year
social outcome was
determined by an interviewer
to estimate changes to work,
leisure and other social
changes attributable to the
injury. Poor social outcome
not clearly defined.

Left cervical rotation, sympathetic
nervous system function,
compensation status, initial NDI,
age, cold pain thresholds, Impact of
Events Scale.
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15

Kasch et al
(61)

Disability. Patients completed 1 year
a 6 point scale to rate work
capacity and handicap.
Patients were considered
handicapped (or nonrecovered) if they selected
items 3, 4, 5 or 6.

Cox
regression
analysis

Reduced total cervical ROM in the first week is
associated with increased disability (B=2.53 CI
1.26-5.11, p =0.01). ROM was considered to be
decreased if it was 2 standard deviation below
the total cervical ROM of the control group.

Cervical muscle workload, pain
(VAS), number of symptoms,
gender, speed differences
>26km/hr, age>31, BMI>30, lawsuit
during first month post injury.
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Table 8 Overall strength of evidence for psychological prognostic factors in whiplash
Psychological factor

Articles supporting an association with
late whiplash syndrome

Study
Quality

Articles failing to show an association
with the development of late whiplash
syndrome

Study
Quality

Overall level of evidence

Personality traits

Radanov et al (58) (S)

Low

Borchgrevink (51) (S)
Radanov et al (54) (S)
Radanov et al (55) (S)
Radanov et al (56) (S)
Radanov et al (57) (S)
Radanov et al (60) (S)
Pettersson et al (48) (D)
Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)

Adequate
Low
Low
Adequate
Low
Low
Low
Low

No association found based on
moderate evidence.

General psychological distress

Sterling et al (50) (D)

Adequate

Hendriks et al (47) (D)

Adequate

Gargan et al (43) (S)

Low

Karlsborg et al (13) (S)

Low

No association found based on
moderate evidence.

Smed (39) (S)

Low

Miettinen et al (42)(D)

Low

Olsson et al (45) (S)

Adequate

Sterling et al (41) (D)

Adequate

Atherton et al (40) (S)

Adequate

Self-efficacy

Post traumatic stress

Kyhlback et al (46) (S & D)

Adequate

Soderlund et al (49) (S)

Low

Sterling et al (50) (D)

Adequate

Sterling et al (41) (D)

Adequate

Psychosocial work factors
Wellbeing

Radanov et al (60) (S)

Low

Limited evidence for an association with
the development of LWS
Limited evidence for an association with
the development of LWS.
Atherton et al (40) (S)

Adequate

No association found based on limited
evidence

Radanov et al (54) (S)
Radanov et al (55) (S)
Radanov et al (56) (S)

Low
Low
Adequate

No association found based on limited
evidence.
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Radanov et al (57) (S)
Di Stefano and Radanov (59) (S)

Low
Low

Life control

Olsson et al (45) (S)

Adequate

No association found based on limited
evidence.

Social support

Olsson et al (45) (S)

Adequate

No association found based on limited
evidence.

Health related attitudes and behaviours

Kasch et al (37) (D)

Adequate

No association found based on limited
evidence.
Inconclusive

Psychosocial stress not related to the injury

Karlsborg et al (13) (S)

Low

Radanov et al (54) (S)

Low

Smed (39) (S)

Low

Radanov et al (58) (S)
Radanov et al (1995) (S)

Low
Low

Previous psychological problems

Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)

Low

Mayou and Bryant (53) (S)
Radanov et al (54) (S)

Low
Low

Inconclusive

Blame and anger

Mayou and Bryant (53) (S)

Low

Radanov et al (57) (S)
Radanov et al (60) (S)

Low
Low

Inconclusive

Perceived threat

Mayou and Bryant (2002) (S)

Low

Cognitive function

Radanov et al (54) (S)
Radanov et al (55) (S)
Radanov et al (56) (S)
Radanov et al (57) (S)
Di Stefano and Radanov (59) (S)

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Radanov et al (55) (S)
Di Stefano and Radanov (59) (S)

Low
Low

Inconclusive

Anxiety

Radanov et al (1995) (S)

Low

Radanov et al (1994b) (S)
Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)

Low
Low

Inconclusive

Depression

Miettinen et al (42)(D)

Low

Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)

Low

Inconclusive

Irritability

Radanov et al (60) (S)

Low

Radanov et al (58) (S)

Low

Inconclusive

Radanov et al (60) (S)

Low

Inconclusive

Nederhand et al (44)(D)

Adequate

Sterling et al (50) (D)

Adequate

Inconclusive

Sterling et al (41) (D)

Adequate

Familiarity with symptoms of whiplash
Fear-avoidance

Inconclusive
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Catastrophising

Nederhand et al (44)(D)

Adequate

Kivioja et al (62) (S)

Adequate

Inconclusive

Soderlund et al (49) (S)

Low

Coping strategies

Soderlund et al (49) (S)

Low

Kivioja et al (62) (S)

Adequate

Inconclusive

Somatisation

Hendriks et al (47) (D)

Adequate

Atherton et al (40) (S)

Adequate

Inconclusive

(S) Outcome measure based on symptomatic report
(D) Outcome measure based on disability or function
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1.4 Discussion
This review highlights the need for further research as most findings were inconclusive or
based on limited evidence. Self-efficacy and post-traumatic stress maybe related to the
development of LWS but these factors warrant further research. An association was seen
between self-efficacy and both symptoms and disability. Post-traumatic stress was
measured by the Impact of Events Scale (IES) (75). The IES measured the patient’s distress
reaction directly related to their whiplash injury but it is not a true diagnosis of Post
traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) according to the criteria presented by the DSM-IV (67,
68). The association between post-traumatic stress and LWS was only investigated in
relation to disability so the influence on symptoms remains unknown.

One surprising finding was that no significant association was reported between general
psychological distress and LWS based on a moderate level of evidence. This is even though
psychological distress is thought to be an important factor in the transition from an acute
to chronic states in conditions such as LBP (22). Some initial analysis showed that distress
influenced outcome following whiplash injury (40). However, when injury severity was
controlled for this was no longer true. One cohort study did show an association between
psychological distress and LWS at 6 months follow up but this effect was no longer evident
at the long term follow up (41, 50). No association was reported using a variety of methods
to measure psychological distress (Symptoms Check List-90, General Health Questionnaire
12 and 28 and Multidimensional Pain Inventory) and using both symptoms and disability as
outcomes.
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No significant association between personality traits and LWS was also reported based on a
moderate level of evidence. This was consistent with findings in the neck and back pain
literature with a review by Linton (69) concluding that there was no support for a “pain
prone” personality.

A number of different factors were reported to have no significant association with LWS
based on limited evidence. These included psychosocial work factors, wellbeing, life control
and social support. These findings were based on the results of one cohort each and only
used symptoms as an outcome. Further research is warranted to confirm these findings
and to investigate their impact on disability.

Findings were inconclusive for a number of factors (fear avoidance, catastrophising and
coping strategies) that are often highlighted in models of disability development (e.g. (76)).
Each of these factors was investigated by two cohorts and the findings were conflicting.
However, a common finding was that these factors were significantly associated with LWS
in studies that carried out univariate analysis (44, 49) but not when multivariable analysis
was carried out (50, 62). This suggests that when factors such as initial pain intensity are
included in the analysis these factors are not predictive of outcome. Factors such as fear
avoidance, catastrophising and coping strategies used maybe the mechanism through
which pain intensity influences outcome. For example, if a patient reports high levels of
pain then they are more likely to be fearful of movement (fear avoidant) and fail to return
to their usual activities. This requires further confirmation.

Although, there were 22 different psychological factors identified in this review, it was also
apparent that there were potentially other psychological factors that warranted
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investigation. Specifically, in regard to patient held beliefs which is the focus of this thesis,
there were only a limited number of factors related to patient held beliefs. Factors related
to patient held beliefs about injury and recovery included self-efficacy, fear avoidance,
catastrophising and coping. There were other types of beliefs that could potentially
influence outcome. For example, beliefs about prognosis (i.e. how long patients think they
will take to recover) or beliefs about treatment (what a patient believes will help them to
recover). The next step of this thesis was to identify other types of beliefs that warranted
further research and this process is described in Chapter Three.

1.4.1 Limitations
It was inappropriate to carry out meta-analysis for this review due to the use of different
outcome measures and prognostic factors. This meant the only quantitative analysis
possible was a “vote counting” procedure where the number of studies with significant
findings was compared to the number of studies with non-significant findings for each
factor. This approach was also used by Scholten-Peeters et al (19) and is problematic
because it does not consider strength of association. Also, studies that are underpowered
may fail to reach statistical significance even when associations exist, so reliance on
statistical significance may fail to find associations. If it had been appropriate to use metaanalysis this would have overcome this problem and allowed an estimate of the strength of
association of each risk factor with LWS.

Publication bias is a problem for systematic reviews in general as studies with significant
findings are more likely to be published. Particular to this review was the potential for bias
due to the exclusion of non-English articles. However, of the 7 articles that were potentially
eligible, 3 (77-79) were also reported in English. Of the other 4 articles 2 had no abstract
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available in English (80, 81). The two remaining articles (82, 83) were both prospective
studies with 62 and 122 subjects respectively but it was unclear from the abstracts whether
they included any psychological factors. Attempts were made to contact both authors but
these were unsuccessful.

1.4.2 Methodological issues
The aim of this systematic literature review was to identify psychological risk factors for
LWS. Unfortunately the outcome measures used were not necessarily consistent with the
definition of LWS. For example, the presence of neck pain at follow up did not specify if
symptoms were sufficient to interfere with return to normal activities as specified by the
definition of LWS by Balla (11). Attempts were made to ensure that the studies included in
this literature review reflected the concept of LWS as closely as possible by specifying that
the outcomes used needed to measure symptoms or disability present greater than 6
months post injury.

A major shortcoming of the included studies was that they failed to use outcomes with
established test-retest reliability in pain populations. If an outcome measure is not reliable
then results based on it are questionable. Outcome measures used in the research
presented were extremely variable and lacked consistency. For example, many studies
used a dichotomous outcome where patients were categorised as recovered or nonrecovered but these definitions varied. Mayou and Bryant (53) defined non-recovered as
the report of moderate or severe pain while Radanov et al (55) defined it as the report of
any symptoms.
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The appropriateness of measures used for the prognostic factors for this patient group also
needs to be considered. The inconclusive findings for some constructs may be due to the
tools used. For example, use of the Beck Depression Index in pain populations has been
criticised because the items relating to somatic symptoms may reflect physical symptoms
experienced by patients rather than their mood (84).

The statistical analyses presented were problematic for many studies. Even when the
investigator is primarily interested in one possible prognostic factor multivariable analysis is
essential to control for bias (85p257). Due to the multi-factorial nature of pain and
disability many constructs may influence outcome. Some studies failed to carry out
multivariable analysis but carried out high numbers of univariate analysis. Radanov et al
(60) carried out over 90 univariate analyses. Under such circumstances some associations
will be found that are more than likely due to chance. Univariate analysis is an essential
step to select factors to be included in the multivariable analysis but conclusions based
solely on univariate analysis may be subject to bias and should be interpreted cautiously.
Two articles did carry out multivariable analysis and controlled for all 4 pre-specified
factors demonstrating that this is achievable. Inadequate sample sizes was a frequent
problem and larger studies are needed if comprehensive models are to be tested when
considering prognostic factors in the development of LWS.

1.4.3 Previous systematic reviews
This review identified 16 articles that were not included in the earlier review by ScholtenPeeters et al (19). In light of this, differences between the review by Scholten-Peeters et al
(19) and this review would be expected. Associations between LWS and self-efficacy and
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post-traumatic distress were reported in new research. The two reviews were in agreement
that general psychological distress was not associated with the development of LWS.
However, the presence of previous psychological problems was found to be associated with
poor outcome by Scholten-Peeters et al (19), but was inconclusive in this review. Research
pertaining to personality traits was deemed inconclusive by Scholten-Peeters et al (19) but
we found moderate evidence that no association existed. Differences in the methodology
used may also have contributed to the different findings. In this review outcome measures
were based on the definition of LWS, meaning that studies with less than 6 months follow
up or those using outcomes such as time to claim closure were excluded. Different criteria
were also used to classify the quality of research. Scholten-Peeters et al (19) classified
articles scoring 50% or more on the quality scoring as high quality research. We used three
ratings of high, adequate and low quality. Scholten-Peeters et al (19) used an overall score
to determine quality levels where as this review considered the scores of each of the three
sections of the quality assessment. This approach has made it more difficult for studies to
achieve a high quality rating but it was felt that it reflected more accurately the quality of
the research presented.

1.4.4 The importance of these findings
This systematic literature review has demonstrated there is a significant statistical
association between low levels of self-efficacy and high levels of post traumatic stress
reaction with LWS. However, is can be difficult to evaluate the importance of these findings
due to how findings are reported. A variety of methods are used and it is difficult to
compare them. For example, in regards to self-efficacy, Soderlund et al (49), univariate
results found that those who were symptomatic at 6 months follow up had statistically
significantly lower self-efficacy scores at baseline which was significant to a level of p<0.05.
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The mean difference between the two groups was 14 points on the Self-Efficacy Scale.
Although, this appears to be a large difference between the two groups, the analysis has
failed to control for important factors such as pain intensity so this does not give any
indication of the true importance of these findings. In contrast, Kyhlback et al (46) reported
multivariable linear regression analysis producing a different type of statistical output. Here
lower self-efficacy is associated with greater pain and disability expressed using a
standardised regression co-efficient (β). β indicates the number of standard deviations the
outcome will change in response to a one standard deviation change in the predictor
variable (86p239). So in the case of disability, a 16 point reduction in the Self-Efficacy Scale
resulted in a 15 point increase in Pain Disability Index scores. In the case of pain ratings, an
18.8 point reduction in the Self-Efficacy Scale resulted in a 6 point increase in pain ratings.
It would appear that self-efficacy ratings had a substantial influence on disability and a
smaller influence on pain ratings.

Sterling et al (50, 87) reported the effect of a high baseline post traumatic stress reaction
on outcome following logistic regress analyses in terms of odds ratios (OR). The OR
indicates the change in odds of an outcome occurring with each unit change in the
predictor variable (86p271). For each point increase in the IES score (score out of 75) the
odds of being moderately/severely disabled at 6 months increased by 11% (50). This
appears to have a considerable impact on outcome. The effect was smaller at the 2-3 year
follow up where there was a 3% increase in odds with each point increase in the IES score
(41).
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1.5 Summary of findings
This systematic literature review highlighted the large degree of uncertainty pertaining to
psychological risk factors for LWS. When factors related to patient beliefs about injury and
recovery were examined, only self-efficacy was reported to be associated with LWS and
this was based on limited evidence. Other factors related to patient beliefs about injury and
recovery that were investigated were fear avoidance, catastrophising and coping. Their
relationship with LWS was deemed inconclusive due to conflicting evidence. More research
into self-efficacy, fear avoidance, catastrophising and coping was warranted. It was also
obvious that there were other types of beliefs that had not been investigated. Further
consideration was needed to identify such beliefs and decide whether they warranted
further investigation.

This review also highlighted the need to ensure that the appropriate multivariable analysis
was carried out to reduce the risk of bias to findings. Factors that were not related to
beliefs needed to be considered when designing the next step of this thesis. In particular,
the inclusion of a measure of post-traumatic stress was warranted.

1.6 The next step - study design
On completion of the systematic literature review it was apparent where further research
was warranted in the area of patient held beliefs. The next step was to decide on the
appropriate research methods to investigate the role of patient held beliefs about pain and
injury in the development of LWS and to identify the specific objectives needed to achieve
the overall aim of the research.
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Essentially, this research hoped to identify certain beliefs that resulted in LWS. Establishing
causation is extremely difficult and should not be confused with correlation (96).
Correlation establishes a relationship between two variables but more is needed to suggest
a causal relationship (31,96,97p290-297,98). Many studies use correlation analysis to
suggest causation when it is not possible to do so. The most appropriate study design to
identify causality is the prospective cohort study. Prospective studies are essential to
understanding causality as they ensure that the causal factor is measured before the
outcome of interest. In a prospective cohort study a group of subjects with different
characteristics measured at baseline (i.e. different beliefs about injury and recovery) are
followed up to see whether an outcome of interest occurs (i.e. develops LWS) (32p266).
Therefore, it was decided that a prospective cohort study would be carried out as part of
this thesis. The development of the prospective cohort study is described in Chapter 4.

Qualitative research has an important role to play in understanding the patient's
experience of illness or injury (287 -290). By interviewing participants about their
experiences it was hoped that a greater understanding of how beliefs influence recovery
would be achieved. It was also hoped that these interview would reveal aspects of patient
beliefs that were important in the development of LWS that was not addressed by the
prospective cohort study. Therefore, it was decided than a qualitative study would be
carried out alongside the prospective cohort study. This is described in Chapter 7.
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1.7 Research objectives
The specific objectives of this research were to:
1. Carry out a prospective cohort study to identify factors predictive of LWS, Neck
Disability Index scores and participant perceived improvement at follow up
including patient held beliefs.
2. Carry out exploratory analysis to see if the belief factors found to be predictive of
LWS were moderated by other belief factors.
3. Carry out exploratory analysis to see if the belief factors found to be predictive of
LWS were moderated by the treatments delivered as part of MINT.
4. Explore beliefs held by patients regarding their injury, recovery and the treatments
received by carrying out a qualitative study.
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2.0 Systematic literature review update

2.1 Introduction
The systematic literature review in the previous chapter represented the state of the
evidence at the end of August 2006 when the prospective cohort study was developed. The
literature review was updated (to March 2010) to allow comparison between the findings
of the prospective cohort study carried out for this thesis and the current evidence base.
The search strategy outlined in Figure 2 was re-run. This resulted in 378 possible articles.
After examining the abstracts 36 articles were collected. Of these 8 articles pertaining to 5
cohorts were identified that were eligible for the systematic literature review (Table 9).
These articles were quality assessed using the criteria developed for the original review.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to have more than one reviewer for this update. Data
was extracted from the articles using the same methods used for the original review.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Characteristics of additional studies
The additional cohorts identified included 3 from insurance company records and 2 from
emergency department populations (See Table 9). Generally studies were larger than those
included in the original review ranging from 91(88) to 2850 (89). All the studies identified
were prospective cohort studies. Follow up ranged from 6 months (90) to 2 years (89). A
wide range of prognostic factors and outcomes were, once again, investigated.
Psychological prognostic factors that had not been investigated previously were causal
beliefs about whiplash, helplessness, locus of control beliefs and expectations of recovery.
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2.2.2 Quality assessment of additional studies
Generally these studies received higher quality scores than those in the original review with
only one study being rated as low quality (88). Five studies were rated as adequate quality
(89-93). There were no high quality studies in the original review but two studies published
since then were rated as high quality (94, 95). Improvements were mainly seen in the
analysis section of the quality criteria as the majority of studies had sufficient sample size
and multivariable analysis was carried out in all studies. Although, research quality had
improved, there were still some methodological issues. For example some of the measures
of outcome and prognostic factors lacked reliability and validity (e.g. Buitenhuis et al (93),
Kivioja et al (88)). See Table 10 for quality assessment scores.
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Table 9 Additional studies grouped in cohorts
Cohort
number

Author

Type of
study

Population
studied

Number of
subjects*

Length of
follow up

Psychological factors studied

Other prognostic factors studied

1A

Buitenhuis et al
(93)

Prospective
cohort study

663/879

12 months

Concentration problems (VAS)

Buitenhuis et al
(92)

Prospective
cohort study

110/140

12 months

Causal beliefs (CBQW), Catastrophising (PCS)

Age, sex, employment, work education, neck pain intensity (VAS), neck stiffness
(VAS), Neck restriction (VAS), radiating symptoms (VAS), Paresthesia (VAS)
headache intensity (VAS), dizziness (VAS), use of medication
Disability (NDI), sex, age, paresthesia (VAS), radiating symptoms (VAS)

Buitenhuis et al
(91)

Prospective
cohort study

Insurance
company
records
Insurance
company
records
Insurance
company
records

190/240

12 months

Post traumatic stress (SRS-PTSD)

Carstensen et
al (94)

Prospective
cohort study

Emergency
Department

529 and
651/740

12 months

Pre-collision psychological distress (W-7, SCL)

Age, sex, loss of consciousness, hospital visit, hospital admittance, back pain
intensity (VAS), neck pain intensity (VAS), neck stiffness (VAS), Neck restriction
(VAS), radiating symptoms (VAS), Paresthesia (VAS) headache intensity (VAS),
dizziness (VAS), use of medication, sleep disturbance (Y/N), frequency of neck
pain, onset of neck complaints
Pre-collision health problems, age, sex, education, occupation, collision variables

Kongsted et al
(95)
Berglund et al
(89)

Prospective
cohort study
Prospective
cohort study

668/737

12 months

1705/2280

24 months

Post traumatic stress (IES), concentration
difficulties, memory difficulties
Helplessness (RAI), locus of control beliefs
(HLC)

Quality of life (SF-36), neck pain and headache intensity (VAS), crash data, age,
sex, prior neck pain
Age, sex, crash related factors, neck pain intensity (VAS), headache (Y/N),
participant rated severity of whiplash injury. Socioeconomic status, education

4A

Holm et al (90)

Prospective
cohort study

Emergency
Department
Insurance
company
records
Insurance
company
records

1032/1259

6 months

Age, sex, education, family status, number of pain areas, severity of pain
symptoms (VAS), prior injuries, general health prior to injury including prior neck
pain and headache

5A

Kivioja et al
(88)

Prospective
cohort study

Emergency
Department

76/91

12 months

Expectations of recovery (VAS), memory loss,
anxiety and depression (HADS), post
traumatic stress(IES), passive coping
strategies (PMI)
Anxiety and depression (HADS), emotional
distress

2A

3A

* Number at final follow up/number recruited
NDI = Neck Disability Index
VAS = Visual Analogue Scale
SCL-90 = Symptoms Checklist-90
IES = Impact of Events Scale
PCS = Pain Catastrophising Scale

CBQW = Causal Beliefs Questionnaire Whiplash
W-7 = Whitney 7 illness-worrying scale
SRS-PTS= Self Rating Scale for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
RAI = Rheumatology Attitude Index
HLC = Health Locus of Control

Age, sex, education, prior neck pain, neck pain intensity (VAS), WAD grade, neck
stiffness, nausea, low back pain.
CES-D= Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Department Depression
Scale
PMI = Pain Management Inventory
HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
SF-36= Short form 36 Health Survey
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Table 10 Quality scores of additional studies
Cohort
Article
no.
1A
Buitenhuis et al (93)
Buitenhuis et al (92)
Buitenhuis et al (91)
2A
Carstensen et al (94)
Kongsted et al (95)
3A
Berglund et al (89)
4A
Holm et al (90)
5A
Kivioja et al (88)

Section
1

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

6

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

7

0
0
0
2
2
?
0
2

8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

9

0
0
0
2
2
0
0
2

%

55
55
55
83
83
61
61
94

Section
2

10

0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

11

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0

12

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
0

13

2
1
1
1
2
2
1
0

%

75
62
62
75
75
100
75
25

Section 3 14

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0

15

0
0
0
1
1
0
2
2

16

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

17

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2

%

62
62
62
87
75
62
100
75

Quality
rating
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
High
High
Adequate
Adequate
Low

2= criteria met, 1= criteria partially met, 0=criteria not met,?=unclear
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2.2.3 Findings of additional studies
As in the original review, the results were separated into those based on symptomatic
report and those based on disability ratings (See Table 11 (p65) and Table 12 (p67)). The
updated overall strength of evidence summary is presented in Table 13 (p69). Despite
further research into some psychological factors, the strength of evidence remained
unchanged for these factors. The association between cognitive function, catastrophising
and previous psychological problems with LWS remained inconclusive.

There was additional support for an association between elevated post traumatic stress
reactions and LWS. One high quality study supported this association (95) along with one
adequate quality study that supported an association between the presence of
hyperarousal symptoms of PTSD but not avoidant and instrusive symptoms with LWS (91).
One adequate quality study did contradict these findings and failed to show an association
between post traumatic stress and LWS (90). On the balance of evidence, it was felt it was
likely a relationship between post traumatic stress and LWS does exist so the level of
evidence remained unchanged (limited evidence supporting an association with LWS).
Differences in findings between studies may be related to the different factors included in
the final model as it is not clear which variables were included in final model reported by
Holm et al (90).

One low quality study (88) reported an association between general psychological distress
and LWS. Due to the poor quality of the additional research it was felt that there was still
enough evidence to support a lack of association and for the strength of evidence to
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remain unchanged. Therefore, the association remains unchanged with no association
between general psychological distress and LWS based on moderate evidence.

There was a change in the strength of evidence for one factor. Additional support was seen
for a lack of association between coping strategies and LWS (90). Although previously
reported as inconclusive, it was felt that there was now sufficient evidence to suggest a
lack of association between coping strategies and LWS based on limited evidence.
There were several factors that were not investigated in the original review but for which
limited evidence now exists. Firstly, there was limited evidence that higher levels of
helplessness (89), lower recovery expectations (90) and causal beliefs about neck pain (92)
are associated with LWS. Causal beliefs were measured using the Causal Beliefs
Questionnaire for Whiplash where the individual rated how likely different factors
(psychological, severe injury, vertebral, muscular, whiplash injury) were the cause of their
neck pain. Higher scores indicating greater certainty about the cause of neck pain on 3
subscales (psychological, vertebral and whiplash) at 6 months and 2 subscales
(psychological and whiplash) at 12 months was associated with LWS. The psychological
subscale (4 questions) measures the belief that pain is of psychological origin e.g. “my
complaints are caused by me being emotionally upset”. The vertebral subscale (3
questions) measures beliefs that pain arises from vertebral structures e.g. “my complaints
are caused by my vertebrae not lining up”. The whiplash subscale contains one question
“my complaints are caused by whiplash”.

There was limited evidence for a lack of association between locus of control beliefs and
LWS (89). Also, there was limited evidence for a lack of association between anxiety and
depression measured by the HAD questionnaire with LWS (88, 90).
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Table 11 Results based on symptomatic report
Cohort
number

Study

Outcome measurement used

Time of
follow up

Psychological factors associated with poor outcome - multivariable results

1A

Buitenhuis Presence of post whiplash syndrome. Post
et al (92) whiplash syndrome was not defined.

6 and 12
months

Buitenhuis Presence of post whiplash syndrome. Post
et al (91) whiplash syndrome was not defined.

6 and 12
months

6 months:
6 and 12 months:
Higher scores on 3 subscales of the causal beliefs questionnaire whiplash was associated Age, sex, NDI
with presence of postwhiplash syndrome:
Subscales – psychological (OR 4.335 95%CI 1.562-12.030), vertebral (OR 3.686 CI 95%
1.467-9.258), whiplash (OR 3.430 CI 95% 1.618-7.272).
Higher levels of catastrophising reduced the chances of post whiplash syndrome (OR
0.885 CI 95% 0.814-0.962).
12 months:
Higher scores on 2 subscales of causal beliefs questionnaire whiplash was associated
with presence of postwhiplash syndrome:
Subscales – psychological (OR 2.670 95%CI 1.091-6.534), whiplash (OR 2.657 CI 95%
1.329-5.3143).
6 months:
6 and 12 months:
Whole SRS-PTSD did not predict outcome but the hyperarousal subscale was predictive Age, sex, neck pain intensity, SRS-PTSD reof outcome. Higher scores were associated with the presence of post whiplash syndrome experiencing symptoms subscale, SRS-PTSD
(OR 1.985 CI 95% 1.127-3.497).
avoidance symptoms
12 months:
Whole SRS-PTSD did not predict outcome but the hyperarousal subscale was predictive
of outcome. Higher scores were associated with the presence of post whiplash syndrome
(OR 2.238 CI 95% 1.280-3.947).
High levels of pre-collision distress was associated with considerable neck pain at follow Age, sex, education, occupation. Pre-collision
up (OR 2.1 95%CI 1.1-4.2).
illness, pre-collision pain, pre-collision neck
pain, severe collision.

2A

3A

Carstensen Considerable pain (VAS 4-10) versus minimal pain 12 months
et al (94) (VAS 0-3)

Final model included:

Kongsted Considerable pain (VAS 4-10) versus minimal pain
et al (95) (VAS 0-3)

High level of post traumatic stress was associated with considerable neck pain at follow Sex, neck pain intensity
up (OR 2.1 95%CI 1.1-4.1).

Berglund Neck pain intensity categorised as mild (0-30 on 2 years
et al (89) VAS), moderate (31-54) and severe (55-100)

Moderate levels of helplessness were associated with greater neck pain at follow up (OR Sex, neck pain intensity, initial headache
1.6 CI 95% 1.3-2.1).
present, severity of whiplash injury, education,
High levels of helpless were associated with greater neck pain at follow up (OR 2.7 CI
time
95% 2.1-3.4).
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5A

Kivioja et The presence of neck pain at follow up (VAS >30) 12 months
al (88)
versus no neck pain (VAS <30)

Emotional distress at the time of the accident was associated with increased risk of neck Sex, prior neck pain, initial neck pain intensity,
pain at follow up (RR 11 CI 95% 2.1-57.2)
low back pain
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Table 12 Results based on Disability or Functional Outcome Measures
Cohort Study
number

Outcome measurement used

Time of
Psychological factors associated with poor outcome - multivariable results
follow up

Final model included:

6 and 12
months

6 months and 12 months
Age, neck pain intensity, neck stiffness,
severity of restricted movements,
radiating symptoms, paresthesia,
headache intensity, dizziness, medication
use.
Sex, baseline pain intensity.

1A

Buitenhuis The presence of work disability. Work
et al (93) disabled was defined as working fewer
hours because of reported complaints

2A

Kongsted et Affected work capacity versus unaffected
al (95)
work capacity. Affected work capacity
defined as any sick leave or days with
reduced working because of the accident in
previous month.
Disabled versus non disabled. Non disabled
defined as 0-6 on the Copenhagen Neck
Functional Disability Scale.
Berglund et Disability Rating Index categorised as mild 2 years
al (89)
(0-6), moderate (7-22) and severe (22-100)

3A

4A

6 months:
Concentration complaints were associated with work disability (OR 1.251
95%CI 1.149-1.362)
12 months:
Concentration complaints were associated with work disability (OR 1.242
95%CI 1.128-1.368).
High level of post traumatic stress was associated with affected work capacity
at follow up (OR 1.81 95%CI 1.0-3.4)

High level of post traumatic stress was associated with persistent disability at Sex, baseline pain intensity.
follow up (OR 2.1 95%CI 1.1-4.2)

Moderate levels of helplessness were associated with the great disability at
follow up (OR 1.5 CI 95% 1.2-1.9).
High levels of helpless were associated with greater disability at follow up (OR
3.5 CI 95% 2.1-6.1).
Holm et al Pain Disability Index which was categorised 6 months Expectations of recovery as categorical variables:
(90)
as no/mild disability 0-4), moderate
Patients who rated themselves as least likely to make a full recovery were
disability (5-21) and high disability (≥22)
more likely to have moderate disability (OR 2.0 CI 95% 1.0-3.8) and high
disability (OR4.2 CI 95% 2.1-8.5) at follow up compared to those who thought
they were very likely to recover.
Patients who rated themselves in the intermediate category (less likely to
recover) were also more likely to have moderate disability (OR 1.5 CI 95% 1.02.3) and high disability (OR 2.0 CI 95% 1.2-3.2) at follow up compared to those
who thought they were very likely to recover.
Expectations of recovery as continuous variables:
Patients who rated themselves as less likely to recover had higher levels of

Sex, neck pain intensity, initial headache
present, severity of whiplash injury,
education, time
Not clear. Says that each confounder
variable was added to the crude model
and if it changed the crude estimates by
more than 10% it was included in the final
model. Does not state what was included
in the final model.
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disability at follow up (Moderate disability OR 1.1 CI 95% 1.0-1.2 and High
disability OR 1.2 CI 95% 1.1-1.3).
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Table 13 Overall strength of evidence for psychological prognostic factors in whiplash including additional studies (in bold) updated March 2010
Psychological factor

Articles supporting an association
with late whiplash syndrome

Study
Quality

Articles failing to show an
association with the development
of late whiplash syndrome
Borchgrevink (51) (S)
Radanov et al (54) (S)
Radanov et al (55) (S)
Radanov et al (56) (S)
Radanov et al (57) (S)
Radanov et al (60) (S)
Pettersson et al (48) (D)
Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)

Study
Quality
Adequate
Low
Low
Adequate
Low
Low
Low
Low

No association found based on
moderate evidence.

No association found based on
moderate evidence.

Personality traits

Radanov et al (58) (S)

Low

General psychological distress

Sterling et al (50) (D)

Adequate

Hendriks et al (47) (D)

Adequate

Gargan et al (43) (S)
Kivioja et al (S) (88)

Low
Low

Karlsborg et al (13) (S)
Smed (39) (S)
Miettinen et al (42)(D)
Olsson et al (45) (S)
Sterling et al (41) (D)
Atherton et al (40) (S)

Low
Low
Low
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate

Sterling et al (50) (D)

Adequate

Holm et al (D) (90)

Adequate

Sterling et al (41) (D)

Adequate

Buitenhuis et al (91) (S) (Hyperarousal
symptoms only)
Kongsted et al (95) (D)

Adequate

Kyhlback et al (46) (S & D)

Adequate

Soderlund et al (2000)(S)

Low

Berglund et al (D) (89)

Adequate

Post traumatic stress

Self-efficacy
Helplessness

Overall level of evidence

Limited evidence for an association
with the development of LWS

High
Limited evidence for an association
with the development of LWS
Limited evidence for an association
with the development of LWS
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Expectations of recovery

Holm et al (D) (90)

Adequate

Causal beliefs about whiplash

Buitenhuis et al (S) (92)

Adequate

Psychosocial work factors

Limited evidence for an association
with the development of LWS
Limited evidence for an association
with the development of LWS
No association found based on
limited evidence
No association found based on
limited evidence.

Atherton et al (40) (S)

Adequate

Life control

Radanov et al (54) (S)
Radanov et al (55) (S)
Radanov et al (56) (S)
Radanov et al (57) (S)
Di Stefano and Radanov (59) (S)
Olsson et al (45) (S)

Low
Low
Adequate
Low
Low
Adequate

Social support

Olsson et al (45) (S)

Adequate

Health related attitudes and behaviours

Kasch et al (37) (D)

Adequate

Locus of control beliefs

Berglund et al (D) (89)

Adequate

Anxiety and Depression

Holm et al (D) (90)
Kivioja et al (S) (88)

Adequate
Low

No association found based on
limited evidence.
No association found based on
limited evidence.
No association found based on
limited evidence.

Wellbeing

Radanov et al (60) (S)

Low

No association found based on
limited evidence.
No association found based on
limited evidence.

Coping strategies

Soderlund et al (49) (S)

Low

Kivioja et al (62) (D)
Holm et al (D) (90)

Low
Adequate

No association found based on
limited evidence.

Previous psychological problems

Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)
Carstensen et al (94) (S)

Low
High

Mayou and Bryant (53) (S)
Radanov et al (54) (S)

Low
Low

Inconclusive

Psychosocial stress not related to the injury

Karlsborg et al (13) (S)
Smed (39) (S)

Low
Low

Radanov et al (54) (S)
Radanov et al (58) (S)
Radanov et al (1995) (S)

Low
Low
Low

Inconclusive
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Blame and anger

Mayou and Bryant (53) (S)

Low

Perceived threat

Mayou and Bryant (2002) (S)

Low

Cognitive function

Radanov et al (54) (S)
Radanov et al (55) (S)
Radanov et al (56) (S)
Radanov et al (57) (S)
Di Stefano and Radanov (59) (S)
Buitenhuis et al (93)(D)
Radanov et al (1995) (S)

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Adequate
Low

Depression
Irritability
Familiarity with symptoms of whiplash
Fear-avoidance

Miettinen et al (42)(D)
Radanov et al (1995) (S)

Low
Low

Nederhand et al (44)(D)

Adequate

Catastrophising

Nederhand et al (44)(D)
Soderlund et al (49) (S)
Hendriks et al (47) (D)

Adequate
Low
Adequate

Anxiety

Somatisation

Radanov et al (57) (S)
Radanov et al (1995) (S)

Low
Low

Inconclusive

Radanov et al (55) (S)
Di Stefano and Radanov (59) (S)
Kongsted et al (95) (D)
Holm et al (D) (90)

Low
Low
High
Adequate

Inconclusive

Radanov et al (1994b) (S)
Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)
Mayou and Bryant (52) (S)
Radanov et al (58) (S)
Radanov et al (1995) (S)
Sterling et al (50) (D)
Sterling et al (41) (D)
Kivioja et al (62) (D)
Buitenhuis et al (S)(92)
Atherton et al (40) (S)

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate

Inconclusive

Inconclusive

Inconclusive
Inconclusive
Inconclusive
Inconclusive
Inconclusive
Inconclusive

(S) Outcome measure based on symptomatic report
(D) Outcome measure based on disability or function
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2.3 Summary
As some time had passed since the original review, the systematic literature was updated
to establish the current evidence base regarding psychological risk factors for LWS. Several
new belief factors were included in this update including expectations of outcome which
was also included in the prospective cohort study carried out for this thesis. Despite almost
4 years between the two reviews there was little change to overall findings. The new
findings included:



Limited evidence of a lack of association between the following factors and LWS:
coping strategies (previously inconclusive), locus of control beliefs and anxiety and
depression (measured by the HAD).



Limited evidence of an association between the following factors and LWS:
higher levels of helplessness, lower recovery expectations and causal beliefs about
neck pain.

These findings will be discussed further in relation to the results of the prospective cohort
study carried out as part of this thesis.
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3.0 The development of a prospective cohort study to
investigate the role of patient held beliefs about injury
recovery in the development of LWS

3.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to outline the development of the prospective cohort study
carried out as part of this thesis. This will include a description of how factors were
identified, the theoretical underpinning of each factor and a brief overview of the evidence
to support a potential role in LWS.

3.2 Timing of data collection
As data collection for this prospective cohort study was taking part alongside data
collection for MINT the timing of data collection was pre-determined by the design of
MINT. Baseline data for this prospective cohort study were primarily collected between
approximately 3-6 weeks post whiplash injury. However, some data was also available from
the participant’s initial ED visit and MINT baseline questionnaire. Follow up data were
available at 4, 8 and 12 months post ED attendance. The procedures for data collection are
described in Chapter 4.

3.3 Identification of factors to be tested
The next step in designing the prospective cohort study was to decide which factors
needed to be included in the study. The systematic literature had already highlighted some
factors that warranted further investigation regarding their ability to predict LWS. These
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were self-efficacy, catastrophising, fear-avoidance and coping. Hill (31) suggests that
support for causality can be drawn from other conditions where similar mechanisms may
be at play so the wider pain literature was examined. The literature was searched to
identify factors (related to patient held beliefs) shown to be predictive of outcome in acute
or sub-acute populations with neck or back pain. This review primarily focused on evidence
from prospective cohort studies. This literature is extensive so other systematic literature
reviews were consulted to assist this process (22, 69).

Models of disability were also consulted (76, 99-102). There are many models in existence
and some are based on empirical evidence while others are based on hypothesis. Where
empirical evidence is lacking these models are still important as they provided an
explanation of why a relationship may exist and warranted further investigation (i.e.
plausibility).

Although this was not a formal systematic literature review, a search strategy was
developed to identify the pertinent literature. Searches were carried out using electronic
databases including Pubmed, Medline, CINAHL, Embase and Psychinfo using the search
terms in Figure 3. Reference lists of relevant articles were searched. Abstracts were
examined and the full articles were obtained if they appeared relevant.

To assist with the interpretation of findings it was important to understand the theoretical
basis of each construct that was selected for inclusion in the study. Literature that outlined
the theoretic underpinning of each factor was also examined.
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As discussed in the systematic literature, it was essential to carry out a multivariable
analysis that considered the influence of other potential factors such as pain intensity or
previous neck pain. Therefore, as part of developing the prospective cohort study, it was
also necessary to identify factors not related to patient beliefs that could influence
outcome. Primarily, systematic literature reviews of prognostic factors for whiplash
outcomes were consulted.

Figure 3 Search strategy used
Initial searches involved the terms back pain (MeSH term) and neck pain (MeSH
term) in combination with the following:
Beliefs
Expectations
Health, knowledge, attitudes, practice (MeSH term)
Recovery of function (MeSH term) AND Prognosis (MeSH term)
Recovery AND prognosis
Attitudes AND prognosis
Following the identification of potential factors to be included further searches were
carried out. For example:
Catastrophising AND prognosis
Catastrophising AND recovery
Catatstrophising AND outcome

The remainder of this chapter will present the factors that were selected for inclusion in
the prospective cohort study.

3.4 Factors related to patient beliefs to be investigated

3.4.1 Coping
Although coping is not a belief, it is an overarching concept that is relevant to the belief
factors that follow and needed to be included in this prospective cohort study.
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3.4.1.1 Overview
Coping is defined as:
“The thoughts and behaviours that people use to manage the internal and external
demands of situations that are appraised as stressful.”(103p31)

How an individual responds to a stressful situation differs greatly between individuals and
dependent on the situation. Each individual will go through a process of cognitive appraisal
where meaning is given to a situation (103p23). According to Lazarus and Folkman (103)
the process of cognitive appraisal can be separated into primary appraisal (evaluating what
is at stake) and secondary appraisal (deciding what can be done about it). Secondary
appraisal is a complex evaluative process. The coping options and ability to carry them out
are assessed and possible outcomes are considered (103p35). This is an ongoing process
and as new information becomes available reappraisal will occur (103p38). See Figure 4.
Figure 4 The coping process

Encounter
situation

Cognitive
appraisal –
interpretation
of the situation
is influenced by
commitment
and beliefs,
situational
factors and
available
resources.

Coping
behaviours are
carried out.

Re-appraise
situation
(assess
outcome)
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The appraisal process is influenced by many factors including the individual’s beliefs
(103p55). Lazarus and Folkman (103p63) define beliefs as:
“pre-existing notions about reality which serve as a perceptual lens. In appraisal, beliefs
determine what is fact, that is “how things are” in the environment, and they shape the
understanding of its meaning.”

Lazarus and Folkman’s model of coping suggests that an individual’s beliefs about pain and
recovery will determine their choice of coping behaviours and, subsequently, influence
outcome. This provides an explanation of how beliefs about pain and recovery may
influence outcome and is in line with the Leventhal’s Self-regulation Model of Illness (27)
discussed in the introduction. This places the beliefs about injury and recovery as part of
the appraisal process of coping.

3.4.1.2 Classification of coping strategies
It is possible that the type of coping behaviour used is in itself a prognostic factor for
recovery from injury. The suggestion that it is possible to identify ways of coping that are
effective and ineffective has lead to a large amount of research in this area (104). Some feel
that this is too simplified (104) and that coping strategies cannot be classified as “good” or
“bad” as what may be helpful at one stage or situation may not be helpful at another
(103p133-138, 104). Lazarus and Folkman (103) emphasise that coping is a process and not
a stable trait or style. De Ridder (105) is in agreement that coping is a dynamic process that
changes overtime in response to the demands of the situation. However, other authors
suggest that it is possible to identify personality traits or coping styles that predict how an
individual will respond to a stressful situation (106).
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Different ways of classifying approaches to coping have been developed. Lazarus and
Folkman (103) propose a framework of problem-focused coping and emotion-focused
coping. Problem-focused coping involves addressing the problem causing distress by, for
example, making a plan of action (104). Emotion-focused coping is aimed at ameliorating
the negative emotions associated with a problem by, for example, seeking emotional
support (104). People will tend to use both types of coping during a stressful situation and
they may facilitate or impede each other (103p153).
Another classification used within the pain literature separates coping strategies into active
(adaptive) and passive (maladaptive) coping strategies (107). This system was developed
from observations that patients with chronic pain develop behavioural and cognitive coping
strategies to help them to cope, tolerate and deal with their pain (108). It is proposed that
the type of coping strategies used can potentially impact on severity of pain and function
(108).

In relation to pain, coping is defined as:
“ the purposeful cognitive or behavioural efforts to manage or minimise the negative
impact of pain” (109)

Patients use active or adaptive coping strategies when attempting to control their pain or
to function in spite of their pain (107). Active strategies involve an attempt by the patient
to deal with the pain using their own resources (110). Active coping strategies include
engaging in physical exercise or physical therapy, ignoring the pain, staying busy or active
or clearing the mind of bothersome thoughts (107).
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Patients use passive or maladaptive coping strategies when relinquishing control of their
pain to others, or when allowing their lives to be adversely affected by pain (107). Passive
strategies are characterised by helplessness and/or reliance on others (110). They include
strategies such as wishing the doctor would prescribe better pain medication, thinking the
pain is wearing one down, telling others how much the pain hurts and praying for relief
(107).

It has been suggested that the active-passive conceptualisation of coping for pain
populations is preferable to other approaches (110) as they are in line with current
recommendations of pain management (111). It is also thought that the active – passive
coping perspective demonstrates a predictive utility that other conceptualisations do not
(110). However, this claim is based on cross-sectional analysis. One concern over this
approach is the lack of consistency regarding the classification of active and passive
strategies. For example, Snow-Turek et al (110) defined praying as a passive strategy but
Blyth et al (112) defined it as an active strategy. Catastrophising is classified as a passive
coping strategy by some authors (108, 110) but others consider that catastrophising is part
of the appraisal process rather than a coping strategy (113). Catastrophising will be
examined more closely in a separate section.

3.4.1.3 The use of active and passive coping strategies as a prognostic factor
The predictive ability of active and passive coping within acute and sub-acute spinal pain
was examined further for evidence that this approach warranted further investigation.
One study was identified that investigated active and passive coping in a sub-acute WAD
population. This study was excluded from the systematic literature review as the outcome
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used was time to recovery which was not consistent with the definition of LWS (109). The
use of passive coping strategies was related to longer recovery time (HRR=0.62, 95% CI
0.43-0.89) but use of active coping strategies did not influence outcome (109).

These findings were in agreement with the opinion that passive coping has greater
potential to influence outcome than active coping (110, 111). The use of passive coping
strategies has also been implicated in the development of neck and back pain. A
prospective population based study found that individuals who reported using passive
coping strategies when in pain were more likely to have developed disabling neck or back
pain at 6 month follow up compared to individuals who did not use passive coping
strategies (114). No association was seen with the use of active coping strategies (114)

The use of active and passive coping strategies has also been investigated in a small
number of studies investigating acute/sub-acute LBP populations. A well conducted study
by Jones et al (115) provided further evidence that high levels of passive coping strategies
increased the risk of developing persistent and disabling LBP at 3 month follow up.
However, 3 other studies found no relationship between coping strategies and outcome
(116-118). Two of the studies were well conducted with multivariable models controlling
for other important baseline factors (117, 118) but the third study had poor follow up
(65%) so these results may not be a true indications of the role of coping in this cohort
(116).

3.4.1.4 Summary
The concept of active and passive coping provided a framework to investigate coping and
LWS further. From the systematic literature review, the association between the use of
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coping strategies and LWS was inconclusive. However, some evidence was found
suggesting that the high use of passive coping strategies was predictive of time to recovery
in WAD and the development of disabling LBP in the general population. Conflicting results
were seen in studies that investigated the prognostic ability of passive coping strategy use
in LBP. Due to the large degree of uncertainty that existed regarding the prognostic ability
of use of coping of strategies in spinal pain including LWS it warranted further investigation
and was included in the prospective cohort study.

3.4.2 Catastrophising

3.4.2.1 Overview
Catastrophising has been described as dwelling on the worst possible outcome in a
situation where an unpleasant outcome is possible (119). Sullivan et al (74) broadly define
catastrophising in relation to pain as:
“an exaggerated negative orientation toward noxious stimuli”.

Sullivan et al (74) propose 3 components to catastrophising:
1. Rumination - increased attention to and generation of pain-related thoughts.
2. Magnification - exaggeration of the threat value of painful stimulus.
3. Helplessness - a tendency to adopt a helpless orientation to coping with painful
situations.

Sullivan et al (73) outline 4 models that may explain the mechanism through which
catastrophising influences pain and disability. Empirical evidence to support these models
is generally lacking but they highlight the range of processes that are possible.
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1. Schema-activation model:
A schema is a mental representation of a particular domain (in this case pain) and contains
an individual’s thoughts and beliefs associated with that domain (120). Schema help an
individual to process and interpret information (120). The schema-activation model
proposes that when an individual experiences pain they will lay down information
representing the sensory and emotional aspects of the pain (73, 120). Incidents (such as a
painful stimuli) will then automatically trigger the schema resulting in information being
interpreted using the existing schema (25p11, 120). It is thought that individuals who tend
to catastrophise possess a schema that contains excessively negative information about
pain (73). Activation of such a schema will influence the emotional response to pain (such
as distress and increased attention) leading to a heightened pain experience (73). Turk and
Rudy (102) propose that this process of interpretation can potentially influence behaviour
and lead to unhelpful behaviours such as avoidance in an attempt to manage the pain.

Sullivan et al (73) highlights a link between catastrophising and high levels of emotions such
as distress as support for this model but this is based on experimental pain studies in
normal subjects (74). Support for this model is mainly theoretical as it is recognised there
are difficulties in actually determining if pain schema have been activated (73).

2. Appraisal model:
This model is based on the idea that catastrophising contributes to the appraisal process
described previously by Lazarus and Folkman (73,103). It is suggested that the
magnification and rumination components of catastrophising reflect the primary appraisal
process that interprets the threat value of pain (73). The helplessness component is part of
the secondary appraisal process that evaluates the potential effectiveness of coping
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strategies. Support for this model comes from studies demonstrating that catastrophising is
related to other factors related to appraisal such as perceptions about ability to control
pain (73). There is some evidence to support this. For example, Woby et al (121),
demonstrated that patients with a tendency to catastrophise reported lower levels of
control over their pain and less ability to decrease their pain. However, when exploring the
relationships between these factors there was no attempt to control for other potential
factors such as pain intensity so this needs further clarification.

3. Attentional model:
The third model is concerned with the role of attentional factors in the process of
catastrophising (73). This model suggests that individuals who catastrophise have greater
difficulty suppressing or controlling pain-related thoughts. This leads to a tendency to
ruminate on their pain and the ability to perform cognitive tasks is affected by this preoccupation (73, 122). It has been shown that patients with chronic pain exhibit a bias
towards pain stimuli when processing information (122). It is thought that sensitivity to
pain-related stimuli is a protective mechanism in the acute phase of injury recovery to
prevent further injury and promote recovery (122). However, if there is continued
sensitivity to pain cues in the chronic phase then it will prevent the return to normal
function and becomes maladaptive (122).

4. Coping Model:
The final model is the communal coping model of pain (73). This model suggests that
individuals who catastrophise communicate their pain to others through pain behaviours
aimed at soliciting support and empathy to reduce their distress (123). Pain behaviours
include facial expressions, vocalisations, protective and evasive movements (123). This type
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of behaviour may inadvertently become maladaptive (i.e. increased dependency on others)
and contribute to ongoing pain and disability (73). This model suggests that pain
behaviours are an effective way of communicating pain intensity and this has been
demonstrated in experimental pain studies (123). Some support for this model has been
demonstrated as punishing responses by others (e.g. your spouse gets annoyed when you
are in pain) have been shown to partially mediate the relationship between catastrophising
and function but not pain (124).

These four models present four possible mechanism by which catastrophising may
influence outcome. However, Sullivan et al (73) suggests that these models do not exist in
isolation and may explain different perspectives of catastrophising.

3.4.2.2 Catastrophising as a prognostic factor
The predictive ability of catastrophing within acute and sub-acute spinal pain was examined
for evidence that further investigation was warranted. Conflicting findings emerged from a
small number of prospective cohort studies that investigated catastrophising as a
prognostic factor in acute/sub-acute neck and back pain. Three studies reported no
significant association between baseline levels catastrophising and disability, pain, return
to work or global perceived improvement at 6 and 12 months follow up (117, 118, 125). In
contrast, two studies identified high levels of catastrophising as a risk factor for persistent
symptoms at 3 and 6 months follow up (126, 127).

There was some evidence that catastrophising may have a role to play in the development
of LBP. Participants in a population based survey who were asymptomatic at baseline but
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reported a tendency for catastrophic thinking when in pain were more likely to report LBP
at 6 months follow up compared to those without this tendency (128).

3.4.2.3 Summary
Theoretical models exist which suggest that catastrophising has the potential to influence
outcome in painful conditions. However, the evidence from studies investigating LWS, neck
pain and LBP is conflicting. Further investigation was warranted to understand the role of
catastrophising in the development of LWS.

3.4.3 Fear Avoidance Beliefs

3.4.3.1 Overview
The fear-avoidance model as a way to explain ongoing pain was first suggested by Lethem
et al (129). In the last 20 years there has been extensive research into this concept
especially in LBP. Pincus et al (130) defines fear avoidance as a “fear of pain and
movement”. One of the central assumptions of this concept is that individuals will restrict
their movements or activities because of a fear that they will cause pain or re-injury or
might cause pain or re-injury (131, 132p211). This model proposes that if the avoidance of
activity is sufficient and ongoing it will lead to disability. Vlaeyen et al (132p210) suggests
that fear avoidance behaviour is a result of misinterpretation of the meaning of pain
(catastrophisation). For example, pain is interpreted as being a sign of tissue damage even
after the initial injury has healed. Misinterpretation of pain as threatening (catastrophic
thinking) causes pain-related fear resulting in avoidance of movement and activity leading
to disability (132p211, 133, 134p10)(See Figure 5). Misinterpretation may be fuelled by
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factors such as previous pain experiences (132p210). This becomes a vicious cycle
maintained by the pain-related fear (133). When catastrophising does not occur there is no
associated fear of pain or movement and an early resumption of normal activities will occur
(133). It is also thought that the development of pain related fear results in hypervigilance
and an excessive focus on pain related information (101).

Figure 5 The fear-avoidance model of chronic pain (101)

3.4.3.2 Fear avoidance beliefs as a prognostic factor
Fear avoidance beliefs are generally presented as a risk factor for disability although very
little research exists in the area of WAD. There is a more extensive evidence base available
when considering LBP. A systematic literature review was identified that investigated
prognostic factors for recovery following acute LBP (130). This review concluded that there
was little evidence to support the link between levels of fear avoidance early after the
onset of LBP and prognosis. Pincus et al (130) state:
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“In summary, the evidence from prospective cohort studies suggests that any causal link
between fear avoidance and long-term measures of disadvantageous outcome is at best
weak.”

Instead, it was suggested that fear-avoidance may play a role in maintaining disability in the
later stages of pain (130). Avoidance behaviour may be normal coping behaviour
immediately after injury. Avoiding aggravating movements or activities and rest of the
injured part is recommended in the management of acute soft-tissue injuries in the initial
post injury phase (the first 72 hours) to reduce pain and facilitate tissue healing (135) .
However, when avoidance behaviour continues beyond the initial post-injury phase it
becomes problematic. Another possibility is that avoidance of activities is not only
attributable to a fear or pain or re-injury but that other psychological factors contribute to
avoidance behaviour.

The review by Pincus et al (130) review included 9 studies of which 7 included a measure of
fear of pain. Fear of pain measures were either the Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia (TSK) (72)
or the Fear-avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ) (136). Three studies (137-139)
measured fear of pain within 3 weeks of injury and no relationship was seen between fear
avoidance and outcome when it was measured early on. The remainder included
participants with LBP of varying duration from 3 days up to 6 months. Three of these
studies demonstrated no link between baseline fear of pain and outcome (140-142). Only
one study found an association between fear of pain and outcome (128).

Eleven other studies were identified that were not included in the review by Pincus et al
(130). Consistent findings were reported that work related fear avoidance beliefs
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(measured by the FABQ work subscale) were predictive of outcomes related to return to
work (RTW) (125, 143-147). These findings contradict that of Pincus et al (130). One reason
for this may be that the FABQ work subscale measures a very specific type of fearavoidance beliefs and this appears to have a greater predictive value than a more general
measure of fear-avoidance beliefs.

The findings in relation to disability and pain outcomes were not consistent. Some studies
presented mixed findings depending on the outcome measure used and the timing of
follow up. For example, Pool et al (118) reported that fear avoidance beliefs were
predictive of disability at 12 week follow up but not at 1 year. George et al (148) found that
fear avoidance beliefs predicted disability but not pain ratings. In total, seven studies
reported findings that fear avoidance beliefs were predictive of outcome (118, 144, 145,
148-150) and 5 studies reported findings that they were not (118, 143, 148, 151, 152). All
studies carried out multivariable analysis but differed in the factors included in the
statistical models. For example, not all the models included a measure of emotional
distress. Grotle et al (152) found that when distress was included in the model that fear
avoidance was no longer predictive of outcome. This is in agreement with the review by
Pincus et al (103) who concluded that distress/depression played an important role in the
early stages of disability development.

3.4.3.3 Summary
Contradictory findings emerge regarding the role of fear avoidance as a risk factor for poor
outcome in acute and sub-acute populations. The identified systematic literature review
concluded that the link between fear avoidance beliefs and outcome was weak in LBP
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(130). Subsequent research demonstrated consistent evidence that fear avoidance beliefs
about work were predictive of RTW outcomes but the ability to predict pain and disability
was much less clear. Research to date had focused heavily on LBP so further investigation
into other conditions is warranted. Only two studies were identified in the systematic
literature review (Chapter 1) that investigated fear avoidance in LWS and the findings were
contradictory so further investigation was warranted.

3.4.4 Self-efficacy

3.4.4.1 Overview
The concept of self-efficacy comes from the work of Bandura (64). Soderlund and Lindberg
(65) describe it as “a personal belief of how successfully one can cope with difficult
situations”. It is derived from social cognitive theory which presumes that personal
characteristics will influence behaviour (153).

Self-efficacy incorporates two aspects (64):
1. efficacy expectancy – the conviction that one can successfully execute the
behaviour required to produce an outcome
2. outcome expectancy – the person’s estimate that the given behaviour will lead to
certain outcomes.

Bandura (64) reports that given the appropriate skills and adequate incentives self-efficacy
expectations are a major determinants of how an individual attempts to cope with a
situation. These expectations determine (64):
1. What coping behaviour will be initiated
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2. How much effort will be expended - the more confidence an individual has that
they will succeed then the more effort will be used.
3. How long the coping behaviour will be sustained in the face of obstacles and
aversive experiences – the more confidence an individual has that they will succeed
the more likely they will be to persist even if it is difficult.

Coping behaviour will be determined by the patient’s belief in their ability to cope with the
situation (76). This view firmly places self-efficacy beliefs as part of the appraisal process of
coping as discussed earlier. Bandura (64) outlines four determinants of self-efficacy beliefs:

1. Performance accomplishments
According to Turk (76) this is the biggest influence. Turk (76p15) states:
“Mastery of experiences gained through performance accomplishments are hypothesised
to have the greatest impact on establishing and strengthening self-efficacy expectancies
because they provide the most information about actual capabilities.”

Successfully carrying out an activity will tend to increase self-efficacy while failure will tend
lower self-efficacy.

2. Vicarious experiences
Observing others perform an activity without any adverse effects may also act to develop
confidence that you would also be capable of performing the same activity. This is more
likely if you see yourself as similar to the person performing the activity.

3. Verbal persuasion
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Likely to be a weaker source of establishing self-efficacy but discouragement or
encouragement from others may also influence perceptions about self-efficacy. The
influence will depend on the perceived credibility of the persuaders.

4. Emotional arousal
Emotions such as anxiety or fear will also impact on an individual’s confidence in their
ability to succeed at a task.

Self-efficacy beliefs will exist for any potential activity that an individual may take part in
and will be situation specific (154).There has been interest in the role of self-efficacy in the
management of painful conditions as it is potentially modifiable. Brister et al (155p116)
describe self-efficacy in relation to chronic pain as:
“the individual’s beliefs that they can exercise control over their pain or related problems”.

A sense of personal efficacy is thought to enhance adaptation to pain (156). It is has been
proposed that individuals with low self-efficacy may be reluctant to return to their usual
activities due to fear of failure and uncertainty regarding their own abilities to do so (157).
It is also suggested that patients who doubt their ability to control their symptoms will give
up their efforts if they do not see results quickly (76). These hypotheses form the basis of
many pain management approaches aimed at increasing patient’s ability to cope with their
symptoms. Improving self-efficacy is also thought to facilitate maintenance of
improvement following pain management treatment (158) and help to reduce pain related
distress (76).
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3.4.4.2 Self-efficacy as a prognostic factor
There is very little research on the influence of self-efficacy on recovery from acute or subacute spinal pain. In addition to the studies reported in Chapter 1, 2 other studies were
identified that investigated self-efficacy and WAD. These studies were excluded from the
systematic literature review because of the timing of data collection. Bunketorp et al (157)
investigated self-efficacy as a prognostic factor in a sub-acute whiplash population (>6
weeks but <3months post injury). Self-efficacy (confidence to carry out activities despite
pain) was predictive of outcome and explained 42% of the variance of disability at 3 month
follow up (after controlling for gender, age, pain ratings and fear avoidance). These findings
agree with those of Kyhlback et al (159) and Soderlund et al (160).

Soderlund and Lindberg (158) investigated a small group of chronic whiplash patients who
were randomised to different physiotherapy approaches (usual physiotherapy versus
additional CBT). No differences in outcome were seen between the two management
approaches. However, self-efficacy (confidence to carry out activities despite pain) did
influence levels of disability as patients with higher initial levels of self-efficacy tended to
show lower levels of disability at 6 month follow up. Unfortunately this study only
presented univariate results and did not control for other potential influences.

Self-efficacy has been investigated in LBP populations. Two studies that investigated selfefficacy and RTW provided some evidence that self-efficacy may be associated with more
favourable outcomes in LBP. In the first study, higher levels of self-efficacy were associated
with RTW when included in a multivariable analysis that contained other factors related to
pain behaviour (147). This analysis did not control for factors such as pain intensity. In the
second study, the association between self-efficacy and RTW status was investigated.
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Higher self-efficacy reduced the risk of failing to RTW after making attempts to return to
work. However, no association was seen with the other outcome categories of failing to
return to work or partial success of returning to work. A third study also investigating LBP
found that self-efficacy did not predict treatment response in participants taking part in an
RCT (117).

3.4.4.3 Summary
The systematic literature review in Chapter 1 provided limited evidence that low selfefficacy was a risk factor for LWS. Two further studies investigating sub-acute and chronic
WAD populations were in agreement with these findings. The evidence from other spinal
conditions was lacking due to paucity of research although there was a suggestion that selfefficacy may influence RTW in participants with LBP. Theoretically, self-efficacy would
appear be a concept that has the potential to influence the course of recovery and
warrants further investigation in LWS to confirm previous findings.

3.4.5 Beliefs about outcome

3.4.5.1 Overview
Expectations of outcome have been demonstrated to have a powerful influence on
behaviours and are thought to underlie placebo affects (161, 162). Cognitive factors such
as the expectation of analgesia are associated with the activation of the pain relief
pathways within the central nervous system (CNS) such as the endogenous opioid system
and descending inhibitory pain pathways (161, 163, 164). Many studies have demonstrated
that the circuits within the CNS known to be involved in the perception and intergration of
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the pain experience are susceptible to manipulation (161, 165) .These underlying
mechanisms of expectancy are thought to play a central role in disability in patients with
chronic pain (165) and their responses to different treatments (164). Importantly, it is
thought that positive expectations are capable of inducing physiological changes within the
CNS and have the potential to aid in an individual’s recovery from “challenges to the
organism” such as injury (161)
.
Expectancies are shaped by a variety of factors including prior knowledge, direct personal
experience, verbal information and observational learning (163, 166). Accordingly, health
expectancies are formed through the cognitive processing of a range of factors with the
individual taking into account their understanding of the causality of the situation, the
expected duration or time frame of the situation, their ability to carry out the behaviour
required for the desired outcome, the anticipated probability of a negative or positive
outcome and the individual’s goals (166). Expectations of outcome had not been
considered in relation to WAD. However, when considering a chronic pain population a
major influence on treatment expectancies will be the experience of multiple failed
interventions leading to low expectations of treatment benefit (164). Janzen et al (166)
define expectancies as “stored associations between behaviours and resulting
consequences, which then guide subsequent behaviours” (p39) emphasizing once again the
importance of previous experience. Boersma and Linton (150) suggest that negative
expectations about recovery may partly be the product of pain related fear. They summise
that if pain is interpreted as harmful then it is logical an individual would predict a poor
outcome. There is some support for this theory as a relationship between expectations and
fear avoidance has been demonstrated in cross-sectional analysis. It was shown that fear
avoidance beliefs predict expectations of outcome in participants with LBP explaining 5% of
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the variance of expectation of outcome (150). However, pain frequency explained 32% of
the variance of expectation of outcome suggesting that previous pain experiences was
more closely related to expectations of outcome (150). Neither of these findings confirmed
causality as it is not possible to do so using cross-sectional analysis.

Stewart-Williams (163) suggests that, although expectancies may have a direct influence on
outcome through neurophysiological changes, their effects may also be mediated by other
factors. The first is anxiety reduction, for example, an individual will feel less anxious if they
are receiving a treatment they think will help. Another potential mediator of expectancies
is related to schema theory (163). This theory suggests that once a schema is activated then
individuals are more likely to notice any changes that are consistent with that schema. For
example, if they are expecting relief from a treatment then they will notice small changes in
their health they may not have normally noticed. Activation of the schema results in
greater attention being paid to changes in symptoms resulting in a amplification of the
effects of treatment (both positive or negative) (163). Finally, behavioural change may
mediate the effects of expectancy (163). Janzen et al's (166)model of health expectancies
argues that this resultant behaviour is the main way that expectations can potentially
influence health outcomes. If outcome expectancy is positive then the individual will be
more likely to engage in activities to obtain the desired outcome and results in greater
compliance with treatment (166).

3.4.5.2 Expectations of recovery as a prognostic factor
Until recently there was very little research into expectations of recovery in the field of
musculoskeletal pain conditions. A systematic review by Mondloch et al (167) found
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evidence that patients’ recovery expectations predicted outcome in a variety of conditions
including one study that investigated chronic LBP (168). Since this review by Mondloch et al
(167) was published there has been greater interest investigating patient expectations as a
prognostic factor for disability in a variety of pain conditions. A more recent review looked
specifically at the ability of recovery expectations to predict outcome in non-chronic nonspecific low back pain (NSLBP) (169). This review concluded that recovery expectations
when measured within the first 3 weeks of NSLBP using a specific, time based measure can
identify individuals at risk of poor outcome. There were a variety ways that expectations of
recovery were measured (Table 14). Outcome measures were also variable. These included
return to work status, days of sick leave, disability questionnaires such as the Oswestry
Disability Index or presence of pain interfering with work or daily life. Regardless of the
method of measuring expectations or outcome there were consistent findings that
expectations were predictive of outcome (169). Predictive ability was strongest when
measured early after onset of pain (169).
Table 14 Methods of measuring recovery expectations (169)
Methods of measuring
recovering expectations











Do you think you will be able to do your regular job
without any restrictions 4 weeks from now (Yes/Not
sure/Unlikely/Unable)
Do you think you will be back to your normal work within
3 months (Yes/Do not know/No)
Certainty you will be working in 6 months (0=not certain –
10=extremely certain)
Do you believe your back pain will disappear? (Yes/No)
Risk of developing chronic LBP (0=low risk – 10=high risk)
Perceived risk of not recovering (0=low risk – 10=high risk)
Expectation of recovery scale – 7 items related to workers
own assessment and prediction regarding return to work,
return to usual activities, progress of the injury and the
expectations of those closest to them.
Expected duration of sick leave (1-10 days or >10 days)

A second recent review focused on the role of expectations in the prediction of return to
work after injury (170). This review concluded there was some evidence to show that
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expectations did influence whether an individual was able to return to work. However,
Fadyl and McPherson (170) felt that these conclusions should be drawn cautiously due to a
lack of consistent definitions for RTW and valid measures of expectations. No other
applicable studies were identified that were not already included in these reviews.

3.4.5.3 Expectations of treatment benefit as a prognostic factor
The discussion so far has focused on a range of expectations of recovery including how well
an individual will recover, how quickly they will recover or how long they will be unable to
work. Another type of expectation that warrants consideration is expectations of treatment
benefit. When considering the findings of randomised controlled trials there has been
interest in the influence of expectations on outcome. Four studies linked to RCTs were
identified that investigated this question. No studies were identified that investigated acute
spinal pain. Only one study investigated a sub-acute population (171). This study concluded
that expectations of treatment benefit did not predict disability, pain or sick leave at 12
months follow up (171). The other three studies identified included a mix of both acute and
chronic participants (172-174). One study reported there was no relationship between
expectations of treatment benefit and outcome in patients undergoing treatment for LBP
(172). The remaining two studies suggested that expectations of treatment benefit did
influence outcome. However, in one study, the amount of variance of the outcome
explained was small (174) and, in the other, the expected treatment benefit was only
predictive in subgroups of patients but not all (173).

3.4.5.4 Summary
There is considerable support for the role of expectations of outcome as a prognostic factor
in non-chronic LBP. However, no research was identified that investigated these factors in
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WAD and further investigation was warranted to see if expectations of outcome also
influenced outcome in WAD.

The role of expectations of treatment benefit is a potentially important concept when
evaluating the effect of treatments in RCTs. It is difficult to draw firm conclusions of the
role of expectations of treatment benefit in acute/sub-acute populations due to a lack of
research in this area. Therefore, expectations of treatment benefit warranted further
investigation as participants in this prospective cohort study were also taking part in an
RCT.

3.4.6 Treatment preferences

3.4.6.1 Overview
It has been suggested that a patient’s preference for treatment may influence the outcome
of treatment (175) . The blinding of treatment allocation to the participant is not always
possible in an RCT such as MINT where the treatment being given is obvious to participants.
Hills and Kitchen (175) suggest that patients who are satisfied with their treatment are
more likely to benefit from their health care, keep their appointments and comply with
medical regimes. From this perspective you would expect that participants who receive
their preferred treatment will be more likely to participate in and benefit from treatment.
Alternatively, participants who do not receive their preferred treatment may be dissatisfied
and less likely to adhere to treatment. Neurophysiological mechanisms may also be
activated (a placebo-like effect) influencing outcomes (176). Similar mechanisms will be at
play here that were discussed in relation to beliefs about outcome (Section 3.4.5)
Individuals with strong treatment preferences may decline to take part in an RCT (176).
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However, many will have an underlying preference for treatment but will still be willing to
be randomised (177). This is potentially an important consideration when evaluating the
effect of treatments in an RCT (177).

3.4.6.2 Treatment preferences as a prognostic factor
This is an area of recent interest to researchers. A systematic literature review by King et al
(176) concluded that patient preference had little effect on outcome. The review included 2
studies that investigated treatment preference in chronic pain populations (178, 179) but
provided no information about acute/sub-acute pain populations. A more recent review
produced by the Preference Collaborative Review Group (180) examined the effect of
treatment preference in RCTs that had collected data on patient preference at baseline.
This review identified eight musculoskeletal trials upon which there were data available to
carry out a meta-analysis (n=1383). The majority of studies investigated the management
of neck and back pain which were primarily chronic populations or a mix of sub-acute and
chronic patients. No studies included participants with acute or sub-acute spinal pain. The
only study that focused on purely on a sub-acute population investigated participants with
shoulder pain. After adjustment for baseline characteristics, trial and treatment allocation
the review demonstrated that participants who received their treatment preference
showed significantly greater benefit than those who were indifferent (mean effect size
0.162, 95% CI 0.011-0.0314, p=0.036). Surprisingly, there was no difference between those
who received their preference and those that did not. Similarly, there was no significant
different seen between those who did not receive their preferred treatment and those who
were indifferent. However, this review provides evidence that patient preferences can
influence outcome in musculoskeletal trials and this should be considered when designing
randomised controlled trials.
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The literature was also searched for other relevant studies that were not included in the
review by the Preference Collaborative Review Group (180) . One study was identified that
investigated whether treatment preference was a moderator of outcome in participants
taking part in an RCT comparing treatments for chronic WAD (181). Stewart et al (181)
presented a regression analysis that included baseline severity, treatment allocation,
treatment preference and an interaction between the treatment allocation and treatment
preference. Baseline severity and treatment allocation predicted the 6 week outcome.
Treatment preference did not moderate outcome providing evidence that treatment
preference did not influence short term response to treatment in chronic WAD (181). This
study collected outcomes at 12 months but no further analysis was presented so the
influence of treatment preference on longer term outcome is unknown.

3.4.6.3 Summary
The potential for treatment preference to influence outcome in musculoskeletal conditions
has been demonstrated in a systematic literature review by the Preference Collaborative
Review Group (180). However, very little is known about the influence of treatment
preferences in acute/sub-acute cohorts due to a lack of research. No studies were
identified that investigated treatment preference in acute/sub-acute WAD. Further
investigation was warranted especially as this prospective cohort study was taking place in
the context of an RCT and, therefore, treatment preferences were included in the factors
investigated.
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3.5 Other factors that may influence the development of LWS
To understand the true effect of patient beliefs on the development of LWS it was essential
to include other potential confounding factors. The remainder of this chapter outlines
other potential baseline variables that needed to be considered in the analysis.

There are many factors that may potentially influence recovery after injury. Pincus (182)
recommends that psychological, social, demographic, work, and financial factors as well as
information regarding clinical findings, ethnicity, lifestyle and the quality of medical care
received should be included in baseline measurements of prospective studies investigating
LBP. Many of these factors could also be important in understanding LWS. However, it was
important to be selective when choosing factors so as to reduce the chance of problems
associated with multiple testing due to type I errors. There was also little or no available
evidence to suggest many of these factors influenced outcome in WAD. It was also
important to consider the demands placed on participants as data was collected alongside
data for the main trial.

Six systematic literature reviews were identified that investigated the prognosis of whiplash
injuries to guide the choice of factors (19-21, 183-185). There was variability in the findings
of the different systematic reviews due to the different methods used. For example,
Walton et al (185) carried out meta-analysis but this limited the review to articles with
enough data to carry out the meta-analysis. There were also differences in the criteria for
selecting articles for example, Williams et al (21) included studies if the baseline data was
collected within 6 weeks of injury but Walton et al (185) used a cut off of 3 weeks. Not all
the reviews included all the factors of interest. For example, Kamper et al (184) included
prognostic factors for which univariate analyses was reported in at least two cohorts so
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excluded factors only reported in one cohort. Also, the type of prognostic factors included
was dependent on the studies available at the time of each review being carried out.
Where the strength of evidence is deemed inconsistent the review reported studies with
conflicting findings.

3.5.1 Initial injury severity
It is a sensible assumption that individuals with more severe injuries will be more likely to
have a poor outcome. Measures of initial injury severity have been acknowledged as
predictors of outcome in the literature (Table 15). These variables reflect the types of
information that physiotherapists routinely assess in clinical practice so it was felt it was
important that they be included. There is clear support for the measurement of initial pain
intensity and initial neck pain related disability. The evidence for other factors was not as
clear cut which suggested that further investigation was warranted.
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Table 15 Injury severity factors included
Baseline injury severity
factors to be included in this
study
Baseline pain intensity

Baseline neck related
disability
WAD grade

Cervical ROM

High initial number of
symptoms

Radicular symptoms

Strength of evidence as presented in systematic literature
reviews
Strong evidence that high pain intensity is associated with
poor outcome (19, 185)
Consistent evidence (20, 183, 184)
Moderate evidence (21)
Moderate evidence that a high level of disability is
associated with poor outcome (21)
Consistent evidence (183, 184)
Strong evidence that WAD grade II or III are associated
with poor outcome compared to WAD I (185)
Consistent evidence (183)
Inconsistent evidence (19, 21, 184)
Limited evidence that restricted ROM is associated with
poor outcome (19)
Inconsistent (19, 21, 184)
Limited evidence that a higher number of symptoms is
associated with poor outcome (19)
Consistent evidence (111)
Inconsistent evidence (21, 184)
Consistent evidence that the presence of radicular
symptoms is related to poor outcome (20)
Inconsistent (19, 21, 184)

3.5.2 Psychological response to injury
The completed systematic review concluded an elevated level of post traumatic stress was
predictive of LWS but that general psychological distress was not. It is common for
individuals with chronic pain to experience negative psychological states such as anxiety,
depression and anger (99). Psychological distress is thought to play a role in maladjustment
to persistent pain (100). Several systematic literature reviews have consistently reported
that distress (a term used to encompass psychological distress, anxiety, depressive
symptoms and depressive mood) predicts poor outcome following an episode of LBP (22,
69, 70). The discussion on fear avoidance beliefs (see Section 3.4.3) also demonstrated that
when a measure of distress was included in the analysis that fear avoidance failed to be
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predictive of outcome in acute LBP(152). This suggested that it was important to control for
the affects of distress when analysing this prospective cohort study. Therefore, a measure
of psychological distress was included as well as post traumatic stress reaction.

3.5.3 Pre-existing factors
It is thought that an individual’s previous experiences of pain will influence how they
manage subsequent painful experiences (186). This may partly be due to learnt pain
behaviours but also due to changes within the nervous system that may result in increased
sensitivity to pain (Butler 2000). There was some evidence from the identified systematic
literatures that a history of neck pain and the presence of pre-existing chronic widespread
pain were potential risk factors for poor outcome in WAD (Table 16). For this reason both a
history of previous neck pain and pre-existing chronic widespread pain were included for
further investigation.

It is often taken for granted that older people will recover less well from injury but findings
from five of the identified systematic review were conflicting (See Table 16). It remains
unclear whether age is predictive of poor outcome in WAD but it warranted further
investigation.

The final pre-existing factor to be included was social support. According to Ogden
(28p212), social support refers to the: “perceived comfort, caring, esteem or help one
individual receives from another” . The systematic literature in Chapter 1 concluded that
there was limited evidence that social support was predictive of LWS. However, this was
based on one study and requires further clarification as social support has been linked to
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health outcomes in a variety of conditions including heart disease (187), rheumatoid
arthritis (188) and depression (189). Cobb (190) proposed that social support has a
protective mechanism that can facilitate recovery from illness and compliance with
treatment. Uchino (191) suggests two mechanisms by which social support may influence
outcome. Firstly, social support may facilitate behaviours contributing to recovery and,
secondly, it may have psychological influences such as reducing stress. There was evidence
in two systematic literature reviews that social support is influential in determining
outcome in musculoskeletal conditions. Steenstra et al (192) found that there was strong
evidence that factors related to social support (social dysfunction and social isolation)
prolongs duration of sick leave in individuals with acute LBP (overall pooled effect size 1.76
(1.01 to 3.06)). Mallen et al (193) reported low levels of social support as a generic risk
factor for poor outcome in individuals with musculoskeletal pain who seek treatment in
primary care. These reviews suggested that the role of social support in the development
of LWS warranted further investigation.
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Table 16 Pre-existing factors
Pre-existing factors to be
included in this study
History of neck pain

Chronic widespread pain
Age

Sex

Social support

Strength of evidence as presented in systematic literature
reviews
Moderate evidence that a history of neck pain increases
the risk of poor outcome (185)
Inconsistent evidence (20, 21, 183, 184)
Limited evidence that pre-existing chronic widespread pain
increases the risk of poor outcome (21)
Consistent evidence that older age increases the risk of
poor outcome (20)
Almost significant (185)
Inconsistent (183)
Strong evidence against (19)
Consistent evidence against (184)
Consistent evidence that being female is associated with
poor outcome (20, 184, 185)
Inconsistent evidence (183)
Strong evidence against (19)
Not included in any of the identified systematic literature
reviews.

3.5.4 Treatment factors
As this thesis is investigating outcome following physiotherapy treatment then the type of
treatment must be included in the analysis to control for the effect of the treatment
received. Another factor related to treatment is treatment attendance. This is one aspect
of adherence (194). It has been hypothesized there is potentially a dose response between
a treatment and the outcome. This suggests that if a patient completes their treatment as
intended then a better outcome is achieved (195). Adherence has been shown to be
related to outcomes in a number of conditions including anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (196), low back pain (195, 197) and wrist fracture (198). The influence of
treatment attendance on recovery in LWS is unknown but may potentially influence
outcome so warranted further investigation.
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3.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the development of the prospective cohort study that was
carried out as part of this thesis. A summary of the baseline factors to be included in the
prospective cohort study are listed in Table 17. The methods and results will be presented
in the following chapters.
Table 17 Summary of baseline factors
Patient held beliefs about
injury and recovery

Injury severity factors

Psychological response
factors
Pre-existing factors

Treatment factors

Use of active or passive coping strategies
Catastrophising
Fear avoidance beliefs
Self-efficacy
Beliefs about outcome – expectations of outcome
Beliefs about outcome – expectations of treatment benefit
Treatment preferences
Pain intensity
Neck pain related disability
WAD grade
Number of physical symptoms
Cervical ROM
Post traumatic stress reaction
Psychological distress
Age
Sex
Pre-existing neck pain or chronic widespread pain
Social support
Treatment allocation
Treatment attendance
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4.0 Prospective cohort study: methods
4.1 Aims of the prospective cohort study
(1) To describe the clinical presentation and course of recovery of participants who
have experienced an acute whiplash injury.
(2) To identify baseline factors predictive of recovery status (classified as having
developed LWS or not) following an acute whiplash injury.
(3) To identify baseline factors predictive of Neck Disability Index scores at follow up in
participants who experienced an acute whiplash injury.
(4) To identify baseline factors predictive of participant perceived improvement and
compare these findings to those based on recovery status and NDI scores.
(5) To identify specific conditions under which the belief factors that were predictive
of recovery status operate in relation to other baseline belief factors and treatment
received as part of MINT (i.e. did other baseline beliefs or treatment moderate the
effect of identified predictor variables?).

4.2 Patient Sample

4.2.1 Sample size
All participants taking part in this prospective cohort study were also taking part in Step 2
of MINT so the sample size was predetermined by MINT. The primary outcome for MINT
was the Neck Disability Index. MINT aimed to detect a 3 point difference between the two
groups being compared. It was determined that 211 per group were required, based on
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90% power and 1% significance level. Allowing for a 30% loss to follow-up a total sample
size of 300 per group was needed (600 in total).

When investigating a large number of variables there is a risk of type I errors (identifying an
association when none exists) (269p87) if the sample size is not sufficiently large. However,
it was thought that a sample size of 600 would be adequate for this prospective cohort
study. Altman (32) provides a general rule of thumb that a minimum of 10 participants per
variable included in a multivariable logistic regression analysis is needed. Pincus et al (22)
suggests that at least 300 participants are needed for multivariable modelling. Based on
these assumptions the sample size of 600 was adequate as the maximum number of
baseline variables that could have potentially been included in the multivariable logistic
regression analysis was 24. Another method of determining adequate sample size for
studies using logistic regression analysis has been suggested. Peduzzi et al (312)
recommend that a minimum of 10 participants classified as the outcome of interest (i.e.
non-recovered or having developed LWS at follow up) are needed for each variable
included in the logistic regression model. Based on this assumption the final logistic
regression models at 4, 8 and 12 months were large enough to include 27, 20 and 18
variables respectively. The number of variables included in each of the final models was
less than these values also indicating that the sample size was adequate for this study.

4.2.2 Brief overview of MINT
MINT tested a stepped care approach to the management of acute whiplash injuries. A
stepped care approach matches the intervention to the needs of the patient, providing
more intensive treatments to those with more severe clinical presentation (199). Step 1
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investigated educational interventions in a National Health Service (NHS) Emergency
Department (ED) setting (n=3533) (200) . Advice based on the Whiplash Book was
compared to the usual ED advice. The WB is an educational booklet aimed at selfmanagement and preventing chronic disability (201, 202). It provides extensive information
about whiplash injuries and how to recover including exercises. Usual care advice leaflets
were much briefer than the Whiplash Book and provide very limited information about
injury management. See Appendix 1 for more information.

Participants in Step 1 were able to self-refer to Step 2 for further treatments if they were
experiencing ongoing problems approximately 3 weeks post injury. Step 2 investigated the
effectiveness of additional physiotherapy for those with ongoing symptoms three to six
weeks after their injury (n=599). Patients were randomised to receive a package of
physiotherapy or a control intervention (an advice session with a physiotherapist) (203).
The physiotherapy package consisted of an assessment and up to 6 treatment sessions
comprising of manual therapy, exercises, psychological strategies and self-management
advice. The control intervention was a single advice session based on the advice given in
the ED. This involved a brief assessment, revising the advice and exercises provided in the
ED information (Whiplash Book or usual care leaflet) and answering questions. See
Appendix 2 for further information.
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4.2.3 Eligibility criteria
The eligibility criteria for the prospective cohort study were the same as Step 2 of MINT.
The inclusion criteria were as follows:


Aged 18 years or over



Able to give informed consent



Less than six weeks post whiplash injury



WAD grade I – III



Neck symptoms reported in the 24 hours prior to assessment

The exclusion criteria were as follows:




Contraindications to Physiotherapy:
o

Central cord compression/upper motor neuron lesion

o

Complete nerve root compression/lower motor neuron lesion

o

Suspected vascular injury/haemorrhagic event

Sustained a head injury with more than a transient loss of consciousness or with a
Glasgow Coma Score of 12 or less at any stage of their assessment in hospital



Sustained a fracture or was admitted to in-patient services



Mental health disorders that would interfere with treatment

4.3 Data Collection
Baseline data was collected from January 2006 until November 2008. It was
primarily collected when participants attended a research clinic to be assessed for eligibility
for Step 2 of MINT. See Figure 6 for research clinic procedures. The majority of data came
from the Research Clinic Questionnaire (See Appendix 3). A standardised examination
(Research Clinic Assessment) was also completed by the research clinician (See Appendix
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4). Data collection was carried out by the MINT research clinicians (physiotherapists and
nurses). All research clinicians received training in data collection procedures. They were
trained to ensure questionnaires were completed appropriately and in the use of the
Cervical Range of Movement (CROM) device to measure neck ROM. Quality control visits
were carried out to ensure that procedures were carried out correctly. Some data also
came from the ED proforma (WAD grade in ED) and the main trial baseline questionnaire
(history of previous neck pain). Follow up was carried out at 4, 8 and 12 months post ED
attendance by postal questionnaire using the same questionnaires as Step 2 of MINT.
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Figure 6 Research clinic procedures

Patient screened for eligibility criteria

Eligible Patients

Consent form completed

Ineligible Patients

Followed up in Step 1 only

Randomisation form completed

Research Clinic Questionnaire completed by the participant and the Research Clinic
Examination was carried out by research clinician.

The research clinician phoned the randomisation centre for treatment allocation.

The participant was informed of treatment allocation after making sure they had
completed Question 1 of Research Clinic Questionnaire (treatment preference question).
Participant then completed Section 12 of Research Clinic Questionnaire (“Expected
benefit of treatment” question).

Physiotherapy Referral Form completed by research clinician

Letter sent to GP informing of trial involvement
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4.4 Selecting measurement tools
Following the identification of the factors to be included in the prospective cohort study,
appropriate ways to measure each one needed to be identified. The literature was
searched to identify the most commonly used methods of measurement for which there
was evidence of reliability and validity. The following factors were taken into
consideration:
1. The methods of measurement needed to be reliable. Reliability refers to the ability of
an instrument to produce the same measurement when administered more than once
and there is no evidence of change (204). Streiner and Norman (205) outline two main
considerations when assessing reliability of a measure:
Internal consistency: A measure of internal consistency is frequently reported as a
measure of reliability (205). This involves testing for homogeneity amongst items that
make up the questionnaire (204). Tests assess whether the responses to individual
items are inter-correlated as well as showing correlation with the total score (204).
Internal consistency is most commonly tested by calculating Cronbach’s alpha which is
a measure of the average correlation between items and the number of items in the
questionnaire (204). One suggested minimal acceptable level for the Cronbach’s alpha
is 0.80 (205). A high Cronbach’s alpha (such as 0.8) suggests that the responses to
individual items are consistent and that all items in the questionnaire come from the
same conceptual domain (i.e. the construct being measured such as disability). A high
level of internal consistency in a measurement tool would appear desirable, however,
in tools that measure more than one facet of health this may not be the case (206).
Also, if there is high correlation between all the factors in a measurement tool then it
may be that some items are redundant (206). A moderate level of internal consistency
may be preferable so that each item adds new information to the measurement (206).
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Stability: Stability refers to the reproducibility of a measure (205). Streiner and Norman
(205) consider evidence of stability as more important than internal consistency when
considering reliability. There are different types of stability to consider. Intra-tester
reliability refers to the ability of an instrument to produce the same measurements
when applied repeatedly by the same assessor on different occasions on the same
subject (204, 205). Inter-tester reliability refers the ability of an instrument to produce
the same measurements when applied by different assessors on a single occasion (204,
205). Another consideration is test-retest reliability which measures stability of a
measure over time (204). An instrument is administered repeatedly over a period time
on subjects where no change is expected to be seen in the domain being measured
(204). A re-test interval of 2 to 14 days is generally used (205).

Different approaches may be used to assess reliability (205). The calculation of a
reliability coefficient is frequently used and different methods are used depending on
the type of data used (204, 205). Pearson’s product-moment correlation is very
commonly used (205). What is considered an acceptable level of correlation varies in
the literature. It is suggested that a value <0.40 represents slight/poor agreement,
0.40-0.59 is fair/moderate agreement, 0.60-.074 is good agreement and 0.75 to 1.00 is
excellent agreement (204). Streiner and Norman (205) recommend that a reliability
coefficient of >0.50 is the minimum requirement but it will depend on a the test and
the cost of misinterpretation. MacDowell (206) considers values >0.85 to be
acceptable.
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A second approach and often preferred method of calculating reliability is the use of an
intra-class correlation co-efficient (ICC) (205,206). One reason for this is that measures
such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient do not take into consideration within subject
or tester variance. For example, two sets of measurements may be highly correlated
but actually show little agreement between the two sets of scores when the individual
pairs of scores are examined (204, 205). The ICC takes this variability into
consideration. It provides a measure of the similarity between the individual subjects
actual scores rather than similarity in the relative standings of the overall scores
(205,206). Measures such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient tend to produce higher
reliability measures than the ICC (205,206). An ICC >0.80 indicates an instrument is
highly reliable (204).

Bland and Altman suggest another method to assess repeatability of a measure (207).
This involves the construction of a Bland-Altman plot which plots the difference
between the two sets of measurements against the mean of the two sets of
measurements (207). This enables the calculation of the co-efficient of reliability which
indicates the range of differences observed between the two sets of measurements
(207). Whether this difference is clinically important will depend on the actual measure
being investigated (207). This method provides important information on what may be
considered an actual difference in scores (i.e. not one due to measurement error)
when assessing clinical outcomes. This method was not used in any of the studies
identified when examining the literature on measures for this study.
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2. The methods of measurement needed to be valid. Validity is defined as:
“the extent to which an instrument measures what is intended” (204p19).
There are several types of validity but concurrent validity is most often reported when
considering factors related to pain or disability and is commonly reported as evidence
of validity (206). Concurrent validity evaluates how well one measure correlates with
another measure of the same construct.

This is usually done by calculation of

correlation coefficients but should be interpreted cautiously as the same problems
arise as described earlier that they quantify the association between two measures but
not the agreement (206). Predictive validity may also be reported which compares the
predictive value of one measure to another (204).

3. As data collection was taking place alongside the main trial data the burden placed on
participants needed to be considered. It was hoped that the research clinic would take
no longer than one hour. In this time the participant was provided with information
about the trial, screened for eligibility, consented and randomised, completed a
baseline questionnaire and had a physical assessment. It is estimated this process
generally took between 45 minutes and one hour for each participant.

4.5 Baseline measurements – injury severity factors
4.5.1 Neck Disability Index (NDI)
The NDI is a measure of self-reported neck pain related disability (208). It consists of 10
questions that ask about pain intensity, personal care, lifting, reading, headache,
concentration, work, driving, sleeping and recreation. Each question is rated on a 0-5 scale
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resulting in a total score out of 50. In this study the score was been converted to a
percentage score (0-100) with a higher score indicating greater neck pain related disability.

The NDI is the most commonly used outcome measure for neck pain (209) and is
considered to have adequate reliability in terms of test-retest and internal consistency (See
Table 18 (p124)). A comprehensive systematic literature review reported test-retest
reliability ranging from fair to excellent in 13 studies with 9 studies demonstrating
excellent test-retest reliability (209). This questionnaire has been tested specifically in a
WAD population and internal consistency was high in this population (210). A high level of
internal consistency was confirmed by examining the responses of participants in this study
(Cronbach’s α=0.87).

Multiple comparisons have been made between the NDI and other measures. Overall, the
content of the NDI has demonstrated validity as a measure of pain and disability in a range
of neck conditions (209). Specific to a population with WAD, moderate correlations
between NDI scores and pain intensity and pain interference with activity have been
reported (210).

4.5.2 Modified Von-Korff Pain Scale
Von Korff et al (211) developed the Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire as a simple method
to grade the severity of chronic pain. It includes patient ratings of disability, pain intensity,
days in pain and time since onset. This study used a modified version of the pain measure
from the Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire known as the Modified Von Korff (MVK) Pain
Scale (212). The MVK Pain Scale assesses LBP over the last four weeks rather than 6 months
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as measured by the original questionnaire (212). This study used the MVK Pain Scale as
described by Underwood et al (212) with some further modifications. Neck pain has been
substituted for back pain. As participants in MINT had an acute injury which would
potentially be improving over time a shorter time frame (one week) was used to capture
pain intensity.

The MVK pain scale is the average of three scores: 1) pain right now, 2) the worst pain over
the last week and 3) the average pain over the last week. Participants rated each one on a
0-10 scale. The average score is converted to a 0-100 score with a higher score indicating
greater pain intensity.

Information regarding validity and reliability is limited (See Table 18). The Chronic Pain
Grade Questionnaire has been shown to be reliable and valid in a population of chronic
pain patients in the UK (213). Test-retest reliability of the MVK pain scale was examined in
a community sample with stable LBP symptoms and was shown to have good repeatability
(212). The MVK pain scale demonstrated moderate correlation with both the pain and
physical function scales of the SF-36 (212). It is acknowledged that test-retest reliability and
validity of the MVK pain scale have not been tested in a population with neck pain or over a
one week time frame. However, a high level of internal consistency was confirmed by
examining the responses of participants in this study (Cronbach’s α=0.89).
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4.5.3 Physical symptoms scale from the Cervical Spine Outcomes Questionnaire
(CSOQ)

The CSOQ is an instrument for measuring complaints of the neck consisting of 6 subscales
(214). The physical symptoms scale was used in this study to measure the number of
symptoms experienced including radicular symptoms. Participants were given a list of 15
symptoms and asked to indicate if they were present or not. This included: 10 areas of pain
and 5 other symptoms (difficulty swallowing, headaches, neurological symptoms in arms or
legs, problems with hand and leg function). This resulted in a score out of 15 with a higher
score indicating a greater number of physical symptoms.

Information regarding reliability and validity for the physical symptoms scale is limited (See
Table 18). BenDebba et al (214) reported good test-retest reliability for the symptoms
other than pain but did not report test-retest reliability on the number of pain symptoms.
The report of the number of symptoms experienced has been used as a marker for injury
severity before in studies investigating prognostic factors in WAD suggesting such a
measure has validity in a WAD population (40, 47, 54). The recording of painful areas has
also been used in the assessment of a variety of conditions and populations such as knee
osteoarthritis (215), pain in nursing home residents (216), rheumatology patients and postoperative patients (217) and it has been shown to be reliable.

4.5.4 WAD grade
WAD grade was assessed using the system recommended by the Quebec task force and
described in the Introduction (Table 2). WAD grade was assessed twice, firstly, when
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participants were assessed in the ED and, secondly, at the research clinic. Both were
included in the analysis.

This system of WAD grading is used frequently in the whiplash literature and has been used
as a baseline variable in other studies investigating prognosis in whiplash (159, 218-220).
One criticism of the WAD system is its lack of ability to predict outcome (221). This may be
because the WAD II classification includes a wide variety of symptoms and lacks the ability
to discriminate between those with relatively mild symptoms and those with more severe
ones (221). Despite its frequent use there is no information available on its reliability or
validity. Acknowledging these shortcomings it remains in common use in the whiplash
literature so it was included in this study.

4.5.5 Total active cervical range of movement (ROM)
Neck range of movement was measured using a Cervical Range of Movement (CROM)
Device (Performance Attainment Associates, USA). The CROM device consists of a plastic
frame worn like a pair of glasses. There are two gravity inclinometers and one compass
goniometer mounted on the frame allowing the measurement of movement in three
planes (Figure 7 ). The CROM device measures ROM in 2 degree increments.

All participants were positioned in a chair sitting with hips and knees at 90 degrees and
their feet flat on the floor while hands rested on their lap. Standardised instructions were
provided to ensure consistency in the measurements. For example, when measuring
cervical extension the following instructions were given:
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“I want you to look up at the ceiling as far as you feel possible, like this [demonstrate
extension]. Make sure your mouth is closed. I want you to hold this position whilst I read
the dial. Make sure you don’t let your head twist or drop or the side as you do this and
keep sitting straight up. I will place my hand on your back to correct this if necessary.”

The movements were measured in a set order: flexion, extension, rotation to the right,
rotation to the left, lateral flexion to the right and cervical lateral flexion to the left. To limit
the number of factors in the analysis a total cervical ROM measurement was used by
adding together the 6 measurements. This approach has been used previously and found
to be predictive of disability one year after injury (37).

The CROM device was chosen to measure cervical ROM as it has been found to have
“good” reliability and validity when used to measure active cervical ROM in both
symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals (222) (See Table 18). In addition the CROM
device was easily transportable, affordable and simple to use.
Figure 7 The CROM device (Performance Attainment Associates, USA)
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Table 18 The validity and reliability of measures of injury severity
Questionnaire or method of
measurement
Neck Disability Index (208)

Validity

Reliability

Correlates with pain intensity and pain interference in
WAD population (r= 0.51 and 0.50 respectively) (210).

Modified Von-Korff Scale
(212)
Physical symptoms scale of
CSOQ (214)
Cervical Range of Movement
(CROM) device

Correlates with pain and physical function scales of the
SF-36 (r= -0.67 and -.64 respectively) (212)
No information available

Test-retest reliability: r=0.48 – 0.99; ICC=0.50-0.98 (209,
223).
Internal consistency: Cronbachs α = 0.70 to 0.96 (209, 223).
Internal consistency in WAD population cronbach’s α= 0.87
(210).
Test-retest reliability: ICC=0.82 (212)

Reported to have “good” validity”. For example CROM
device measurements correlates highly with X-ray
measurements (r=0.98 for cervical extension) (222).
r=pearsons correlation coefficient, ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient

Test-retest reliability for the non pain symptoms: ICC =
0.86 (214).
Reported to have “good” reliability. For example, intra-rater
reliability measuring cervical extension ICC = 0.90-0.97
(222).
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4.6 Baseline measurements - patient beliefs

4.6.1 Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire physical activity subscale (FABQpa)
The FABQ was developed to assess patient beliefs with regard to the effect of physical
activity and work on their LBP (136). As this study assessed patient beliefs about neck pain
the words “back pain” were replaced with “neck pain” as has been done in other studies
(224). The FABQ contains two subscales and this study used the physical activity subscale
(FABQpa) which consists of 4 questions. Patients rate their agreement with each statement
on a 7 point likert scale (0= completely disagree, 6=completely agree) resulting in a score
out of 24. A higher score indicates more strongly held fear avoidance beliefs.

The FABQpa is a commonly used measure of fear avoidance beliefs but it had not been
used in a whiplash population before. Another measure of fear avoidance (Tampa Scale of
Kinesiophobia (TSK) (72) was used in the studies described in the systematic literature
review (Chapter 1) and it was shown to be predictive of LWS in one study but not the other
(44, 50). For this reason it was felt that an alternative measure should be tested. The
FABQpa is also considerably shorter than the TSK which was an important consideration
due to the time restraints of data collection. The FABQpa has been found to be a valid and
reliable measure of fear avoidance (See Table 19 (p131)). Although the majority of work is
in LBP, there is also evidence that it is a highly reliable measure in a neck pain
population(225). A high level of internal consistency was confirmed by examining the
responses of participants in this study (Cronbach’s α=0.80).
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4.6.2 Pain Catastrophising Scale (PCS)
The PCS measures the frequency with which an individual expresses catastrophic thoughts
when they are in pain (74). It contains 13 statements which the individual rates from 0 (not
at all) to 4 (all the time) resulting in a score out of 52 with a higher score indicating a
greater frequency of catastrophic thinking about pain. It is reported to have 3 subscales
(magnification, rumination and helplessness) (74).

The reliability and validity of the PCS has been examined across a range of conditions
demonstrating it was a robust measure of catastrophising (See Table 19). Importantly,
there was evidence that it was a reliable and valid measure in a WAD population (226). A
high level of internal consistency was confirmed by examining the responses of participants
in this study (Cronbach’s α=0.95).

4.6.3 Beliefs about doing neck exercises to help recovery after neck injury
This question was constructed for the purpose of this study to elicit beliefs about doing
neck exercises after a neck injury. The aim of this question was to elicit beliefs specifically
about exercising their neck as opposed to their beliefs about activity in general as is
captured by the FABQpa. Participants were asked to rate their agreement with the
statement “When you have injured your neck it is best to exercise your neck to help you
recover” on a 7 point likert scale (0-6). The likert scale was anchored at each end by
statements “completely disagree” and “completely agree” with the midpoint labelled
“unsure”. A higher score indicated greater agreement with the statement.
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When the question was designed the published recommendations for the optimal number
of response categories were considered. Preston and Colman (227) suggest that likert
scales containing 7-10 response categories are the most reliable (correlation co-efficient
ranging from 0.93-0.94) and are generally acceptable to research participants (227). A 7
point scale was chosen as this allowed the question to be formatted in the same way as the
FABQpa to assist in the participants’ ease of completion.

4.6.4 Self-efficacy - participant rated ability to cope with their neck problem
This question was also constructed for the purpose of this study to elicit patient beliefs
about their ability to cope with their neck problem (self-efficacy). The patient rated their
ability to cope with their neck problem by indicating their agreement with the statement “I
feel I am able to cope with my neck problem even when it is painful” on a 7 point likert
scale (0-6). The likert scale was anchored at each end by statements “completely disagree”
and “completely agree” with the midpoint labelled “unsure”. A higher score indicated
greater agreement with the statement.

When designing the question, the same factors were considered as described above in
Section 4.6.3. The decision to use a single question to measure self-efficacy was an attempt
to limit the amount of information being collected at the research clinic. It was thought
that the inclusion of another lengthy questionnaire (such as the pain self-efficacy
questionnaire used by Soderlund et al (160)) was placing too much of a demand on
participants.
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4.6.5 Treatment preferences
To elicit participants’ treatment preferences, the participants indicated their preferred
treatment from the following options: one session of advice with a physiotherapist, I don’t
mind which treatment I receive or a course of physiotherapy. Participants completed the
question prior to randomisation. This question has been used in other studies looking at
treatment preferences in physiotherapy trials and as recommended by a recent systematic
literature review (180, 228).

4.6.6 Participant rated expected benefit of treatment
Participants were asked to rate the expected benefit of the treatment they would receive
as part of MINT. This question was taken from the credibility/expectancy questionnaire
which is a series of questions derived by Devilly and Borkovec (229) and Borkovec and Nau
(230) to assess treatment expectancy and credibility. Participants were asked “how
confident are you that this treatment will be successful in reducing the symptoms due to
your recent injury?” Responses were proved on an 11 point likert scale where 0 = “no
confidence at all” and 10 = “complete confidence”. Participants completed this question
after randomisation, and when treatment allocation was known.

There was limited information available on the reliability of the credibility/expectancy
questionnaire but the whole questionnaire has demonstrated a high level of test-retest
reliability (229) (See Table 19). A single question was chosen rather than the whole
questionnaire due to the time limitations of data collection.
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4.6.7 Participant predicted time to recovery
This question was constructed for the purpose of this study to ascertain the participants’
beliefs about the length of time it would take them to recover from their injury. The
literature was searched to identify any established questionnaire that could be included,
however, none were found. Participants were asked “How long do you think it will take you
to recover from your neck injury”? Participants indicated one of six options: “In the next
two weeks”, “2-8 weeks”, “2-6 months”, “6-12 months”, “More than a year” and “I am not
sure I will recover”. These boundaries were chosen as it was felt that they represented
clear timeframes that participants would be able to distinguish from each other. It also
provided a way to identify participants who felt their symptoms would persist beyond 6
months which is the time frame specified in the definition of LWS (11).

4.6.8 Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ) – short version
The original CSQ assessed the frequency of use of different pain coping strategies (231).
However, it contains 42 questions so Jensen et al (232) developed a short version of the
CSQ to reduce the time needed for assessment. The original CSQ has 7 subscales (diverting
attention, reinterpreting pain sensations, ignoring sensations, coping self statements and
increased behavioural activities, catastrophising and hoping/praying) The short version of
the CSQ takes one statement from each of the subscales and, therefore, consists of seven
statements describing seven coping behaviours. Participants were asked to rate how often
they engaged in the activity when they feel pain on a scale of 0 “never do” to 6 “always do
that”.
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The original CSQ is a reliable and valid measure (231-233) (See Table 19). The short version
of the CSQ was thought to be a suitable compromise. The single items chosen were those
that showed the highest level of correlation with the subscale they belonged to (Jensen et
al, 2003). Moderate to high correlations between the individual items and the original
subscales were reported. This suggested that the single items were an adequate
representation of the coping strategy measured by the original subscales.

The subscales of the CSQ have been categorised as active and passive coping strategies
(110). For the purpose of this study the items were grouped based on the
recommendations by Snow-Turek et al to produce two subscales. (110). The first
representing the use of passive coping strategies and the second representing the use of
active coping strategies. Two items were included the passive coping strategies score
(catastrophising and praying/hoping items) which resulted in a score out of 12 with a
higher score indicating great use of passive coping strategies. An acceptable level of
internal consistency for the passive subscale was confirmed by examining the responses of
participants in this study (Cronbach’s α=0.73). Five items were included in the active coping
strategies score (diverting attention, reinterpreting pain sensations, ignoring sensations,
coping self statements and increased behavioural activities items) which resulted in a score
out of 30 with a higher score indicating greater use of active coping strategies. An
acceptable level of internal consistency for the active subscale was confirmed by examining
the responses of participants in this study (Cronbach’s α=0.63).
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Table 19 The validity and reliability of measures of patient beliefs
Questionnaire or method of
measurement
Fear-avoidance beliefs questionnaire
(physical activity scale) (136)

Validity

Reliability

Correlates with another measure of fear-avoidance (72)
in back pain populations (r=0.76) and neck pain
populations (r= 0.44) (225, 234)

Test-retest reliability - ICC= 0.72 to 0.90 (235, 236)
In patients with neck pain the FABQpa internal
consistency - Cronbach’s α=0.92 and retest reliability r=0.85 (225).

Pain Catastrophising Scale (74)

Correlates with depression (r = 0.26 - 0.61) (74, 226, 237,
238), disability (r=0.57)(237), fear avoidance (r=0.51
(237) and pain ratings (r=0.26 to 0.57) (74, 226, 237-239)

Participant rated expectations of
treatment benefit measured on an 11
point likert scale
Coping Strategy Questionnaire- short
version (232)

No information available.

Internal consistency - Cronbachs α =0.87- 0.95 (74,
226, 237-240).
Test-retest reliability – ICCs= 0.80 to 0.96 and r=0.680.76 (74, 226, 237, 238).
Test-retest reliability – r=0.83 for total questionnaire
(229).

Individual items showed significant correlations with the
relevant subscales from the original CSQ (r=0.58-0.85)
(232)
r=pearsons correlation coefficient, ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient

No information available.
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4.7 Baseline measurements - psychological response factors

4.7.1 Impact of Events Scale (IES)
The IES (75) measures subjective distress related to a specific life event (242 p23). It can be
used to assess psychological distress after any major life event (241). The IES consists of
two subscales – intrusion and avoidance (241). The participant is asked to report the
frequency of 15 symptoms in the past 7 days from a choice of “not at all”, “rarely”,
“sometimes” or “often” which are assigned 0, 1, 3, or 5 points respectively. This results in a
score out of 75 with a higher score indicating more severe psychological distress.

The IES was designed for use in a clinical setting as a measure of symptom severity or
change in symptoms as treatment progresses and not as a diagnostic tool (242p23). The IES
is not a suitable measure of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and should not be used
to diagnose PTSD (68, 242p23). PTSD is characterised by three groups of symptoms
(intrusion, avoidance and hyperarousal) which must be present to make a diagnosis of
PTSD (243). The IES does not assess hyperarousal symptoms and it is lacking in the range of
intrusive and avoidant symptoms that it includes (68, 242p23). In addition, in PTSD these
symptoms must be present for at least a month but the IES only measures symptoms over
the last 7 days (68, 243). Acknowledging this limitation, it was felt that the IES was an
appropriate measure of distress in WAD as there is evidence that it is predictive of future
disability in this population (50). The internal consistency and test-retest reliability were
both reported as satisfactory (68) (Table 20 (p134)). The IES also displayed concurrent
validity as has been shown to correlate significantly with measures of PTSD and other
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measures of psychological distress (68). A high level of internal consistency was confirmed
by examining the responses of participants in this study (Cronbach’s α=0.91).

4.7.2 General Health Questionnare-12 (GHQ-12)
The GHQ-12 was developed by Goldberg and Williams (244). Sanchez-Lopez and Dresch
(245) describe it as a measure of psychological well-being and as the most commonly used
tool for screening for psychiatric disorders. The purpose of the GHQ-12 is not to provide a
diagnosis but to identify individuals with psychiatric disorders (i.e. psychiatric cases)
(204p85-86) . The GHQ mainly measures anxiety and depression although it contains
questions that include somatic and functional status (204p27). The GHQ-12 consists of 12
items which assess the severity of different problems over the past few weeks. The
respondent selects one of four options for each question, for example, better than usual,
same as usual, less than usual or much less than usual. Several scoring systems have been
described but the standard scoring system of 1,1,0,0 has been used in this study resulting in
a score out of 12 (244, 246). A higher score indicates greater psychological distress or
worse psychological well-being.

The reliability and validity of the GHQ-12 is well established and has been studied
extensively in a variety of different conditions and populations (Table 20). It was found to
have moderate to high internal consistency and satisfactory test-retest reliability. When
considering the validity of the measure the GHQ-12 compares favourably with a diagnostic
interview as a means of detecting psychiatric cases (primarily depression and anxiety but
also dysthymia (chronic mood disorder), agoraphobia, panic disorder, somatisation
disorder, chronic fatigue and hypochondriasis) (247). The GHQ-12 measures psychological
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state at the point of assessment compared to the “usual” state so it is not a measure of
chronic psychological problems. This was important in the context of this study as the
primary interest was participants’ psychological status compared to their usual state (i.e.
before they sustained their whiplash injury) so made it a suitable choice for this study. A
high level of internal consistency was confirmed by examining the responses of participants
in this study (Cronbach’s α=0.89).
Table 20 The validity and reliability of the measures of psychological factors
Questionnaire used
Impact of Events
Scale (75)

General Health
Questionnaire-12
(244)

Validity
Shows significant
correlations with measures
of PTSD and measures of
psychological distress such
as the Beck Depression
Inventory (68).
Able to detect the presence
of a psychiatric cases with
sensitivity of 76.3% and
specificity of 83.4% when
compared to diagnosis
through interview
(Composite International
Diagnostic Interview) (247).

Reliability
Internal consistency Cronbach’s α =0.73 to 0.86 (68).
Test-retest – r=0.89 (intrusion
subscale), r=0.79 (avoidance
subscale) (75)
Internal consistency cronbach’s α =0.76 to 0.9. (245,
248-253).
Test-retest – ICC = 0.72-0.79
(248, 252, 254).

r=pearsons correlation coefficient, ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient

4.8 Baseline measurements - treatment factors
The two variables related to treatment are not strictly baseline variables but needed to be
included in the analysis as this prospective cohort study was being carried out in the
context of an RCT where different treatments were being delivered. A description of the
treatments delivered is included in Chapter 5.0.
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4.8.1 Treatment allocation
Participants were randomly allocated to receive a single advice session with a
physiotherapist or a package of physiotherapy treatment.

4.8.2 Treatment attendance
The physiotherapists who delivered the trial treatments completed a treatment log for
each participant. From the treatment logs participants were classified into four categories
of attendance: did not attend any sessions, attended assessment only, partial completion
and completed treatment. In the physiotherapy arm participants were classified as partial
completers if they attended for the assessment and at least one treatment session.
Treatment was terminated when the participant failed to attend for subsequent treatment.
Physiotherapy package participants were classified as having completed treatment if the
treatment was completed as intended and discharge was by mutual agreement between
the physiotherapist and patient. Those allocated to the advice session were deemed to
have completed treatment if they attended for the advice session.

4.9 Baseline measurements - pre-existing factors

4.9.1 Demographics
The age and sex of participants was recorded.
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4.9.2 History of previous neck pain
Participants were asked if they had experienced neck pain in the month prior to their
whiplash injury on the baseline questionnaire for the main trial. Participants answered yes
or no.

4.9.3 Manchester Definition of Chronic Widespread Pain (MDCWP)
Participants were classified as having chronic widespread pain if they fulfilled the
Manchester Definition of Chronic Widespread Pain (MDCWP) (255). For participants to
satisfy this definition they had to report pain in two sections of two contralateral limbs and
in the axial skeleton which had been present for at least 3 months. This was assessed by
the research clinician as part of the research clinic examination.

The MDCWP was developed to identify those individuals whose pain was truly widespread
and is more stringent than other criteria (256). For example, the American College of
Rheumatology criteria requires pain to be in the right and left side of the body rather than
specifying two sections of two contralateral limbs (256). No formal studies reported on the
validity or reliability of MDCWP. However, Hunt el al (256) report that individuals who
fulfilled the MDCWP reported associated psychosocial features such as psychological
distress, fatigue, low levels of self-care and non pain somatic symptoms suggesting that the
MDCWP identifies individuals with well established chronic pain syndromes (256).
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4.9.4 Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS)
The MSPSS is a 12 item scale designed to measure the perceived adequacy of an
individual’s current levels of social support from family, friends and significant other (257).
Individuals are asked to rate their level of agreement with twelve statements describing
sources of social support on a 7 point likert scale anchored by “very strongly disagree”
through to “very strongly agree”. The MSPSS is scored by calculating the mean score of the
individual item scores. This results in a score out of seven with a higher score indicating
greater perceived social support.

The MSPSS is a reliable measure with high internal consistency and adequate rest-retest
reliability (Table 21). Social support is thought to act as a buffer to the development of
depression and the MSPSS has shown significant negative correlations with a range of
depression measures (See Table 21). The validity of the MSPSS is further supported by
evidence that it correlates with a measure of social support behaviours (258). A high level
of internal consistency was confirmed by examining the responses of participants in this
study (Cronbach’s α=0.94).
Table 21 The validity and reliability of measures of pre-existing factors
Questionnaire
Multidimensional
Scale of Perceived
Social Support (257)

Validity
Correlates with depression - r=
-0.22 to -0.55 (257, 259, 260)
and measures of social
support behaviours (r=0.130.77) (258).

Reliability
Internal consistency - cronbach’s
α = 0.77 to 0.94 (257, 260-263).
Test-retest reliability – r= 0.73 to
0.85 (257, 262)
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4.10 Summary of baseline data collection

A summary of baseline data collection is included in Figure 8.
Figure 8 Summary of baseline data collection
Belief factors:
 Fear avoidance beliefs questionnaire (4
items)
 Pain catastrophising questionnaire (13
items)
 Beliefs about doing neck exercises (1
item)
 Treatment preferences (1 item)
 Self-efficacy: ability to cope with neck
problem (1 item)
 Expected benefit of treatment (1 item)
 Predicted time to recovery (1 item)
 Pain coping strategy questionnaire (7
items)

Psychological response factors:
 Impact of events scale (15 items)
 General health questionnaire-12 (12
items)

Injury severity factors:
 Neck disability index (10 items)
 Modified Von-Korff pain scale(3
items)
 WAD grade
 Physical symptoms scale from the
cervical spine outcomes
questionnaire (15 items)
 Total cervical range of movement
Pre-existing factors:
 Age
 Sex
 History of previous neck pain
 History of chronic widespread pain
 Multidimensional scale of perceived
social support (12 items)

Treatment factors:
 Treatment allocation
 Treatment attendance

4.11 Additional participant data
The Short Form-12 Health Survey (SF-12) (acute version) scores for participants in this study
were available from the main trial baseline questionnaire. The SF-12 is a generic measure
of health related quality of life that is used extensively in medical research (264, 265). It
contains two subscales: the Physical Component Summary (PCS) and Mental Component
Summary (MCS) scores. Both subscales produce a score ranging from 0-100 with scores
greater than 50 representing above average health status (265). Test-retest reliability has
been demonstrated to be acceptable for the MCS (r=0.76) and good for the PCS (r=0.89)
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(264). SF-12 scores were used to describe the clinical presentation of participants in this
study.

4.12 Outcomes

4.12.1 Recovery status at 4, 8 and 12 month follow up
The NDI (described in section 4.5.1) was the primary outcome for MINT and has also been
used in this study. The NDI was used to classify participants’ recovery status (e.g. whether
they have developed LWS or not).

This prospective cohort study aimed to identify factors predictive of LWS. Rather than
selecting a total cut off score for the NDI, recovery status was classified using participants’
responses to specific questions from the NDI. There were several considerations when
deciding on this classification system. Firstly, the questions chosen needed to represent the
domains found in the definition of LWS (11). Secondly, the response given to questions
needed to indicate that the participant experienced a limitation of normal activity. Finally,
the questions needed to assess activities that the majority of participants would take part
in. For this reason the driving question was excluded as this question was not answered by
participants who did not drive. Return to driving may also be affected by travel anxiety
which is thought to occur in up to 20% of individuals involved in a road traffic accident
(53). Based on these considerations the following pre-specified definitions were
established prior to carrying out any analysis:

Recovery status was defined in the same way at each time point. However, at the 4 month
follow up participants were classified as not recovered or recovered. Not recovered was
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defined as the presence of pain, restriction of motion or other symptoms sufficient to
hinder return to normal activities such as driving, usual occupation and leisure at 4 month
follow up. Participants were classified as “not-recovered” if they scored either ≥ 2 on
Question 2 (personal care) OR Question 7 (work) OR Question 10 (recreation) of the 4
month NDI. A score of 2 or more indicated that the participant was unable to carry out this
activity as normal. It should be noted that the term late whiplash syndrome could not be
used at the 4 month follow up as symptoms must have been experienced for 6 months or
more (11).

At 8 and 12 month follow up participants were classified as having developed LWS or not.
LWS was defined as the presence of pain, restriction of motion or other symptoms
sufficient to hinder return to normal activities such as driving, usual occupation and leisure
6 months of more following injury for the purpose of this study. Participants were classified
as having LWS if they scored either ≥ 2 on Question 2 (personal care) OR Question 7 (work)
OR Question 10 (recreation) of the 8 and 12 month NDI.

4.12.2 NDI score at 4, 8 and 12 months follow up
Another aim of the study was to identify factors that predicted NDI score at follow up.
Therefore, the actual NDI scores at follow up were also used as an outcome.
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4.12.3 Participant rated improvement at 4, 8 and 12 month follow up
On the 4 month follow up questionnaire participants were asked “Is your neck better, just
the same or worse after the treatment you received 4 months ago?”
On the 8 and 12 month follow up questionnaire participants were asked “Is your neck
better, just the same or worse since your last questionnaire 4 months ago?”
Participants rated themselves as “much better”, “better”, “same”, “worse” or “much
worse”.

4.13 Ethical approval
Ethical approval for this research was given by the Trent Multi-centre Research and Ethics
Committee (See Appendix 5).

4.14 Statistical analyses
SPSS 15.0 was used to carry out the statistical analyses in this thesis.

4.14.1 Descriptive statistics
Aim of analysis: To describe the clinical presentation and course of recovery of participants.

Descriptive statistics are presented for the all baseline data and outcomes at 4, 8 and 12
months follow up. Baseline differences between responders and non-responders at 4, 8
and 12 months follow up were compared using x² test, Mann-Whitney U test or KruskallWallis test depending on the type of data involved. Baseline measures of Step 1
participants who were not randomised in Step 2 and those randomised to Step 2 are also
presented. This was to allow a comparison between those who attended the ED following
their injury and sought further treatment through Step 2 of MINT with those who did not.
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4.14.2 Logistic regression analysis
Aim of analysis: To identify baseline factors predictive of recovery status at follow up.

The primary analysis was a logistic regression analysis. Logistic regression was chosen as
the primary outcome (recovery status) was a binary variable (32). The aim of this analysis
was to identify baseline factors predictive of recovery status at follow up. A logistic
regression analysis was the appropriate analysis to fulfil this aim as this type of analysis
allowed the identification of baseline factors that, when present, were associated with an
increase in the odds of an individual being non-recovered or having LWS when compared to
an individual who did not exhibit the baseline factor (32, 84). This information is expressed
as an odds ratio which is defined as the ratio of the odds of an event occurring in one group
compared to another (84). A logistic regression analysis also allowed multivariable analysis
to be carried out so that the impact of baseline factors known to influence outcome could
be adjusted for (32, 84). There were other ways to carry out regression analysis (Cox
Regression, Poisson Regression or Negative Binomial Regression) but the distribution of the
data was not appropriate for these approaches, for example, Cox Regression is used to
compare survival data for two or more groups (32).

A forward stepwise method of logistic regression analysis was used. A forward stepwise
method is recommended when the analysis is exploratory in nature as this analysis was (84,
319,320). When carrying out a forward stepwise method the initial model contains no
variables (320). At each step, the variable that is most significantly associated with the
outcome is then entered into the model (320). This is continued until none of the
remaining variables are significant (320). It is thought to be preferable to a backward
regression method where all variables are included in the initial model and at each step the
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variable that is the least significant is removed until no non-significant variables remain
(320). The backward regression method may result in variables being retained in the model
that are not necessary (320).

4.14.2.1 Coding of variables
Recovery status was coded as 1 = non-recovery/LWS and 0 = recovered. For this analysis
the baseline factors and primary outcome were also dichotomised. Each factor was coded 0
or 1 with 1 indicating the presence of a potential risk factor and 0 indicating an absence of
the potential risk factor. This was not the case where factors were categorical such as sex
or treatment allocation. Several methods were used to dichotomise the data. Where
available, published cut-offs were used to create the dichotomised variables. Where no
published cut-offs existed tertile splits were used and the upper or lower third was selected
as the risk factor depending on the measure. Tertile splits are standard epidemiological cut
points used to identify those who exhibit a certain characteristic to a greater degree than
others in a cohort. The upper third was used if a higher score was considered to be the
possible risk factor (e.g. pain rating on the MVK pain scale). The lower third was used
where a lower score was considered to be the possible risk factor (e.g. total cervical ROM).
The remaining factors were dichotomised using a common sense approach where the
category most likely to be the risk factor was allocated as such e.g. treatment attendance
and treatment preference. It was felt that dichotomised variables provided the most easily
interpreted and clinically meaningful way of handling the data (85p300-306). This method
provided definite cut points to screen patients at risk of poor outcome in clinical practice.
The cut-off points for each variable are listed in Table 22.
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Table 22 Dichotomised version of baseline variables
Baseline
measure
Injury severity
factors:
NDI (0-100)
MVK pain scale
(0-100)
Number of
physical
symptoms (0-15)
WAD grade – in
ED and at
research clinic (13)
Total cervical
ROM
Patient held
beliefs:
FABQ (0-24)
Beliefs about
neck exercises
following
whiplash injury
(0-6)
PCS (0-52)
Expectations of
time to recovery
Treatment
preferences
Expected benefit
of treatment (010)
Self-efficacy (0-6)

CSQ
Passing subscale
(0-12)

Dichotomised version

Method (where applicable)

0= no/mild/moderate disability <50%
1= severe/complete disability ≥50%
0 = low pain intensity ≤67
1= high pain intensity >67

Published categories (208)

0 = low <6
1= high ≥6
0= WAD Grade I
1= WAD Grade II or WAD Grade III

Tertile split – upper 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor
Tertile split – upper 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor
WAD II and III were grouped
together due to the small
numbers with WAD III.

0= Better ROM
1= Restricted ROM

Tertile split – lower 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor

0= Low level of fear avoidance ≤ 14
1= High level of fear avoidance >14

Published cut-off (266)

0 = Agree >4
1= Unsure/disagree ≤4

Tertile split – lower 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor

0= low level of catastrophising <30
1= high level of catastrophising ≥30
0= ≤ 6 months
1= > 6 months or unsure they will recover

Published cut-off (267)
Tertile split – upper 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor

0 = Got preferred treatment/had no
preference
1= Did not get preferred treatment
0= High expectations of treatment
benefit >6
1= Low expectations of treatment benefit
≤6
0 = Able to cope > 3
1= Unsure/unable to cope ≤3

“Did not get preferred
treatment” was allocated as
risk factor.
Tertile split – lower 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor

Passive coping strategies
0= Low use <5
1= High use ≥5

Tertile split – upper 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor

Tertile split – lower 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor
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Active subscale
(0-30)
Psychological
response factors:
IES (0-75)

GHQ(0-12)
Treatment
factors:
Treatment
allocation
Treatment
attendance
Pre-existing
factors:
Age

Gender
History of
previous neck
pain
History of chronic
widespread pain
Social support (07)

Active coping strategies
0= Low use <15
1= High use ≥15

0= Mild/Moderate reaction ≤44
1= Severe reaction >44

Published cut-offs (75)

0 = Normal <4
1= Psychologically distressed ≥4

Published cut-offs (244)

0= Advice
1= Physiotherapy
0= Attended
1 = Did not attend

N/A

0 = <45 years old
1= ≥45 years old

Tertile split – upper 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor
N/A

0= Male
1= Female
0=No
1=Yes
0=No
1=Yes
0= High social support ≥5.3
1= Low social support <5.3

“Did not attend any sessions”
was allocated as the risk
factor.

N/A

N/A
Tertile split – lower 1/3
allocated as potential risk
factor

4.14.2.2 Variable selection
The univariate relationship between each baseline variable and recovery status was
examined to determine which factors would be included in the multivariable analysis. This
was done using a х² test. A conservative level of significance was set at p< 0.25 to select
factors (32p349, 268) and ensure that type II errors were avoided (an association is missed
when one is present) (269p87). Factors with weak levels of univariate association may still
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be predictive of outcome in multivariable models due to complex interactions between
factors (32p349, 269p87).

4.14.2.3 Logistic regression modelling to predict recovery status
Following the univariate analysis, a series of multivariable models were constructed to
determine which factors were entered into the final multivariable model. Factors with a
significant univariate relationship with the outcome were entered into a forward stepwise
logistic regression model. Factors were entered in a single step. A separate model was
constructed for each of the following baseline variables:
Injury severity factors
Pre-existing factors
Psychological response factors
Treatment factors

The final multivariable model was then constructed. A hierarchical approach was used for
the final model. This approach involves entering variables into the model in blocks or steps
(86). It is recommended that known predictors are entered into the model first (first step)
(86). Potential new predictors are then entered in the second step (86). The factors that
were predictive of outcome in the models above were entered into step one of the final
model. As patient beliefs were the primary focus of this exploratory analysis all the belief
factors with significant univariate relationships with the outcome were entered into the
second step of the final model. Forward stepwise logistic regression was carried out.

Following the final logistic regression analysis the proportions of those classified as nonrecovered or having developed LWS was presented for each identified risk factor. The
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number of risk factors present at baseline was also calculated for each participant and the
descriptive data was presented. The relative risk of being classified as non-recovered/LWS
was calculated according to the number of risk factors present. The risk ratio is the
preferred method for presenting the association between risk factors and a condition
(85p95, 270). The reference category was no risk factors.

4.14.2.4 Checking for multicollinearity and model fit
The final model for each logistic regression analysis was checked for multicollinearity
(86p223). Multicollinearity occurs when two or more predictor variables are highly
correlated (86p223) . This is problematic because if two predictors are closely related to
each other then it is impossible to accurately estimate the unique contribution that each
factor makes to the regression model (86p223). Collinearity statistics were calculated (See
Figure 9 for an example of SPSS output of collinearity statistics). Firstly, variance inflation
factor (VIF) was examined which assesses if two variables have a strong linear relationship
(86p224). Values were examined to ensure they fell within the recommended limits:
individual values <10 and average VIF<1 (86p224). Tolerance was also examined which is
the reciprocal value of VIF and values should be greater than 0.1 (86p297). In the example
given in Figure 9 both VIF and tolerance values are outside the recommended limits which
is a clear indication that collinearity is a problem in this model.

Collinearity diagnostics were also calculated (See Figure 9). Eigenvalues indicate if the
model is accurate and each value should be similar which demonstrates that the model
would be unchanged by small changes in the measured variables(86p297). The condition
index is another way of expressing the eigenvalues and is the square root of the ratio of the
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largest eigenvalue to the eigenvalue of interest (86p298). If one condition index is much
larger than the others it indicates a problem with the data (as demonstrated in Figure 9)
(86p298). Variance proportions were also examined. Variance proportions provide the
proprortion of the variance of each predictor variable’s coefficient variable that is
attributed to each eigenvalue (86p298). Essentially, the data are examined for predictors
that have high proportions of the variance on the same eigenvalue which indicates that the
variances of their regression coffecients are dependent and is another indicator of
collinearity (86p298). In the example given in Figure 9, State anxiety and Percentage of
previous penalties scores both account for 99% of the variance of the regression coefficaint
for the final eigenvalue which demonstrates further the collinearity present in the model
between these two variables which is a source of bias in the model.
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Figure 9 Example of SPSS output of collinearity statistics and diagnostics. Taken from Field
(86p298)
Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF
.575
1.741

Model
Penn State Worry
Questionnaire
State Anxiety

.014

71.764

Percentage of previous
penalties scored

.014

70.479
Variance proportions

Model
1

a.

Condition
Dimension
Eigenvalue
Index
1
3.434
1.000
2
.492
2.641
3
0.073
6.871
4
0.001
81.303
Dependent variable: result of penalty kick

(constant)
.00
.00
.00
1.00

Penn state
worry
questionnaire
.01
.04
.95
.00

State
anxiety
.00
.00
.01
.99

Percentages
of previous
penalties
scored
.00
.00
.00
.99

Model fit was also examined following the recommendation of Field (86p293). Examining
model fit is important as it determines whether the model produced fits the data well or
was it influenced by a small number of cases (86p214). A well fitting model is more likely to
generalisable to other samples (86p214). This involved examination of cook’s distance,
leverage, standardized residuals and DFBeta. Cook’s distance indicates if any cases are
having undue influence on the model and values should be <1 (86p293). Leverage also
assesses the influence of individual cases on the model (86) p293. The expected leverage is
calculated using the following formula: (k+1)/N where k is the number of predictors and N
is the sample size. The data are examined for any values that are greater than 2-3 times this
value (86p293) which would indicate these cases are having undue influence of the model.
Standardized residuals were examined to identify any outliers (86p215). Outliers are cases
that differ greatly from the main trend of the data and can result in bias in the model
(86p215). Residuals should be normally distributed with 95% of scores falling between 1.96-+1.96 and 99% between -2.58- +2.58 (86p216). The data were examined for any
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residuals that fell outside these recommendations. The final measure that was examined is
the DFBeta which is another method of identifying cases with a large influence on the
parameters of the regression model (86p216). Values greater than 1 indicate a case may
substantially influence the model (86p219).

4.14.3 Logistic regression analysis - predictors of participant perceived
improvement
Aim of analysis: To identify baseline predictors of participant perceived improvement and
compare these findings with those based on recovery status and NDI.

A second logistic regression analysis was conducted to identify risk factors for poor
outcome using participant perceived improvement as the outcome variable. This variable
was also dichotomised into two categories: 0=the participant rated themselves as better or
much better; 1=the participant rated themselves as the same, worse or much worse. The
logistic regression analysis was carried out as described in section 4.14.2.

4.14.4 Linear regression analysis
Aim of analysis: To identify baseline factors predictive of Neck Disability Index scores.

A second multivariable analysis was conducted using linear regression. The outcome was
NDI score used as a continuous variable. A linear regression analysis was conducted to
examine the effects of using continuous variables rather than dichotomised variables. It is
acknowledged that dichotomising data can influence findings, for example, different cut
points may result in different findings. Also, although splitting data often makes it more
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manageable, information is also lost and error may be introduced (85p302, 271). Statistical
power is reduced (272) and there is a risk of residual confounding (85p328-329). Using
continuous variable will allow the identification of more linear relationships between two
variables which may not be obvious when dichotomised variables are used. Therefore,
analysis using continuous variables may produce different findings (85p302-303).

4.14.4.1 Variable selection
The univariate relationship between each baseline variable and follow up NDI score was
examined to determine which factors would be included in the multivariable analysis. A
level of significance was set at p< 0.25 to select factors (32p349, 268).

4.14.4.2 Linear regression modelling
A similar approach was taken to the logistic regression analysis. Following the univariate
analysis, a series of multivariable models were constructed to determine which factors
were entered into the final multivariable model. Factors with a significant univariate
relationship with the follow up NDI scores were entered into a linear regression model.
Factors were entered in a single step. A separate model was constructed for each of the
following baseline variables:
Injury severity factors
Pre-existing factors
Psychological response factors
Treatment factors

The final multivariable model was then constructed. The factors that were predictive of NDI
score in the models above were entered into step one of the final model. As patient beliefs
were the primary focus of this analysis all the belief factors with significant univariate
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relationships with follow up NDI scores were entered into the second step of the final
model.

4.14.5 Moderator analyses
Aim of analysis: To identify specific conditions under which the belief factors that were
predictive of recovery status operate in relation to other baseline belief factors (i.e. did
other baseline beliefs moderate the effect of identified predictor variables?)

Moderators are variables that have the ability to modify the effect that a predictor variable
has on the outcome variable (273, 274). Specifically, the moderator variable has the ability
to affect the direction and/or strength of the relationship between an independent
predictor variable and the outcome variable (274). It provides insight into the conditions
under which a predictive factor may operate. For example, gender may moderate the
effect of treatment on outcome (See Figure 10). In this example Treatment A is shown to
be predictive of a good outcome in females but not in males whereas no difference was
seen if patients who received Treatment B.
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Figure 10 An example of a moderator variable

Female

Good outcome

Male

Poor outcome

Female

Good outcome

Male

Good outcome

Treatment A

Treatment B

To test for a moderating effect between two variables an interaction between the two
variables is included in the logistic regression analysis (Figure 11).

Figure 11 Factors entered into logistic regression analysis to test for moderation (adapted
from Baron and Kenny (274)
Treatment

Gender

outcome

Treatment
X
Gender

An analysis was carried out to explore the interactions between the belief factors that
were identified as prognostic factors and the other belief factors at baseline. This was
carried out in two steps:
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i. A forward step logistic regression analysis was carried out to identify if any of the baseline
belief factors were predictive of the belief identified as a prognostic factor in the main
analysis.
ii. The final step of the main analysis was then re-run to include an interaction between the
identified prognostic factor from the main analysis with any factors found to be significant
in step one.

Aim: To identify specific conditions under which the belief factors that were predictive of
recovery status operate in relation to treatment received as part of MINT? (i.e. did
treatment moderate the effect of identified predictor variables?)

Participants received either a package of physiotherapy or an advice session. It was
possible that these treatments interacted with baseline variables and influenced outcome.
To investigate this, a logistic regression analysis was run that included interaction variables
between the trial treatments and some of the belief factors. The three belief factors that
were identified in the main analysis and use of passive coping strategies (identified as
important in the previous interaction analysis) were chosen to be included in the analysis.
Therefore, the following interactions were included in the analysis at each time point:
Time to recovery*Treatment allocation
Ability to cope*Treatment allocation
Use of passive coping *Treatment allocation
Expectations of treatment* Treatment allocation
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The interactions were included in step two of a forward stepwise logistic regression
analysis. Step one included the non-belief factors found to be significant in the main
analyses. The dependent variable was non-recovery/LWS.

4.14.6 Dealing with missing data
No guidance on dealing with missing data in the NDI was provided in the original paper
outlining its development (208). More recently it has been suggested that missing data can
be dealt with by converting the raw score (out of 50) to a percentage score (209).
However, some authors consider the NDI score is not valid if two or more items are missing
(275). The most common item to be missing is the driving item (question 7) as it is not
applicable to people who do not drive. Therefore, in these cases, an NDI score was
calculated by summing the 9 completed questions and then converted to a percentage
score (out of 100). If other items were missing then a total NDI score was not calculated.
However, for participants with missing items on the follow up NDI, recovery status was
classified if the relevant sections were completed. These participants did not have a total
NDI score.

The literature was searched for algorithms to deal with missing data in the other
questionnaires used in the study. However, none were identified. Complex statistical
methods do exist for the imputation of missing data but this was considered beyond the
scope of this thesis. Therefore, if participants had missing data then they were excluded
from any analysis that included the factors with missing data.
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4.15 Summary
This chapter has outlined the methods of the prospective cohort study. The results are
presented in the following chapter.
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5.0 Prospective cohort study: results

5.1 Baseline measurements
Baseline data were collected from the 599 participants that were randomised into step 2 of
MINT. Data was collected on average 32 days after injury (SD=10.9). There was no
difference in the timing of data collection between those receiving the physiotherapy
package and those receiving the advice session.

5.2 Description of study participants
5.2.1 Clinical presentation
5.2.1.1 Baseline symptoms
Neck symptoms were reported by the majority of participants at baseline but many
participants also reported symptoms in other areas including the skull and shoulder where
symptoms were reported by over half the cohort (See Figure 12). Headaches were also
prevalent being reported by approximately 70% of the cohort (See Table 23). The most
frequent neurological symptom to be reported was numbness, weakness and tingling in the
arms and hands in approximately one third of the cohort (See Table 23). It should be noted
that although neurological symptoms were fairly common, neurological signs were
assessed to be present in only 12% of participants (those classified as having WAD III).
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Figure 12 Distribution of symptoms experienced by participants (n=599) (n (%)) taken from
physical symptoms scale from the Cervical Spine Outcome Questionnaire (CSOQ).

323 (53.9)

584 (97.5)

363 (60.5)

148 (24.7)
104 (17.4)
133(22.2)

364 (60.8)
167(27.9)
112(18.7)

129(21.5)

Table 23 Other symptoms reported by participants at baseline (n=599) taken from the
physical symptoms scale of the CSOQ .
Type of symptom reported
N(%)
Difficulty swallowing
17 (2.8)¹
Headaches related to neck condition
438(73.1)²
Numbness, weakness, tingling in arms or hands
218 (36.4)
Difficulty grasping, picking up holding things in
92 (15.4)²
hands
Numbness, clumsiness, weakness in legs
40 (6.7)²
¹missing data n= 2
²missing data n=1
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5.2.1.2 Combinations of symptoms at baseline
The 15 items from the physical symptoms subscale of the CSOQ (reported above in Figure
12 and Table 23) were collapsed down into 5 main categories (Table 24) to allow collation
of the different combinations of symptoms that were present at baseline (Table 25).
Table 24 Categories of symptoms present at baseline
Categories
Proximal pain
Headaches
(missing data =1)
Arm pain
Neurological symptoms
(missing data = 2)

Swallowing problems
(missing data=2)

Definition
Participants reported any of the following: neck
pain, skull pain or shoulder pain.
Participants report headaches.

Participants reported pain in either arm.
Participants reported at least one of the
following: numbness, weakness, tingling in arms
or hands or difficulty grasping, picking up
holding things in hands or numbness,
clumsiness, weakness in legs
Participants report swallowing difficulty.

N(%)
599(100%)
438 (73.1%)

301 (50.3%)
249 (41.6%)

17 (2.8%)

To help understand how the types of symptoms present at baseline impacted on the
clinical presentation of participants the baseline NDI scores, number of symptoms and GHQ
scores were stratified by type of symptom. All participants presented with proximal pain so
those scores represent the mean of the cohort (n=599). Participants reporting other types
of symptoms had higher NDI scores than the mean of the cohort. This indicated that
participants reporting additional symptoms were more disabled at baseline. The difference
ranged from an additional 7 percentage points if swallowing difficulty was reported to 3
percentage points for headaches and arm pain. Those reporting neurological symptoms
tended to report the greatest total number of symptoms at baseline. Mean GHQ scores
were not markedly different across the different types of symptoms.
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Table 25 Baseline NDI, number of symptoms present and GHQ scores stratified by the type
of symptoms reported at baseline.

Symptoms

Mean baseline
NDI (SD)

Swallowing problems (n=17)
Neurological symptoms (n=249)
Headaches (n=438)
Arm pain (n=301)
Proximal pain (n=599)

49(15.7)
47(15.6)
45(16.0)
45(15.9)
42(16.2)

Mean number of
symptoms present
at baseline (SD)
6(4)
8(3)
6(3)
7(3)
5(3)

Mean GHQ
(SD)
6.35(3.87)
7.11(3.80)
7.74(3.88)
6.95(3.80)
6.24(3.90)

Thirteen different symptom combinations were present amongst the cohort (Table 26). It
was very common for participants to present with multiple types of symptoms as over 80%
of the cohort had two types of symptoms or more. Only 16% of participants presented with
proximal pain only localised to the head, neck and shoulder region.
Table 26 Symptoms combinations present at baseline (n=594)
Combinations of symptoms at baseline
1. Proximal pain + arm pain + headaches + neurological symptoms

Number of
participants (%)
157(26.4)

2. Proximal pain + headaches

156(26.3)

3. Proximal pain only

99(16.7)

4. Proximal pain + arm pain + headaches

75(12.6)

5. Proximal pain + arm pain + neurological symptoms

38(6.4)

6. Proximal pain + headaches + neurological symptoms

32(5.3)

7. Proximal pain + arm pain

13(2.1)

Other combinations (combinations 8-13 combined)

24(4.0)

8. Proximal pain + arm pain + headaches + neurological symptoms +
swallowing difficulty
9. Proximal pain + neurological symptoms

10(1.7)

10. Proximal pain + headaches + swallowing difficulties

3(0.5)

11. Proximal pain + arm pain + neurological symptoms + swallowing
difficulty
12. Proximal pain + swallowing difficulties

2(0.3)

13. Proximal pain + arm pain + headaches + swallowing difficulty

1(0.2)

7(1.2)

1(0.2)
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To help understand how the combinations of symptoms present at baseline impacted on
the clinical presentation of participants the baseline NDI scores, number of symptoms and
GHQ scores were stratified by the symptom combinations (Table 27). Symptom
combinations 8-13 were collapsed into one category due to the small numbers seen in each
category. The most noticeable observation was that participants with proximal pain only
reported lower GHQ scores and lower NDI scores. This indicated that those with localised
pain experienced less psychological distress and were also the least disabled. As expected,
these participants also reported the least number of symptoms. The addition of symptoms
resulted in greater disability and increased psychological distress compared to those with
proximal pain only.

Table 27 Baseline NDI, number of symptoms present and GHQ scores stratified by
symptoms combinations (n=594)
Combinations of symptoms at
baseline

Mean
baseline NDI
(SD)
31(14.4)

Mean number
of symptoms
(SD)
2(1)

Mean GHQ
(SD)

5.Proximal pain + arm pain + neurological
symptoms
7.Proximal pain + arm pain

35(10.8)

6(2)

5.8(3.8)

41(11.4)

5(2)

6.6(2.61)

2.Proximal pain + headaches

41(15.0)

4(1)

6.0(3.84)

4.Proximal pain + arm pain + headaches

42(17.1)

6(2)

6.5(4.04)

Other combinations (combinations 8-13)

44(16.5)

7(4)

6.4(3.89)

1. Proximal pain + limb pain + headaches +
neurological symptoms
6.Proximal pain + headaches + neurological
symptoms

49(15.3)

9(2)

7.5(3.80)

50(15.6)

5(1)

7.5(3.60)

3.Proximal pain only

4.7(3.54)
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5.2.2 Baseline characteristics
Table 28 and Table 29 contain the baseline characteristics of participants as well as the
number and percentages of participants in each group for the dichotomised version of the
variables. Table 30 contains information about treatment allocation and treatment
attendance.
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Table 28 Baseline characteristics - injury severity factors, psychological factors and preexisting factors (n=599)
Pre-existing factors:

Mean(SD) or n(%)

Age

39.9(13.1)

Sex

Female = 379 (63.3%)
Male = 220 (36.7%)
Yes = 44(7.3%)
No = 513(85.6%)
Missing = 42(7.0%)
Yes = 15 (2.5%)
No = 576(96.2%)
Missing = 8(1.3%)
5.58 (1.3)

History of previous neck
pain (in the month before
injury)
Full fills the Manchester
definition of chronic
widespread pain
Multidimensional Scale of
Perceived Social Support
Injury severity factors
Neck Disability Index

41.8(16.2)

Modified Von-Korff Pain
Scale

57.31 (17.5)

Physical symptoms scale
from the Cervical Spine
Outcomes Questionnaire
WAD grade in ED

5.37 (2.9)

Total active cervical ROM

WAD 1 = 265(44.2%)
WAD 2 = 284(47.4%)
WAD 3 = 25 (4.2%)
Missing = 25 (4.2%)
WAD 1 = 84 (14%)
WAD 2 = 442 (73.8%)
WAD 3 = 73 (12.2%)
232.53 (67.1)

Psychological response
factors
Impact of Events Scale

28.4(18.5)

WAD grade at research
clinic

General Health
Questionnaire-12

6.3(3.9)

Dichotomised version
n(%)
<45 years old = 388 (64.8%)
≥45 years old = 211 (35.2%)
Female = 379 (63.3%)
Male = 220 (36.7%)
Yes = 44(7.3%)
No = 513(85.6%)
Missing = 42(7.0%)
Yes = 15 (2.5%)
No = 576(96.2%)
Missing = 8(1.3%)
High social support = 397 (66.3%)
Low social support = 190 (31.7%)
Missing = 12 (2%)
No/mild/moderate disability= 408 (68.1%)
Severe/complete disability= 181 (30.2%)
Missing = 10 (1.7%)
Low pain intensity=425 (71%)
High pain intensity= 168 (28%)
Missing=6 (1%)
Low number symptoms=365 (60.9%)
High number symptoms= 229 (38.2%)
Missing = 5 (0.8%)
WAD Grade 1= 265 (44.2%)
WAD Grade 2/3= 309 (51.6%)
Missing= 25 (4.2%)
WAD Grade 1 = 84 (14%)
WAD Grade 2/3 = 515 (86%)
Better ROM= 389(64.9%)
Restricted ROM= 206(34.4)
Missing = 4(0.7%)

Mild/Moderate reaction = 439 (73.3%)
Severe reaction = 133 (22.2%)
Missing = 27 (4.5%)
Normal = 176 (29.4%)
Psychologically distressed = 417 (69.6%)
Missing = 6 (1%)
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Table 29 Baseline characteristics – patient held beliefs (n=599)
Belief factors
Fear-avoidance
beliefs
questionnaire
(physical activity
scale)
Beliefs about neck
exercises following
whiplash injury
Pain
Catastrophising
Scale
Expected time for
their recovery

Treatment
preference

Treatment
preference and
treatment received

Predicted benefit
of treatment

Perceived ability to
cope with neck
problem
Coping Strategy
Questionnaire
passive coping
subscale
Coping Strategy
Questionnaire
active coping
subscale

Mean (SD) or n(%)
14.73 (5.6)

Dichotomised version n(%)
Low fear avoidance= 243 (40.6%)
High fear avoidance= 342 (57.1%)
Missing = 14(2.3%)

4.95(2.7)

Agree = 416 (69.4%)
Unsure/disagree=182 (30.4%)
Missing = 1(0.2%)
Low catastrophising = 451(75.3%)
High catastrophising = 117 (19.5%)
Missing = 31 (5.2%)
≤ 6 months = 407 (67.9%)
> 6 months or unsure they will recover =
185 (30.9%)
Missing = 7 (1.2%)

17.85 (12.8)

2 weeks = 10(1.7%)
2-8 weeks = 160(26.7%)
2-6 months = 237(39.6%)
6-12 months = 91(15.2%)
More than a year = 18(3%)
Not sure I will recover = 76(12.7%)
Missing = 7 (1.2%)
Advice session = 24(4%)
No preference = 295 (49.2%)
Physiotherapy = 277 (46.2%)
Missing = 3 (0.5%)
Wanted advice – got advice = 14(2.3%)
Wanted advice – got physio = 10(1.7%)
No preference – got advice = 41(23.5%)
No preference – got physio = 154(25.7%)
Wanted physio – got physio = 134(22.4%)
Wanted physio – got advice = 143(23.9%)
Missing = 3 (0.5%)
7.12 (2.4)

3.68 (1.7)

3.79(3.5)

12.77 (5.5)

Got preferred treatment/had no
preference = 443 (74%)
Did not get preferred treatment = 153
(25.5%)
Missing = 3 (0.5%)

High expectations of treatment benefit =
395(65.9%)
Low expectations =201 (33.6%)
Missing = 3 (0.5%)
Able to cope = 363(60.6%)
Unsure/unable to cope = 234 (39.1%)
Missing = 2 (0.3%)
Low use of passive coping = 371 (61.9%)
High use of passive coping = 220 (36.7%)
Missing = 8 (1.3%)
Low use of active coping =371 (61.9%)
High use of active coping =219 (37.1%)
Missing = 9 (1.5%)
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Table 30: Treatment factors (n=599)
Treatment
factors
Treatment
allocation
Attendance

n(%)
Advice session with physio = 299(49.9%)
Course of physiotherapy = 300(50.1%)
Completed treatment = 434 (72.5%)
Partially completed treatment = 45 (7.5%)
Attended for assessment only = 26 (4.3%)
Did not attend any sessions = 94 (15.7%)

Dichotomised version
n(%)
Advice session with physio = 299(49.9%)
Course of physiotherapy = 300(50.1%)
Attended treatment = 434 (72.5%)
Did attend treatment = 165 (27.5%)

5.2.2.1 Baseline characteristics of responders and non-responders
The percentages of participants who returned the NDI at each time point are presented in
Table 31.
Table 31 Percentage of participants who returned the NDI at each follow up point
Follow up point
4 month follow up (n=499)
8 month follow up (n=495)
12 month follow up (n=473)

Follow up rate
83.3%
82.6%
79.0%

The baseline characteristics of responders and non-responders to follow up showed across
all follow up points that non-responders were younger and reported higher levels of fear
avoidance and catastrophising compared to responders (Table 32). The differences
between other baseline variables were not as consistent with non responders reporting at
baseline, higher disability, higher pain intensity, lower ratings of their ability to cope and
greater use of active coping strategies at two of the follow up points compared to
responders (Table 32). At 12 months follow up, non-responders reported greater use of
passive coping strategies, higher GHQ scores and less agreement that exercises were
helpful at baseline compared to responders (See Table 32). Baseline variables where no
difference existed between responders and non-responders are not included in Table 32.
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Table 32 Mean baseline characteristics of non-responders (NR) and responders(R) to follow
up (SD)
Baseline variable
FABQ
PCS
Age
Pain intensity
NDI
Ability to cope
Active coping
subscale - PCQ
Endorsement that
exercises help
recovery
Passive coping
subscale - PCQ
GHQ

4 months
NR= 16.06(5.6)*
R= 14.46 (5.5)
NR=21.11(13.9)*
R=17.22(12.5)
NR=35.62(13.0)*
R=40.72(13.0)
NR=60.64(15.9)*
R = 56.65(17.8)
NR=44.15(16.1)
R=41.30(16.2)
NR=3.49(1.9)
R=3.71(1.6)
NR=12.43(5.5)
R=12.84(5.52)
NR=5.06(1.2)
R=4.93(1.3)

8 months
NR= 16.66(5.2)*
R=14.33(5.6)
NR=21.36(13.9)*
R=17.03(12.5)
NR=35.41(12.1)*
R=40.81(13.1)
NR=61.30(14.6)*
R=56.48(13.1)
NR=46.04(15.6)*
R=40.89(16.2)
NR=3.26(20.)*
R=3.76(1.6)
NR= 11.55(5.4)*
R= 13.03(5.5)
NR=4.78(1.4)
R=4.99(1.3)

NR=4.23(3.9)
NR=4.37(3.8)
R=3.71(3.4)
R=3.67(3.4)
NR=6.22(3.9)
NR=6.83(3.9)
R=6.36(3.9)
R=6.23(3.9)
*The difference between NR and R was statistically significant p<0.05

12 months
NR=16.54(5.2)*
R=14.25(5.6)
NR=21.81(13.4)*
R=16.81(12.5)
NR=34.86(11.7)*
R=41.21(13.09)
NR =59.95(16.0)
R=56.62(17.9)
NR=45.32(16.2)*
R=40.87(16.1)
NR=3.28(1.8)*
R=3.78(1.7)
NR=11.41(5.5)*
R=13.14(5.5)
NR=4.75(1.3)*
R=5.00(1.3)
NR=4.81(3.6)*
R=3.52(3.4)
NR=6.97(4.0)*
R=6.17(3.8)

5.2.2.2 Step 1 participants randomised to Step 2 compared to those not
randomised
Participants in Step 2 of MINT (and this prospective cohort study) were also included in
Step 1 of MINT. The baseline characteristics of the participants randomised to Step 2 were
compared to those who were not randomised (Table 33). A lower proportion of males
were observed amongst those randomised. There were a greater proportion of participants
classified as having sustained a WAD II and WAD III. This indicated that those who sought
physiotherapy treatment through Step 2 of MINT had sustained a more severe injury than
those who did not. Similarly, those randomised had lower SF-12 scores indicating lower
health related quality of life.
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Table 33 Step 1 participants randomised to Step 2 compared to those not randomised
Number of patients
Sex – Males (%)
Age in years, Mean (SD)
Had previous neck pain (%)
WAD grade
WAD I
WAD II
WAD III
SF-12
Mental component score,
Mean (SD)
Physical component score,
Mean (SD)

Randomised
599
221 (37%)
40 (13)
77 (13%)
(missing data=40)

Not randomised
3,277
1,456 (44%)
(missing data=50)
36 (13)
334 (10%)
(missing data=115)

275 (46%)
299 (50%)
25 (4%)

1,823 (56%)
1,375 (42%)
79 (2%)

36 (12)
(missing data=108)

42 (13)
(missing data=692)

36 (7)

41 (9)
(missing data=692)

5.3 Treatments received by participants
Participants in this prospective cohort study received physiotherapy treatment as part of
MINT.

5.3.1 Physiotherapy package
Attendance rates for participants who received the physiotherapy package are displayed in
Table 34.
Table 34 Attendance rates for treatment
Physiotherapy Package
Advice session
(n=300)
(n=299)
Failed to attend any appointments
34 (11%)
60 (20%)
Attended for assessment only*
26 (9%)
N/A
Partial completion of treatment
45 (15%)
N/A
Completed treatment*
201 (67%)
239 (80%)
*Six patients attended the assessment session and no further treatment was deemed
necessary; these patients are therefore included in both categories.
The mean number of treatment sessions attended by participants who received the
physiotherapy package was 3 (SD=2.7). Fourteen (4.7%) participants received greater than
the recommended six treatment sessions. Assessment sessions were between 40 and 60
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minutes long, and treatment sessions were between 20 and 30 minutes. On average,
participants commenced the physiotherapy package 47 days (SD=17) after their attendance
at the ED. The average time from commencing to finishing the physiotherapy package was
55 days (SD=51) although there was considerable variability amongst participants.

Information about the content of the treatments received by participants was available for
259 of the 266 patients who attended at least one appointment (Table 35). Seven of the 26
patients who attended only the assessment session patients were assessed but did not
receive any treatment. Psychological strategies and self-management advice were used
with the majority of patients (246/259, 95%), and almost all received guidance on some
form of exercises (246/259, 95%). The most common form of exercises was cervical ROM
exercises. Manual therapy was used to a somewhat lesser degree (211/259, 81%) with soft
tissue techniques and Maitland cervical mobilisations being used most frequently. The
majority of patients (73%) received a combination of manual therapy, exercises and
psychological strategies.

5.3.2 Control intervention – advice session
Attendance rates for participants who received the control intervention are also displayed
in Table 34. The advice session provided for these participants was 30 to 60 minutes in
duration. On average, participants attended for this advice session 50 days (SD=17) after
their attendance at the ED. 163 participants received advice based on the Whiplash Book
and 136 received advice based on the usual leaflet issued at ED they attended. The
contents of the advice session is presented in Table 36.
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Table 35 Types of treatments delivered in the physiotherapy package
Type of treatment delivered

Combinations of treatments
Manual therapy, exercises and psychological strategies
Exercises and psychological strategies
Manual therapy and psychological strategies
Manual therapy and exercises
Manual therapy only
Exercises only
Psychological strategies only
Manual therapy techniques
Soft tissue techniques
Maitland cervical mobilisations
NAGS and SNAGS (cervical or thoracic)
Maitland thoracic mobilisations
Other manual therapy
Shoulder mobilisations
Thoracic manipulation
Exercises
Cervical ROM exercises
Cervical or scapular stability exercises
Thoracic ROM exercises
Shoulder ROM exercises
Other exercises
Proprioception exercises
Psychological strategies and self-management advice
Advice re: posture and positioning
Reassurance
Pain education
Advice re: return to work or activities
Goal setting or pacing
Advice re: medication and symptomatic control
Relaxation
Advice re: travel anxiety
Referral to GP/Psychologist for stress reaction

Number of patients
receiving the
treatment (%)
n = 259
190 (73%)
45 (17%)
10 (4%)
9 (3%)
2 (1%)
2 (1%)
1 (0%)
n = 211
123 (58%)
123 (58%)
86 (41%)
71 (34%)
42 (20%)
15 (7%)
5 (2%)
n=246
244 (99%)
118 (48%)
106 (43%)
88 (36%)
69 (28%)
28 (11%)
n=246
194 (79%)
194 (79%)
144 (59%)
145 (59%)
119 (48%)
87 (35%)
56 (23%)
27 (11%)
10 (4%)
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Table 36 Contents of advice session
Contents of advice session

Assessed ROM
Neurological Examination
Referred on due to serious complication
Reviewed exercises given in the ED
Progressed exercises within the guidelines of the whiplash book¹
Postural or positioning advice
Advice re: collar
Advice re: pain control or medication use
Advice re: graded return to activities, return to work or staying active¹
Relaxation techniques¹
Reassurance¹
Reinforced the “hurt does not equal harm” message¹
Advised to see their GP if they had ongoing problems
Other advice
¹ Whiplash Book centres only

Number of patients
receiving the advice
n=239 (%)
232 (97)
87 (36.5)
2 (0.8)
228 (95)
108 (45)
200 (83.5)
56 (22)
185 (77.5)
119 (50)
82 (34.5)
119 (50)
121 (50.5)
220 (92)
25 (8.4)

5.4 Course of recovery
5.4.1 NDI scores
The NDI scores at follow up are in Table 37. The mean NDI score reduced at each follow up
point indicating a reduction in mean disability of participants over time (Figure 13). A steep
reduction in NDI scores is observed in the first four months following injury. Less
improvement was seen between 4 and 8 months follow up with very little change occurring
between 8 and 12 months. A small number of participants returned the NDI with missing
data so that a total NDI could not be calculated. However, they completed the relevant
questions to allow their recovery status to be classified.
Table 37 NDI scores at follow up
4 month follow up (n=499)
8 month follow up (n=495)
12 month follow up (n=473)

Neck Disability Index Scores
Mean (SD) = 27.9(17.6)
Participants without total NDI score = 8
Mean (SD) = 22.9(17.6)
Participants without total NDI score = 16
Mean (SD) = 20.5 (17.8)
Participants without total NDI score = 8
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Figure 13 Mean NDI scores (SD) over time

n=465
N=599
N=471
N=491

NDI scores for each participant were also categorised into the 5 categories proposed by
n=479
n=491in Figures 14-17. Generally there was a reduction
Vernon and Mior (208) and are presented
in the number of participants classified as moderate, severe and completely disabled over
time. However, approximately 30% of participants fall into these categories at 12 months
n=599
follow up indicating considerable ongoing disability for these individuals.
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Figure 14 Distribution of NDI at baseline (n=599)
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Figure 15 Distribution of NDI at 4 month follow up (n=491)
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Figure 16 Distribution of NDI at 8 month follow up (n=479)
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Figure 17 Distribution of NDI at 12 month follow up (n=465)
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5.4.2 Participant rated improvement
Participant rated improvement at each follow up point is presented in Table 38 and Figures
18-20. The majority of participants rated themselves as improved (much better or better)
at the 4 month follow up. A lesser proportion of participants rated themselves improved
(better or much better) at the 8 month and 12 month follow up. These findings reflect
those based on the NDI scores where the greatest change in NDI scores were seen between
baseline and 4 month follow up. The proportion of participants who reported that they
were the same increased over time which also reflects a reduction of improvement as seen
in the NDI scores at 8 and 12 months follow up. The proportion of participants reporting
that their condition had worsened increased at each time point. This rose from 5% at 4
month follow up to approximately 10% at 8 months follow up with little change seen at 12
month follow up.
Table 38 Participant rated improvement at follow up (n(%))

Much better
Better
Same
Worse
Much worse

4 month follow up
(n=485)
126(26)
247(50.9)
88(18.1)
18(3.7)
6(1.2)

8 month follow
up (n=489)
119(24.3)
196(40.1)
127(26)
45(9.2)
2(0.4)

12 month follow up
(n=471)
113(24)
164(34.8)
149(31.6)
44(9.3)
1(0.2)
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Figure 18 Participant rated improvement at 4 month follow up (n=485)
Much better/better

Same

Worse/much worse

5%
18%

77%

Figure 19 Participant rated improvement at 8 month follow up (n=489)

Much better/better

Same

Worse/much worse

10%

26%

64%
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Figure 20 Participant rated improvement at 12 month follow up (n=471)

Much better/better

Same

Worse/much worse

9%

32%
59%

All possible combinations of participant rated improvement overtime were examined for
participants who had provided data at each follow up point (n=394). Patterns of participant
rated improvement were extremely variable with 26 combinations present in the cohort
(Table 39 (p177)). The most common pattern of participant rated improvement was that
the participant rated themselves as improved at all 3 time points (approximately 42%).
Approximately 13% of participants reported improvement up until 8 months but no further
improvement was reported at 12 months. Less frequently participants reported
improvement at 4 months but no further improvement after this time point (8.4%).
There were also a proportion of participants that reported different combinations of
improvement and no change (14.5%), those that reported different combinations of
improvement and worsening (6%) and those that reported improvement, no change and
worsening in varying order over the follow up period (6.3%). These participants
demonstrate the fluctuating nature of the condition in approximately 27% of participants.
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No participants reported a worsening of symptoms at all time points but approximately 9%
of participants did not report perceived improvement at any time point. These participants
presented with a variety of combinations of no change and worsening of symptoms and
represent a group of participants whose condition was resistant to improvement. Baseline
differences were examined between those participants who did not improve at any time
point and the rest of the cohort. Those who did not improve at any time point reported
statistically significant (p<0.05) higher levels of fear avoidance (mean FABQ score (SD) =
16.3(5.7)) and greater pain severity ratings (mean pain severity ratings (SD)=63.0(15.1))
than other participants (mean FABQ score (SD)=13.7(5.7)); mean pain severity
(SD)=55.7(18.2)). A greater proportion of those who did not improve at any time point also
predicted their recovery would take > 6 months or were unsure they would recover
compared to other participants (44% compared to 28%, p<0.05).
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Table 39 Combinations of participant rated improvement over time (n=394)
4 month
8 month
12 month
Number of participants presenting
follow up
follow up
follow up
with this combination (%)
+
+
+
166(42.1)
+
+
=
50(12.7)
+
=
=
33(8.4)
+
=
+
25(6.4)
=
+
+
20(5.1)
=
=
=
17(4.3)
+
=
10(2.5)
+
=
9(2.3)
+
+
9(2.3)
+
+
8(2.0)
=
+
=
7(1.8)
=
=
+
5(1.3)
=
=
5(1.3)
=
=
5(1.3)
+
4(1.0)
=
+
3(0.8)
=
=
3(0.8)
=
2(0.5)
+
+
2(0.5)
+
=
2(0.5)
=
+
2(0.5)
=
2(0.5)
=
2(0.5)
=
+
1(0.3)
+
1(0.3)
+
1(0.3)
Improved (much better or better) +; No change =; Worsened (worse or much worse) -

5.4.3 Recovery status
Recovery status at baseline and follow up are presented in Table 40. The majority of
participants were classified as non-recovered at baseline with a small proportion classified
as recovered by the time they were assessed. However, these participants were still
experiencing symptoms as demonstrated by their NDI scores. A similar pattern of recovery
was observed to that based on NDI scores with the greatest change in recovery status
occurring between baseline and four months and very little change observed between 8
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and 12 months. The mean NDI scores for those classified as recovered were significantly
lower than those classified as non-recovered or with LWS at all time points (p=<0.001).
Frequencies and mean NDI scores for each category are displayed in Table 40.
Table 40 Recovery status at baseline and follow up
Baseline (n=599)
Mean NDI scores (SD)
4 month follow up (n=499)
Mean NDI scores(SD)
8 month follow up (n=495)
Mean NDI scores(SD)
12 month follow up (n=473)
Mean NDI scores (SD)

Recovered
99/599(16.5%)
22.0(7.9)
229/499(45.9%)
14.9 (9.9)
Missing data n=3
n=292/495(59.0%)
12.4(9.9)
Missing data n=5
n=288/473(60.9%)
9.86 (9.23)
Missing data n=2

Non-recovered/LWS
500/599(83.5%)
45.7(14.5)
270/499(54.1%)
38.9 (14.9)
Missing data n=5
203/495(41.0%)
38.5(14.9)
Missing data n=11
185/473(39.1%)
37.42 (14.68)
Missing data n=6

The recovery status of participants over time was also examined and is presented in Table
41. The recovery status at all 3 follow up points was available for 410 participants. Around a
third of participants were classified as recovered at all 3 time points with approximately
one quarter of participants being non-recovered/LWS at all 3 time points. Another pattern
of recovery to be observed was participants that followed an expected sequence of
recovery and progressed from being non-recovered at 4 months follow up to recovered by
the 12 month follow up point (21.2%). The remaining participants fell into several different
combinations of recovery and non-recovery but all was classified as having LWS after being
classified as recovered indicating a relapse at some point over the follow up period (17.5%).
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Table 41 Recovery status over time (n=410)
4 month

8 months

√
√
X
X
X
√
X
X
X
√
√
X
√
X
√
√
√=recovered, X=non-recovered/LWS

12 months
√
X
√
√
X
√
X
X

Number of
participants (%)
150(36.6)
101(24.6)
58(14.1)
29(7.1)
23(5.6)
18(4.4)
17(4.1)
14(3.4)

5.4.4 The relationship between participant perceived improvement and NDI
scores at follow up
The relationship between participant ratings of improvement and NDI scores at each follow
up was examined (Table 42). A moderate level of correlation was seen between the two
scores which was statistically significant at each follow up point. The mean NDI scores
were also significantly different between the three groups. Those who rated themselves as
much better or better had the lowest NDI scores and those who rated themselves as worse
or much worse had the highest NDI scores at each follow up point. However, as
demonstrated in Figures 21-23, a large degree of variability was present. This indicates
that, although, a statistically significant association between participant rated
improvement and NDI score was observed, on an individual level there was not a close fit.
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Table 42 The correlation between participant rated improvement and NDI scores and change in
NDI scores.

4 months
8 months
12 months

Correlation between
participant rated
improvements and NDI score
0.42*
(n=471)
0.43*
(n=470)
0.47*
(n=457)

Correlation between participant
rated improvements and change
in NDI score
-0.36*
(n=464)
-0.35*
(n=429)
-0.29*
(n=416)

* spearman‘s correlation p<0.01

Mean NDI score (SD) 4 months

Figure 21 Mean NDI scores (SD) stratified by participant rated improvement at 4 months
follow up (n=471)

60.00

40.00

20.00

0.00
Much better or
better

Same

Worse or much
worse

Patient rated improvement 4 month follow up
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Figure 22 Mean NDI scores (SD) stratified by participant rated improvement at 8 months
follow up (n=470).

Mean NDI score (SD) 8 months
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40.00

30.00

20.00
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Figure 23 Mean NDI scores (SD) stratified by participant rated improvement at 12 months
follow up (n=457).
60.00

Mean NDI score (SD) 12
months

50.00

40.00

30.00

20.00

10.00

0.00
Much better or
better

Same

Worse or much
worse

Patient rated improvement 12 month follow
up
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Comparisons were also made between the participant rated improvement and the mean
change in the NDI scores between follow up points. The reason for this was that the
participant rating of improvement was based on their perceived improvement from one
follow up point to the next. There was a significant correlation between the two scores but
the amount of correlation was lower than compared to the actual NDI scores described
above (Table 42). Those who were much better or better experienced a mean reduction in
their NDI score at all 3 time points (Figures 24-26). For those that rated themselves as the
same or worse there was less agreement between the types of outcomes. Those that rated
themselves as the same, on average, experienced a 5 point reduction in their NDI score at
the 4 month follow up. This would be considered a clinically important improvement in
their NDI. Better agreement between the two measures was observed at 8 and 12 months
when very little change in mean NDI scores was observed. Those who were much worse or
worse experienced very little change in their mean NDI scores between baseline and 4
months which actually suggests they were the same at 4 months follow up. The two
measures were in greater agreement at 8 and 12 months where on average these
participants experienced an increase in their NDI scores of around 5 and 6 point
respectively. Once again, a wide range of scores was observed indicating that although a
statistically significant relationship between participant rated improvement and change in
NDI was observed, the data were not a good fit on an individual level.
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Figure 24 Change in mean NDI scores (SD) stratified by participant rated improvement at 4
months follow up (n=464)

Mean Change in NDI score
(SD) from baseline to 4 months
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Figure 25 Change in mean NDI scores (SD) stratified by participant rated improvement at 8
months follow up (n=429)
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months
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Figure 26 Change in mean NDI scores (SD) stratified by participant rated improvement at 12
months follow up (n=416)

Mean Change in NDI score
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months
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5.4.5 The relationship between participant ratings of improvement and recovery
status
Participant rated improvement and recovery status at follow up was also examined. There
was a significant correlation between the two scores but it was moderate to low at all 3
follow up points. The proportion of participants classified as being non-recovered/LWS was
least in those who were better or much better and greatest in those who were worse or
much worse (Table 43). The differences between the 3 groups were statistically significant.
This indicates some level of agreement but also discrepancies between the two measures.
In particular, they demonstrate that some participants despite rating their improvement as
worse were still classified as recovered.
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Table 43 Participant rated improvement and recovery status

Patient rated
improvement

Recovery status
(n(%)

Much better or better Recovered=192(52.0)
(n=369)
Non-recovered=177(48.0)*
Same (n=86)
Recovered=23(26.7)
Non-recovered=63 (73.3)*
Worse or much worse Recovered=4(16.7)
(n=24)
Non-recovered=20(83.3)*
8 months (n=485)
Much better or better Recovered=218(69.6)*
(n=313)
LWS=95(30.4)*
Same (n=126)
Recovered=54(42.9)
LWS=72(57.1)
Worse or much
Recovered=15(32.6)
worse(n=46)
LWS=31(67.4)*
12 months (n=465) Much better or better Recovered=206(75.5)
(n=273)
LWS=67(24.5)*
Same(n=147)
Recovered=64(43.5)
LWS=83(56.5)*
Worse or much worse Recovered=13(28.9)
(n=45)
LWS=32(71.1)*
* p<0.01 Kruskall Wallis test ; ** spearman’s correlation p<0.01

Correlation
between
participant rated
improvements and
recovery status

4 months (n=479)

0.24**

0.29**

0.37**

5.4.6 Participant prediction of recovery
For those participants who supplied data at each follow up point, recovery status over time
was examined in relation to their predicted recovery time (Table 44 (p187)). The data were
examined to see if participants were able to predict the time to their own recovery.
However, it was difficult to evaluate this accurately due to the different time frames
represented by the two types of data (i.e. the time frames for predicting outcome include
in the next 2 weeks and 2-8 weeks but the first follow up point was 4 months). Also, some
participants were classified as having LWS after being classified as recovered at an earlier
time point.
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To simplify this, the first four categories displayed in Table 44 were examined in more
detail. For participants who were recovered by 4 months and remained recovered
(category 1), recovery occurred at some point between baseline data collection and the 4
month follow up. However, it is impossible to identify an exact time of recovery.
Approximately 33% of participants provided a predicted time to recovery that was well
before the 4 month follow up time point (within 8 weeks). Around 42% suggested they
would take 2-6 months which fell within the time frame where recovery occurred. The
remaining participants in this category (25%) were incorrect in their predictions and
appeared to recover more quickly than they anticipated.

For those who failed to recovery by 12 months (category 2 - Table 44), 23% of participants
gave correct predictions as they predicted it would take more than a year to recover or
they were unsure they would recover. The remaining participants in this category (77%) all
expected to be recovered by 12 months if not much earlier so were incorrect in their
predictions.

The third category was those that were recovered at the 8 month follow up and remained
recovered at 12 months (Table 44). These participants recovered at some point between
the 4 and 8 month follow up. 69% of participants in this group provided a prediction that
may have fallen within this time frame (2-6 months or 6-12 months). Around 24% of
participants in this group were incorrect and predicted a more rapid recovery than they
experienced. A small proportion of participants (7%) had a better recovery than expected.
Overall, 31% of participants in this category were incorrect in their prediction.
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The fourth category was those participants who were recovered at the 12 month follow up
(Table 44). These participants recovered at some point between the 8 and 12 month follow
up. The majority of participants in this category (75%) were incorrect and predicted
shorter recovery times than they experienced. Around 25% of participants in this category
predicted a recovery time that fell within the time frame when they would have recovered
(6-12 months).

These findings demonstrate a degree of variability in the participants’ ability to predict
their recovery time. However, one pattern did emerge. It appeared that a greater
proportion of those that recovered more quickly (recovered by 4 or 8 months) predicted
time frames that fell within the time frame in which their recovery occurred compared to
those that took longer to recover (recovered by 12 months) or did not recover.
Table 44 Recovery status over time and participant predicted time to recovery (n=404)
Recovery status over time

Category

4
month

8
months

12
months

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

√
X
X
X
X
√
√
√

√
X
√
X
√
X
X
√

√
X
√
√
X
√
X
X

Patient predicted time to recovery (n(%))
More than
Within the
a year or I
next 2
2-6
6-12
am not
weeks or 2-8 months
months
sure I will
weeks¹
recovery¹
50 (33.8)
62(41.9)
23(15.5)
13(8.8)
25(25)
36(36)
16(16)
23(23)
14(24.1)

32(55.2)

8(13.8)

4(6.9)

9(32.2)

12(42.9)

6(21.4)

1(3.6)

9(40.,9)

7(31.8)

4(18.2)

2(9.2)

7(41.2)

5(29.4)

2(11.8)

3(17.6)

2(11.8)

6(35.3)

5(29.4)

4(23.5)

4(28.6)

6(42.9)

3(21.4)

1(7.1)

√=recovered; X=non-recovered/LWS
¹combined two categories here

5.5 Participants included in multivariable analysis
Only participants with complete data at baseline and follow up were included in the
multivariable analysis. Figure 27 shows the flow of participants through the trial and the
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number of participants included in the final step of the main logistic regression analysis at
each follow up point.

Figure 27 Consort diagram for prospective cohort study

Baseline data collected at research clinic

n=599

Participants who returned 4 month follow up questionnaire
=499/599 (83.3%)
Particpants with missing baseline data who returned 4 month follow up questionnaire
=69/499 (13.8%)
Participants included in final 4 month analysis
=430/599 (71.7%)

Participants who returned 8 month follow up questionnaire
=495/599 (82.6%)
Participants with missing baseline data who returned 8 month follow up questionnaire
= 84/495 (16.9%)
Participants included in final 8 month analysis
=411/599 (68.6%)

Participants who returned 12 month questionnaire
= 473/599 (79.0%)
Participants with missing baseline data who returned 12 month follow up
= 65/473 (13.7%)
Participants included in final 12 month analysis
=408/599 (68.1%)
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5.6 Logistic regression analysis - predictors of recovery status at 4
month follow up
5.6.1 Univariate analysis
The results of chi squared analysis between dichotomised baseline factors and recovery
status at 4 month follow up are contained in Table 45.
Table 45 Univariate association between baseline factors and recovery status at 4 month
follow up.
Baseline Factor (n)
Injury severity factors
Baseline NDI (n=499)
Pain severity (n=461)
No. of symptoms (n=495)
WAD grade in ED (n=499)
WAD grade at randomisation (n=499)
Total cervical ROM (n=496)
Belief factors
Predicted recovery time (n=493)
FABQ (n=486)
Ability to cope (n=497)
Beliefs about neck exercises after neck injury
(n=498)
PCS (n=477)
Use of passive coping strategies (n=492)
Use of active coping strategies (n=491)
Treatment preference (n=496)
Predicted benefit of treatment (n=496)
Psychological factors
IES (n=476)
GHQ (n=495)
Pre-existing factors
Age (n=499)
Sex (n=499)
Chronic widespread pain (n=492)
Previous neck pain (n=487)
Social support (n=488)
Treatment factors
Treatment allocation (n=499)
Treatment attendance (n=499)

Chi squared

P value

23.60
16.01
16.01
0.83
3.63
14.12

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.36
0.06
<0.001

1.82
3.54
14.74
0.03

0.17
0.06
<0.001
0.86

6.56
15.09
0.21
4.52
2.86

0.01
<0.001
0.64
0.003
0.09

19.78
25.93

<0.001
<0.001

4.45
0.12
2.21
0.40
2.27

0.04
0.73
0.14
0.53
0.13

0.49
1.99

0.48
0.16
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5.6.2 Logistic regression – injury severity factors
The 5 injury severity factors that had significant univariate associations of p<0.25 with
recovery status at 4 months follow up were entered into a logistic regression model. Three
3 factors were retained to be entered into the final model (Table 46)
Table 46 Dichotomised injury severity factors predictive of non-recovery at 4 month follow
up – logistic regression analysis (n=482)
Baseline Factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% CI

Baseline NDI

0.81

0.23

<0.001

2.24

1.43-3.50

Cervical ROM

0.55

0.22

0.01

1.73

1.13-2.64

No. of symptoms

0.62

0.20

0.002

1.86

1.25-2.76

Constant

-0.44

0.14

0.001

0.64

R²= 0.08(Cox and Snell), 0.11(Nagelkerke); Model x² =41.67 p =<0.001

5.6.3 Logistic regression – psychological response factors
Dichotomised versions of the GHQ and IES were entered into a logistic regression model
and both were retained to go into the final model (Table 47).
Table 47 Dichotomised psychological factors predictive of non-recovery at 4 month follow
up – logistic regression analysis (n=473)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

GHQ

0.87

0.22

<0.001

2.39

1.57-3.64

IES

0.78

0.25

0.002

2.19

1.34-3.55

Constant
-0.62
0.18
<0.001
0.54
R²= 0.08(Cox and Snell), 0.10(Nagelkerke); model x²=37.05 p =<0.001
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5.6.4 Logistic regression – pre-existing factors
Three pre-existing factors were entered into a logistic regression model but none were
significantly associated with recovery status at 4 months and were not retained for the final
model.

5.6.5 Logistic regression – treatment factors
Treatment attendance was entered into a logistic regression model and was not
significantly associated with non-recovery and was not retained for the final model.

5.6.6 Logistic regression – final model
Factors retained from the initial logistic regression models described in sections 5.6.2 5.6.5 were entered into Block 1 of the final model. All belief factors with a univariate
association with recovery status (p<0.25) were then entered into Block 2 of this analysis.

Block 1: Injury severity factors: baseline NDI, Total number of symptoms, Cx ROM;
Psychological factors: IES, GHQ

Block 2: Patient beliefs: FABQ, PCS, Ability to cope, CSQ – passive coping subscale,
treatment preferences and treatment received, predicted time to recover, predicted
benefit of treatment
Factors found to be predictive of non-recovery at 4 month follow up are in Table 48.
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Table 48 Dichotomised baseline factors predictive of non-recovery at 4 month follow up –
logistic regression analysis (n=430)
Baseline Factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

0.54

0.25

0.03

1.73

1.06-2.81

No. of symptoms

0.51

0.22

0.02

1.67

1.09-2.56

IES

0.60

0.27

0.03

1.82

1.07-3.07

GHQ

0.60

0.24

0.01

1.83

1.14-2.92

Ability to cope

0.51

0.22

0.02

1.67

1.08-2.58

Constant
-0.88
0.20
<0.001
0.41
R²= 0.12 (Cox and Snell), 0.16 (Nagelkerke), Model x² = 53.23 p =<0.001

VIF, tolerance and collinearity diagnostics (eigenvalues, condition index and variance
proportions) were examined and all were within the recommended limits described in
Section 4.14.2.4 indicating that there was no multicollinearity present.

Model fit was also examined as described in Section 4.14.2.3. Cook’s distance, leverage,
standardized residuals and DFBeta were within the recommended values indicating good
model fit.

The following baseline factors were identified as being associated with increased risk of
non-recovery at 4 months follow up:
1. High baseline NDI (≥50)
2. High number of symptoms (≥6)
3. High GHQ score (≥4)
4. Severe score on IES (>44)
5. Unable/unsure rating on ability to cope question
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5.6.7 Recovery status according to individual risk factors
The proportion of participants classified as recovered and non-recovered according to each
risk factor are presented in Table 49. For each identified risk factor a greater proportion of
those with the risk factor were classified as non-recovered compared to those without the
risk factor.
Table 49 Proportion of participants classified as recovered and non recovered according to
each risk factor (n(%))

Baseline Factor

Baseline NDI
Number of symptoms
GHQ
IES
Ability to cope

none/mild/mod disabled
Severe/complete disabled
Low number of symptoms
High number of symptoms
GHQ <4
GHQ 4 or more
Mild <44
Severe >/= 44
Yes
No/unsure

Are they classified as
non-recovered at 4
months follow up?
No

Yes

185(53.16)
42 (29.16)
161(52.96)
66(34.55)
93(63.70)
135(38.68)
188(51.37)
30(27.27)
162(52.60)
66(34.92)

163(46.84)
102(70.84)
143(47.04)
125(65.45)
53(35.30)
214(61.32)
178(48.63)
80(72.73)
146(47.40)
123 (65.08)

Total

348(100)
144(100)
304(100)
191(100)
146(100)
349(100)
366(100)
110(100)
308(100)
189(100)

5.6.8 Recovery status according to the number of risk factors
The number of each risk factors present at baseline for each participant was calculated
(Table 50) and as the number of risk factors increases the proportion of participants
classified as non-recovered increases.
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Table 50 Recovery status according to the number of risk factors present at baseline from 4
month analysis (n=599)
Number of risk
Number of
Recovery status at 4/12 follow up
factors present participants (%)
Non
Recovered
Missing
at baseline
recovered
0
89(14.9)
20 (22.5)
58 (65)
11(12.5)
1
126(21.0)
48(38.2)
57(45.2)
21 (16.6)
2
150(25.0)
68 (45.3)
53 (35.3)
29(19.3)
3
102(17.0)
58 (56.9)
32(31.4)
12 (11.7)
4
65(10.9)
40 (61.5)
12 (18.5)
13 (20)
5
23(3.8)
16(69.5)
2(8.7)
5(21.8)
Missing
44(7.3)
baseline data
Total
599 (100)

There is an accumulative effect of increasing numbers of risk factors present at baseline.
Risk ratios were calculated using no risk factors present at baseline as the reference
category. As the number of risk factors present at baseline increased so did the risk of nonrecovery at 4 month follow up (Table 51).
Table 51 Relative risk of non-recovery with each additional risk factor at 4 month follow up
Number of risk factors
Risk ratio for non-recovery at 4
present at baseline
month follow up (95%CI)
1 risk factor
1.8(1.3-4.6)
2 risk factors
2.2(1.5-3.3)
3 risk factors
2.5(1.7-3.8)
4 risk factors
3.0(2.0-4.5)
5 risk factors
3.5(2.3-5.2)
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5.7 Logistic regression analysis - predictors of recovery status at 8
month follow up
5.7.1 Univariate analysis
The results of chi squared analysis between dichotomised baseline factors and the recovery
status at 8 month follow up are contained in Table 52.
Table 52 Univariate associations between baseline factors and recovery status at 8 month
follow up
Baseline Factor (n)
Chi squared
P value
Injury severity factors
Pain severity (n=495)
16.02
<0.001
No. of symptoms (n=493)
8.59
0.003
WAD grade at randomisation (n=495)
2.65
0.10
WAD grade ED (n=495)
2.60
0.11
Total cervical ROM (n=493)
21.77
<0.001
Baseline NDI (n=495)
42.81
<0.001
Belief factors
Predicted benefit of treatment (n=492)
8.32
0.004
Predicted recovery time (n=489)
13.84
<0.001
FABQ (n=483)
12.47
<0.001
Ability to cope (n=493)
8.90
0.003
Endorsement of exercises following neck
0.56
0.46
injury (n= 494)
PCS (n=472)
15.90
<0.001
Use of passive coping strategies (n=488)
33.63
<0.001
Use of active coping strategies (n=487)
2.30
0.13
Treatment preference (n=496)
1.43
0.23
Psychological factors
IES (n=476)
19.78
<0.001
GHQ (n=489)
37.37
<0.001
Pre-existing factors
Age (n=495)
14.86
<0.001
Previous neck pain (n=483)
4.96
0.023
Widespread chronic pain (n=488)
10.51
0.001
Social support (n=488)
2.27
0.13
Sex (n=495)
0.12
0.73
Treatment factors
Treatment allocation (n=495)
0.28
0.60
Treatment attendance (n=495)
3.48
0.06
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5.7.2 Logistic regression – injury severity factors
All six injury severity factors that had significant univariate associations of p<0.25 with nonrecovery at 8 months follow up and were entered into a logistic regression model. Three
factors were retained to be entered into the final model (Table 53).
Table 53 Dichotomised injury severity factors predictive of LWS at 8 month follow up –
logistic regression analysis (n=479)
Baseline factor

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

0.93

0.25

<0.001

2.54

1.56-4.15

Pain severity

0.57

0.25

0.02

1.77

1.08-2.90

Total Cervical ROM

0.58

0.22

0.007

1.77

1.17-2.71

Constant
-0.98
0.14
<0.001
0.37
R²= 0.0.08(Cox and Snell), 0.15(Nagelkerke); model x²=56.89 p =<0.001

5.7.3 Logistic regression – psychological response factors
Dichotomised versions of the GHQ and IES were entered into a logistic regression model
and both were retained to go into the final model (Table 54).
Table 54 Dichotomised psychological response factors predictive of LWS at 8 month follow
up – logistic regression analysis (n=467)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

GHQ

1.21

0.24

<0.001

3.35

2.08-5.39

IES

0.50

0.23

0.03

1.65

1.04-2.61

Constant
-1.41
0.21
<0.001
0.25
R²= 0.08(Cox and Snell), 0.11(Nagelkerke); model x²=41.05 p =<0.001
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5.7.4 Logistic regression – pre-existing factors
The four pre-existing factors with significant univariate relationship (p<0.25) were entered
into a logistic regression model with three being retained for the final model (Table 55).
Table 55 Dichotomised pre-existing factors predictive of LWS at 8 month follow up – logistic
regression analysis (n=466)
Baseline factor

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Social support

0.42

0.21

0.04

1.51

1.01-2.26

Age

0.72

0.20

<0.001

2.05

1.39-3.03

Chronic widespread pain

1.82

0.80

0.02

6.20

1.29-29.71

Constant
-0.84
0.15
<0.001
0.43
R²= 0.05(Cox and Snell), 0.07(Nagelkerke); model x²=28.28 p =<0.001

5.7.5 Logistic regression – treatment factors
Treatment attendance was entered into a logistic regression model and was not
significantly associated with non-recovery and was not retained for the final model.

5.7.6 Logistic regression – final model
Factors retained from the initial logistic regression models described in sections 5.7.2-5.7.5
were entered into Block 1 of the final model. All belief factors with a univariate association
with recovery status (p<0.25) were then entered into Block 2 of this analysis.

Block 1: Injury severity factors: baseline NDI, Pain severity, Cx ROM; psychological factors:
IES, GHQ ; pre-existing factors: age, chronic widespread pain, social support
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Block 2: Patient beliefs: FABQ, PCS, Ability to cope, Coping strategy questionnaire (CSQ) –
passive coping subscale, CSQ- active coping subscale, treatment preferences and treatment
received, predicted time to recover, predicted benefit of treatment

Factors found to be predictive of LWS at 8 month follow up are in Table 56. Surprisingly, a
history of chronic widespread pain was not predictive of outcome despite being associated
with a 6 fold increase in the odds of developing LWS in the initial analysis (Section 5.7.4).
This is probably due to the fact that these participants also reported high baseline disability
so when this was taken into consideration a history of CWP was no longer associated with
outcome.

Table 56 Dichotomised baseline factors predictive of LWS at 8 month follow up – logistic
regression analysis (n=411)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

1.09

0.25

<0.001

2.98

1.83-4.87

GHQ

1.17

0.28

<0.001

3.22

1.86-5.57

Age

0.97

0.23

<0.001

2.64

1.68-4.16

Predicted time to recovery

0.56

0.24

0.02

1.76

1.09-2.82

Predicted benefit of treatment

0.61

0.24

0.01

1.84

1.16-2.93

Constant
-2.33
0.30
<0.001
0.10
R²= 0.20(Cox and Snell), 0.27(Nagelkerke); model x²=90.93 p =<0.001

VIF, tolerance and collinearity diagnostics (eigenvalues, condition index and variance
proportions) were examined and all were within the recommended limits described in
Section 4.14.2.4 indicating that there was no multicollinearity present.
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Model fit was also examined as described in Section 4.14.2.3. Cook’s distance, leverage,
standardized residuals and DFBeta were within the recommended values indicating good
model fit. A small number of the standardised residuals (n=5, 0.9%) were outside +/-2.58
but this number was still within the acceptable number of cases (<1%). These cases were
checked for any anomalies with their data but none were found.

The following baseline factors were identified as being associated with increased risk of
LWS at 8 months follow up:
1. High baseline NDI (≥50)
2. High GHQ score (≥4)
3. Older age(≥45)
4. Low expectations of treatment benefit (≤6)
5. Predicted time to recover >6 months or unsure they will recover

5.7.7 Recovery status according to individual risk factors
The proportion of participants classified as recovered or LWS at 8 month follow up
according to each risk factor are presented in Table 57. For each identified risk factor a
greater proportion of those with the risk factor were classified as developed LWS compared
to those without the risk factor.
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Table 57 Proportion of participants classified as having recovered or LWS according to each
risk factor at 8 month follow up (n(%)).
Have they developed
LWS at 8 months follow
up?

Baseline Factor

No

Yes

Total

Baseline NDI

none/mild/mod disabled
Severe/complete disabled

238(68.39)
48(34.78)

110(31.61)
90(65.22)

348(100)
138(100)

GHQ

GHQ <4
GHQ 4 or more

118(79.73)
171(50.15)

30(20.27)
170(49.85)

148(100)
341(100)

Age

Age < 45
Age > = 45

201(65.69)
91(48.14)

105(34.31)
98(51.86)

306(100)
189(100)

Predicted benefit of
treatment

High
Low

211(63.36)
79(49.69)

122(36.64)
80(50.31)

333(100)
159(100)

Predicted time to recovery

< 6/12
6/12 or more

219(64.60)
70(46.67)

120(35.40)
80(53.33)

339(100)
150(100)

5.7.8 Recovery status according the number of risk factors
The number of each risk factors present at baseline was calculated (Table 58) and as the
number of risk factors increases proportion of participants classified as having LWS
increases.
Table 58 Recovery status according to the number of risk factors at present at baseline
from 8 month analysis (n=599)
Number of risk
factors present
at baseline

Number of
participants (%)

0
1
2
3
4
5
Missing
baseline data
Total

63(10.5)
138(23)
181(30.2)
126(21)
58(9.7)
8(1.2)
25(4.2)

Recovery status at 8/12 follow up
LWS

Recovered

3(4.7)
28(20.3)
62(34.3)
63(50)
32(55.2)
5(62.5)

51(81)
85(61.6)
89(49.2)
39(31)
13(22.4)
2(25)

Missing at follow
up
9(14.3)
25(18.1)
30(16.5)
24(19)
13(22.4)
1(12.5)

599 (100)
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There was an accumulative effect of increasing numbers of risk factors. Risk ratios were
calculated using no risk factors present at baseline as the reference category. As the
number of risk factors present at baseline increased so did the risk of LWS at 8 month
follow up (Table 59). When these are compared to the 4 months findings, the RR
associated with the presence of increasing number of risk factors is much larger at 8
months. However, it should be noted that the risk factors are different in the two analyses
which might explain the difference.

Table 59 Relative risk of LWS with each additional risk factor at 8 month follow up
Number of risk factors
present at baseline

Relative risk of LWS at 8 months
follow up (95% CI)

1 risk factor
2 risk factors
3 risk factors
4 risk factors
5 risk factors

4.5(1.4-14.0)
7.4(2.4-22.6)
11.1(3.7-33.7)
12.8(4.2-39.0)
12.9(3.9-42.5)
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5.8 Logistic regression analysis - predictors of recovery status at 12
month follow up
5.8.1 Univariate analysis
The results of chi squared analysis between dichotomised baseline factors and recovery
status at 12 month follow up are contained in Table 60.
Table 60 Univariate associations between baseline factors and recovery status at 12 month
follow up.
Baseline Factor (n)
Chi squared
P value
Injury severity factors
Pain severity (n=470)
31.49
<0.001
No. of symptoms (n=471)
21.21
<0.001
WAD grade at randomisation (n=473)
4.55
0.03
WAD grade ED (n=473)
3.93
0.05
Total cervical ROM (n=470)
19.04
<0.001
Baseline NDI (n=473)
52.91
<0.001
Belief factors
Predicted benefit of treatment (n=470)
1.98
0.16
Participant predicted recovery time(n=467) 15.21
<0.001
FABQ (n=463)
9.30
0.002
Ability to cope (n=471)
9.40
0.002
Beliefs about neck exercises following neck
0.88
0.35
injury (n=472)
PCS (n=450)
12.14
<0.001
Use of passive coping strategies (n=466)
27.47
<0.001
Use of active coping strategies (n=466)
2.62
0.11
Treatment preference (n=470)
3.81
0.05
Psychological factors
IES (n=454)
10.84
0.001
GHQ (n=467)
25.26
<0.001
Pre-existing factors
Age (n=473)
11.07
0.001
Sex (n=473)
0.49
0.49
Previous neck pain (n=460)
2.14
0.14
Widespread chronic pain (n=465)
8.23
0.004
Social support (n=462)
0.10
0.76
Treatment factors
Treatment allocation (n=473)
1.60
0.21
Treatment attendance (n=473)
0.57
0.45
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5.8.2 Logistic regression – injury severity factors
All six injury severity factors that had significant univariate associations of p<0.25 with nonrecovery at 12 months follow up and were entered into a logistic regression model. Three
factors were retained to be entered into the final model (Table 61).
Table 61 Dichotomised injury severity factors predictive of LWS at 12 month follow up –
logistic regression analysis (n=479)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

1.24

0.24

<0.001

3.45

2.18-5.48

Total Cervical ROM

0.46

0.22

0.04

1.58

1.02-2.44

No. of symptoms

0.60

0.21

0.005

1.82

1.21-2.77

Constant
-1.26
0.16
<0.001
0.30
R²= 0.13(Cox and Snell), 0.17(Nagelkerke); model x²=61.95 p =<0.001

5.8.3 Logistic regression – psychological factors
Dichotomised versions of the GHQ and IES were entered into a logistic regression model
and only the GHQ score was retained to go into the final model (Table 62). Unlike the 4 and
8 months analyses, the IES score was not associated with recovery status in this analysis.
Table 62 Dichotomised psychological response factors predictive of LWS at 12 month follow
up – logistic regression analysis (n=449)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

GHQ

1.12

0.23

<0.001

3.07

1.95-4.83

Constant
-1.23
0.20
<0.001
0.29
R²= 0.056(Cox and Snell), 0.076(Nagelkerke); model x²=25.87 p =<0.001
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5.8.4 Logistic regression – pre-existing factors
The three pre-existing factors with significant univariate relationship (p<0.25) were entered
into a logistic regression model with two being retained for the final model (Table 63).
Once again, a history of CWP was associated with a large increase in the odds of developing
LWS.
Table 63 Dichotomised pre-existing factors predictive of LWS at 12 month follow up –
logistic regression analysis (n=452)
Baseline factor

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Age

0.58

0.20

0.004

1.78

1.20-2.64

Chronic widespread pain

1.42

0.68

0.04

4.12

1.09-15.66

Constant
-0.74
0.13
<0.001
0.48
R²= 0.03(Cox and Snell), 0.05(Nagelkerke); model x²=15.12 p =0.001

5.8.5 Logistic regression – treatment factors
Treatment allocation was entered into a logistic regression model and was not significantly
associated with LWS at 12 months and was not retained for the final model.

5.8.6 Logistic regression – final model
Factors retained from the initial logistic regression models described in sections 5.8.2-5.8.5
were entered into Block 1 of the final model. All belief factors with a univariate association
with recovery status (p<0.25) were then entered into Block 2 of this analysis.

Block 1: Injury severity factors: baseline NDI, No. of symptoms, Cx ROM; Psychological
response: GHQ ; pre-existing factors: age, chronic widespread pain
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Block 2: Patient beliefs: FABQ, PCS, Ability to cope, Coping strategy questionnaire (CSQ) –
passive coping subscale, CSQ- active coping subscale, treatment preferences and treatment
received, patient predicted time to recover, patient rated benefit of treatment
Factors found to be predictive of LWS at 12 months follow up are in Table 64.
Table 64 Dichotomised baseline factors predictive of LWS at 12 month follow up – logistic
regression analysis (n=408)
Baseline factor

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

1.13

0.25

<0.001

3.10

1.91-5.03

No. of symptoms

0.57

0.23

0.01

1.77

1.13-2.78

GHQ

0.77

0.27

0.004

2.17

1.27-3.70

Age

0.55

0.23

0.01

1.74

1.12-2.72

Predicted time to recovery

0.61

0.24

0.01

1.84

1.16-2.93

Constant
-1.97
0.27
<0.001
0.14
R²= 0.16(Cox and Snell), 0.22(Nagelkerke); model x²=70.60 p =<0.001
VIF, tolerance and collinearity diagnostics (eigenvalues, condition index and variance
proportions) were examined and all were within the recommended limits described in
Section 4.14.2.4 indicating that there was no multicollinearity present.

Model fit was also examined as described in Section 4.14.2.3. Cook’s distance, leverage,
standardized residuals and DFBeta were within the recommended values indicating good
model fit.

The following baseline factors were identified as being associated with increased risk of
LWS at 12 months follow up:
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1. High baseline NDI (≥50)
2. High number of symptoms (≥6)
3. High GHQ score (≥4)
4. Older age (≥45)
5. Predicted time to recover >6 months or unsure they will recover

5.8.7 Recovery status according to individual risk factors
The proportion of participants classified as recovered or LWS at 12 month follow up
according to each risk factor are presented in Table 65.
Table 65 Proportion of participants classified as recovered or LWS at 12 month follow up
according to each risk factor (n(%))

Baseline factors

Baseline NDI
Total number of
symptoms
GHQ
Age
Time to recovery

none/mild/mod disabled
Severe/complete disabled
Low number of symptoms
High number of symptoms
GHQ <4
GHQ 4 or more
Age < 45
Age > = 45
< 6/12
6/12 or more

Have they developed LWS
at 12 months follow up?
No

Yes

238(71.47)
47(35.07)
201(68.84)
85(47.49)
113(77.93)
172(53.42)
192(66.90)
96(51.61)
216(66.67)
68(47.55)

95(28.53)
87(64.93)
91(31.16)
94(52.51)
32(22.07)
150(46.58)
95(33.10)
90(48.39)
108(33.33)
75(52.45)

Total

333(100)
134(100)
292(100)
179(100)
145(100)
322(100)
287(100)
186(100)
324(100)
143(100)

5.8.8 Recovery status according to the number of risk factors
The number of each risk factors present at baseline was calculated for each participant
(Table 66) and as the number of risk factors increases the proportion of participants
classified as having LWS increases.
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Table 66 Recovery status according to the number of risk factors present at baseline from
12 month analysis (n=599)
Number of risk
factors present
at baseline

Frequency(%)
Percent

0
1
2
3
4
5
Missing baseline
data
Total

71(11.9)
129(21.5)
167(27.9)
127(21.2)
66(11.0)
12(2.0)
2(4.5)

Recovery status at 12 months follow up
N(%)
LWS
Recovered
Missing
follow up data
8(11.3)
49(69)
14(19.7)
18(14)
84(65.1)
27(20.9)
50(29.9)
83(49.7)
34(20.4)
55(43.3)
42(33)
30(23.6)
40(60.6)
14(21.2)
12(18.2)
7(58.3)
4(33.3)
1(8.3)

599(100.0)

Risk ratios were calculated using no risk factors present at baseline as the reference
category (Table 67). The presence of one risk factor at baseline did not increase the relative
risk of LWS at 12 month follow up. However, participants with 2 or more risk factors at
baseline were at increased risk of LWS at 12 month follow up compared to those with no
risk factors present at baseline. Once again, the findings do differ to those from the 4 and 8
month analyses but different risk factors are included in this analysis.
Table 67 Relative risk of LWS with each additional risk factor
Number of risk factors
present at baseline

Relative risk of LWS at 12
month follow up (95% CI)

1 risk factor
2 risk factors
3 risk factors
4 risk factors
5 risk factors

1.3(0.6-2.7)
2.7(1.4-5.3)
4.0(2.1-7.9)
5.3(2.7-10.2)
4.5(2.1-9.9)
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5.9 Linear regression analysis – predictors of NDI scores at 4 month
follow up
5.9.1 Univariate analysis
The strength of association between ordinal or interval baseline variables and NDI score at
4 months follow up is presented in Table 68.
Table 68 Correlation between baseline factors and NDI score at 4 month follow up
Injury severity factors
Correlation co-efficient¹ P value
Baseline NDI(n=484)
0.53
<0.001
Pain severity (n=487)
0.43
<0.001
Number of symptoms (n=487)
0.30
<0.001
Cervical ROM (n=488)
-0.30
<0.001
Belief factors
Predicted time to recovery (n=485)
0.23
<0.001
FABQ (n=478)
0.16
0.001
Ability to cope (n=489)
-0.20
<0.001
Beliefs about exercises following neck
-0.03
0.51
injury (n=490)
PCS (n=470)
0.40
<0.001
Use of passive coping strategies (n=485)
0.34
<0.001
Use of active coping strategies (n=483)
0.03
0.56
Predicted benefited of treatment (N=488) -0.12
0.011
Psychological factors
IES (n=468)
0.35
<0.001
GHQ(n=487)
0.37
<0.001
Pre-existing factors
Age (n=479)
0.19
<0.001
Social support (n=469)
-0.02
0.71
¹Strengh of association measured by Pearson’s correlation co-efficient for CxROM,
Spearman’s rho for all others
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The univariate relationship between categorical baseline factors and 4 month NDI scores
are presented in Table 69. The mean NDI scores at 4 month follow up for each category are
compared for each baseline factor.
Table 69 Univariate relationship for categorical baseline variables at 4 months
Baseline factors

Injury severity factors
WAD grade ED

WAD grade @
randomisation
Belief factors
Treatment preference
and treatment received

Pre-existing factors
Sex
Previous neck pain
Chronic widespread
pain
Treatment factors
Treatment allocation

Categories

Mean NDI score
at 4 month
follow up

P value¹

1 (n=229)
2 (n=239)
3(n=23)
1 (n=73)
2 (n=359)
3 (n=59)

26.2
28.9
34.0
20.9
28.5
32.8

0.19

Got preferred treatment
(n=120)
Did not get preferred
treatment (N=127)
No preference (N=244)

28.5

0.01

Male (n=176)
Female (n=315)
Yes (n=40)
No (n=439)
Yes (n=11)
No (n=473)

26.7
28.6
31.3
27.5
36.7
27.7

<0.001

31.1
25.9
0.38
0.20
0.11

Advice session (n=249)
27.6
0.75
Physiotherapy package
28.2
(n=242)
Treatment attendance
Completed treatment
27.0
0.08
(n=370)
Partially completed
33.5
treatment (n=36)
Attended for assessment
25.3
only (n=19)
Did not attend any
30.3
sessions (n=66)
¹The difference between categories was tested for statistical significant using a Mann
Whitely U test or Kruskall-Wallis Test.
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5.9.2 Injury severity factors
All 6 injury severity factors were entered into a linear regression model (forward stepwise)
to determine which factors would be retained for the final model. 3 factors were shown to
be predictive of the 4 month NDI score explaining 36% of the variance (Table 70). It is not
unexpected that baseline NDI explained the majority of this as this is often the case when
the same scale is used as a predictor variable and outcome.
Table 70 Linear regression – baseline injury severity factors predictive of 4 month NDI score
(n=474)
Model Factors
1
Constant
NDI score
2
Constant
NDI score
Number of symptoms
3
Constant
NDI score
Number of symptoms
Pain severity
*p<0.05

B
1.51
0.63
-0.01
0.60
0.62
-3.06
0.51
0.62
0.12

SE B
1.77
0.04
1.87
0.04
0.25
2.25
0.06
0.24
0.05

β

Adjusted R²

.59*

0.34

.55*
.10*

0.35

.40*
.10*
.12*

0.36

5.9.3 Psychological factors
GHQ and IES both showed a significant univariate relationships with 4 month NDI and were
entered into a linear regression model (forward stepwise) to determine which factors
would be retained for the final model. Both factors were shown to be predictive of
outcome explaining 18% of the variance (Table 71).
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Table 71 Linear regression – baseline psychological factors predictive of 4 month NDI score
(n=465)
Model
1
2

Factors
Constant
GHQ
Constant
GHQ
IES

B
16.66
1.73
14.09
1.16
0.22

SE B
1.44
0.19
1.52
0.23
0.05

β

Adjusted R²

.39*

0.15

.26*
.23*

0.18

*p<0.05

5.9.4 Pre-existing factors
Factors with significant univariate relationships with 4 month NDI were entered into a
linear regression model (forward stepwise) to determine which factors would be retained
for the final model: social support, age, history of chronic pain, history or previous neck
pain. Only age was shown to be predictive of outcome explaining 2% of the variance (Table
72).
Table 72 Linear regression – pre-existing factors predictive of 4 month NDI score (n=462)
Model
1

Factors
Constant
Age

B
19.19
0.21

SE B
2.70
0.06

β

Adjusted R²

.15*

0.02

*p<0.05

5.9.5 Treatment factors
Treatment attendance was associated with 4 month NDI scores so was included in the
regression analysis but did not significantly predict outcome in this analysis.
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5.9.6 Final model
Factors retained from the initial linear models described in sections 5.9.2-5.9.5 were
entered into Block 1 of the final model. All belief factors with a univariate association with
recovery status (p<0.25) were then entered into Block 2 of this analysis.
Block one: Baseline NDI, Number of symptoms, pain intensity, GHQ, IES and age
Block two: FABQ, ability to cope, PCS, Passive coping, predicted benefit of treatment,
predicted time to recover, treatment preferences and treatment received
Five factors were identified that were predictive of NDI scores at 4 month follow up (Table
73):
1. Baseline NDI
2. Total Impact of Events Scale
3. Age at randomisation
4. Total number of symptoms
5. Predicted time to recovery

These factors explained 39% of the variance, although, baseline NDI explained the majority
of this (35%). The remaining factors explained around 4% of the model variance between
them. This suggests that baseline disability is the most important factor but these other
factors still represent potentially important clinical factors when considering treatment
strategies.
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Table 73 Final linear regression model: baseline factors predictive of 4 month NDI scores
(n=423)
Mode
l
1
2

3

4

5

Factors
Constant
NDI score
Constant
NDI score
IES
Constant
NDI
IES
Age
Constant
NDI
IES
Age
Number of symptoms
Constant
NDI
IES
Age
Number of symptoms
Predicted time to recovery

B
1.38
0.64
0.29
0.58
0.13
-4.90
0.58
0.12
0.14
-5.88
0.55
0.12
0.13
0.54
-9.16
0.53
0.11
0.12
0.53
1.40

SE B
1.88
0.04
1.89
0.05
0.04
2.74
0.05
0.04
0.05
2.77
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.26
3.01
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.26
0.53

β

Adjusted R²
0.35

.60*
.54*
.14*
.53*
.13*
.10*

0.37

0.38

.50*
.12*
.09*
.09*

0.381

.49*
.11*
.09*
.08*
.10*

0.39

*p<0.05
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5.10 Linear regression – predictors of NDI score at 8 month follow up
5.10.1 Univariate analysis
The strength of association between ordinal or interval baseline variables and NDI score at
8 months follow up is presented in Table 74.
Table 74 The correlation between baseline variables with NDI scores at 8 month follow up
Injury severity factors
Correlation coefficient¹
P value
Baseline NDI(n=470)
0.51
<0.001
Pain severity (n=475)
0.39
<0.001
Number of symptoms
0.28
<0.001
(n=477)
Cervical ROM (n=477)
-0.261
<0.001
Belief factors
Predicted time to recovery
0.21
<0.001
(n=475)
FABQ (n=467)
0.14
0.003
Ability to cope (n=477)
-0.15
0.001
Beliefs about exercises
-0.02
0.75
following neck injury (n=478)
PCS (n=456)
0.39
<0.001
Use of passive coping
0.35
<0.001
strategies (n=472)
Use of active coping strategies 0.03
0.49
(n=472)
Predicted benefited of
-0.14
0.002
treatment (N=476)
Psychological factors
IES(n=457)
0.34
<0.001
GHQ (n=474)
0.34
<0.001
Pre-existing factors
Age (n=479)
0.19
<0.001
Social support (n=469)
-0.02
0.71
¹Strengh of association measured by Pearson’s correlation co-efficient for CxROM,
Spearman’s rho for all others

The univariate relationship between categorical baseline factors and 8 month NDI scores
are presented in Table 75. The mean NDI scores at 8 month follow up for each category are
compared for each baseline factor.
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Table 75 Univariate relationship for categorical baseline variables at 8 months
Baseline factors
Injury severity factors
WAD grade ED

WAD grade @
randomisation
Belief factors
Treatment preference
and treatment received

Pre-existing factors
Sex
Previous neck pain
Chronic widespread
pain
Treatment factors
Treatment allocation

Categories

Mean NDI score at
8 month follow up

P value¹

1 (n=222)
2 (n=238)
3 (n=23)
1 (n=72)
2 (n=349)
3 (n=58)

21.0
24.1
29.5
16.9
23.5
26.5

0.13

Got preferred
treatment (n=118)
Did not get
preferred treatment
(n=122)
No preference
(n=236)

24.4

0.09

Male (n=171)
Female (n=308)
Yes (n=42)
No (n=426)
Yes (n=13)
No (n=460)

21.3
23.7
28.2
22.5
42.9
22.2

0.003

23.9

21.6

0.16
0.04
0.002

Advice session
21.7
0.22
(n=235)
Physiotherapy
24.0
package (n=244)
Treatment attendance
Completed
22.1
0.24
treatment (n=352)
Partially completed
28.1
treatment (n=345
Attended for
19.3
assessment only
(n=21)
Did not attend any
25.1
sessions (n=71)
¹The difference between categories was tested for statistical significant using a Mann
Whitely U test or Kruskall-Wallis Test.
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5.10.2 Injury severity factors
All 6 baseline injury severity factors were entered into a linear regression model (forward
stepwise) to determine which factors would be retained for the final model. Two factors
were shown to be predictive of outcome explaining 32% of the variance (Table 76).
Table 76 Linear regression – baseline injury severity factors predictive of 8 month NDI score
(n=462)
Mode
l
Factors
B
SE B
β
Adjusted R²
1
Constant
-2.09
1.83
NDI score
0.61
0.04
.56*
0.31
2
Constant
-3.43
1.93
NDI score
0.57
0.05
.53*
Number of symptoms
0.54
0.26
.09*
0.32
*p<0.05

5.10.3 Psychological factors
GHQ and IES both showed a significant univariate relationships with 4 month NDI and were
entered into a linear regression model (forward stepwise) to determine which factors
would be retained for the final model. Both factors were shown to be predictive of
outcome explaining 16% of the variance (Table 77).
Table 77 Linear regression – baseline psychological factors predictive of 8 month NDI score
(n=452)
Mode
l
Factors
B
SE B
β
Adjusted R²
1
Constant
12.77
1.412
GHQ
0.36
0.04
.36*
0.13
2
Constant
9.95
1.54
GHQ
0.23
0.05
.24*
IES
1.01
0.24
.22*
0.16
*p<0.05
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5.10.4 Pre-existing factors
Four pre-existing factors were entered into a linear regression model (forward stepwise) to
determine which factors would be retained for the final model: age, widespread chronic
pain, previous neck pain and sex. Age and a history of chronic pain were shown to be
predictive of outcome explaining 6% of the variance (Table 78).
Table 78 Linear regression – pre-existing factors predictive of 8 month NDI score (n=461)
Model
1
2

Factors
Constant
Chronic widespread pain
Constant
Chronic widespread pain
Age

B
22.37
21.65
14.18
18.84
0.21

SE B
0.82
5.07
2.64
5.08
0.06

β

Adjusted R²

.20*

0.04

.17*
.15*

0.06

*p<0.05

5.10.5 Treatment factors
Treatment allocation and attendance were entered into a linear regression model (forward
stepwise) to determine which factors would be retained for the final model. Neither factor
was significantly associated with the 8 month NDI so were not included in the final model.

5.10.6 Final model
Factors retained from the initial linear models described in sections 5.10.2- 5.10.5 were
entered into Block 1 of the final model. All belief factors with a univariate association with
recovery status (p<0.25) were then entered into Block 2 of this analysis.
Block one: Baseline NDI, Number of symptoms, GHQ, IES, history of chronic pain and age
Block two: FABQ, ability to cope, PCS, Passive coping, predicted benefit of treatment,
predicted time to recover, treatment preferences and treatment received
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Six factors were identified that were predictive of NDI scores at 8 month follow up
explaining 38% of the variance (Table 79):
1. Baseline NDI
2. Age
3. Total IES
4. History of chronic widespread pain
5. Predicted benefit of treatment
6. Predicted time to recover

The results were similar to the 4 month findings in that the baseline NDI explained the
most variance in the model (33%) and the remaining factors explained a small but clinically
important proportion of the variance (around 5%).
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Table 79 Final linear regression model: baseline factors predictive of 8 month NDI scores
(n=407)
Model
1
2

3

4

5

6

Factors
Constant
NDI score
Constant
NDI score
Age
Constant
NDI score
Age
IES
Constant
NDI score
Age
IES
Chronic widespread pain
Constant
NDI score
Age
IES
Chronic widespread pain
Expectations of treatment
benefit
Constant
NDI score
Age
IES
Chronic widespread pain
Expectations of treatment
benefit
Predicted time to recovery

B
-2.45
0.62
-10.17
0.61
0.20
-10.58
0.57
0.19
0.11

SE B
β
1.96
0.04
2.88
0.04
0.06
2.86
0.05
0.06
0.04

Adjusted R²

-9.58
0.55
0.17
.109

2.89
0.05
0.06
.043

.51*
.12*
.11*

9.66

4.45

.09*

-3.52
0.54
0.17
0.11
9.61

3.70
0.05
0.06
0.04
4.42

.50*
.12*
.11*
.09*

-0.80

0.31

-.10*

-7.33
0.52
0.17
.098
9.61

4.04
0.05
0.06
0.04
4.40

.48*
.12*
.10*
.09*

-0.71

0.31

-.09*

1.29

0.56

.09*

.57*

0.33

.56*
.14*

0.34

.51*
.14*
.11*

0.35

0.36

0.37

0.38

*p<0.05
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5.11 Linear regression analysis – predictors of NDI scores at 12 months
follow up
5.11.1 Univariate analysis
The strength of association between ordinal or interval baseline variables and NDI score at
12 months follow up is presented in Table 80.
Table 80 The correlation between baseline variables with NDI scores at 12 month follow up
Injury severity factors
Correlation coefficient¹
P value
Baseline NDI(n=459)
0.48
<0.001
Pain severity(n=462)
0.37
<0.001
Number of symptoms
0.34
<0.001
Cervical ROM (n=462)
-0.30
<0.001
Belief factors
Predicted time to recovery
0.27
<0.001
(n=459)
FABQ (n=455)
0.11
0.016
Ability to cope (n=463)
-0.16
0.001
Beliefs about exercises
0.30
0.57
following neck injury (n=464)
PCS (n=443)
0.34
<0.001
Use of passive coping
0.33
<0.001
strategies (n=458)
Use of active coping
0.06
0.19
strategies (n=458)
Predicted benefited of
-0.10
0.03
treatment (n=462)
Psychological factors
IES (n=446)
0.28
<0.001
GHQ (n=459)
0.31
<0.001
Pre-existing factors
Age (n=465)
0.20
<0.001
Social support (n=454)
0.02
0.67
¹Strengh of association measured by Pearson’s correlation co-efficient for CxROM,
Spearman’s rho for all others

The univariate relationship between categorical baseline factors and 12 month NDI scores
are presented in Table 81. The mean NDI scores at 12 month follow up for each category
are compared for each baseline factor.
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Table 81 Univariate relationship for categorical baseline variables at 12 months
Baseline factors

Injury severity factors
WAD grade ED

WAD grade @
randomisation
Belief factors
Treatment preference
and treatment received

Pre-existing factors
Sex
Previous neck pain
Chronic widespread
pain
Treatment factors
Treatment allocation

Categories

Mean NDI score at
12 month follow
up

P value¹

1 (n=212)
2 (n=234)
3 (n=19)
1 (n=68)
2 (n=340)
3 (n=57)

19.1
20.9
30.0
14.4
20.5
27.4

0.09

Got preferred
treatment (n=109)
Did not get
preferred treatment
(n=144)
No preference
(n=239)

22.1

0.08

Male (n=163)
Female (n=302)
Yes (n=38)
No (n=414)
Yes (n=13)
No (n=444)

18.7
21.4
25.4
20.1
37.8
19.9

0.001

22.0

19.1

0.06
0.07
0.005

Advice session
19.2
0.17
(n=233)
Physiotherapy
21.8
package (n=232)
Treatment attendance
Completed
19.9
0.15
treatment (n=352)
Partially completed
25.5
treatment (n=34)
Attended for
20.1
assessment only
(n=18)
Did not attend any
21.2
sessions (n=61)
¹The difference between categories was tested for statistical significant using a Mann
Whitely U test or Kruskall-Wallis Test.
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5.11.2 Injury severity factors
All 6 baseline injury severity factors were entered into a linear regression model (forward
stepwise) to determine which factors would be retained for the final model. Two factors
were shown to be predictive of outcome explaining 30% of the variance (Table 82).
Table 82 Linear regression – baseline injury severity factors predictive of 12 month NDI
score (n=450)
Model Factors
1
Constant
NDI score
2
Constant
NDI score
Number of symptoms
*p<0.05

B
-3.27
0.58
-5.24
0.52
0.86

SE B
1.89
0.04
1.96
0.05
0.26

β

Adjusted R²

.54*

0.29

.48*
.14*

0.30

5.11.3 Psychological factors

GHQ and IES both showed a significant univariate relationships with 12 month NDI and
were entered into a linear regression model (forward stepwise) to determine which factors
would be retained for the final model. Both factors were shown to be predictive of
outcome explaining 12% of the variance Table 83.
Table 83 Linear regression – baseline psychological factors predictive of 12 month NDI
score (n=440)
Mode
l
Factors
B
SE B
β
Adjusted R²
1
Constant
11.37
1.51
GHQ
1.50
0.21
.32*
0.10
2
Constant
9.67
1.61
GHQ
1.08
0.25
.23*
IES
0.15
0.05
.16*
0.12
*p<0.05

5.11.4 Pre-existing factors
Four pre-existing were entered into a linear regression model (forward stepwise) to
determine which factors would be retained for the final model: age, widespread chronic
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pain, previous neck pain and sex. Age and a history of chronic pain were shown to be
predictive of outcome explaining 5% of the variance (Table 84).
Table 84 Linear regression – pre-existing factors predictive of 12 month NDI score (n=443)
Model
1
2

Factors
Constant
Age
Constant
Age
Chronic widespread pain

B
9.36
0.27
10.26
0.24
15.68

SE B
2.75
0.06
2.75
0.07
5.15

β

Adjusted R²

.20*

0.04

.18*
.14*

0.05

*p<0.05

5.11.5 Treatment factors
Treatment allocation and attendance were entered into a linear regression model (forward
stepwise) to determine which factors would be retained for the final model. Neither factor
was significantly associated with the 12 month NDI so were not included in the final model.

5.11.6 Final model
Factors included in the final model:
Block one: Baseline NDI, Number of symptoms, GHQ, IES, history of chronic pain and age
Block two: FABQ, ability to cope, PCS, Passive coping, predicted benefit of treatment,
predicted time to recover, treatment preferences and treatment received
Four factors were identified that were predictive of NDI scores at 12 month follow up
explaining 36% of the variance (Table 85):
1. Baseline NDI
2. Number of symptoms
3. Age
4. Predicted time to recover
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Once again the NDI explained the most variance in the model (29%) although this is less
compared to the 4 and 8 months findings. The remaining 3 factors explained slightly more
in the 12 month model explaining 7% between them.
Table 85 Final linear regression model: baseline factors predictive of 12 month NDI scores
(n=396)
Mode
l
Factors
B
SE B
β
Adjusted R²
1
Constant
-3.58
2.051
NDI score
0.60
.046
.54*
0.29
2
Constant
-5.85
2.133
NDI score
0.53
.050
.48*
0.31
Number of symptoms
0.98
.290
.16*
3
Constant
-12.50
3.00
NDI score
0.51
0.05
.47*
Number of symptoms
0.91
0.29
.14*
Age
0.18
0.06
.13*
0.33
4
Constant
-19.51
3.24
NDI score
0.47
0.05
.43*
Number of symptoms
0.86
0.28
.14*
Age
0.18
0.06
.13*
Predicted time to recovery
2.76
0.57
.20*
0.36
*p<0.05

5.12 Type and combinations of symptoms present at baseline and
influence on outcome
A high number of symptoms were predictive of recovery status at 4 and 12 months follow
up. Similarly the number of symptoms explained a small but significant amount of the
variance of NDI scores at 4 and 12 months follow up. It was also possible the type of
symptoms or particular combinations of symptoms were risk factors for poor outcome and
were potentially more important risk factors than the actual number of symptoms. The
analyses reported in the previous sections 5.6-5.11 were re-run to examine this.
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Firstly, the regression analyses examining the injury severity factors were re-run including
the types of symptoms and combinations of symptoms found to have significant univariate
analysis with the outcome. The number of symptoms was also included in this analysis. The
types of symptoms and the combinations of symptoms were not predictive of outcome.
This indicated that while some types of symptoms and combinations of symptoms may
have a univariate relationship with outcome, the number of symptoms was a better
predictor of outcome. No further analysis was conducted.

Secondly, the regression analyses examining the injury severity factors were re-run
including the types of symptoms and combinations of symptoms found to be have
significant associations with the outcome instead of the number of symptoms. Those
symptoms or combinations of symptoms found to be related to outcome were then
included in the final models which were re-run.

In the logistic regression analysis the results were as follows:


The type of symptoms or combinations of symptoms did not predict recovery
status at 4 and 8 months.



The presence of neurological symptoms at baseline increased the odds of LWS at
12 months by 1.74. This was almost identical to the increased odds associated with
a high number of symptoms at baseline (OR=1.77).



However, participants with neurological symptoms had a high numbers of
symptoms.
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In the linear regression analysis the results were as followed:


Symptom combination 1 (proximal pain + arm pain + headaches + neurological
symptoms) was significantly associated with NDI score at 4 months explaining
approximately 1% of the variance. This was the same amount of variance explained
by the number of symptoms.



The type of symptoms or combinations of symptoms did not predict NDI scores at 8
months.



The presence of neurological symptoms at baseline was significantly associated
with NDI score at 12 months explaining approximately 2% of the variance. This was
the same as the amount of variance explained by the number of symptoms.



However, participants with symptom combination 1 or neurological symptoms also
have a high number of symptoms.

In summary, the types or combinations of symptoms did not predict outcome when the
number of symptoms was included in the analysis. When the number of symptoms was not
included, neurological symptoms and symptom combination 1 (proximal pain + arm pain +
headaches + neurological symptoms) did predict outcome at some follow up points. This is
most likely related to the fact that these categories were both associated with a high
number of baseline symptoms. These findings suggested that the number of symptoms
rather than the type or combination of symptoms was the best way to identify those at risk
of poor outcome.
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5.13 Moderator analyses
5.13.1 Were the effects of belief factors moderated by other belief factors?
5.13.1.1 4 month moderator analysis – belief factors
1) The participant rated ability to cope was found to be predictive of recovery at 4
month follow up. Four baseline variables were found to be associated with the
participant rated ability to cope in a cross-sectional analysis (Table 86).
Table 86 Baseline belief factors found to predict baseline ability to cope (n=541)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Time to recovery

0.49

0.20

0.02

1.64

1.10-2.44

Endorsement of exercises
Use of passive coping
strategies
Use of active coping
strategies

-1.04

0.20

<0.001

.35

0.24-0.53

1.10

0.20

<0.001

3.00

2.03-4.42

-0.42

0.20

0.04

0.65

0.44-0.97

Constant
-0.82
0.38
0.03
0.44
R²= 0.16(Cox and Snell), 0.22(Nagelkerke); model x²=70.60 p =<0.001
Belief factors associated with an increased risk of the participant rating their ability to cope
as unsure/unable:
1. Participant rated recovery time of ≥6 months or unsure they will recover
2. High use of passive coping strategies
Belief factors associated with a reduced risk of the participant rating their ability to cope as
unsure/unable:
1. High level of endorsement of the use of exercises to help recovery after a neck
injury
2. High use of active coping strategies

2) The four factors identified above were then entered into step two of a logistic
regression model described in the final model for the 4 months analysis as interactions
with ability to cope.
Step 1: Injury severity factors: baseline NDI, Total number of symptoms, Cx ROM;
Psychological response: IES, GHQ
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Step 2: Patient beliefs: FABQ, PCS, Ability to cope, Coping strategy questionnaire (CSQ)
– passive coping subscale, treatment preferences and treatment received, predicted
time to recover, active coping subscale, endorsement of exercises, ability to
cope*predicted time to recover, ability to cope*passive coping subscale, ability to
cope*endorsement of exercises, ability to cope*active coping subscale
The results remain the same as those presented in the final model for the 4 month logistic
regression model (See Section 5.7.6) except that ability to cope is replaced by an
interaction between ability to cope and the use of passive coping strategies (Table 87). The
amount of variance explained by the model remains the same as for the main analysis.
Table 87 4 month moderator analysis (n=428)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

0.54

0.25

0.03

1.72

1.05-2.80

Number of symptoms

0.49

0.22

0.02

1.64

1.07-2.51

IES

0.57

0.27

0.04

1.77

1.04-3.00

GHQ
Ability to cope*use of
passive coping

0.57

0.24

0.02

1.77

1.11-2.84

0.33

0.14

0.02

1.40

1.06-1.84

Constant
-0.83
0.20
<0.001
0.43
R²= 0.12(Cox and Snell), 0.15(Nagelkerke); model x²=52.46 p =<0.001
The possible combinations of the interaction between ability to cope and use of passive
coping were examined (Table 88). The number of participants (n(%)) classified as recovered
and non-recovered were compared in each of the interaction groups. A significant
association between interaction and recovery status was seen (x²=23.16 p=<0.001) with
those participants who were unsure or unable to cope and had high use of passive coping
being most likely to be non-recovered. Those participants who were able to cope and had
low use of passive coping were most likely to be recovered.
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Table 88 Ability to cope*Use of passive coping and recovery status at 4 months
Are they
classified as
non-recovered
at 4 months
follow up?
No
Yes
Total

Unsure/unable to
cope with high
use of passive
coping

Unsure/unable
to cope with
low use of
passive coping

Able to cope
with high use
of passive
coping

Able to cope
with low use
of passive
coping

Total

29/99
(29.3%)
70/99
(70.7%)
99/491
(20.2%)

37/88
(42%)
51/88
(58%)
88/491
(17.9%)

32/80
(40%)
48/80
(60%)
80/491
(16.3%)

127/224
(56.7%)
97/224
(43.3%)
224/491
(45.6%)

225/491
(45.8%)
266/491
(54.2%)
491/491
(100%)

5.13.1.2 8 month moderator analysis – belief factors
1) Patient predicted time to recovery and expectations of treatment benefit were
both predictive of LWS at 8 months follow up. One baseline variable, treatment
preference, was found to be associated with expectations of treatment benefit
(cross-sectional analysis) (Table 89). Receiving your preferred treatment or having
no treatment preference was associated with reduced risk of the participant having
low expectations of treatment benefit.
Table 89 Baseline belief factors found to predict expectations of treatment at baseline
(n=541)
Baseline factors
Treatment preference
and treatment received

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

-1.64

0.21

<0.001

0.19

0.129-0.293

Constant
0.49
0.17
0.005
1.63
R²= 0.11(Cox and Snell), 0.16(Nagelkerke); model x²=64.73 p =<0.001
Four variables were associated with participant predicted time to recovery (Table 90).
Beliefs associated with an increased risk of a participant predicting their recovery time as
>6 months or unsure if they would recover:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ability to cope rated as unsure/unable
High level of catastrophic thinking
High use of passive coping strategies
High use of active coping strategies
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Table 90 Baseline belief factors found to predict participant rated time to recovery at
baseline (n=541)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Ability to cope

0.51

0.20

0.01

1.67

1.12-2.47

PCS

0.67

0.27

0.01

1.96

1.15-3.35

Use of passive coping

0.55

0.24

0.03

1.73

1.07-2.78

Use of active coping

0.40

0.20

0.05

1.49

1.01-2.21

Constant
-2.46
0.42
<0.001
0.09
R²= 0.09(Cox and Snell), 0.12(Nagelkerke); model x²=47.79 p =<0.001

2) Factors were then entered into a logistic regression analysis in the following steps:

Block 1: Injury severity factors: baseline NDI, Pain severity, Cx ROM; Psychological
response: IES, GHQ ; pre-existing factors: age, chronic widespread pain, social support
Block 2: Patient beliefs: FABQ, PCS, Ability to cope, Coping strategy questionnaire (CSQ) –
passive coping subscale, CSQ- active coping subscale, treatment preferences and treatment
received, predicted time to recover, predicted benefit of treatment, predicted benefit of
treatment*treatment preferences and treatment received, predicted time to
recover*Ability to cope, predicted time to recover*PCS, predicted time to recover*passive
coping, predicted time to recover*active coping

The results remain the same as those presented in the final model for the 8 month logistic
regression model (See Section 5.7.6) except that participant predicted time to recovery is
replaced with an interaction between time to recovery and the use of passive coping
strategies (Table 91). The amount of variance explained by the model is slightly increased
with this analysis.
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Table 91 8 month moderator analysis (n=411)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

1.03

0.25

<0.001

2.80

1.71-4.60

GHQ

1.15

0.28

<0.001

3.17

1.83-5.50

Age
Predicted benefit of
treatment
Time to recovery*Use of
passive coping strategies

0.98

0.23

<0.001

2.66

1.69-4.20

0.59

0.24

0.01

1.81

1.13-2.88

0.41

0.15

0.01

1.51

1.12-2.04

Constant
-2.31
.30
<0.001
.10
R²= 0.20(Cox and Snell), 0.27(Nagelkerke); model x²=92.95p =<0.001

The possible combinations of the interaction between time to recovery and use of passive
coping were examined (Table 92). The number of participants (n(%)) classified as recovered
and non-recovered were compared in each of the interaction groups. A significant
association between interaction and recovery status was seen (x²=40.54 p=<0.001) with
participants who predicted they would take >6/12 or unsure they would recovery and
reported high use of passive coping strategies being more likely to have LWS at 8 months.
Participants who predicted they would take < 6 months to recovery and reported low use
of passive coping were most likely to be recovered at 8 months.
Table 92 Time to recovery*Use of passive coping and recovery status at 8 months
Have they
developed
LWS at 8
months
follow up?
No
Yes
Total

> 6/12 to
recover with
high use of
passive coping
25/77
(32.5%)
52/77
(67.5%)
77/483
(15.9%)

> 6/12 to
recover with
low use of
passive coping
44/71
(62%)
27/71
(38%)
71/483
(14.7%)

< 6/12 to
recover with
high use of
passive
coping
48/97
(49.5%)
49/97
(50.5%)
97/483
(20.1%)

< 6/12 to
recover with
low use of
passive coping
169/238
(71%)
69/238
(29%)
238/483
(49.3%)

Total
286/483
(59.2%)
197/483
(40.8%)
483/483
(100%)
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5.13.1.3 12 month moderator analysis – belief factors
1) The only belief factor predictive of LWS at 12 months follow up was participant
predicted time to recovery. The associations between participant predicted time
to recovery and other baseline beliefs are in the section above.
2) Factors were entered into the next model of the logistic regression analysis in the
following blocks:
Block 1: Injury severity factors: baseline NDI, No. of symptoms, Cx ROM; Psychological
response: GHQ ; pre-existing factors: age, chronic widespread pain
Block 2: Patient beliefs: FABQ, PCS, Ability to cope, Coping strategy questionnaire (CSQ) –
passive coping subscale, CSQ- active coping subscale, treatment preferences and treatment
received, predicted time to recover, predicted benefit of treatment, predicted time to
recover*Ability to cope, predicted time to recover*PCS, predicted time to recover*passive
coping, predicted time to recover*active coping

The results remain the same as those presented in the final model for the 12 month logistic
regression model (See Section 5.8.6) main analysis except that participant predicted time to
recovery is replaced with an interaction between time to recovery and the use of passive
coping strategies (Table 93). The amount of variance explained by the model is slightly
increased with this analysis.
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Table 93 12 month moderator analysis (n=408)
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

1.06

0.25

<0.001

2.89

1.78-4.70

GHQ

0.76

0.27

0.01

2.14

1.26-3.64

Age

0.58

0.23

0.01

1.79

1.15-2.80

No. of symptoms
Time to recovery*use of
passive coping strategies

0.54

0.23

0.02

1.72

1.09-2.69

0.43

0.15

0.003

1.54

1.15-2.05

Constant
-1.95
0.27
<0.001
0.14
R²= 0.18(Cox and Snell), 0.24(Nagelkerke); model x²=70.63 p =<0.001

The possible combinations of the interaction between time to recovery and use of passive
coping were examined (Table 94). The number of participants (n (%)) classified as
recovered and non-recovered were compared in each of the interaction groups. A
significant association between interaction and recovery status was seen (x²=34.64
p=<0.001) with participants who predicted they would take >6/12 or unsure they would
recovery and reported high use of passive coping strategies being more likely to have LWS
at 12 months. Participants who predicted they would take < 6 months to recovery and
reported low use of passive coping were most likely to be recovered at 12 months.
Table 94 Time to recovery*Use of passive coping and recovery status at 12 months
Have they
developed LWS
at 8 months
follow up?
No
Yes
Total

> 6/12 to
recover with
high use of
passive coping
25/71
(53.2%)
46/71
(64.8%)
71/461
(15.4%)

> 6/12 to
recover with
low use of
passive coping
42/70
(60%)
28/70
(40%
70/461
(15.2%)

< 6/12 to
recover with
high use of
passive coping
44/86
(51.2%)
42/86
(48.8%)
86/461
(18.7%)

< 6/12 to
recover with
low use of
passive coping
168/234
(71.8%)
66/234
(22.8%)
234/461
(50.8%)

Total
279/461
(60.5%)
182/461
(39.5%)
461/461
(100%)
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5.13.2 Were the effects of beliefs moderated by treatment?
To investigate if beliefs were moderated by treatment a logistic regression analysis was run
that included interaction variables between the treatment allocation and some of the belief
factors. The three belief factors that were identified in the main analysis and use of passive
coping strategies (identified as important in the previous moderation analysis) were chosen
to be included in the analysis. Therefore, the following interactions were included in the
analysis at each time point.
Time to recovery*Treatment allocation
Ability to cope*Treatment allocation
Use of passive coping *Treatment allocation
Expectations of treatment* Treatment allocation
The interactions were included in block two of a forward stepwise logistic regression
analysis. Block one included the injury severity, psychological and pre-existing factors found
to be significant in the main analyses. The dependent variable was non-recovery/LWS.

5.13.2.1 4 month moderator analysis – treatment allocation
The following factors were entered into the logistic regression analysis to investigate
whether treatment allocation interacted with the belief factors above to predict nonrecovery at 4 months:
Block one: Baseline NDI, Number of symptoms, IES and GHQ
Block two: Treatment allocation, Time to recovery, Use of passive coping, expectations of
treatment, ability to cope, Time to recovery*Treatment allocation, Ability to
cope*Treatment allocation, Use of passive coping *Treatment allocation, Expectations of
treatment* Treatment allocation
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None of the interactions were found to be significantly associated with non-recovery at 4
months indicating that there was no interaction between the treatment allocation and the
belief factors chosen.

5.13.2.2 8 month moderator analysis – treatment allocation
The following factors were entered into the logistic regression analysis to investigate
whether treatment allocation interacted with the factors above to predict LWS at 8
months:
Block one: Baseline NDI, Number of symptoms and GHQ
Block two: Treatment allocation, Time to recovery, Use of passive coping, expectations of
treatment, ability to cope, Time to recovery*Treatment allocation, Ability to
cope*Treatment allocation, Use of passive coping *Treatment allocation, Expectations of
treatment* Treatment allocation
Baseline NDI, GHQ and age were once again significantly associated with the development
of LWS in line with the final model for the 8 month logistic regression model (See Section
5.10.6). However, differing from the previous analysis, high use of passive coping emerged
as a risk factor for LWS and time to recovery was no longer significant. An interaction was
also seen between expectations of treatment and treatment allocation that was
significantly associated with the development of LWS (Table 95).
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Table 95 Investigating treatment allocation interactions at 8 months (n=465)
Baseline factors

B

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

Baseline NDI

0.91

<0.001

2.47

1.53-3.98

GHQ

0.99

<0.001

2.70

1.63-4.49

Age

0.80

<0.001

2.23

1.46-3.40

Use of passive coping
Expectations of
treatment*Treatment
allocation

0.58

0.01

1.79

1.14-2.83

0.53

0.002

1.71

1.22-2.38

Constant

-2.11

0.00

0.12

The possible combinations of the interaction between expectations of treatment and
treatment allocation were examined further (Table 96). The number of participants (n (%))
classified as recovered and non-recovered were compared in each of the interaction
groups. A significant association between the interaction and recovery status was seen
(x²=14.25 p=0.003) with participants with low expectations of treatment who were
allocated to physiotherapy being more likely to have LWS at 8 months. Participants who
had high expectations of treatment and were allocated to advice were most likely to be
recovered at 8 months. However, these results should be interpreted cautiously due to the
small number of participants in the low expectations of treatment and physiotherapy
(n=34) and may be a spurious finding.
Table 96 Expectations of treatment*treatment allocation and recovery status at 8 months
Have they
developed LWS
at 8 months
follow up?
No
Yes
Total

High
expectations
and Physio

High
expectations
and Advice

Low
expectations
and Physio

Low
expectations
and Advice

Total

133/215
(61.9%)
82/215
(38.1%)
215/492
(43.7%)

78/118
(66.1%)
40/118
(33.9%)
118/492
(24.0%)

11/34
(32.4%)
23/34
(67.6%)
34/492
(6.9%)

68/125
(54.4%)
57/125
(45.6%)
125/492
(25.4%)

290/492
(58.9%)
202/492
(41.1%)
492/492
(100%)
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5.13.2.3 12 month moderator analysis – treatment allocation
The following factors were entered into the logistic regression analysis to investigate
whether treatment allocation interacted with the factors above to predict LWS at 12
months:
Step one: Baseline NDI, Number of symptoms, GHQ and age
Step two: Treatment allocation, Time to recovery, Use of passive coping, expectations of
treatment, ability to cope, Time to recovery*Treatment allocation, Ability to
cope*Treatment allocation, Use of passive coping *Treatment allocation, Expectations of
treatment* Treatment allocation
None of the interactions were found to be significantly associated with LWS at 12 months
indicating that there was no interaction between the treatment allocation and the belief
factors chosen.
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5.14 Predictors of participant perceived improvement - logistic
regression analysis
A second logistic regression analysis was conducted to identify risk factors for poor
outcome using participant perceived improvement as the outcome variable. As this is a
secondary analysis the final models for each follow up point are presented.

5.14.1 Predictors of participant perceived improvements at 4 months follow up
Preliminary logistic regression analysis was carried out to select factors related to injury
severity, psychological response, pre-existing and treatment factors (not shown).
Dichotomised versions of each variable were included in this analysis. Those factors that
were significantly associated with participant perceived outcome were entered into Block 1
of the final model. Surprisingly, the GHQ or the IES scores (psychological response factors)
were not associated with outcome in the preliminary analysis so were not included in the
final model. Also, the baseline NDI score, was no longer associated with outcome.

Belief factors that had a significant univariate relationship with outcome (p<0.25) were
entered into Block 2 of the model. The final was model was as follows:
Block 1: Injury severity factors: pain severity; Pre-existing factors: age; Treatment factors:
allocation
Block 2: Patient beliefs: FABQ, PCS, Ability to cope, CSQ – passive coping subscale, CSQ –
active coping subscale, treatment preferences and treatment received, predicted time to
recovery, predicted benefit of treatment
Factors found to be predictive of non-recovery at 4 month follow up are in Table 97.
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Table 97 Dichotomised baseline factors predictive of perceived improvement at 4 months
follow up (n=434).
Baseline factors
Pain severity
Predicted time to recovery
Predicted benefit of treatment
Constant

B
0.51
0.83
0.73
-1.37

S.E.
0.25
0.24
0.26
0.46

Sig.
0.04
0.001
0.006
0.003

Exp(B)
1.67
2.30
2.07
0.26

95.0% C.I.
1.02-2.75
1.42-3.70
1.24-3.45

R²= 0.08 (Cox and Snell), 0.12(Nagelkerke), Model x² = 36.67 p =<0.001

The following baseline factors were identified as being associated with increased risk of
perceived improvement being rated as the same or worse at 4 month follow up:
1. High pain severity (>67/100)
2. Predicted time to recovery (>6 months or unsure I will recover)
3. Low expectations of treatment benefit (<6/10)

5.14.2 Predictors of participant perceived improvements at 8 months follow up
Preliminary logistic regression analysis was carried out to select factors related to injury
severity, psychological response, pre-existing and treatment factors (not shown).
Dichotomised versions of each variable were included in this analysis. Those factors that
were significantly associated with participant perceived outcome were entered into Block 1
of the final model. Only one factor was entered into Block 1 of the final model as a history
of previous neck pain was the only factor from the preliminary logistic regression analyses
that was retained for the final model. No injury severity, psychological response or
treatment factor were shown to be related to participant perceived improvement.

Belief factors that had a significant univariate relationship with outcome (p<0.25) were
entered into Block 2 of the model. The final was model was as follows:
Block 1: Pre-existing factors: History of previous neck pain
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Block 2: Patient beliefs: Ability to cope, CSQ – active coping subscale, predicted time to
recovery, predicted benefit of treatment
Factors found to be predictive of non-recovery at 8 month follow up presented in Table 98.
Table 98 Dichotomised baseline factors predictive of perceived improvement at 8 months
follow up (n=461).
Baseline factors

B

S.E.

Sig.

Exp(B)

95.0% C.I.

A history of previous neck pain

0.87

0.34

.02

2.18

1.12-4.21

Use of active coping strategies

0.46

0.20

.02

1.58

1.07-2.35

Constant

-1.284

0.20

.000

0.27

R²= 0.01 (Cox and Snell), 0.02(Nagelkerke), Model x² = 6.56 p =0.01

The following baseline factors were identified as being associated with increased risk of
perceived improvement being rated as the same or worse at 8 month follow up. However,
this only explained 1-2% of the variance in the model.
1. A history of pervious neck pain
2. High use of active coping strategies (>15/30)

5.14.3 Predictors of participant perceived improvements at 12 months follow up
Preliminary logistic regression analysis was carried out to select factors related to injury
severity, psychological response, pre-existing and treatment factors (not shown).
Dichotomised versions of each variable were included in this analysis. However, none of
these factors were shown to be associated with outcome in the 12 month analysis.
Therefore, only belief factors were entered into the final model. Those with significant
univariance relationship with perceived improvement of p<0.25 were entered into a
forward step logistic regression model in one block: predicted time to recovery, PCS, CSQ –
active coping subscale, treatment preferences and treatment received.
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Only one factor was found to be predictive of outcome. Participant predicted recovery time
of > 6 months or unsure I will recover was associated with increased odds of a participant
perceived improvement rating of the same or worse at 12 months follow up. This only
explained 2% of the variance of the model (Table 99).
Table 99 Dichotomised baseline factors predictive of perceived improvement at 12 months
follow up (n=438).
Baseline factors
B
S.E.
Sig.
Exp(B) 95.0% C.I.
Predicted time to recovery 0.54
0.21 0.01
1.72
1.14-2.58
Constant
-0.44
0.12 <0.001
0.65
R²= 0.02 (Cox and Snell), 0.02(Nagelkerke), Model x² = 6.71 p =<0.001

5.15 Summary
This chapter has provided a detailed description of the clinical presentation and course of
recovery of individuals who present for physiotherapy treatment following an acute
whiplash injury. Individuals presented with both physical and psychological symptoms.
The biggest reduction in neck pain related disability was observed between baseline and 4
months follow up with far less change occurring at subsequent follow ups. A substantial
proportion of participants experienced ongoing disability 12 months after their injury.

Participant perceived improvement was also reported. A similar pattern of improvement
was observed with the most participants reporting improvement in the initial 4 months.
However, there was a group of participants that failed to improve at any point over the 12
months follow up. Participant perceived improvement showed low to moderate correlation
with recovery status and NDI scores. There was wide individual variation indicating
substantial mismatch between participant perceived improvement and recovery status and
NDI scores.
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The factors predictive of outcome are summarised Table 100 (p243). Baseline NDI score
was the most consistent predictor of recovery status and NDI. However, there was no
association with participant perceived improvement. Predicted time to recovery and age
were consistently reported as predictive of recovery status and NDI in all analyses except
that based on recovery status at 4 months suggesting they are both important factors.
Predicted time to recovery was also predictive of participant perceived improvement at 4
and 12 months follow up.

The number of symptoms was predictive of recovery status and NDI at 4 and 12 months
but not at 8 months. It was not associated with participant perceived improvement.

Predicted benefit of treatment was predictive of recovery status and NDI scores at 8
months as well as participant perceived improvement at 4 months.

The GHQ was consistently predictive of recovery status but not NDI scores. This may be an
effect of using a dichotomised score rather than the total score. The IES was predictive of
both recovery status and NDI score at 4 months but only NDI score at 8 months.
Surprisingly, neither of these psychological response factors were related to participant
perceived improvement.

There were several factors that were only predictive of either recovery status, NDI score or
participant perceived improvement at one follow up time point (pain intensity, chronic
widespread pain, history of neck pain, ability to cope and use of active coping).
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Risk factors for recovery status and NDI scores showed greater similarities generally
compared to those for participant perceived improvement. This further emphasises the
mismatch between recovery status and NDI scores with participant perceived
improvement. A much larger amount of variance was explained in the models based on
recovery status and NDI compared to those based on participant perceived improvement.

As the number of risk factors present at baseline increases so does the risk of nonrecovery/LWS .

The use of passive coping strategies may moderate the effect of predicted time to recovery
and ability to cope on outcome.

These findings will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Table 100 Summary of findings ( √ = baseline factor predictive of outcome, X= baseline factor not predictive of outcome)
Recovery
status

4 months
NDI
Participant
score
rated
improvement

Recovery
status

8 months
NDI
Participant
score
rated
improvement

Recovery
status

12 months
NDI
Participant
score
rated
improvement

Injury severity factors
NDI
Number of symptoms
Pain severity

√
√
X

√
√
X

X
X
√

√
X
X

√
X
X

X
X
X

√
√
X

√
√
X

X
X
X

X
√

X
X

√
X

X
X

X
X

√
√
X

X
X
√

√
X
X

√
X
X

X
X
X

X
√
√
X

X
X
X
√

X
√
X
X

X
√
X
X

X
√
X
X

Psychological response factors
GHQ
IES

√
√

X
√

X
X

√
X
Pre-existing factors

Age
Chronic widespread pain
History of neck pain

X
X
X

√
X
X

X
X
X

√
X
X
Belief factors

Ability to cope
Predicted time to recovery
Predicted benefit of treatment
Use of active coping

√
X
X
X

X
√
X
X

X
√
√
X

X
√
√
X
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6.0 Prospective cohort study discussion
This chapter will discuss:
1. The potential implications for patient management based on the results of this
study.
2. The findings in relation to other published research.
3. Methodological issues related to the study.

6.1 The primary outcome
The primary outcome of this study was recovery status with the aim of this research being
to identify risk factors for late whiplash syndrome. LWS was a term coined by Balla (11)
and has gone on to be used frequently within the whiplash literature. The time period
specified by Balla (11) as the point when whiplash symptoms become chronic is 6 months.
This is in contrast to the definition of chronic pain provided by the British Pain Society (321)
who define chronic pain as "continuous, long-term pain of more than 12 weeks or after the
time that healing would have been thought to have occurred in pain after trauma or
surgery." This study demonstrated that the biggest change in the proportion being
classified as non-recovered was seen between baseline and 4 months. A further 13% of
participants recovered between 4 and 8 months suggesting that recovery was still ongoing
during this time. From 8 months on very little change was seen in the proportion of
participants who recovered suggesting that chronic symptoms are established by this time
point. These finding suggest that there was still capacity to recover from a whiplash injury
between 4 and 8 months although to establish the exact point when recovery ceases would
require the collection of outcomes at more time points than this study allowed. Therefore,
the cut off of 6 months as the point where symptoms have become chronic and are unlikely
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to change may be more appropriate than the traditional view of chronic pain of 3 months.
Findings from other prospective cohort studies support this view (184).

The presence of LWS was defined using questions from the NDI. As discussed previously
these questions indicated that the neck pain experienced interfered with normal function.
Face validity was given to this method of categorising recovery status by the fact that those
classified as having developed LWS had much higher total NDI scores than those who were
recovered. For example at 12 months the mean NDI for those with LWS was 37.4 compared
to a mean of 9.8 in those that had recovered.

6.2 The course of recovery following a whiplash injury
A whiplash injury represents a complex clinical picture of both physical and psychological
symptoms. Although, neck pain was the most commonly reported symptom, the majority
of participants also presented with additional symptoms including headaches, arm pain,
neurological symptoms and swallowing difficulties. These additional symptoms result in
higher levels of disability and psychological morbidity on initial presentation. The
psychological impact of injury was evident even early on after injury. A high level of
psychological morbidity was observed at baseline with a large proportion of participants
considered to have elevated scores on the GHQ-12 at baseline. A smaller proportion of
participants experienced a severe stress reaction to their injury as demonstrated by their
IES scores. Fear of movement and re-injury was also observed amongst over half of
participants.
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A trend was seen for participants to experience an improvement in neck related disability
over the twelve months follow up. However, the biggest reduction occurred from baseline
to four month follow up with more moderate improvements seen between 4 and 8
months. Very little change occurred between 8 and 12 months. At 8 and 12 months follow
up approximately 40% of participants were classified as having LWS indicating that a
substantial number of participants were still suffering from the effects of their injury. Rates
of non-recovery for this study fall within the range reported by previous smaller UK ED
based studies which report persistent symptoms at least one year post injury ranging from
16%-48% (12, 53, 276-278). Although, different definitions of persistent symptoms made
direct comparisons difficult, it suggests that these findings are generalisable to patients
presenting to UK EDs following a whiplash injury. The age and sex of participants were also
similar to the previous UK studies.

It is not unexpected that the most improvement should occur in the early phase of the
follow up period as participants experienced an acute injury. Other authors have also
suggested that the greatest period of improvement following a whiplash injury is in the first
few months following injury. A meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies found that the
greatest reductions in pain and disability occurred in the first three months post injury with
very little improvement occurring from 6 months onwards (184).

Some participants would have experienced a rapid improvement in symptoms early on.
This may explain why a proportion of participants were classified as recovered at the
baseline point for this study. Baseline data were collected on average 32 days post ED
presentation and some participants would have made rapid improvements in this time.
However, as the inclusion criteria required the presence of neck symptoms 24 hours prior
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to assessment, all participants were still experiencing some degree of neck symptoms when
baseline data were collected.

Although many participants showed improvements some participants failed to experience
a reduction in their symptoms over the follow up period. From the participant rated benefit
data there was a proportion of participants (9%) whose symptoms were resistant to any
perceived improvement over the 12 month period and often experienced perceived
worsening of symptoms. Participants experienced ongoing problems despite being
provided with physiotherapy treatment as part of MINT. This suggests that current
methods of physiotherapy management are ineffective in preventing the development of
LWS in a proportion of patients. New treatment strategies need to be considered to
reduce the impact of whiplash injuries on patients. Identifying risk factors for LWS can
potentially assist with this.

6.3 Initial injury severity
This prospective cohort study confirms the findings of published systematic reviews that
the initial level of reported symptoms and disability are consistently predictive of disability
following whiplash injury (19-21, 183, 184). The NDI explained the majority of the variance
of the linear regression models that predicted NDI scores suggesting that it was the most
important factor. This finding is not unexpected as when the same scale is used as a
predictor variable and outcome they are highly likely to be associated. However, other
factors did contribute small but significant amounts to these models indicating that they
are also important and should not be discounted.
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The number of symptoms was also predictive of recovery status and NDI scores. The
reported symptoms were explored to see if it was possible to identify types of symptoms or
combinations of symptoms that put participants at risk of poor outcome. However, it was
found that the number of symptoms was the best way to identify these individuals.

6.3.1 Potential implications for patient management
The NDI and the symptoms subscale of the CSOQ could be used to identify patients at risk
of ongoing disability following a whiplash injury. Disability was measured using a validated
questionnaire but this still depends on the participant’s perceptions of the physical impact
of their injury. When considering ways to improve outcomes following a whiplash injury
then minimising perceived disability early on after injury may be an important factor. A
possible way to do this would be to ensure that adequate pain relief is achieved in the
immediate post injury phase so that patients are able to move and stay active. Providing
pain relief in the form of simple analgesics (such as paracetamol or ibuprofen) is
recommended as part of the early treatment of whiplash injuries (279). For patients
struggling with pain early on after injury, reviewing and modifying pain relief may be an
important part of the medical management to improve long term outcome.
Physiotherapists are able to advise patients on the regular use of pain medication to
control symptoms or advise patients to see their GP if their current medication regime
appears inadequate.

6.4 Psychological response to a whiplash injury
Sustaining a whiplash injury impacted on psychological well being early on after injury. The
presence of psychological distress measured by the GHQ-12 was a predictor of recovery
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status at all time points. The systematic literature review concluded that psychological
distress was not associated with LWS based on moderate strength evidence. A variety of
tools have been used to measure psychological state in whiplash populations so it is best to
make direct comparisons with the study by Atherton et al (40) who also used the GHQ-12
in an ED population. The main outcome used in this study was the symptomatic report of
neck pain rather than disability. The GHQ-12 predicted outcome in the univariate analysis
but not when injury severity factors were included in a multivariable analysis controlling for
age and sex. Although, the authors of this study actually report that psychological distress
measured by the GHQ-12 is a risk factor for poor outcome, the risk ratios presented do not
support these recommendations. The differences between the study by Atherton et al (40)
and this prospective cohort study is probably due to the different outcome used. They also
split the GHQ-12 scores differently which may impact on findings.

Although, a high GHQ-12 score predicted recovery status in this study, the actual GHQ-12
scores did not predict NDI score at any follow up point. This may indicate that the
relationship between the GHQ-12 and NDI scores is not linear. The cut-point used was that
recommended for a UK population as the best for identifying psychological distress (247).
Therefore, once this cut point is passed (i.e. GHQ-12 score of 4) indicating the presence of
psychological distress, further increases in the score did not equate with increasing levels
of disability. This was most obvious at the 8 months follow up where an elevated GHQ-12
score (dichotomised version) was the risk factor associated with the greatest increase in
odds of developing LWS. See Figure 28 and Figure 29.
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Figure 28 Mean NDI scores (SD) at 8 month follow up versus baseline GHQ-12 scores
(n=489)
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Figure 29 Mean NDI scores (SD) at 8 month follow up versus dichotomised baseline GHQ-12
scores (n=489)
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An elevated post traumatic stress reaction was predictive of recovery status at 4 months
and with higher levels of disability at 4 and 8 months. It appeared that the influence of an
elevated post traumatic stress reaction at baseline reduced over time as the IES was
predictive of neither outcome at 12 months. It is possible that over time the post traumatic
stress reaction resolved and no longer impacted on disability. However, as we did not
collect the IES at the follow up points this is only speculation. Other studies have found this
not to be the case and an elevated post traumatic reaction was found to be predictive of
outcome when measured from 1-3 years post whiplash injury (41, 91, 95). The IES was
used apart from the study by Buitenhuis (91) which used the Self Rating Scale for Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder and only found the hyperarousal subscale to be predictive of
outcome.

6.4.1 Potential implications for patient management:
In regards to the presence of psychological morbidity it is likely that this is at least partly
related to the degree of symptoms and disability reported by the patient. As demonstrated
earlier, participants with symptoms localised to the head, neck and shoulder tended to be
less disabled and have less psychological distress compared to those with additional
symptoms. Those with greater number of symptoms may be understandably more worried
and anxious which would impact on their psychological wellbeing. Physiotherapists are able
to provide reassurance to patients about their symptoms as well as provide strategies for
reducing symptoms and facilitating return to activities. Resolution of symptoms and return
to normal activities may well be enough to improve psychological well being. This has been
demonstrated previously in a whiplash population where resolution of pain following nerve
blocks was shown to substantially improve psychological distress (280). It is also possible
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that treatments designed to improve mood such as antidepressants or exercise would be of
benefit for some patients but this needs further investigation.

Physiotherapists dealing with these patients should be aware of the potential psychological
impact of a whiplash injury and refer on for appropriate management if indicated.
Although, these findings suggest that the impact of an elevated IES on outcome did reduce
over time, appropriate management of a stress reaction may help patients to recover more
quickly. In addition, there is a small body of evidence supporting a longer term impact of
an elevated post-traumatic reaction and poor outcome. Sterling (281) recommends that
patients suspected of experiencing a post traumatic reaction should be referred on for
specialist management, specifically, trauma-focussed cognitive behavioural therapy
delivered by a psychologist. Although, at this point in time there appears to be no
published evidence that this approach improves outcome in WAD.

6.5 Participant held beliefs about injury and recovery
Three different patient held beliefs emerged as predictors of outcome at different time
points in this study. The first two risk factors to be identified are related to expectations of
outcome. It is hypothosized that expectations of outcome can influence outcome through
several mechanisms (as outlined in Chapter 2.0) which includes both neurophysiological
mechanisms and behavioural mechanisms.

The strongest finding was that those participants who were less optimistic about recovery
time were at greater risk of LWS at both 8 and 12 months follow up. Less optimistic
recovery time was associated with higher NDI scores at all 3 time points. A study by Holm
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et al (90) also found that those participants who were less optimistic that they would
recover were at risk of poor outcome. Expectations of recovery were measured using a VAS
where 0 indicated it was unlikely they would recover and 10 indicated it was highly likely
they would recover. Important factors such as previous neck pain, initial injury severity,
sex and age were controlled for. Despite the differences in measurement of expectations
the studies had similar findings. Two further studies reporting the same cohort were also
identified but were ineligible for the literature review as the outcome used did not fulfil the
criteria for LWS (282, 283). The outcome was time to recovery and did not provide
information about which participants had ongoing problems 6 months after injury.
However, these studies both investigated expectations of recovery and found that more
optimistic expectations of recovery were associated with shorter recovery times after
controlling for factors such as depression, pain intensity and post-collision health. These
studies provide further weight to the finding that patient’s expectations of recovery can
influence outcome in WAD.

Attempts were made to examine whether participants could predict their own recovery
time. This was difficult due to the different times frames used for predicting outcome and
collecting follow up data. In retrospect, to allow accurate comparisons, the same time
frame should have been used e.g. given participants a choice of 4, 8 and 12 months as the
predicted times for their recovery. Another difficulty with determining the accuracy of
predictions was that follow up data would not have been collected exactly at 4, 8 and 12
months depending on when the participant completed their form and returned it.
According to the MINT follow up protocol, participants had 3 months to return their
questionnaire before being considered a non-responder at that time point. However,
despite these limitations, a trend was observed in the data. A greater proportion of those
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who recovered more quickly (at 4 and 8 months) predicted a recovery time that fell within
the time frame of their recovery compared to those who took longer to recover or had
failed to recover. Those who took longer to recover or who did not recover often predicted
a much shorter recovery time than they experienced. This may appear to be in contrast to
the findings of this prospective cohort study where a more optimistic outlook was
associated with a better outcome. However, due to the limitations of the data collected
this should be interpreted cautiously.

The second belief factor found to be predictive of ongoing disability related to expectations
of outcome was expected benefit of treatment. Those participants who had lower
expectations of treatment benefit were at greater risk of LWS and higher levels of disability
at 8 month follow up. Expectations of treatment benefit have not been studied in a
whiplash population before so these findings cannot be compared to any other studies.

The final factor identified was the participants rating of their ability to cope with their neck
injury. Participants who were unable or unsure they were able to cope with their neck
problem when it is painful were at increased risk of non-recovery in the short term as this
was only evident in the 4 month logistic regression. When data was treated as continuous
there was no relationship seen with the NDI scores at outcome. The participant rating of
their ability to cope is a measure of self-efficacy. This study supports a relationship
between self-efficacy and short term recovery status but not with longer term outcome.
This is in contrast to two other studies that have demonstrated that low levels of selfefficacy are related to LWS (46, 49). The studies (46, 49) were much smaller than the study
presented in this thesis but the populations included in the studies appear similar. One
reason for the difference in findings is that this current study used a single question where
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as the previous studies have used the Self-Efficacy Scale which is a more extensive measure
focusing on the patient’s confidence to carry out a series of activities despite pain. The
single question used in this study provided a global rating of their confidence to cope.

It is also important to consider some of the belief factors that were not identified as risk
factors. Many consider fear avoidance beliefs to be an important factor in the development
of disability but they did not emerge as a predictor of outcome in this study (69). A
significant proportion of participants did have an elevated score on the FABQ at baseline.
This demonstrated that is it common for individuals to be concerned about the effect of
physical activity on their pain early after a whiplash injury. Fear avoidance levels were
predictive of outcome in univariate relationships but not when other factors such as injury
severity were controlled for in the model. These findings are in line with other studies in
the systematic literature review who found that fear avoidance was not predictive of
outcome in multivariable models (41, 50). It could be hypothesised that as symptoms
improve and participants return to their normal activities then fear about movement also
subsides. A similar finding was seen for catastrophising as measured by the PCS. In the
systematic literature review, studies that presented univariate analysis tended to suggest a
relationship between catastrophising and outcome (44, 49) but those who presented
multivariable analysis suggested that no such relationship existed (62, 92). This study was in
agreement with the later. It is important to emphasise that although these factors are not
predictive of outcome it does not mean they do not play a role in maintenance of disability
when it is established (130). However, these factors are not able to identify participants
that are at risk of poor outcome so should not be used to screen patients for that purpose.
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In an attempt to understand how the baseline factors interact and influence each other a
moderator analysis was carried out. This analysis revealed that the use of passive coping
strategies moderated the effect of participant rated ability to cope and predicted time to
recover. The coping strategies used were not independently predictive of outcome which
is in agreement with the systematic literature which concluded there was no associated
between coping strategies and LWS (62, 90). Instead, these findings suggest that the high
use of passive coping strategies is problematic when the participant was also unsure or
unable to cope with their neck injury or was less optimistic about recovery. Passive coping
strategies are often considered to be ineffective. It makes sense that an individual with a
tendency to use them would not perceive themselves as coping well if the strategies they
use are ineffective. Likewise, this could result in less optimism about recovery time. These
findings should be interpreted cautiously as they were exploratory.

Treatment allocation was also observed to moderate the effect of expectations of
treatment on recovery status. These findings suggested that those allocated to
physiotherapy with low expectations of treatment benefit were at risk of LWS at 8 months
only. The importance of this finding is unclear as it may be spurious due to the very small
number of participants in the low expectations and physiotherapy group.

6.5.1 Potential implications for patient management
Assessing participants for the presence of these risk factors did not involve lengthy
questionnaires but used simple questions that could easily be asked in a clinical situation.
Clinicians could assess patients and identify those who hold potentially unhelpful beliefs
about their ability to cope or their expectations of outcome. These questions would also
provide a useful tool to open up discussion with the patient about how they are coping
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with their injury and their expectations for recovery. If participants hold unhelpful beliefs
then focused interventions to modify patient’s perceptions around these factors may prove
helpful in reducing long term disability.

Half of these participants received a package of physiotherapy treatment that reflected a
good quality physiotherapy intervention that is commonly delivered in an NHS setting. This
package was primarily a physical intervention (manual therapy and exercises) with the
additional of simple psychological and self management advice (203). However, no
difference in long term disability was observed between those who had a package of
physiotherapy and those who received a single advice session. A reason for this may be
that this traditional physiotherapy package did not focus adequately on some of the factors
that have been highlighted in this study. Interventions focused on improving the patient’s
ability to cope with their condition based on a cognitive behavioural (CB) approach have
proved to be affective in conditions such as LBP (284, 285). A more focused approach such
as a CB approach to improving coping skills (and discouraging the use of passive coping
strategies) amongst patients following a whiplash injury may be of benefit.

Similarly, modification of patient expectations of outcome may also be of benefit. This may
involve providing reassurance that patients will recover and promoting a positive attitude
to their recovery. Discussing treatment options with patients and assessing patient
expectations of treatment outcome could also be used to guide treatment choices.
Especially as at this time when no superior treatment has been identified then this may be
a useful strategy for improving patient outcomes.
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6.6 Pre-existing factors
Published systematic reviews have been divided over whether older age is a risk factor for
poor outcome (19, 20, 183-185). However, from this study, older patients appear to be at
risk of LWS and greater disability at follow up. At each follow up point, participants over 45
years of age reported NDI scores that were on average 4 to 5 percentage points higher
than younger participants (See Figure 30).
Figure 30 Mean NDI scores (SD) at follow up stratified by age
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A history of chronic widespread pain (CWP) was also identified as a risk factor but this was
not consistent. The criteria used were quite stringent so only a small number of
participants fulfilled the criteria which may have influenced the findings. It was the same
criteria used by Atherton et al (40) who reported it was a predictor of persistent neck pain
at 12 months follow up. Another reason that it failed to be predictive of outcome in many
of the analyses was that those participants with a history CWP also reported high levels of
baseline disability. CWP was highly predictive in several of the initial multivariable models
but when it was included in the final model with baseline disability it was no longer
significant.
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6.6.1 Potential implications for patient management
Age is not a modifiable risk factor. However, physiotherapists should be aware that older
patients are at risk of greater levels of disability and possibly in need of greater support
throughout the recovery phase.

Patients who present with a history of CWP are likely to present with a high level of
disability and need extra encouragement to return to their activities. This may particularly
be the case if they have developed unhelpful beliefs about pain (such as fear of movement)
due to their previous experiences. In these cases then patients may benefit from a CB
approach as discussed above.

6.7 The impact of increasing numbers of risk factors
The risk ratios associated with the number of risk factors present at baseline did differ
somewhat between the 3 follow up points. One reason for the differences in RR ratios is
that although, 5 risk factors were identified at each time point, they were not the same set
of risk factors although there were similarities (e.g. baseline NDI was present at al 3 time
points). However, a pattern of accumulation of risk was observed at each time point with
increasing risk of poor outcome each additional risk factor present at baseline.
Approximately 5% of participants with no risk factors were classified as non-recovered/LWS
at 4 and 8 months and 11% had LWS at 12 months. This is in comparison to approximately
60% of participants with 4 or 5 risk factors being classified as non-recovered/LWS at follow
up. The accumulative effect of increasing numbers of risk factors has been demonstrated
previously. Atherton et al (40) demonstrated a similar accumulative effect. This study
identified 5 risk factors for persistent neck pain at 12 months. 14% of participants with no
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risk factors developed persistent pain compared to 80% of those who had 4 out of 5 risk
factors (no participants had all 5 risk factors).

It had been hoped to be able to identify the combinations of risk factors that were most
likely to result in poor outcome. However, this was not possible as there were so many
possible combinations, many with very small numbers of participants, which made it
difficult to analyse in a meaningful manner. For example, when considering the 4 month
results there were 26 possible combinations of the 5 identified risk factors present amongst
the cohort.

6.7.1 Potential implications for patient management
As the NHS faces the ongoing challenge of providing patient care with limited budgets, the
number of risk factors could be used to guide clinical reasoning and treatment planning.
Patients who present with none or a small number of risk factors (i.e. 1-2) may benefit from
a less intensive treatment approaches such as the advice session provided in MINT. This
advice session proved to be as effective as a package of physiotherapy care for participants
in the trial. The advice session could be tailored depending on the risk profile of each
participant. For participants with a greater number of risk factors present then more
intensive treatments could be offered such as the CB approach described earlier.

6.8 Comparison between findings based on recovery status and NDI
with participant perceived improvement
When participant perceived improvement was used as the outcome measure for logistic
regression analyses the findings were considerably different to those based on recovery
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status or NDI scores. The 4 month analysis produced the most similar findings although
there were some important differences. When participant perceived improvement was
used as the outcome rather than a disability based outcome, the baseline NDI was no
longer predictive of outcome. However, another injury severity factor was found to be
predictive of participant perceived improvement suggesting that initial injury severity
remains an important factor even when alternative methods of measuring outcome are
used. However, this was only apparent at the 4 month follow up. Surprisingly no injury
severity factors were identified as predictive of perceived improvement in either the 8 or
12 month analysis. Predicted time to recovery and benefit of treatment emerged as risk
factors for poor outcome at 4 months which was in agreement with other analysis based on
recovery status and NDI scores.

There was little consistency between the different analyses at 8 and 12 months. Previous
neck pain and use of active coping were identified as risk factors for a patient perceived
improvement rating of the same or worse at 8 months. Neither of these factors was
identified in any previous analysis. The inclusion of previous neck pain as a risk factor may
have a similar mechanism as a history of chronic widespread pain which was also identified
as a risk factor based on the NDI scores. Those with a history of pain conditions may
experience central sensitisation enhancing their pain experience as well as demonstrating
established unhelpful beliefs and behaviours about pain. High use of active coping was also
identified as a risk factor for poor outcome which was surprising as it has previously been
suggested that the use of active coping strategies is advantageous (110) . The mean scores
of the active subscale of the coping strategy questionnaire for each group (better versus
same/worse) showed there was actually very little difference between the two groups with
those that rated themselves better having a mean score of 12.56/30(SD=5.35) compared to
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those who were the same or worse having a mean sore of 13.74/30(SD=5.59). The mean
difference between the two groups is statistically significant but the clinical importance of
this is unclear.

When considering the 12 months analysis, it was surprising that only one factor was
predictive of participant perceived improvement (predicted time to recovery) which was in
agreement with analyses based on recovery status and NDI scores. However, due to the
small amount of variance explained by the model it is unclear how important this factor is.

Generally the amount of variance explained by each model was small compared to that
explained by the models based on recovery status or NDI scores. At 4 months, the
identified risk factors explained between 8% and 12% of the variance in the model based
on participant perceived improvement compared to the model based on recovery status
where around 20% of the variance was explained. The amount of variance explained by the
models based on participant perceived improvement at 8 and 12 months was very small
explaining only 1-2% of the variance. The majority of the variance remained unexplained.
One reason for this may be that the factors measured in this study were not the types of
factors that are important when considering participant perceived improvement. If other
factors had been chosen then risk factors explaining greater variance in the models could
have been identified. However, it may also suggest that the outcome used was
problematic. The participant perceived improvement measured the perceived change
between one data collection point and another. This relied on the participant to accurately
recall their symptoms 4 months previously. This type of measure will be subject to recall
error. It may be postulated that this will be most accurate when asked at 4 months as the
biggest change in symptoms would be expected in this time period and, therefore, more
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easily recalled by participants. As demonstrated by the NDI scores a much smaller change
in symptoms was seen at the 8 and 12 months follow up which may make accurate recall
difficult. This maybe why the most variance was explained by 4 month model compared to
8 and 12 months.

The relationship between participant perceived improvement and change in NDI score was
examined and provided further evidence that participant perceptions of change may not be
accurate. This data demonstrated that participant perceptions of change in their condition
did not necessarily equate with changes in the NDI score. For example, at 4 months
participants who rated themselves as worse showed on average a very small change in the
NDI score which actually suggests they were the same. There was only low to moderate
correlation between participant perceived improvement and change in NDI scores. In
addition, the lack of agreement between participant perceived improvement and NDI
scores or recovery status that was presented in the results section, provides an explanation
for the different findings discussed. Generally these factors would suggest that the results
based on participant perceived improvement should be interpreted cautiously.

6.9 Methodological issues
The setting in which the participants were recruited may limit the generalisability of the
finding. Individuals presenting to an NHS ED will not reflect all individuals who sustain a
whiplash injury. In particular, those that went onto seek physiotherapy through step 2 of
MINT represent a subgroup of patients who had persistent symptoms 3 weeks post injury.
This will not be the case for all individuals who have a whiplash injury. However, the
participants included in this prospective cohort study are likely to reflect the type of
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patients that present to NHS physiotherapy departments making the findings and
recommendations applicable to that setting.

Another limitation of the study is the amount of missing data which may have introduced
some bias. Non responders tended to have slightly higher scores on FABQ and PCS which
may be one reason that these factors failed to be predictive of outcome as these
participants with higher scores were not included in the analysis. However, the sample size
included in the analysis was always >400 participants which is an adequate sample size for
the number of variables included in each model. The large sample size remains a strength
of the study.

Another consideration is the time lag between injury and data collection for the study. As
discussed earlier, patient symptoms may improve rapidly initially after injury so different
results may have been seen if data collection was closer to the time of injury. However, the
timing of data collection would be similar to the timing of physiotherapy treatment in the
NHS so it reflects the situation in which these study results would be applied in clinical
practice.

It should also be acknowledged that all possible factors that may influence outcome have
not have been considered. This is demonstrated by the fact that proportion of the variance
of the models remained unexplained. The models presented explained 20% and 40% of the
variance in the logistic regression models and linear regression models respectively. The
amount of variance of multivariable models that was reported by studies included in the
systematic review ranged from approximately 20%-60% but this was not always reported
(46, 47, 50, 52, 58, 62, 88, 92).The inclusion of other factors in the model may have
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improved the amount of variance explained. For example, the presence of cold
hyperalgesia has been shown to be a risk factor for poor outcome (41, 286). However, the
quantitative measurement of cold hyperalgesia requires the use of expensive equipment
that was beyond the scope of this research. Some new evidence has emerged since the
development of the study for which there is evidence of an association with LWS such as
causal beliefs of whiplash and ratings of helplessness (89, 92). Despite this limitation, the
factors included in the study were those based on the best evidence at the time which is
another strength of this study.

A separate analysis was carried out using the outcome at each follow up time point. There
are other ways that this data could have been analysed which may have yielded different
results. For example, a recent paper by Sterling et al (322) identified 3 different trajectories
of recovery following a whiplash injury and the baseline factors associated with
membership of these different trajectories. Patterns of recovery were also presented in
this thesis. Some important subgroups were identified within this cohort (e.g. those
participants who did not improve at any time point) so further analysis could be carried out
to identified the risk factors for membership of this subgroup.

Finally, this study was conducted within the context of a large clinical trial. The opportunity
to carry out a thesis in this setting has a large number of advantages. Firstly, it provided
access to a large number of participants enabling this study to have a large sample size
often not afforded to PhD studies. Collecting data from 599 participants would have been
impossible for one individual and assistance with data collection was provided by the other
research staff working on the trial. Data was collected from 12 centres across the UK
adding to the generalisability of findings to the UK population. There was also
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administrative support throughout data collection and follow up which ensured a good
response rate to follow up.

There were also some challenges to carrying out this study within the restraints of large
RCT. Any research carried out as part of this PhD needed to fit into the main trial protocol
which dictated the timing of data collection for both baseline and follow up data. There
were also limits to the amount of data that could be collected so as not to over burden trial
participants. In particular, follow up data was limited to the outcomes collected for the
main trial. However, the advantages more than outweighed these disadvantages.

6.10 Summary
The majority of participants who sought physiotherapy treatment following their injury
presented with a complex picture of physical and psychological symptoms. Many
participants experienced a reduction in neck related disability over the 12 month follow up.
However, there was a group of participants whose symptoms were resistant to
improvement. This suggests that current physiotherapy management was not effective for
these participants.

This prospective cohort study supports previous research that baseline symptoms and
disability are predictive of outcome in a whiplash population.

The psychological impact of a whiplash injury was demonstrated. There was further
support that an elevated stress reaction had an adverse effect on recovery. However,
effects were not as long term as suggested by other studies.
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The literature is currently divided over whether psychological morbidity is a risk factor for
poor outcome but this study provides support that it is an important factor to consider.
The impact of age on outcome is also inconclusive based on previous studies but this study
suggests it is an important factor to consider.

Beliefs about outcome also have the potential to impact of recovery. Beliefs about ability to
cope may also influence outcome in the short term. These types of beliefs are potentially
modifiable. The use of passive coping may moderate the impact of beliefs about outcome
and coping on outcome.

Factors that are often suggested as risk factors for poor outcome such as fear avoidance
and catastrophising were not found to be predictive of outcome. This suggests that
measures of fear avoidance and catastrophising are not able to identify patients with poor
prognosis.

Screening patients for risk factors early on after injury has the potential to guide the
treatments offered to patients. Treatment strategies that could potentially improve patient
outcomes include:


ensuring adequate pain relief early on after injury so that patients can return to
activities as soon as possible and reduce perceived disability



provision of reassurance early on to reduce psychological morbidity especially in those
patients who present with multiple symptoms



refer patients exhibiting signs of an elevated stress reaction for the appropriate
management
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address unhelpful beliefs about outcome and facilitate the use of effective coping
strategies through a cognitive behaviour approach which has been shown to be
effective in other conditions
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7.0 An exploratory interview study investigating patient
held beliefs about injury recovery following a whiplash
injury: methods

7.1 The importance of qualitative research
Evidence based healthcare is driven by quantitative research with the randomised
controlled trial advocated as the gold standard (287, 288). However, some argue that
quantitative methods do not provide the best way to study the non-quantifiable aspects of
patient care such as understanding clinical interactions or the emotional impact of illness
(288-290). Qualitative methods offer a different perspective to researchers by allowing
access to individual patients’ experiences of living with a particular condition or to be in a
particular situation (287, 288). This type of research has the potential to inform clinical
practice alongside quantitative methods or to identify future research questions (287, 288,
290). Clinical evidence can be strengthened when findings from both quantitative and
qualitative research are considered (sometimes referred to as triangulation) (288). In fact,
qualitative research may have an important role to play in understanding the findings of
quantitative research (289).

Despite the recognised importance of qualitative data in understanding patient
experiences, there are very few qualitative studies in the field of whiplash injury (291). It
was hoped that this qualitative study would supplement the quantitative measures that
had been taken and possibly reveal aspects of patients beliefs that questionnaires failed to
address.
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7.2 Aims
The aims of this qualitative study were:
1. To explore beliefs about injury and recovery held by individuals following an acute
whiplash injury.
2. To gain an understanding of factors that may potentially influence belief formation.
3. To compare the narratives of participants who were recovering well at interview
and those that were not.
4. To compare the results of this interview study to the prospective cohort study (this
is included in Chapter 10).

7.3 Methods
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 20 participants following attendance for
their physiotherapy treatments.

7.3.1 Sample
The interviewees were sampled purposively from five trusts local to the trial co-ordinating
centre for pragmatic reasons of time and cost (University Hospital Birmingham NHS Trust,
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust, Heart of England NHS Trust,
Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust and South Warwickshire NHS Trust).
Sampling aimed for equal numbers from each of the 4 possible treatment combinations so
as to cover the spectrum of experiences that were possible during participation in MINT
(Figure 31). As the study progressed the gender and Neck Disability Index (NDI) scores of
the participants were examined to ensure that the sample interviewed would reflect the
pattern of gender and NDI scores of participants in the prospective cohort study. This was
based on information from the first 500 recruits. If there was a choice of potential
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interviewees we aimed to select those who were most appropriate based on their gender
and NDI scores to ensure a similar profile to that of the main cohort study. NDI was chosen
as this was the baseline factor with the most evidence that it was a risk factor for poor
outcome. It was also felt it was important to interview both male and female participants
to enhance generalisability of findings.

7.3.2 Participant recruitment
Participants attended the research clinic where they were assessed and then consented (if
eligible) to take part into the Step Two of the trial. Potential interviewees were then invited
to take part in a semi-structured interview to be conducted on completion of their
treatment. Those who expressed an interest were provided with an additional information
sheet about the interviews. 25 trial participants were approached and all expressed an
interest in being interviewed. Attempts were made to contact all 25 potential interviewees
on completion of their treatment. Twenty-one patients were successfully contacted.
Interviewees were given a choice of venue for interview (e.g. home, ED department,
physiotherapy department) to make it as convenient as possible for the interviewee. Of
those successfully contacted one participant failed to attend for the interview with 20
participants attending for interview. Four potential interviewees were not contactable and
they failed to respond to messages left asking them to contact the trial team.
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Figure 31 Consort diagram for qualitative study
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7.3.3 The interview
Semi-structured interviews were carried out. Semi-structured interviews are the most
common way to collect data in qualitative research (292p7). In a semi-structured interview
the main questions are fixed but the interviewer should improvise follow up questions to
explore meanings and interesting topics that arise during the interview (292p7). The
interview schedule was developed following consideration of the aims of the interview
which in addition to the aims of the qualitative study for this thesis (See section 7.2) also
included gaining feedback from participants on the MINT interventions. The interview
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schedule was reviewed by other members of the MINT research team. The schedule was
then reviewed and piloted on the first participant. Some changes were made after this
initial interview. The interviews explored the participant’s experience of having a whiplash
injury. Open questions were used whenever possible to encourage participants to talk
freely about their experiences. Prompts were used to expand on questions to elicit
personal experience and opinions surrounding their experiences. See Table 101. Some of
the questions included do not relate to this thesis so are not reported on here.
Interviewees provided informed written consent prior to the start of the interview which
took no more than one hour and was recorded using a digital recorder (Olympus digital
recorder (DM-10)).
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Table 101 Interview schedule
As you know we are recording the interview today. If tell me anything that you don’t
wish to be included in the final recording then please let me know and we can discuss it
at the end.
1. Today we are mainly talking about the problems you had with your neck but it
helps to put your injury into perspective if I know a bit more about you. Would
you mind telling me about yourself?
2. How did you injure your neck?
3. Tell me about the symptoms that you experienced following your accident.
4. Did you know anything about this type of injury before you experienced it
yourself? Explain.
5. Initially when you had your injury how long did you expect it would take you to
recover? Why did you think this?
6. You attended A&E with your neck injury. Will you tell me about that?
7. Would you pass on this advice/information to a friend if they had a similar
injury? Why or why not?
8. You also went on to have a package of physiotherapy/advice session. Will you
tell me about that?
9. Would you recommend the physiotherapy treatment you received to a friend if
they had this sort of injury? Why or why not?
10. Have you seen anyone else about your neck problem?
11. Get patient to rate recovery – 0% = no better 100% = completely better
12. If not 100% recovered, what sort of problems are you still having?
13. What do you think is the key to getting over a whiplash injury?
14. What do you think your neck will be like a year from now? What is this based
on?
15. Is there anything else you want to tell me about your injury or the treatment
you received?
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7.4 Ethical approval
Ethical approval for this study was given by the Trent Multicentre Research Ethics
Committee (reference MREC/04/4/003) (See Appendix 6).

7.5 Analysis of interviews
Each interview was transcribed verbatim. Computer software (NVIVO version 7(293)) was
used to assist in carrying out the analysis.

7.5.1 Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
Analysis was done using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (294). IPA is
recommended as a suitable approach to investigate how an individual perceives a situation
or to explore the meaning of particular events, experiences and states for the individual
(295p51). It is thought to be particularly suited to exploring biopsychosocial theory that is
integral to understanding how patients deal with injury or disease (287). This approach has
been used successfully to describe the experiences of patients with musculoskeletal
problems such as chronic low back pain (296). IPA does not require the testing of a
hypothesis but allows the researcher to carry out exploratory work which reflects the aims
of this study (Smith and Osborn, 2003 p 53). IPA also allows the examination of similarities
and differences between participants which also suited the aims of this study (294p3).

IPA draws on different philosophical approaches. Firstly, phenomenology, which is
concerned with experiences and how an individual perceives them (294p21). This study
was concerned with the participants’ experiences of managing or attempting to mange a
whiplash injury. The participant provides an account of their experience and the researcher
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then attempts to attach meaning to the participant’s account and so the process becomes
interpretative. This is the second approach integral to IPA, hermeneutics, the theory of
interpretation (294p21). In the case of IPA the researcher is interpreting the participant’s
interpretation of an event (294p35). A third consideration of IPA is idiography which is
concerned with the particular (294p29). This means that IPA is committed to achieving an
in-depth analysis of each individual interview as well as providing analytical procedures to
move from the findings of single interviews to the collective findings of multiple interviews
(294p32).

In line with an IPA approach the following procedure was following during the analysis
(294, 295). The interview was listened to and the transcript was checked for correctness.
The transcript was then uploaded to the NVIVO programme (293) which was used to
manage the data. The transcript was then read through several times and preliminary
codes were applied to the text using the “free nodes” function of NVIVO. These codes were
then examined to look for connections between them and themes that were similar were
clustered together using the “tree node” function of NVIVO. These tree nodes were then
transferred into a table of themes which was used to assist in the analysis of subsequent
transcripts and to which new themes were added as they emerged. The process was
repeated for the remaining transcripts with ongoing reappraisal of the table of themes. On
the completion of this analysis NVIVO was used to generate reports that produced counts
of the themes identified as well as the supporting text from each participant. This
information was then translated into a narrative account and links were made to the
relevant literature to produce an interpretative account. This account included a
description of the identified themes and was supported by verbatim quotes. Participants
were given a pseudonym to protect their identity.
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How themes were identified

Participants produced rich data that covered a multitude of possible themes. In line with
the aims of this study the primary focus was on identifying themes related to patient held
beliefs about their whiplash injury and how this influenced the ways they managed their
injury. Themes that included the types of symptoms experienced and the impact of these
symptoms on their lives were also included to give context to the study.

7.5.2 Classification of recovery status at interview
To enable comparisons to be made between participants recovering well and those
recovering slowly participants were separated into two groups. Participants were asked to
provide a rating of their recovery during the interview (0% recovered = no better and 100%
= completely recovered). The original idea was to use these scores to separate participants
into two groups (recovering well and recovering slowly). However, it soon became
apparent that this was not straightforward. Participant ratings of recovery did not always
equate with the narrative that they provided when discussing their injury. Therefore, when
allocating the participants to the two groups their narratives about the continuing impact
of symptoms on their daily lives was also taken into account.

7.5.3 Strategies for reducing bias in qualitative research
Qualitative research is often considered to be less rigorous than quantitative research
(297). However, methods are afforded to qualitative research just as they are to
quantitative research to reduce bias and maintain scientific rigor (288, 297). The following
strategies were considered:
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Transparency: A well documented analysis is essential to reduce bias and a systematic
method of analysis should be used (297). IPA provides detailed guidelines to make the
analytical process transparent and reduce potential bias (287). Theoretical frameworks that
influence analysis should be spelled out (297).

Reflexity: Interpretation of data will be influenced by characteristics and experiences of the
researcher (297). It is important that this is recognised and that the researcher reflects on
these potential influences (287). The standpoint from which the researcher carried out this
analysis was primarily as a physiotherapist with experience of working with patients with a
variety of musculoskeletal conditions and with a strong interest in how patients manage
their own condition. This experience will have resulted in the formation of beliefs about
potentially helpful and unhelpful management strategies. If strong preconceived beliefs are
held by the researcher then this may introduce bias with the researcher trying to identify
themes that confirm these beliefs. Another potential influence was the results of the
prospective cohort study where certain factors had been linked to outcome. The
temptation to look specifically for the same themes that were investigated in prospective
cohort study needed to be avoided. Although, it was hoped to compare the findings of one
study to the other, if the themes were limited to those contained in the prospective cohort
study then there was a risk of missing important findings. Bracketing or “putting to one
side” is encouraged throughout analysis (287, 294p13). A concept developed by the
phenomonologist Hesserl, it refers to the researcher’s attempt to put aside their own
assumptions and preconceptions and make the participants’ accounts the primary focus
(287, 294p14).
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Counting: Detailed analysis is time consuming so relatively small numbers of participants
are usually involved (294p3). The sample size of this qualitative study was relatively large in
IPA terms. In larger samples, the reoccurrence of themes across the group is important and
counting the occurrence adds validity to the findings (294p106). A potential source of bias
in qualitative research is when a theme maybe very strongly represented in a couple of
cases leading the researcher to presume that it is more important than it is (298p263).
Counting up actual occurrence across all participants is one way to ensure that this does
not occur (298p263). Although, direct counts were not reported routinely, they provided
one indication of the relevant importance of one finding compared to others to help
identify the most important findings.

Look for exceptions: It is tempting to ignore or smooth over cases that may contradict a
particular finding (298p269). Ensuring that such cases are highlighted if present reduces the
risk of bias and may also lead to new theories or explanations adding to the depth of
analysis (298pp269-271).

7.5.4 Validity checks
IPA advocates a review of work by supervisors or colleagues to ensure that the account
produced is a plausible or credible one as another way to reduce bias (290, 294p183). The
aim of this peer review is not to produce consensus (such as inter-rater reliability in a
quantitative framework) but checking that the themes make sense when the transcripts are
examined (294p183-184). Another researcher will also approach the data from a different
standpoint and so offer new perspectives to the interpretation which can add further depth
to the analysis (297).
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Preliminary themes and a brief summary of findings for two participants were examined by
a colleague who had experience in carrying out qualitative research at doctoral level. The
findings were found to be credible and suggestions were made about other potential
interpretations. The main issue identified was that an unwieldy number of themes had
been used. Ways to combine themes to make the data more manageable were discussed
resulting in the reorganisation of themes. This feedback was considered further throughout
the remaining analysis.

7.6 Summary
This chapter has described the methods of the qualitative study. The results are presented
in the following chapter.
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8.0 The results of the qualitative study

8.1 Participant Characteristics
Tables 102 and 103 present characteristics of the participants. The participants in the
interview study appeared to broadly reflect the participants from the cohort study in the
majority of baseline characteristics including age, sex, injury severity factors (including
baseline NDI), psychological response factors and the majority of belief factors. Participants
were given a disability severity rating which was based on the NDI (208) and there was a
greater percentage of those in the interview group classified as severe compared to the
main trial. The main trial had a greater percentage of those classified moderate. The
remaining 3 categories were similar. There was a greater proportion of participants in the
interview study who reported previous neck pain compared to the main cohort study (15%
versus 7%). However, none of the interview participants were classified as having chronic
widespread pain which was reported in approximately 7% of the main cohort study. There
were some differences in treatment preferences observed between the two groups. Advice
was the preferred treatment for a small percentage of participants in the main cohort study
but not by any taking part in the interview study. However, a greater proportion of those
taking part in the interview study had no treatment preference compared to those in the
cohort study (60% versus 49%). There were also some differences observed between
treatment preferences and treatment received between the two groups. More participants
with no preference were randomised to advice in the interview study (35%) compared to
those in the main cohort study (35% versus 23.5%) but less participants who wanted
physiotherapy got advice compared to the main cohort study (15% versus 24%). Despite
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these differences, the participant ratings of predicted treatment benefit were very similar
between the two groups.
Table 102 Baseline characteristics of participants in prospective cohort study and interview
study.
Pre-existing factors:
Age
Sex
History of previous
neck pain (in the
month before injury)
Full fills the
Manchester
definition of chronic
widespread pain
Multidimensional
Scale of Perceived
Social Support
Injury severity
factors
Neck Disability Index
Modified Von-Korff
Pain Scale
Disability severity
(based on NDI
scores)

Physical symptoms
scale from the
Cervical Spine
Outcomes
Questionnaire
WAD grade at
research clinic
Total active cervical
ROM
Psychological
response factors
Impact of Events
Scale
General Health
Questionnaire-12

Prospective cohort study (n=599)
Mean(SD) or n(%)
39.9(13.1)

Interview study (n=20)
Mean (SD) or n(%)
42.5(11.7)

Female = 379 (63.3%)
Male = 220 (36.7%)
Yes = 44(7.3%)
No = 513(85.6%)
Missing = 42(7.0%)
Yes = 15 (2.5%)
No = 576(96.2%)
Missing = 8(1.3%)

Female = 12(60.0%)
Male = 8(40.0%)
Yes=3(15.0%)
No=17 (85.5%)

5.58 (1.3)

5.7(0.90)

41.8(16.2)

42.8(17.8)

57.31 (17.5)

56.7(15.9)

No disability = 0 (0%)
Mild disability = 5 (25%)
Moderate disability = 7 (35%)
Severe disability = 7 (35%)
Complete disability = 1 (5%)
5.37 (2.9)

No disability = 3 (0.5%)
Mild disability = 127 (21%)
Moderate disability = 266 (44%)
Severe disability = 155 (26%)
Complete disability = 48 (8%)
5.65(2.7)

WAD 1 = 84 (14%)
WAD 2 = 442 (73.8%)
WAD 3 = 73 (12.2%)
232.53 (67.1)

WAD I = 2 (10%)
WAD II = 17 (85%)
WAD III = 1 (5%)
215.20(68.9)

28.4(18.5)

29.61(16.1)

6.3(3.9)

6.3(4.1)

Yes = 0(0%)
No=20(100%)
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Belief factors
Fear-avoidance
beliefs questionnaire
(physical activity
scale)
Beliefs about neck
exercises following
whiplash injury
Pain Catastrophising
Scale
Expected time for
their recovery

Treatment
preference

Treatment
preference and
treatment received

Predicted benefit of
treatment
Perceived ability to
cope with neck
problem
Coping Strategy
Questionnaire
passive coping
subscale
Coping Strategy
Questionnaire active
coping subscale

Prospective cohort study (n=599)
Mean(SD) or n(%)
14.73 (5.6)

Interview study (n=20)
Mean (SD) or n(%)
15.65(4.9)

4.95(2.7)

5.05(1.3)

17.85 (12.8)

18.75(12.4)

2 weeks = 10(1.7%)
2-8 weeks = 160(26.7%)
2-6 months = 237(39.6%)
6-12 months = 91(15.2%)
More than a year = 18(3%)
Not sure I will recover = 76(12.7%)
Missing = 7 (1.2%)
Advice session = 24(4%)
No preference = 295 (49.2%)
Physiotherapy = 277 (46.2%)
Missing = 3 (0.5%)
Wanted advice – got advice = 14(2.3%)
Wanted advice – got physio = 10(1.7%)
No preference – got advice = 141(23.5%)
No preference – got physio = 154(25.7%)
Wanted physio – got physio = 134(22.4%)
Wanted physio – got advice = 143(23.9%)
Missing = 3 (0.5%)
7.12 (2.4)

2 weeks = 1(5.0%)
2-8 weeks = 7(35.0%)
2-6 months = 7(35.0%)
6-12 months = 2(10.0%)
More than a year = 1(5.0%)
Not sure I will recover = 2(10.0%)

3.68 (1.7)

3.45(1.7)

3.79(3.5)

4.15(4.4)

12.77 (5.5)

12.4(5.8)

Advice session = 0(0%)
No preference = 12 (60.0%)
Physiotherapy = 8 (40.0%)
Wanted advice – got advice = 0(0%)
Wanted advice – got physio = 0(0%)
No preference – got advice = 7(35.0%)
No preference – got physio = 5(25.0%)
Wanted physio – got physio = 5(25.0%)
Wanted physio – got advice = 3(15.0%)
7.00(1.9)
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Table 103 Study participants: individual characteristics
Participants allocated to advice session

Participants allocated to physiotherapy
package

Name

Age
(years)

Initial
NDI
Score

Level of
disability

Name

Age
(years)

Initial
NDI
Score

Level of
disability

Maria
William
Lisa
Sam
Zach
Steve
Catherine
George
Celia
Margaret

45
36
24
40
41
37
35
35
45
72

54
22
16
46
22
30
54
32
58
20

Severe
Mild
Mild
Mod
Mild
Mod
Severe
Mod
Severe
Mild

Connie
Louise
Emma
Gary
Carol
Caroline
Jane
John
Yvonne
Thomas

45
40
24
45
44
58
31
50
44
42

66
42
74
58
66
26
38
34
36
56

Severe
Mod
Complete
Severe
Severe
Mild
Mod
Mod
Mod
Severe

8.1.1.1 Advice session participants:
All participants receiving the advice session attended with a mean wait of 18 days (SD=11)
between randomisation and the physiotherapy advice session. Waiting times were similar
to the main trial (mean =18 days, SD= 13.8). Mean time between ED presentation and
attending the physiotherapy advice session was 50 days (SD =13.6), similar to the main trial
(mean = 49.7 days, SD =17.47). Mean time between ED presentation and interview was 84
days (SD= 18).

8.1.1.2 Physiotherapy package participants:
For the group randomised to the physiotherapy package, seven of the ten participants
(70%) interviewed completed their full course of treatment, two participants (20%) partially
completed treatment and one (10%) attended the initial assessment only. This attendance
pattern was similar to that of the main trial where 67% completed treatment, 15% partially
completed and 9% only attended the assessment session. The mean number of treatments
attended in addition to the assessment session was five (SD=3.7), somewhat larger than in
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the trial overall (mean = 3, SD=2.7). Mean wait from randomisation to first physiotherapy
appointment was 13 days (SD=12.2), similar to the main trial (mean=15 days, SD=13.4).
Mean time between ED presentation and starting treatment was 39 days (SD=18) which
was shorter than those in the main trial (mean=47 days SD=17). Mean time between injury
and interview was 120 days (SD= 28).

8.1.2 Timing and location of interviews
Interviews took place in a variety of locations (Interviewee’s home n= 8 (40%),
physiotherapy department n=9 (45%), Emergency Department n=2 (10%), work place n=1
(5%)). It had been hoped to interview participants on completion of their treatment and
this was the case for 17 out of the 20 interviewees. Due to time restraints 3 interviewees
(Louise, Emma, Thomas) who were receiving the physiotherapy package were interviewed
towards the end of their attendance for treatment. Interviews were carried out between
54 and 167 days post injury (mean= 101.75).

8.1.3 Mechanism of injury
All but two participants had sustained their injuries during a road traffic accident. One
participant (Sam) had sustained his injury in a work related fork lift collision and the other
(Emma) had been jolted forward when the bus she was travelling on stopped suddenly.
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8.2 The impact of sustaining a whiplash injury

8.2.1 Physical impact
The impact of physical symptoms was wide-ranging. Most of the participants reported the
onset of their physical symptoms immediately or very soon after their injury (n=16). Of the
four remaining participants, one participant reported their symptoms to have come on
hours later on same day. Two participants reported the onset of their symptoms the
following morning. One participant who had suffered neck pain previously (Margaret)
reported that she did not really notice her symptoms were noticeably worse until she tried
to return to activities she had not tried since the injury. This was also reinforced by
completing the initial MINT questionnaire several weeks after her injury.

Throughout the course of the interview participants described the symptoms they had
experienced from the time of injury until the time of the interview (i.e. not necessarily
present at the time of interview). All participants had experienced neck pain at some point
since their accident. A variety of other symptoms were also reported (Table 104).
Table 104 Range of symptoms experienced
Symptom
Neck pain
Shoulder pain
Headache/head pain
Leg pain
Low back pain
Arm pain
Chest pain
Paraesthesia/numbness in arm
Abdominal pain
Throat pain

Number reporting
20
9
9
6
4
4
3
3
1
1
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These symptoms interfered with different aspects of the participants’ lives and to varying
degrees. It included minimal interference:
“It weren’t a case where I was restricted as such. I was still doing my normal everyday
activities but I weren’t doing any heavy sort of work, lifting, I wasn’t doing any weights as
such so from that point of view I was still getting on with the work and driving as such.”
William
More extensive interference with activities was described by other participants:
“ I don’t like… its very rare that I’m ill and when I am ill I try and keep going with things and
so when I had the neck injury everything just stopped. Even doing my assignments for
university, it was in my head so my daughter had to do some of the typing because I
couldn’t type for long periods of time because of the way you hold your hands to the
keyboard. It was pulling my neck and even looking at the keyboard so I thought it would be
about two weeks so I was a bit disappointed that it wasn’t healing as fast as I thought it
would be.”

Catherine

The types of activities that were affected included recreational activities (n=14), work or
study (n=14), activities of daily living (n=11), family life (n=4), driving (n=3) and sleeping
(n=2).

8.2.2 Psychological impact
The impact was psychological as well as physical. The majority of participants reported
being affected psychologically by their injury in the immediate post injury period. Many
participants found the experience of sustaining a whiplash injury upsetting. Although not
asked specifically, the majority of the participants reported their psychological reactions
immediately following their injury (n=16). Participants gave descriptions of being “fired up”,
“shocked and scared”, “lost and confused”, “feeling teary”, “angry”, “emotions running
high” and “terrified”.
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The psychological impact continued after the immediate post injury period. Many
participants experienced psychological symptoms during the recovery period. Feeling down
or depressed at some point over the course of recovery was described by 11 participants.
This was for variety of reasons including dealing with symptoms, insurance claims and
being unable to do their usual activities.
“ It does…well, I’d be lying if I said it didn’t get you down a bit to start with, but it’s not just
the injury. It’s everything else that goes with it as well..............You know, like claiming for
the accident..”

George

Other participants described being worried or anxious (n=10). This worry or anxiety was
due to similar factors described above such as not being able to carry out their usual
activities or because their symptoms continued longer than they expected.
“I was very worried and very concerned because I have two children and I am a teacher and
I need to do my job properly.”

Connie

Other psychological responses reported less frequently included financial concerns (n=5),
anger related to their accident (n=4) and feelings of frustration due to symptoms being
ongoing or an inability to return to normal activities (n=3).
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8.3 Situation at interview

8.3.1 Recovery status at interview

One of the aims of this interview study was to compare the beliefs about injury and
recovery of those recovering well and those recovering slowly. These were primarily based
on the participant’s rating of recovery (See Table 105 (p290)). However, participant
perceived ratings of recovery did not always equate with the narrative that they provided
when discussing their injury. Lisa and John both rated themselves as 70% recovered but
had returned to all their usual activities. In contrast, Connie and Celia’s self-ratings of
recovering were similar to Lisa and John. However, both described considerable difficulties
with their activities. Such accounts within the narratives of participants were considered
when separating participants into the two groups. This resulted in 12 participants classified
as recovering well and 8 participants classified as recovering slowly. Apart from the
exceptions discussed already, those recovering well rated their recovery as higher than
those considered recovering slowly.

Those recovering well did not necessarily have complete resolution of symptoms or return
to full activities but were making good progress. Therefore, a proportion of participants
still reported difficulty carrying out activities at interview (n=12). However, only
participants who were considered to be recovering well had returned to all their usual
activities (n=8). Ongoing difficulties described by participants included difficulty with ADL
and recreational activities. These ongoing problems were more likely to be described by
those recovering slowly.
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Information was offered about work status by some participants. Five participants who
were all recovering well reported having returned to work and were able to do their normal
job. Four other participants stated they had also returned to work or study but were finding
it difficult due to their symptoms (recovering well=1, recovering slowly=3). Only two
participants stated they were not currently at work (recovering well=1, recovering
slowly=1). One was a teacher currently on summer holidays and planned to return in the
new school year. The other had been redeployed as her job was too heavy for her to
manage following her injury and she was due to start at her new job in the next few weeks.

It was common for participants to still experience some symptoms at interview even if they
were recovering well. Symptoms were reported by 18 participants and ranged from
occasional discomfort to more severe symptoms. Although, one participant who said he
was symptom free was taking one tablet a day to prevent the symptoms returning.
Participants also had their recovery status classified in the prospective cohort study and
these classifications are also included in Table 105.
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Table 105 Recovery status of participants
Recovering
well at
interview

Self rated
recovery at
interview

Cohort study classification system of recovery status
Non-recovered at 4
month follow up
(Yes/No)
No

LWS at 8 month
follow up
(Yes/No)
No

LWS at 12
month follow
up (Yes/No)
No

Maria

“Back to
normal”

William

95%

No

No

No

Catherine

85%

No

No

No

George

85%

No

No

No

Yvonne

95%

No

No

No

Lisa

70%

Yes

No

No

Jane

90%

Yes

No

No

John

70%

Yes

Yes

No

Steve

98%

Non-responder

No

Yes

Sam

95%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Gary

85%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Carol

85%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Recovering
slowly at
interview
Connie

65-70%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Louise

50%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Emma

60%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Celia

75%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thomas

60%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Caroline

50%

Yes

Yes

No

Zach

60%

Yes

No

No

Margaret

5%

Non-responder

No

No

The two classification systems were in agreement for some participants recovering well. 5
of the 12 participants (42%) considered to be recovering well at interview were classified as
recovered at all 3 follow up points according to the prospective cohort study. Another two
participants (16%) were recovered by the 8 month follow up point. Steve (n=1(8%) was also
recovered by the 8 month follow up but appeared to relapse at 12 months. Interestingly,
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Steve had suggested in his narrative that his neck may cause him problems in the future
due to a previous neck problem. One other participant (8%) classified as recovering well
was recovered by the 12 months follow up. The remaining 3 participants (25%) were
considered to be non-recovered or had LWS at all 3 follow up point. This is despite their
estimation at interview of being 95%, 85% and 85% recovered respectively.

The two classification systems were also in agreement for some participants recovering
slowly. 5 of the 8 participants (62%) considered to be recovering slowly at interview were
classified as non-recovered or having developed LWS at all 3 time points. Another
participant was non-recovered/had LWS at 4 and 8 month follow up but was recovered by
the 12 month follow up. Of the remaining participants, one was recovered by 8 month
follow up even though he rated his own recovery at interview as only 60%. The final
participant was rated as recovered at 8 and 12 months (non-responder at 4 months)
despite rating her improvement as only 5% at interview. This will be discussed in Chapter
10.

8.3.2 Psychological symptoms at interview
The psychological impact was ongoing for some participants and still apparent at the time
of interview. Five participants reported ongoing psychological problems that they related
directly to their accident and were possibly experiencing some degree of post traumatic
stress reaction. Two reported driving anxiety, one was experiencing nightmares and sleep
disturbance, another reported flashbacks and while the final participant began shaking
when talking about the accident. There was no difference between those recovery well
and those recovering slowly.
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8.4 Patient held beliefs about injury and recovery
The main aim of the interview study was to identify patient held beliefs about injury and
recovery and 6 major themes related to this were identified (Figure 32).

8.4.1 Managing a whiplash injury
Figure 32 Themes related to beliefs about injury and recovery: managing a whiplash injury

Patient held
beliefs about
injury and
recovery
Managing a
whiplash
injury

Key to
recovery

Hinder
recovery

Perceived
injury
severity

Prognosis

The first theme identified related to patient held beliefs was “managing a whiplash injury”
(Figure 32). This theme incorporated any data related to participant beliefs about managing
their whiplash injury or factors that influenced how they managed their injury. Within this
theme there were five subthemes (See Table 106).
Table 106 Subthemes related to “managing a whiplash injury”
Subthemes
“Managing a whiplash injury”
Attribution of recovery
Beliefs about activity
Self-efficacy
What is needed now
Personal situation
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8.4.1.1 Attribution of recovery
Definition:
Anything the participants suggested as being
helpful to their own personal recovery.

The participants described things that they believed had helped in their recovery. There
was a range of factors identified by participants and even those recovering slowly
suggested things that had helped them. All participants appeared to benefit from the
provision of exercises further endorsing the importance of exercise in the management of
whiplash injuries.

Both participants recovering well and those recovering slowly appeared to benefit from the
physiotherapy interventions that were offered as part of the trial. All participants but one
who received the physiotherapy package suggested it contributed to their recovery. This
participant (Gary) only attended his initial appointment and then failed to attend any more
appointments. The majority of participants who received the advice session (n=6/8) also
suggested that it contributed to their recovery.
“… that helped a hell of a lot and the exercise they gave me, bending my head and holding
my chin in, sitting up straight here and having them did help me.”
John (Recovering well (W)) commenting on the physiotherapy package

“I knew bits and pieces about it but it was for someone to actually go through and spending
a bit of time saying if you do this or have any concerns then you can start off with this basic
exercise and then move onto to the next level so in that sense I thought it was fairly good.”
William (W) commenting on the advice session

The importance of reassurance was more apparent in the narratives of those recovering
slowly compared to those that were recovering well.
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“I think it was, having that guidance and having someone there to say whether you are
actually, it is reassuring for somebody to say oh yes, that’s right that is how you should do
it. Or, that’s not quite right.”

Caroline (Recovering slowly (S))

In contrast, those recovering well were more likely to highlight the helpfulness of
medication to control their symptoms early on suggesting that effective pain control is an
important aspect of injury management.
““The pain was really bad. I mean, I had to have them tramadol and, um, they were
brilliant. As long as I carried on taking them I could actually do my normal work. It was still
slow but I could still do my normal work. I could actually move around. As soon as I stopped
taking them the pain was really bad again.”

Maria (W)

8.4.1.2 Beliefs about activity
Definition:
Beliefs about exercises or activity and their
role in the recovery process.

When considering beliefs about activity two themes that emerged were consistent with
Vlaeyen’s model of fear avoidance (See Figure 5): avoidant and confrontational beliefs and
behaviours (Table 107). Participants were not always consistent in their beliefs and
behaviours regarding activity. They often exhibited both avoidant and confrontational
beliefs and behaviours depending on the situation. There was also evidence that beliefs
and behaviours changed over time or in response to interaction with health professionals.
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Table 107 Beliefs about activity
Avoidant beliefs and behaviours:
Confrontational beliefs and
behaviours:

Any evidence of beliefs or behaviours that the
individual is avoiding activity or movement.
Any evidence of beliefs or behaviours that the
individual is confronting their injury by
attempting to exercise or stay active.

There was evidence that some participants were avoidant of movement or exercise early
on after injury. This was the case for both those recovering well and slowly.
“There was no way I could have done any form of exercise with my neck in those first days”
Jane (W)
Interviewer (I): Did you try any of the exercises from the book?
Respondent (R): I don’t think I did because I didn’t know whether I’d be doing the right
thing or the wrong thing and I thought I’d give it time to settle before I tried it. I didn’t try it
straightaway.

Louise(S)

Generally those participants who were recovering well demonstrated that they had
overcome avoidant behaviours, although, not necessarily all. For example, Sam had tried
the exercises and stopped as they were too painful. However, the physiotherapist advised
him to gradually build up his exercises and he was then happy to do them.
“I did about say 3 sessions of the 10s and then I didn’t do anymore until I see [physio] that
time and [physio] said to drop them down to what you feel comfortable with and I did it
that way”

Sam(W)

At interview he had returned to the majority of activities although he was still avoidant of
some specific activities (golf and swimming) as he was concerned trying them might set him
back.
“I know it is awkward to get the motion that I want, that I need to get and I don’t want it
upsetting anything else and putting me back a week or two.”

Sam (W)
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Avoidant beliefs and behaviours were more likely to be ongoing in those recovering slowly.
These participants continued to report behaviours at interview that indicated they were
continuing to avoid activities.
“I don’t do…like changing beds because…and you know…stuff that I can’t like pull up. I
can’t do it.”

Emma(S)

The biggest difference between those recovering well and those recovering slowly was
seen when examining evidence of confronting behaviours. Those recovering well were
much more likely to have started exercising or trying to stay active immediately following
their injury.
R: You know, I sort of got on with it myself. You know, I just wanted to, sort of, get back to
work and get back to normal. You know, I am just surprised about how long it has taken.
I: Did you try and do the exercises in the blue book?
R: I did my exercises and I did what they told me when I went to see the Physio. And I told
her all the exercises I was doing and she said that was great.

Maria(W)

Although, confronting behaviour was evident in a small number or participants who were
recovering slowly. Zach’s confronting behaviour was surprising due to his concerns over
the meaning of the pain he was experiencing (see below).
“I just decided to – well I have no cervical bone fracture and I would start exercising myself.”
Zach(S)
Participants’ beliefs about the meaning of pain are thought to be a driver for
avoidance/confrontation behaviours. Those who were recovering slowly were more likely
to equate the pain with harm or injury to tissues. Beliefs about pain may exhibit themselves
as catastrophic thinking. Evidence of catastrophic thinking was only seen in two
participants and both were both recovering slowly.
“..because I thought maybe I had a tumour, I am going to be paralysed”

Zach(S)
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“I think it was just because when you are in a lot of pain you are scared. You don’t want to
do too much because you think you must cause more injury and end up with an injury for
life.”

Connie(S)

Interestingly, although Zach showed evidence of catastrophic thinking he was not overly
avoidant of activity as demonstrated above. It may be in this case catastrophic thinking
contributed to his slower recovery via a different mechanism than the fear avoidance cycle
(such as increased anxiety).

Although not necessarily catastrophic thinking, some participants expressed beliefs about
their pain that resulted in them avoiding neck movements or exercises. Generally these
participants showed concern that pain equated to tissue damage and exercising could be
harmful. Evidence of these beliefs was more likely to be seen in those recovering slowly.
“I was scared of doing more damage than getting it right because of how much it hurt when
I move in certain positions.”

Celia(S)

Beliefs associated with fear avoidance were not necessarily the only reason for failing to
carry out exercises. One participant related that he did not do the exercises as he could not
see how they were help.
“Because of the pain I was in with my neck and everything I was feeling pretty low anyway.
I just didn’t bother. I just thought ‘Oh I just can’t see them helping’”

Thomas(S)
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8.4.1.3 Self-efficacy
Definition:
The participants’ confidence in their ability to
manage their condition

Higher levels of self-efficacy were observed in those recovering well. These participants
displayed greater confidence in dealing with or managing symptoms. They also sought
solutions which included accessing health care professionals but still acknowledged their
role in the recovery process.
“I thought one session was quite adequate because I needed the exercises and its only me
that can do them, so for me that worked fine.”
Lisa (W) commenting on the advice session she had received

Participants who were recovering slowly did not have the same confidence of those
recovering well.
“... just say ‘Am I still doing it right?’ and ‘Is my posture right and is my neck right?’ Yes, I
think so – just reassurance”
Louise(S) explaining why more physiotherapy was needed

Emma constantly referred to her need for reassurance and support.
“you see, in the [whiplash]book it says ‘Well you’ve got to start doing this and you’ve got to
start doing this.’ For me personally I think a third person should always be involved – me as
a person. I mean I felt… I couldn’t have done it on my own - simple.”

Emma(S)

Lack of confidence to carry out the exercises was seen in other participants who were
recovering slowly.
“I thought it would be quite nice to go back just for a short session to say – I think I am
standing the way you want me to but am I? Just so someone can say to you – yes you are
doing it right.”

Margaret(S)
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Connie reported a loss of confidence directly related to her whiplash injury. She explained
this loss of confidence:
“I think cause I am an independent woman and I am not used to other people doing things
for me and when I had the accident I felt like an invalid and I couldn’t do a lot and I had to
hire a gardener and I had to hire somebody to come and do my housework. I felt like
everything was gone and all of a sudden, you know, I was relying on people to do things for
me and I didn’t want it to stay for long. Um and of course, you fall into the trap of getting
on your feet and starting to do things and you realise that you that you are hurting yourself
more.”

Connie(S)

8.4.1.4 Personal situation
Definition:
Any factors related to their personal situation
that influenced recovery

One consideration was raised by participants who were recovering slowly regarding their
personal situation. Although this was only identified in a small number of participants it
may represent a barrier to treatment compliance that physiotherapists should be aware of.
This was the issue of priority. Some participants felt that they were unable to prioritise
resources such as time or money towards their own recovery.
“I’m not a selfish person and I feel like that would take up my time and money and costs
and I can’t think that’s… I can’t spend that money on me really when it’s quite expensive to
have treatments like that and I’d rather give the money to my children and the family to do
something together “

Louise(S)

Celia explains why she had failed to access physiotherapy treatment she had been offered
through her GP. This is despite her insistence it is what she need to recover.
“We had a big court case and I’ve had lots of things, I mean this court case has been like for
the last three years so we had a big court case the week before and it was a real big build
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up of three years going to court. Even my son attended so it was… I had to prioritise and we
had to go to this court case and then [Name], my son had his yearly review and all the
professionals were there so that had to be another priority so its… unfortunately sometimes
I have to come at the bottom of the list. It’s like I’m walking, I’m breathing and eating and
all the rest of it, its bugging me but sometimes you just have to put it to one side and
concentrate on other things”

Celia (S)

8.4.1.5 What is needed now
Definition:
Participants’ beliefs about what they still
needed to help their recovery or complete
their recovery

The majority of participants were asked what was needed to complete or further their
recovery (all but Maria and Zach). Not surprisingly those that were recovering slowly
suggested that more treatment from health professionals was needed. This may reflect the
fact that their own efforts had failed to alleviate symptoms and they were searching for
assistance from others. The types of treatment suggested included further physiotherapy
or alternative therapies such as massage or chiropractic treatment. For example, following
attendance for the advice session Celia repeatedly mentioned that physiotherapy was what
was needed.
“I eventually went and had the consultation and she said that I probably actually need
physiotherapy”

Celia(S)

In contrast, those recovering well were most likely to suggest that continuation of exercises
was the only thing that was needed. This may reflect that these participants had
successfully managed their symptoms with exercises and were happy to continue to do so.
Those recovering well were also more likely to suggest that time was needed to continue
their recovery and for some participants the only thing that was needed.
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“I’m not doing my exercises as much now to be honest with you because I don’t feel it needs
it. It’s just there. It’s like I’ve got my movement. I honestly don’t think there’s anything
further……that can be done. It’s just there now. It’ll go away in its own time basically.”
Gary (W)

8.4.2 Key to recovery
Figure 33 Themes related to beliefs about injury and recovery – key to recovery
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The second theme relating to beliefs about injury and recovery was “key to recovery”
(Figure 33). This theme was generated from participant responses to a specific question.
Participants were asked directly about the key to recovery and two main factors were
identified.

All the participants suggested behavioural factors (i.e. behaviours they engaged in) were
the key to recovery. Generally participants showed an awareness of current management
approaches with the majority of participants suggesting that exercises and activity were
important. When discussing the importance of exercise and activity a smaller proportion
of participant emphasised the need to a paced approach to exercising or balancing them
with rest.
R: Exercise – limiting the amount of exercise and don’t worry too much about it, but get
some good information so you can manage it and not overdoing it.
I: Yes and you think that that’s the main thing?
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R: Yes, because I used to be under the impression ‘Oh no an injury. Don’t do anything with
it. Rest it’, but you know…a limited amount of exercise does it good.

George (W)

The second most frequent behaviour suggested was to consult a health professional with
emphasis on getting the right advice or treatment. Participants acknowledged the expertise
of health professionals. Several participants went on to emphasise the importance of
actually following advice they were given. No difference was seen between those
recovering well and those recovering slowly.
“ Well I would just say from my point of view that it will get better with the right help and
support and to stay positive about it and not to just sit about and do nothing, but to try and
keep active and to take the advice of…you know, like a physio”
“That’s the specialist [physio] and that’s who needs to tell me what to do to help myself to
get better – not that they can do it for me, but they can give me the advice to help
themselves and I would say to people, stay positive, take the right advice and to follow it,
so… Not just say ‘yes’ and walk out of the door and not do it… “

Yvonne (W)

Cognitive factors (how participants thought about their injury) were also suggested as
being important. However, the same consensus was not observed when considering
cognitive factors. Cognitive factors were more likely to be acknowledged by those
recovering well possibly indicating greater insight into their impact on pain and recovering.
Eleven participants suggested that cognitive factors were important and the majority of
these were recovering well. A positive attitude that you would recover was the most
commonly suggested cognitive factor.
“You need perserverance. It is determination on your own part. You know not anybody
elses. If you haven’t got or you’re not determined, you ain’t have it in your head to get
better quickly then you are not gunna”

Maria (W)
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8.4.3 Hinder recovery
Figure 34 Themes related to beliefs about injury and recovery – hinder recovery
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The third theme relating to beliefs about injury and recovery was “hinder recovery” (Figure
34). This theme was also generated in response to a specific question. Most participants
were asked what could hinder recovery (in general) following a whiplash injury (n=16) and,
once again, behavioural and cognitive factors were suggested. No differences were
observed between those recovering well and those recovering slowly.

The most commonly suggested behaviour that could hinder recovery was failure to be
active or exercises. This, once again, indicated a general awareness that exercise and
activity were an important aspect of recovery. Behaviours that may impede recovery were
suggested by 9 participants and all suggested that being inactive could hinder recovery.
Participants referred specifically to not exercising, resting or failing to follow advice.
“Taking no notice of what you were told cause obviously if they’ve given you an exercise
and you’re not going back and doing them you’re not... you might not recover.”
John (W)
Eight participants identified cognitive factors (how participants thought about their injury
or recovery) that could hinder recover. The most commonly suggested cognitive factor was
a negative attitude.
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“People who look on things in a negative… with a negative outlook they’re not going to get
better. If you sit there and say ‘oh god I’m going to be like this forever’ you’re never going to
get better and you will be like it forever.”

Jane (W)

8.4.4 Perceived injury severity
Figure 35 Themes related to beliefs about injury and recovery – perceived injury severity
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The fourth theme relating to beliefs about injury and recovery was “perceived injury
severity” (Figure 35). Baseline injury severity as measured by the NDI was a predictive of
outcome in the prospective cohort study. When comparing the baseline NDI scores those
recovering slowly had slightly higher scores (mean=22.75, SD=10.5) than those recovering
well (mean=20.25, SD=7.6. However, when the participants’ perception of their injury
severity is considered, it was apparent that those recovering well were more likely to
suggest they had not perceived their injury as serious or severe.

Those participants recovering well were more likely to suggest they did not consider their
injury as serious or severe compared to those recovering slowly.
“It was…because I play sports I know what a tightness or an injury sort of the thing is, rather
than ‘Have I broken my neck’ sort of injury? So I wasn’t overly panicked by the fact that I
had pain in my neck and my head, so it was obviously a muscle sort of… So I didn’t want to
go in the ambulance, no but I did want to check that it wasn’t… They’d said at the
ambulance that it wasn’t anything overly serious.”

Yvonne (W)
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8.4.5 Prognosis
Figure 36 Themes related to beliefs about injury and recovery - prognosis
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The final theme relating to beliefs about injury and recovery was “prognosis” (Figure 36).
Participants who were recovering well tended to be more optimistic about outcome. This
optimism was further reinforced by seeing improvements in their symptoms. Those
recovering well were more likely to be optimistic from the start.
“It wasn’t anything bad or anything I worried overly about anything to be honest with you.”
Carol(W)

Initial concerns over symptoms were expressed by some participants who were recovering
well. However, these concerns had subsided by the time they were interviewed. These
participants were not necessarily symptom free but were optimistic they would continue to
recover.

George had initially been worried about the impact of his injury but at interview was
confident he would recover fully.
I: So where do you think you’ll be a year from now?
R: I don’t know – fully fit I hope.
I: Fully fit?
R: Yes.
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I: And what’s that based on?
R: Just how I am now really.
I: So because you’ve been making progress you expect you’ll continue to make progress
with that?
R: Yes.

George (W)

This was not the case for those recovering slowly. Many participants recovering slowly
expressed concern initially after injury and ongoing symptoms reinforced their worry or
concern. All but one participant who was recovering slowly expressed ongoing concerns at
interview.
I: Where do you think you’ll be, in terms of your neck injury, in say, a year from now?
R: I am hoping it will be gone but I don’t know. I don’t know cause when I came back from
holidays I felt really good, you know, not pain free but the pain was there I was aware of
it but it wasn’t as bad as it is now. Now, I am looking at the pain and I am experiencing a
lot of pain at the moment and I don’t know, as my physiotherapist said, it goes up and
down and sometimes you can have a week or two good weeks and then you go down
and then you go up. I don’t know where I am going to be. I am hoping that I will be stress
and pain free but I don’t know.

Connie(S)

The exception was Zach who had been very worried early on after his injury but at
interview was optimistic about recovery.
“Well I am a great believer in a day at a time. So as a day passes by I feel that, well,
eventually I will recover.”

Zach(S)

An important consideration was raised by participants when considering prognosis. Many
participants suggested they thought it would be a short recovery time and were surprised
about the ongoing nature of symptoms.
“I didn’t know much and I never thought of…that it was going to take so long and it was
going to be such a long process.”

Emma (S)
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This mismatch between expectations and experience was a source of concern for some
participants.
“I’ve found more about whiplash injuries via other sources available than I have from that
initial A&E thing because it… I read about whiplash injuries even though on… not the NHS,
the department of health I think it was. It will say it can last up to a year and plus and if I’d
known that at A&E I wouldn’t have felt so anxious after the first month or so thinking ‘well
why have I still got this, is it psychological, am I making it worse by doing… going back to
A&E?’ So if I’d know that it could be such a long process then I would have been less worried
about it.”

Catherine (W)

Being able to establish realistic expectations appeared to benefit some participants. Carol
and Caroline were reassured by the time frames offered them by the health professionals
that they consulted.
Caroline emphasised how helpful it was to discuss her expected course of recovery.
“It is really because at least then you know that you perhaps not being unnecessarily
pessimistic, that you know what to expect. I think it is helpful to discuss these things person
to person as opposed to just being left to get on with it and not really know and wondering
if you should go to the doctors, whether or not you should take the painkillers, that sort of
thing really.”

Caroline(S)

It had been suggested to Carol that it would take a number of months to recover and this
appeared to provide her with a basis for framing her expectations of recovery and
alleviated her concerns about ongoing symptoms.
I: And are you worried about it?
R: No because everybody has been really sort of positive and this is a natural progression.
The doctor … the physiotherapist sort of said… ‘this is a natural progression and you’re
doing everything you should be doing so it should be ok’ and the doctor at the insurance
said ‘this is quite normal, what you’re going through is quite normal.

Carol (W)
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A wide range of time frames for recovery were suggested to participants by health
professionals. Participants reported being given time frames of a few weeks to 18 months.
Although, generally an optimistic outlook is important, unrealistically short time frames for
recovery may not be helpful.

8.5 Belief formation
Another aim of this interview study was to gain an understanding of how participants
formed beliefs about injury and recovery. There were a range of factors identified that had
potentially influenced these beliefs and subsequent behaviour. These factors were
separated into two themes: past experiences and current experiences.

8.5.1 Past experiences
Many participants’ beliefs and behaviours were influenced by their past experiences. The
impact of past experience varied from person to person. For many participants past
experiences of injury and illness impacted positively on the way they managed or thought
about their injury. This was more likely for those that were recovering well.
“If I can get over that [previous injury] and being in a wheelchair and stuck I can get over
anything”

Carol (W)

“I just get on. I mean with other things at the moment I’m the same. I have an in grown
toenail at the moment it is ‘Get on with it. Pull yourself together and get on with it.’ That’s
something different, but she ends up… If I’ve got an infection, ‘Get on with it. Take a couple
of paracetamol and get on.’ Now that’s me.”

Gary (W)
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Past experiences also contributed to participants’ understanding of pain. Yvonne related
how her experiences of managing netball injuries had given her understanding of the
meaning of pain and she was not fearful of pain or re-injury.
“I’ve done sports and I know that sometimes you will get a little bit of pain but you don’t
stop the minute it hurts. You’ve just got to move on a little bit and try and test it out really”
Yvonne (W)
Some participants reported that they utilised management strategies they had used for
past problems.
“I was doing exercises before I saw you, which I was instructed to do five or six years ago
when I had the last accident.”

George (W)

The positive impact of previous illness or injury was more likely to be observed in those
recovering well. However, there were some examples of how past experiences had helped
those recovering slowly to manage their symptoms. Two participants recovering slowly
related how they used strategies for managing pain they had found helpful in managing
previous injuries. Both participants had experienced long term pain problems with neck
pain.
“..since the first accident I have always tried to have carrier bags of equal weight basically
and if I am carrying a single object that is heavy I try to hold it up here near to my chest. Try
to take the weight off so my arms aren’t pulling down.”

Caroline(S)

Past experiences also had the potential to have a negative impact on how participants
managed or thought about their injury. For some participants (n=2) previous experience of
a whiplash injury appeared to add to their concerns over their symptoms.
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George describes how concern over his symptoms prompted him to go to the ED.
“Because I’ve been in that situation before. Unfortunately I was a passenger in a car and
we had somebody pull out on us and I just wanted to get it checked out basically.”
George (W)

A previous whiplash injury also influenced expectations of recovery for some. For example,
Steve thought in view of his previous injury he may not get back to 100% and there was a
possibility of future problems although he was recovering well.
I: And what’s going to get you that final two per cent?
R: I don’t think I will get it back.
I: Why is that?
R: Because…it might be because I think I have to give leeway for anything to happen with it
if that is going to have any future effect on me…you know…I don’t know what ligaments
may have been damaged.
I: Is that because you’ve had the problem before in your neck?
R: Yes, so I think that probably would have damaged something within me…you know…that
my body’s not telling me yet, so I am not encouraged about that, yes.

Steve (W)

Past experienced could also contribute to unhelpful beliefs about pain. Louise described
her experiences of LBP which may have contributed to fear avoidant behaviours with an
underlying fear of re-injury being suggested here.
“I’m very careful with the way I move with my lower back because I’ve had a few trapped
nerves as well over the years”

Louise (S)

Other types of past experiences such as professional experience also had the potential to
influence beliefs about pain. Zach’s previous experience as a nurse had a strong influence
on how his thinking and may have contributed to his catastrophic thinking demonstrated
earlier.
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”Maybe if I were a lay person probably I would be better. I don’t know if the understanding
and as a professional you know, you think a lot of things and you sometimes wonder and
psychologically you say, because I have a friend of mine who is paralysed now because of a
vaccine he was given. He was given combined vaccines when he was ???????? and got
paralysed because he reacted to polio so you look at him in a wheelchair and you think. This
back. I might end up in a wheelchair. So psychologically you know your mind is not at rest.”
Zach (S)
However, this experience also influenced his behaviours as knew to do neck exercises and
did not feel the need to consult the ED information he was given.

Past experiences had the potential to influence the treatment participants sought for their
injury. A small number of participants related how past beneficial experiences of
physiotherapy had prompted them to seek physiotherapy treatment through the trial.
Although, generally participants found the physiotherapy interventions offered by the trial
to be helpful, there was one example of how previous experiences of physiotherapy
contributed to dissatisfaction with the trial treatment. Celia (recovering slowly), was
unhappy with the advice session she had received as she felt that she needed “hands on”
treatment. This was based on a very strong belief that physiotherapy was what she needed
to recovery. This belief appeared to have developed following the rehabilitation she
underwent following a serious injury which left her with ongoing pain. She reported little
benefit from advice session she received.
I: You’ve obviously had quite positive experiences with physiotherapists in the past from the
sounds of things?
R: Yes and especially the [local hospital]. They’ve been really good because they’d got me
from being in full plaster up to my hips on both legs and two crutches, actually a Zimmer
frame, to actually walking. They have been… I didn’t know what physiotherapy was until I
went there and its not just the exercises it is the people themselves that take time and
actually speak to you as person not as a number and that made a great difference.
Celia (S)
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8.5.2 Current experiences
Within the theme of “current experiences” three sub-themes were identified: health
professionals, family and friends and the symptoms experienced.

8.5.2.1 Health professionals
Health professionals appeared to exert considerable influence over the way that
participants thought about or managed their injury. The majority of participants suggested
they were influenced by the trial physiotherapists.
“and so it’s only since I’ve been coming to see [physio] that I’ve started sort of doing the
exercises.”

Thomas(S)

The influence of physiotherapist was generally to promote the return to activity and
exercise. One exception was observed. One participant suggested that the physiotherapist
reinforced her belief that a full course of physiotherapy treatment was what she needed to
recover.
“...the lady [physio] said that… at [the hospital]... that I needed some physiotherapy just to
get that stiffness.”

Celia(S) allocated to advice session

The GP was another source of advice and a proportion of participants suggested that the
GP influenced how they thought about or managed their injury. Participants reported that
GPs provided a variety of advice ranging from the encouragement of activity and exercises
to advising time off work.
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“...the GP said get movement back in my neck by holding on either side of your head and
manipulating… not manipulating but gently move my head up and down, side to side so I
could exercise the muscles.”

“She [GP] didn’t recommend me going to work.

Catherine (W)

Emma (S)

Participants were also influenced by the ED doctor. One difference observed between
those recovering well and those recovering slowly was their response to the advice given in
the ED. Only participants recovering well (n=5) reported that the ED doctor had been
influential in encouraging them to stay active or exercise. These participants all attempted
to be active or carry out exercises early on after injury following this advice.
“I thought I would get a collar and stuff but the woman doctor explained to me that they
are trying not to use them because they want you to get on as best as you can with your
normal life cause if it is still in the thing then it is not healing as well as it would be just
going about your normal day to day duties sort of thing.”

Sam (W)

Another way that the ED consultation influenced participants was in the provision of
reassurance that a serious injury had not been sustained (i.e. no fracture or dislocation).
This was appreciated by participants in general.
I: Did you feel reassured that there wasn’t anything serious going on after your visit?
R: Yes, I mean…you know…if the doctor tells me that it’s nothing serious then I’ll just take
their word for it. At the end of the day, that’s what their profession is and they’re the
experts, so I just followed the advice I was given.

Yvonne (W)

The ED consultation also influenced healthcare access with a small number of participants
consulting their GP on the advice of the ED doctor to consult their GP.

It was reported that health professionals in general were a source of information which
influenced expectations of recovery as outlined in the prognosis section (Section 8.4.5).
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“I saw my GP and he said to me that some people suffer, that whiplash, can take up to 18
months. Well, now I can see that he was right and I have spoken to some people that have
had it before and it is over 2 years and I now know that the doctor was right.”

Connie (S)

8.5.2.2 Friends and family
Friends and family also appeared to influence participants in general. A small number of
participants reported that friends and family encouraged them to exercise or be active.
“I’ve got a friend who’s like an occupational therapist and I saw her 2 days afterwards and
she was the one… because at first I didn’t want to move my neck because it really hurt. She
came round to see me and she said off the record… you know, she showed me the exercises
and she said ‘if you don’t exercise you’re going to have more problems in the long term’.
She said ‘they’re most probably the exercises that the hospital would advise me in any case’
so she showed me what I was meant to be doing.”

Celia (S)

However, others reported that friends and family encouraged inactivity or avoidance of
activity.
“He’ll say ‘Don’t lift that. It’s no good for your neck and your back’ or the children…you
know… ‘Don’t climb over mummy’ as I usually do and I usually give them piggy backs and…
So yes, he’s just been more aware of it.”

Louise(S)

Friend and family were also a source of concern for a small number of participants.
“...because all of the horror stories I’d heard [from friends] had lead me to believe that I’d
never be normal again.”

Jane (W) relating how friends caused her to worry
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8.5.2.3 The symptoms experienced
Another major influence on beliefs and behaviours were the symptoms experienced by
participants. The pain experienced by participants had the capacity to shape their beliefs.
Some participants described how their experiences changed their perceptions about
whiplash injuries in general.
“To be honest all I thought I knew about whiplash injuries is its something people make up
after they’d been in a car crash to claim money off people. I thought ‘oh god yes they’re sat
there going ‘oh, ouch I’ve got whiplash’’ and I thought ‘its not going to hurt anyone’. I was
sadly completely wrong and I’ve never experienced anything so… you know, like you have
little pains that last for a short… or big… you know, the pain level is high but only lasts a
short amount of time. This was like a really quite high pain level that just lasted and
wouldn’t go away. I mean like now it is like two and a half months and I still… I’m still… you
can still tell its there.”

Jane (W)

The ongoing nature and/or severity of symptoms experienced also changed expectations of
recovery for some participants. This participant had expected to recover in a week or two.
I: By this stage had you changed your thinking about how long it might take you to recover?
R: Yes because it had been a little while by that point and I still was obviously in some
discomfort with it. I mean I’d been… I can’t remember how long it was afterwards. It must
be about a month.

Lisa(W)

For a small number of participants the pain experienced was described as the trigger for
avoidant behaviour and catastrophic thinking.
“Once like I said, I turned quick to see a friend and it like, they were taking the mickey out of
me behind me and one is on one side and the other one is the other side and they digged
me in the ribs so I turned and quickly and my neck cricked again and I got the burning. Oh,
no, I ain’t doing that again so I don’t want to put anything in the way of the healing
process.”

Sam (W)
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“I had this terrible pain and I thought I was going to be paralysed really because to bend – I
could not – it was like someone is stabbing your spine you know.”

Zach(S)

In those participants recovering well a reduction in symptoms influenced how they
managed their injury. Experiencing symptom improvement provided positive feedback
about the management strategies utilised, increased their confidence in their ability to
return to activities and alleviated concern. In those recovering slowly, the ongoing
presence of pain, further reinforced avoidant behaviours or concerns over recovery.
“To be fair, after the first few hours after I took the pain killers I weren’t too bad sort of
thing so I thought, oh well, if it is going to be a long term, like more sort of fatal, then if
obviously would have lasted a lot longer. Because the pain killers were helping I thought,
well it ain’t a long term thing.”

William (W)

8.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the results of the qualitative study. A summary of key findings
is as follows:
The impact of a whiplash injury is psychological as well as physical.
Reassurance was an extremely important aspect of management in the ED as well as during
subsequent physiotherapy treatment.
The importance of helping participants to form realistic expectations was emphasised.
There was consensus that exercises were the key to recovery which indicated a general
awareness of current management strategies.
Features seen in those participants recovering well:


More likely to acknowledge the impact of cognitive factors on recovery.



Had greater confidence in their ability to manage their symptoms and more likely
to have started exercises on their own.
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More likely to suggest they had not perceived their injury as serious or severe.



Improvement in symptoms resulted in greater confidence and provided
reassurance.



Were more optimistic about their recovery.

Features seen in those participants recovering slowly:


Although the majority of participants found the trial treatments helpful, those
recovering slowly placed greater emphasis on the helpfulness of reassurance.



Had less confidence in their ability to manage their own symptoms and placed
greater emphasis on seeking more treatment from other professionals.



Fear avoidance beliefs and behaviours were common early on in those recovering
well and slowly but were a persistent feature of those recovering slowly.



Were more likely to associate pain with doing harm or damage.

Beliefs and behaviours were influenced by past and current experiences:


Previous injury or illness influenced how participants thought about and managed
their injury.



The actual experience of having a whiplash injury shaped beliefs and behaviours.



Health professionals were extremely influential



The symptoms experienced also influenced beliefs and behaviours and may
contribute to the formation of unhelpful pain related beliefs such as fear avoidance
beliefs.
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9.0 Discussion - qualitative study
This chapter will discuss:
1. Considerations for patient management based on the findings of the qualitative study.
2. Methodological issues related to the qualitative study.

9.1 Considerations for patient management
9.1.1 Understanding the impact of a whiplash injury
The types of physical symptoms experienced by participants following their whiplash injury
were similar to those generally described in the literature (7p102). The impact of symptoms
on activities was wide-ranging although generally improvement was seen from onset to the
time of interview. However, some participants experienced ongoing symptoms that
continued to impact on their lives despite receiving physiotherapy treatment. This
indicates that for a proportion of patients the present management of whiplash injuries
could be improved upon. A better understanding of the psychological impact of injury may
be of benefit.

The majority of participants reported being affected psychologically by their injury in the
immediate post injury period. Health professionals working in the ED who deal with
patients immediately following such injuries should be aware of this. The provision of
reassurance early on appears to be an important aspect of ED management and the impact
of this should not be overlooked. Participants experienced worry or concerns over ongoing
symptoms. Reassurance was also a very important aspect of the physiotherapy treatments
provided to participants.
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The psychological impact of a whiplash injury has been reported in a previous qualitative
study. Russell and Nicol (291) explored the experiences of whiplash patients and the GPs
they consulted. This study described how patients were clearly distressed following their
injury but this was not necessarily recognised by the GP they consulted. However, there
was also evidence that patients benefited greatly when reassurance and support was
provided (291).

9.1.2 Self-efficacy as a model for facilitating self-management and recovery
Many of the themes related to beliefs about injury and recovery provided insight into the
participants' ability to self manage their condition. Physiotherapists have an important role
in encouraging and equipping patients so that they have the confidence to self-manage
their injury and facilitate their own recovery. There was consensus that exercises and
maintaining activity were vital factors in managing a whiplash injury. This indicated a
general awareness of current management strategies by all participants. However,
participants recovering well had greater confidence in their own ability to manage their
symptoms. The concept of self-efficacy (outlined in Chapter 2) provides a useful frame
work to consider several of the features that separated those improving well from those
improving slowly.

Participants who were recovering well were more likely to have exhibited confrontational
beliefs and behaviours right from the start. It is possible that this is a result of the greater
level of confidence they had to manage their own symptoms. Those recovering well
appeared to have had greater benefit from their ED visit. Only participants recovering well
reported that they commenced exercises on the advice of the ED doctor. Although this was
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not asked specifically it suggests that the ED consultation resulted in these participants
having the confidence to commence exercising. Early commencement of exercises is
thought to have a beneficial effect on outcome and participants were receptive to this
advice in the ED. Health professionals who see participants early on after injury should be
aware of their potential impact and provide appropriate reassurance and encouragement
to ensure patients have the confidence to commence exercises. This could be as simple as
making sure the patient can carry out the exercises they are given by taking the time to
demonstrate them.

An interesting finding was that those recovering well were more likely to highlight the
helpfulness of medication to control their symptoms early on. This suggests that effective
pain control is an important aspect of injury management. The use of simple analgesics to
control pain is a recommended part of treatment (279). Ensuring that patients have
adequate pain control is one way to ensure they are able to stay active and carry out
exercises which may contribute to greater self-efficacy and successful self-management.

In those participants recovering well a reduction in symptoms influenced how they
managed their injury. Experiencing symptom improvement provided positive feedback
about the management strategies utilised, increased their confidence in their ability to
return to activities and alleviated concern. The process of seeing improvements may in
itself lead to greater self-efficacy. As suggested by Bandura (64) and Turk (76) performance
accomplishment is thought to be the greatest impact on establishing and strengthening
self-efficacy. Those participants who are on a path to improvement will grow in confidence
as a result of this experience. This idea is supported by the fact that those recovering well
were most likely to suggest that continuation of exercises was the only thing needed to
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help them to fully recover. This reflected that these participants had successfully selfmanaged their symptoms with exercises and were happy to continue to do so. Participants
recovering well were also more optimistic about their recovery. Experiencing improvement
in symptoms not only improved confidence but also contributed to increased optimism.
These findings highlight the importance of finding ways to improve the patient’s confidence
to deal with their symptoms and encourage self-management.

Those recovering slowly appeared to have less confidence in their ability to manage their
own symptoms. The importance of reassurance from health professionals was more
apparent in their narratives. They placed greater emphasis on seeking further treatment
from health professionals which may reflect the lack of success they had experienced in
alleviating their symptoms themselves. Failure to see improvement will further reinforce a
lack of confidence to deal with symptoms (76). For those recovering slowly, ongoing
symptoms also reinforced their worry or concern. It is also suggested that self-efficacy
determines how long an individual will persist with coping behaviours (64). Patients who
are struggling to recover may require extra encouragement and reassurance to persist with
self-management strategies such as exercises when they do not see immediate benefit.

9.1.3 Understanding pain
It was expected that avoidance beliefs and behaviours would be more prevalent in those
recovering slowly. However, this was not the case. Avoidance of movement and activity
early on after a whiplash injury was a common and understandable reaction to the pain
observed in both participants recovering well and slowly. However, it is when avoidance
beliefs and behaviours become ongoing they become problematic (130). Ongoing
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avoidance beliefs and behaviours were more common in those recovering slowly. Those
recovering well were more likely to overcome their avoidance beliefs and behaviours.

An individual’s understanding of the meaning of pain is thought to be a driver for
avoidance/confrontation behaviours (101). The actual pain experienced has the potential
to influence beliefs and behaviours. Those who were recovering slowly were more likely to
equate the pain with harm or injury to tissues. In contrast, those recovering well were
more likely to suggest they had not perceived their injury as serious or severe potentially
making them less likely to be fearful of exercise or activity. These differences in
perceptions of injury severity were despite there being very little difference in baseline NDI
scores between the two groups. One useful strategy for facilitating patients to overcome
avoidance beliefs and behaviours may be to identify any unhelpful beliefs about pain. Pain
is a complex phenomena and improving the patient’s understanding of the pain they are
experiencing is thought to improve outcomes in pain conditions (299, 300p111). Unhelpful
pain beliefs need to be addressed to remove the fear of exercise or activity. This is
potentially an important strategy for improving the patient's ability to self-manage their
condition. Unhelpful pain beliefs appear to be modifiable as examples of how beliefs and
behaviours changed were observed in this study. Changes in these types of beliefs have
also been reported in studies investigating LBP (301, 302).

Catastrophic thinking is essentially the misinterpretation of pain. Evidence of catastrophic
thinking was observed in two participants and both were both recovering slowly. However,
it is important to highlight that although catastrophic thinking may be a driver for
avoidance behaviours this is not always the case. Catastrophic thinking was not always
linked to avoidance behaviours as demonstrated by one participant (Zach). It is possible
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that catastrophising may work via other mechanisms to influence outcome (e.g. increased
anxiety) so still needs to be addressed. Similarly, beliefs associated with fear avoidance
were not necessarily the only reason for failing to carry out exercises. One participant
(Thomas) related that he did not do the exercises as he could not see how they would help.
It should not be presumed that all participants who are non-compliant with
exercises/treatment are fear avoidant and reasons for non compliance should be explored.
Another consideration was raised by participants recovering slowly. This was the issue of
priority. Some participants felt that they were unable to prioritise resources such as time or
money towards their own recovery. This may be an important barrier to treatment
compliance that physiotherapists should be aware of when dealing with patients who
appear to be non-compliant with treatment.

When considering the complexity of pain, it was also noted that participants recovering
well were more likely to acknowledge the impact of cognitive factors on recovery than
those recovering slowly. This may possibly indicate a greater insight into link between
cognitive factors and pain that are thought to exist (300p80). Gaining insight into the
patient’s understanding of the way their cognitions and pain interact may be another way
to improve the patient’s understanding of pain and facilitate recovery.

9.1.4 Optimistic but realistic expectations
Health professionals have an important role to play in helping patient’s form realistic
expectations of recovery. Although, generally an optimistic outlook is important,
unrealistically short time frames for predicted recovery were not helpful to participants.
Once again, reassurance that symptoms will improve is important. This needs to be
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balanced with an understanding that that improvements may occur over a number of
weeks or months depending on the individual presentation. Physiotherapists could easily
discuss with the patient their expectations of recovery during the initial physiotherapy
assessment and then provide appropriate education and advice based on these
expectations.

9.1.5 Understanding belief formation
Understanding how patients form beliefs about injury and recovery is important. Health
professionals exerted considerable influence over the way that participants thought about
or managed their injury. The beliefs held by health professionals have been shown to
influence the information they provide to patients (303). Health practitioners who express
beliefs that avoidance of work and activity may help recovery from back pain are more
likely to advise patients to take time off work (304). Health professionals must ensure they
are conveying the appropriate messages to patients based on the latest knowledge
regarding pain and injury (305).

Another major influence on beliefs and behaviours were the symptoms experienced by
participants. The pain experienced by participants had the capacity to shape their beliefs.
Some authors have suggested that preconceived cultural expectations of whiplash injuries
are important factors in outcome in WAD (306). However, this was not evident in this
study. Many participants had no idea what to expect and others reported that
preconceived ideas were altered in response to the symptoms experienced.

It was also apparent that past experiences are extremely influential. Those recovering well
suggested that the way they had dealt with past injury or illness impacted positively on
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how they managed this injury. The impact of past behaviours has been demonstrated in
relation to exercise behaviour where past exercise behaviour has been shown to moderate
current exercise behaviour (307). Azjen (308) proposes that past experiences influence
beliefs about behaviour which will determine behaviour. Understanding how patients have
dealt with injury and illness in the past may help to identify potentially unhelpful beliefs
and behaviours or potential barriers to recovery.

9.2 Methodological considerations
It is an acknowledged limitation of qualitative research that small sample sizes (compared
to quantitative studies) results in limited ability to generalise findings to wider populations.
However, the sampling method used aimed for maximum representation of the
participants included in the larger prospective cohort study. On examination of baseline
characteristics those included in the interview study appeared to broadly reflect those
included in the prospective cohort study in the majority of factors. Also, generalisability is
not necessarily an aim of IPA. One key feature of IPA is to identify issues or raise questions
that may not be identified through quantitative methods. This study has achieved this.
Important issues have been raised including the need to understand both the physical and
psychological impact of whiplash injuries on patients, the need for facilitating realistic
patient expectations of outcome, the role of fear avoidance in maintaining disability rather
than predicting outcome, the need to address beliefs about pain and the overwhelming
importance of reassurance.

One limitation of the study is that the interviewer was also responsible for assessing and
randomising participants into Step 2 of MINT. This may have resulted in participants being
reluctant to provide any criticism of the trial treatments. In addition, there was a significant
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time lag between injury and interview which may have affected the participants’ ability to
recall their symptoms, their thoughts/concerns in the immediate post injury period or the
progress they had made. However, many participants did provide detailed accounts of their
experiences from early on after their injury to the time of interview.

It was demonstrated that beliefs and behaviours change over time in response to
symptoms and interaction with health professionals (i.e. some participants overcame fear
avoidance beliefs and behaviours). Therefore, the timing of interview had the potential to
influence findings. There was a difference in the timing of interview between the two
treatment arms. Advice participants were interviewed earlier (mean=84 days post injury)
on in their recovery compared to those who were allocated to the physiotherapy package
(mean=120 days post injury). Those who interviewed later on after their injury had more
time to be exposed to influences that had the potential to change beliefs and behaviours
than those interviewed earlier on after their injury. However, participants who received the
advice session and the physiotherapy package were fairly equally distributed between
those recovering well and those recovering slowly which should limit the impact of this on
the findings.

One of the aims of this study was to make comparisons with the results of the prospective
cohort study. This will have influenced the identification of themes within the narratives so
that comparisons could be made (this is discussed in Chapter 10). This could have resulted
in the omission of themes not related to the constructs investigated in the cohort study.
However, as demonstrated in the results, issues were identified that were not investigated
in the cohort study such as influences on belief formation.
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9.3 Summary
Based on this qualitative study the following recommendations can be made regarding
patient management following an acute whiplash injury:



Providing adequate reassurance is essential. Clinicians need to be aware of the
potential psychological impact of sustaining a whiplash injury and attempt to
alleviate concerns where possible.



Treatment strategies should include ways to improve the patient’s confidence to
self-manage their condition such as ensuring they have the confidence to begin
exercises early on after injury.



Fear avoidance beliefs and behaviours are common early on after an injury but
need to be addressed if they become persistent. There was evidence that these
beliefs are modifiable.



Beliefs about pain need to be assessed and addressed if they appear to be
unhelpful to recovery. This may include highlighting the link between cognitive
factors and pain.



There is a need to help patients form realistic expectations of recovery.



Health professionals exert considerable influence over patients and should be
aware of this as they provide advice on returning to activity and exercise.



The symptoms experienced by participants influenced beliefs and behaviours and
may contribute to the formation of unhelpful pain related beliefs.



Beliefs and behaviours were also influenced by past experiences. Understanding
how patients have managed previous injury or illness may also help to facilitate
their recovery or identify barriers to recovery.
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10.0 Final discussion and conclusions
This thesis aimed to investigate the potential influence of patient held beliefs about injury
and recovery on the development of late whiplash syndrome in participants taking part in
MINT. As well as doing this it has also provided important information regarding the clinical
presentation and course of recovery of whiplash injuries. Previous research findings have
been confirmed regarding the importance of baseline disability as a prognostic factor for
outcome. Greater insight into the psychological impact of whiplash injuries has been
revealed.

The final chapter will to draw together the findings of the two studies presented in this
thesis and discuss suggestions for future research.

10.1 Comparisons between the prospective cohort study and the
qualitative study

10.1.1 Methods of classifying recovery status
The methods of classifying recovery status in the prospective cohort and qualitative studies
were compared (Table 105). This examination revealed some agreement between the two
systems used but also some discrepancies. There may be several reasons for the observed
discrepancies. Firstly, the two classification systems measured slightly different concepts.
One was based on disability (prospective cohort study) and the other largely on participant
perception of their recovery (qualitative study). As demonstrated here, these two may not
always be in agreement. For example, Carol, who had a previous neck problem, compared
her current symptoms to her usual symptoms and rated herself as 85% improved.
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However, as Carol experienced neck symptoms and related disability pre-injury this was
reflected in her classification in the prospective cohort study where she was classified as
having LWS. In contrast, Margaret was experiencing relatively mild symptoms and little
disability due to her neck symptoms but rated herself as only 5% improved. This resulted in
Margaret being classified as slow recovery in this qualitative study but recovered in the
prospective cohort study.

Another difference between the two classification symptoms is that the participant’s
perceived recovery was potentially a much broader rating of recovery. It potentially
incorporated perceptions of all types of symptoms experiences due to their whiplash injury
and not just neck pain. Recovery meant different things to different participants and this is
an area that would have benefited from further exploration. In contrast, disability related
to neck pain is the predominant feature of the NDI used to classify participants in the
prospective cohort study. The NDI will fail to capture disability related to other symptoms.
For example, Zach was also suffering from significant back pain which would not have been
captured by the NDI.

The issues raised here are similar to some of those already discussed in the prospective
cohort study where the findings related to different outcomes were considered (recovery
status or NDI score compared with participant perceived improvement). Recall error was
highlighted as potential problem for participant perceived improvement. This was also
potentially a problem for the participant rating of improvement used in the qualitative
study. However, the qualitative study also took into consideration the whole narrative of
each participant so was not just based on this rating which may have lessened the impact
of recall error.
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A problem that has been highlighted in the whiplash literature is the use of different
outcomes and how this may impact on findings (19). The prospective cohort study, in
particular, demonstrated how different outcomes can impact on findings. There is a need
to gain better understanding into how patients perceive recovery and what this actually
means in regard to disability and function. This is especially important when attempting to
evaluate the effectiveness of treatments as changes in disability may not necessarily
equate with the patient’s perceptions of their improvement. Treatments deemed effective
based on disability ratings may not actually be perceived as effective by patients (and vice
versa).

10.1.2 Findings
The prospective cohort study found that participants with psychological morbidity at
baseline (elevated GHQ-12 scores and IES) were more likely to have a poor outcome. The
psychological impact of injury was also evident in the qualitative study although it was not
possible to draw conclusions regarding the impact on outcome. No difference was seen
between those recovering well and those recovering slowly but the interviews were not
designed to formally evaluate the presence of post traumatic stress or other psychological
problems such as anxiety or depression.

Despite some differences between the classification systems, there were common findings
between the two different studies. The two studies were largely in agreement that a more
optimistic outlook and higher levels of self-efficacy were beneficial to recovery. Perceiving
that you were not seriously or severely injured was also a feature of those recovering well.
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This also complements the findings of the prospective study where greater baseline
disability was associated with poor outcome. It was suggested earlier in this thesis that
ensuring adequate pain relief early on after injury may play in important role in minimising
perceived disability by allowing patients to remain active and exercise. This is further
supported by the qualitative study where those recovering well attributed, in part, their
recovery to the use of effective medication early on after injury.

The two studies were also in agreement that presence of fear avoidance at baseline is not a
risk factor for poor outcome following a whiplash injury. Both studies demonstrated that
fear avoidance beliefs were common amongst participants following a whiplash injury.
However, the qualitative study shed some light on the mechanism through which fear
avoidance beliefs and behaviours contribute to ongoing disability. Participant narratives
provided examples of the consequences of ongoing fear avoidance beliefs and behaviours
and their contribution to maintaining disability. Participants also provided evidence that
beliefs about the meaning of pain were also important factors when considering ongoing
disability.

A history of chronic widespread pain was also identified as a risk factor in the prospective
cohort study. The qualitative study demonstrated how past experiences of injury and illness
had the potential to influence beliefs and behaviours about managing their whiplash injury.
This may provide one explanation for why a history of chronic widespread pain results in
poor outcome. Patients with a history of chronic pain may have developed unhelpful
beliefs and behaviours which has the potential to influence how they manage any new
injuries.
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10.2 Summary of findings
Table 108 contains a summary of the main findings of this thesis based on both the
prospective cohort study and qualitative study.
Table 108 Summary of findings
Summary of findings
 The impact of a whiplash injury is both physical and psychological. Greater
psychological distress was observed in participants with greater number of
symptoms at baseline.
 Many patients do recover following a whiplash injury but a significant proportion
experience ongoing disability and whose symptoms are resistant to perceived
improvement. This suggests that for a proportion of patients current management
strategies are not effective.
 When evaluating outcome it is important to acknowledge that outcomes based on
disability do not necessarily equate with patient perceptions of improvement.
 Participants who reported higher levels of injury severity at baseline are at risk of
LWS or greater disability at follow up.
 Participants who were psychologically distressed are also at risk of LWS or greater
disability at follow up.
 Patient held beliefs do have the ability to influence outcome. Participant
expectations of recovery influenced the development of LWS and ongoing
disability. Less optimistic predicted recovery times were associated with poor
outcome.
 The importance of forming realistic expectations of recovery was emphasised in
the qualitative study.
 Similarly, those with lower expectations that treatment would benefit them were
also at risk of poor outcome.
 Participant’s ability to cope (self-efficacy) influenced short term outcome.
 High use of passive coping strategies has the potential to moderate the influence of
expectations of outcome and self-efficacy on outcome.
 Baseline fear avoidance and catastrophising were not associated with outcome
even though they are often considered important risk factors for ongoing disability.
 However, from the qualitative study, these factors as well as patients’ beliefs about
the meaning of pain, may contribute to maintaining disability. Reassurance was
highlighted as an important management strategy.
 Pre-existing factors associated with the development of LWS or ongoing disability
included older age and a history of chronic widespread pain.
 Greater risk of poor outcome was observed with increasing number of risk factors
present at baseline.
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10.3 Comparisons with the current evidence base
A systematic literature review was conducted as part of this thesis. The research presented
in this thesis has further added to the available evidence base. The findings of this thesis
add further support to baseline injury severity being an important factor in outcome
following an acute whiplash injury. The systematic literature review concluded that
psychological distress was not a risk factor for LWS but this thesis provided evidence that
patients with higher levels of psychological distress are at risk of poor outcome. The role of
age was previously inconclusive in the development of LWS but this study suggests that
older patients are at risk of LWS. The systematic literature review concluded that an
elevated post traumatic stress reaction was associated with LWS. This research also found
that an elevated post traumatic stress reaction was associated with LWS although the
impact was not as long term as previously suggested. Similarly, participants’ ability to cope
with their neck problem (self-efficacy) was found to influence short term outcome but not
LWS as suggested by the systematic literature review. Belief factors such as fear avoidance
and catastrophising were previously inconclusive but this thesis provides robust evidence
that baseline fear avoidance and catastrophising are not associated with the development
of LWS. The systematic literature review concluded that the use of passive coping
strategies was not associated with LWS. This thesis confirmed these findings but also
suggested that the use of passive coping may moderate the effects of other belief factors
such as ability to cope and expectations of outcome. Expectations of outcome were not
included in the original systematic literature review but the updated review suggested that
expectations were predictive of LWS. This thesis further confirmed that participants’
expectations of recovery measured by predicted time to recovery is an important
determinant of outcome. Expectations of treatment benefit have previously been shown to
influence outcome in chronic neck pain populations (317), however, this has not been
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studied before in an acute whiplash population. This thesis is the first research to suggest
that expectations of treatment benefit is associated with the development of LWS.

10.4 Future research
Suggestions for future research are summarised in Table 109.
Table 109 Future research
Summary of suggested future research into the management of acute whiplash injuries
1. Test the efficacy of new treatment strategies such an ensuring early adequate pain
relief, managing psychological distress, utilising a cognitive behavioural approach
including pain education and using the number of risk factors to guide treatment
choices.
2. Identify the optimal timing of interventions for the management of acute whiplash
injuries.
3. Develop valid and reliable measures of outcome for acute whiplash injuries that
takes into consideration both disability and the patients' perceptions of recovery.

10.4.1 New treatment strategies
New treatment strategies need to be investigated to improve the outcomes of patients
who currently fail to respond to current management strategies. The findings of this thesis
suggest several strategies that could be potentially useful in managing an acute whiplash
injury. Future research could focus on evaluating the clinical and cost effectiveness of the
following treatment strategies:

10.4.1.1 Adequate pain relief
It is clear that participant perceptions of injury severity influences outcome whether
measured by a validated measure such as the NDI or explored qualitatively. It was
suggested earlier in this thesis that ensuring adequate pain relief early on after injury may
play in important role in minimising perceived disability by allowing patients to remain
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active and exercise. Physiotherapists are able to provide advice about the appropriate use
of pain relief provided to patients. It may also be necessary to liaise with medical staff such
as ED staff or GPs to ensure that medication is reviewed and modified if pain is not being
controlled.

10.4.1.2 Manage psychological distress
The psychological impact of a whiplash injury was evident throughout this thesis and
psychological distress was identified as a risk factor for poor outcome. The value of
reassurance was emphasised by participants in the qualitative study. Providing
reassurance appears to be a key part of patient management at all stages of recovery
especially for patients with multiple symptoms and higher levels of disability. Alongside
this reassurance, information and advice should be provided that gives patients the
confidence to self-manage their own condition and potentially reduce the psychological
distress they experience. The development of patient information materials that includes
topics such as expectations of recovery, beliefs about pain and coping strategies to deal
with pain may be a useful resource to provide patients early on after injury. Such
information could also be delivered within a cognitive behavioural framework and this is
discussed in the following section.

More severe psychological problems such as the suspected development of PTSD should be
referred on for appropriate specialist management. Physiotherapists should be aware of
the signs and symptoms of PTSD.
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10.4.1.3 Utilise a cognitive behavioural approach including exercises and pain
education
A cognitive behavioural approach is one potential treatment approach that has not been
tested in patients following acute whiplash injures. However, elements of current practice
such as the use of exercises should be continued. In MINT exercises were provided for
participants who received both the physiotherapy package and the advice session. In the
qualitative study, a large proportion of participants in the both arms of the trial identified
exercises as the key to recovery following a whiplash injury and many attributed their
recovery in some way to exercises. Exercises were part of the CB approach that was shown
to be effective for LBP (285) and could also be included within a CB framework for patients
with early WAD. Both the physiotherapy package and the advice session utilised neck and
shoulder range of movement exercises. The physiotherapy package also included simple
proprioceptive and spinal and scapular motor control exercises but no added benefit was
observed from the addition of these more specific exercises. Although, deficits in
proprioceptive and motor control have been demonstrated in WAD they have yet to be
proven to be effective in improving clinical outcomes (309, 310).

A CB approach takes elements from the CB model. The CB model proposes that the way in
which an individual thinks about their problem or condition will result in emotions which
will influence how they behave (25). So in regards to pain, if an individual believes that
pain means further tissue damage they will be fearful or anxious about movements that
provoke pain and avoid these movements. Cognitive behavioural approaches attempt to
influence behaviour indirectly by changing underlying beliefs that drive behaviours (284).
Belief factors that were identified as important could be addressed using such an approach.
Unhelpful beliefs about pain and injury or perceived barriers to recovery should be
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assessed for each patient. In particular, the importance of expectations of recovery was
observed in both the prospective cohort study and qualitative study. These expectations
are potentially modifiable, although, in the qualitative study it was demonstrated that an
optimistic outlook was generally important, they also need to realistic. Physiotherapists
need to consider each patients individual presentation and advice accordingly. Improving
patient beliefs about their confidence to cope with or manage their injury (self-efficacy)
should be another aim of patient management. The questions used to assess these beliefs
could be used to prompt discussion and maybe a useful to identifying barriers to recovery.

The qualitative study demonstrated that beliefs about pain are potential barriers to
recovery. These types of beliefs also need to be addressed if evident. On the basis of this, it
is also recommended that pain education should be included as part of this CB approach. It
has been proposed in chronic WAD a poor understanding of pain can lead to maladaptive
attitudes, cognitions and behaviours (311). Nijs et al (311) propose that targeting
inappropriate pain beliefs is an essential element of the initial management of chronic
WAD. However, it may also prove an important factor in improving the early management
of WAD. Pain education has been demonstrated to effectively change beliefs about pain
resulting in reduced fear of movement and catastrophising and increased pain self-efficacy
(299, 312, 313). Pain education has also been shown to improve clinical outcomes (314,
315). In fact, in a recent pilot study, pain education alone was demonstrated to be more
effective than pain education combined with an exercise class in reducing LBP symptoms
(312).
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10.4.1.4 Use the number of risk factors present to guide treatment choices
These recommendations are not advocating intensive physiotherapy treatment for all
patients in the early phase of recovery post whiplash. In fact, the most recent guidelines for
the management of early WAD suggest that the best course for patients seeking treatment
in the acute phase of recovery is to start with minimal intervention (316). MINT showed
that a single advice session was just as effective as a package of physiotherapy care
supporting these recommendations and around 60% of patients did make a good recovery.
The economic analysis carried out in MINT concluded that it was not cost effective for the
NHS to provide a package of physiotherapy for patients following a recent whiplash injury.

Further research needs to be done to establish whether screening and tailoring treatment
to the number of risk factors present is an effective way to manage a recent whiplash
injury. On initial presentation at physiotherapy, patients could be assessed for the presence
of risk factors and given appropriate reassurance, advice on exercise and pain relief.

For participants with minimal risk factors present at baseline then a single advice session
would be the starting point for intervention. This advice session could utilise the
recommendations above. Follow up would only be required if the patient failed to
progress. For participants with greater numbers of risk factors in addition to the advice
session this could be followed by a subsequent review and follow up as required.
It is also possible that initial advice could be provided in a group. A CB approach is often
delivered in a group situation (285). Pain education programmes have also been delivered
in this way (312, 315) and shown to be almost as effective as individual sessions and more
cost-effective (315). The way that a CB approach would be delivered requires further
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consideration including a group versus individual approach, establishing the optimal
number of sessions and content of such a programme.

10.4.2 Timing of interventions
Another consideration is the timing of intervention. The results presented in this thesis
showed that the most improvement occurred between baseline and 4 months follow up.
These were in line with other published findings. It is unclear if this represents the most
opportune time for any intervention to be effective or that this is a period of natural
improvement and more intensive treatments should be offered after this period. From a
cost perspective the later would be the better option. However, this needs further
investigation.

10.4.3 Measuring outcome in WAD
This thesis has raised several considerations when evaluating outcome in WAD, in
particular, the differences between outcomes based on rating of disability and participant
perceived improvement. The problem of recall error was raised in this thesis so this could
involve developing ways to accurately measure perceptions of improvement. Further
qualitative research would also provide a way to gain a greater understanding of patient
perceptions of recovery and disability.

10.5 Conclusions
Beliefs about injury and recovery were shown to influence the development of LWS in
patients following an acute whiplash injury. Expectations about outcome and the
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participant’s confidence to cope with their injury (self-efficacy) were important factors.
These factors need to be considered along with the degree of disability and psychological
distress experienced by patients. From the qualitative study, it would appear that the
patients' understanding of pain is also important.

Current management strategies have proved ineffective for many patients with whiplash
injury as around 40% of patients developed LWS. New approaches to patient management
have been suggested which require evaluation of effectiveness.
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Abstract
Background: A substantial proportion of patients with whiplash injuries develop chronic symptoms.
However, the best treatment of acute injuries to prevent long-term problems is uncertain. A stepped care
treatment pathway has been proposed, in which patients are given advice and education at their initial visit to the
emergency department (ED), followed by review at three weeks and physiotherapy for those with persisting symptoms.
MINT is a two-stage randomised controlled trial to evaluate two components of such a pathway: 1. use of The Whiplash
Book versus usual advice when patients first attend the emergency department; 2. referral to physiotherapy versus
reinforcement of advice for patients with continuing symptoms at three weeks.
Methods: Evaluation of the Whiplash Book versus usual advice uses a cluster randomised design in emergency
departments
of eight NHS Trusts. Eligible patients are identified by clinicians in participating emergency departments and are sent a
study questionnaire within a week of their ED attendance. Three thousand participants will be included. Patients with
persisting symptoms three weeks after their ED attendance are eligible to join an individually randomised study
of physiotherapy versus reinforcement of the advice given in ED. Six hundred participants will be randomised.
Follow-up is at 4, 8 and 12 months after their ED attendance. Primary outcome is the Neck Disability Index (NDI),
and secondary outcomes include quality of life and time to return to work and normal activities.
An economic evaluation is being carried out.
Conclusion: This paper describes the protocol and operational aspects of a complex intervention trial based in
NHS emergency and physiotherapy departments, evaluating two components of a stepped-care approach to the
treatment of whiplash injuries. The trial uses two randomisations, with the first stage being cluster randomised and
the second individually randomised.
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Background
Whiplash injuries are a major health and economic problem around
the world. In the UK, their annual cost to the economy is about
£2,553 million (1990 prices), repre- senting about 18% of the total
costs of all road traffic col- lisions and 0.4% of the Gross Domestic
Product[1]. The costs are caused by absence from work due to injury
and considerable health service costs. Most patients recover quickly
but a substantial proportion, estimated by differ- ent studies at
between 19% and 60%[2,3], may develop chronic symptoms. These
patients generate the majority of costs, and prevention of chronic
symptoms is therefore a priority in treatment of whiplash injuries.
Definitions of whiplash and associated conditions vary between
published studies. The Quebec Task Force (QTF) definitions are
internationally recognised and are used in this study[4]. Whiplash is
the mechanism of injury (accel- eration-deceleration injuries usually
in the frontal plane), whiplash injuries are the soft tissue injuries that
result and Whiplash Associated Disorder (WAD) describes the pattern of symptoms that arise (Table 1). A further term, late whiplash
syndrome, is used to describe the chronic com- plications of
whiplash.

This has been developed largely based on the results of a
systematic review[7], which suggested that psychological risk
factors are the strongest predictors of poor outcome in
whiplash patients, and argued that advice to resume nor- mal
activity, using a cognitive-behavioural approach, should be
the treatment of choice for early management. However,
other systematic reviews have suggested that physical and
psychological factors may carry equivalent amounts of risk for
poor outcome[8]. Furthermore, most of the literature cited to
support the early activity and key health promotion messages
was from the field of low back pain and other chronic
conditions. It is questionable whether these results are
transferable to acute whiplash injuries, as the conditions
differ markedly in their causes and psychological
consequences. For example, phobic travel anxiety and other
psychological manifestations of shock are common after
whiplash[9], but rarely occur with low back pain.

The second component of the stepped care approach evaluated in MINT is physiotherapy for patients whose symp- toms
have not resolved by three weeks. Physiotherapy treatments
that are commonly used for whiplash patients include hot and
Despite whiplash being a common injury, there are few good
cold therapy, electrotherapies, mobilisa- tion, manipulation,
quality randomised trials upon which to base rec- ommendations
exercises of many different kinds, and traction. There is good
for practice[5]. In the mid 1990s the QTF undertook an extensive
quality trial evidence to support the effectiveness of
review and expert consensus exer- cise[4], and found that there was mobilisation and exercise in the man- agement of chronic neck
insufficient evidence supporting the treatments currently used. They pain[10-12], but it is uncertain whether these treatments
concluded that promoting activity in the early stages was probably are effective for whiplash patients. The Cochrane review of
the most effective strategy, soft collars were not helpful, and
conservative treatments for whiplash[4] concluded that there
physiotherapy, a very common treatment, required rigorous
was some evidence that active treatments are superior to
evaluation. The QTF proposed a clinical pathway in which patients
passive, though the existing trials were not of high quality.
are given advice and education at the initial contact, and then
Another review concluded that there was moderate quality
reviewed at three weeks. Patients with persisting symptoms would
evidence that exercises and mobilisations commonly used by
then be provided with more intensive treatment.
physio- therapists were effective[13], but this was based on
just three small trials, which reported short-term outcomes
A stepped care clinical pathway as proposed by the QTF is the model
only, did not perform intention to treat analyses, and did not
evaluated in this trial. The advice and educa- tion component to be have blinding of outcome assessment. For evaluation in MINT
evaluated is The Whiplash Book[6].
we have designed a package of physiotherapy treatments
that, according to current evidence, are those most likely to
be effective in prevention of late whiplash syndrome and to
be acceptable to practitioners.
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Table 1: Case definitions of Whiplash Associated Disorders
Term

Definition

WAD Grade 0
No neck complaints or signs
WAD Grade I
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness, but no physical signs
WAD Grade II
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness, and musculo-skeletal signs
WAD Grade III
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness and neurological signs
Could also have musculo-skeletal signs.
WAD Grade IV
Fracture or dislocation
Late whiplash syndrome Presence of pain, restriction of motion or other symptoms at six months or more after the injury,
sufficient to hinder return to normal activities such as driving, usual occupation and leisure.

Current practice
A national survey of practice in the UK indicated that the most
common treatment for whiplash in emergency
departments (ED) is advice, but the content and quality of the
advice varies [unpublished data]. Over 90% of depart- ments
suggest using analgesics and gradually increasing movement of
the neck. Some departments use soft collars as well, suggesting
that they should be removed and the neck exercised on a
regular basis.
Methods
MINT is a multi-centre randomised controlled trial to estimate
the clinical effectiveness of a stepped care approach to
whiplash injuries on clinical outcomes over 12 months, the
effectiveness in pre-specified sub-groups of patients (those
with severe physical symptoms, prior neck prob- lems,
psychological or physical risk factors for poor out- come, and
those seeking compensation), and the costs and costeffectiveness of each strategy.

Ethics Committee and by the Local Research Ethics Com-mittee
and the Research and Development Committee of each
participating centre.
Stage 1: Cluster randomised trial of the whiplash book versus usual
advice
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All people who attend ED with a whiplash injury of less than six
weeks duration will be included in the trial, except those with
any of the following exclusion criteria:
1. Age less than 18 years.
2. Fractures or dislocations of the spine or other bones.
3. Head injuries with more than a transient loss of consciousness or with a Glasgow Coma Score of 12 or less at any
stage of their assessment in hospital.
4. Admission to in-patient services.

The trial will use two separate randomisations: the first stage
is a cluster randomised trial in which NHS Trusts are
randomised to use the Whiplash Book or give their usual
advice, for all patients presenting with whiplash injuries. The
second stage is individual randomisation to physio- therapy or
the control intervention of a single advice ses- sion reinforcing
the advice given in ED, for patients still experiencing whiplash
symptoms at three weeks. The two parts of the trial have a
common system of follow-up at four, eight and 12 months.
The trial is being run in 12 NHS Acute Trusts in the UK: Heart
of England NHS Foundation Trust (Heartlands and Solihull
Hospitals), North Bristol NHS Trust (Frenchay Hospital),
Oxford Radcliffe Hospitals NHS Trust (John Radcliffe Hospital),
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust
(Walsgrave Hospital and Hospi- tal of St Cross, Rugby),
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Trust (Cheltenham and Royal
Gloucester Hospitals), South Warwickshire General Hospitals
NHS Trust (War- wick Hospital), Worcestershire Acute Hospitals
NHS Trust (Alexandra Hospital, Redditch), University Hospitals
Bir- mingham NHS Trust (Selly Oak Hospital), Kettering Gen- eral
Hospital NHS Trust (Kettering General Hospital),
Buckinghamshire Hospitals NHS Trust (Stoke Mandeville
Hospital, Countess of Chester Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
(Countess of Chester Hospital), and Gwent Health- care NHS
Trust (Royal Gwent Hospital, Newport). Some Trusts comprise
several hospitals and have more than one Emergency
Department.
Ethics Committee approval
MINT was approved by the Trent Multicentre Research

5. Severe psychiatric illness.
Identifying participants and consent
Because the first part of the trial is cluster randomised,
individual consent for participation is not sought. This is an
accepted procedure for cluster randomised trials where
individuals do not have a choice of whether to receive the trial
intervention[14]. All eligible patients at each partici- pating
hospital are included unless they indicate that they do not wish
to participate in data collection. Clinicians in ED are responsible
for identifying eligible participants. Details of whiplash patients
are recorded on the trial proforma, a short form developed
specifically for MINT that replaces the normal methods of
clinical data collection in participating centres. It is intended to
avoid duplication of recording of information for clinical and
research purposes, and hence allows collection of a rou- tine
core clinical data set, including injury severity, pain intensity and
WAD grade diagnosis. It contains tick boxes to ensure that
clinicians have provided potential partici- pants with the trial
information sheet and have discussed the study with them, and
also records if the patient would prefer not to receive the study
questionnaires. The pro- forma is self-copying; one copy is
filed in the medical notes as a treatment record and the second
copy is passed to the research team to notify them that a patient
has been asked to participate. Completed proformas are
collected in a secure place in the ED and forwarded to the MINT
research team twice a week. Patients are informed about the
possibility that they may be eligible for stage 2 of the study but
detailed informa tion about this is not given at this stage, as the
majority of patients who participate in stage 1 will not have
persistent
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symptoms at 3 weeks and hence will not be eligible for stage
2. Patients are also asked for their contact details (address,
phone number, mobile phone and email), to assist with
sending out and following up questionnaires.
Randomisation
The unit of randomisation is the NHS Trust. Participating Trusts
were randomised before the start of recruitment by the project
statisticians, to usual advice or the Whiplash Book. Trusts
were pair matched on size (number of ED attendances per
year), star rating, and ethnic composition of the surrounding
area. We randomised by Trust rather than by ED to avoid
contamination when staff of one Trust worked in more than
one ED. Randomisation used a table of random numbers,
starting at a random place to ensure that the allocations were
not known before ran- domisation. The allocation depended
on whether the next digit was even or odd. One of each pair
was randomised to the Whiplash Book, and the other
member was allo- cated to usual advice.
Delivery of interventions
Training of ED staff in the trial procedures is given before the
start of recruitment, and there is frequent contact
between the centres and the trial team to identify and
resolve any problems. Eligible patients are given a letter of
introduction about the study, signed by their local ED
consultant, and the study is discussed with them. If they are
willing to participate, they are told that they will receive a
questionnaire in a few days time. They are asked to return this
and to contact the MINT study team if they continue to have
problems after two weeks. The introduc- tion letter does not
mention randomisation of hospitals to The Whiplash Book or
usual advice, but simply states that the hospital is taking part
in a study of advice given to patients with whiplash injuries.
ED clinicians provide a copy of either the ED's usual advice
leaflet or the Whip- lash Book, and verbal guidance on
management of whip- lash injuries. We have obtained copies
of the usual advice leaflets from all of the EDs participating in
MINT, so that the content of the advice in the control arm can
be docu- mented.
Baseline data collection
All whiplash patients that are eligible for MINT and have not
asked to be excluded are sent a copy of the MINT base- line
questionnaire within a week of their ED attendance. This
includes demographic information and baseline
administration of some of the outcome measures. If the
questionnaire is not returned within a week, participants are
sent a reminder by SMS text message, email or post.

Stage 2: Individually randomised trial of physiotherapy versus
reinforcement of advice given in ED
Identifying participants and consent
Participants in Stage 1 are asked to contact the study office if
they continue to have symptoms two weeks after their
attendance at ED. An appointment is then made for the
patient with a research physiotherapist based at their local
hospital. At this appointment, their eligibility for Stage 2 of
the trial is assessed. If eligible, trial participation is dis- cussed
and the patient is asked to sign a study consent form prior
to randomisation. Information about Stage 2 of MINT is
sent to patients several days before their research clinic
appointment, ensuring that they have suf- ficient time to
consider participation.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Participants in Stage 1 of MINT are eligible for the second part
of the trial if they:
• Report symptoms in the 24 hours before attendance at
the physiotherapy research clinic approximately three
weeks after attendance at ED
• Are WAD grade I-III at this time
• Do not have any contra-indications to physiotherapy
treatment. These include central cord compression or
upper motor neuron lesion, complete nerve root compression or lower motor neuron lesion, suspected vascular
injury or haemorrhagic event.
Randomisation
Randomisation to physiotherapy or reinforcement of
advice is via a central telephone randomisation service,
based at the Cancer Research Clinical Trials Unit, Univer- sity
of Birmingham. Randomisation is stratified by centre, to
avoid imbalance between centres giving different advice
in ED, and members of the same household are assigned
to the same intervention, to reduce the chance of
contamination. This will be taken into account in the trial
analysis. If eligible patients decline participation, their
reasons for doing so are recorded.
Interventions
All interventions are delivered by physiotherapists who are
independent of the recruitment and randomisation
procedures, and have attended a 1.5 day training session by
the trial team. The same therapists deliver both the
physiotherapy and control interventions, and each treatment session is recorded in a treatment log. A sample of
sessions of both interventions is observed for quality con- trol
purposes. All treatments should be completed within four
months of the patient's first attendance at ED.
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(a) Physiotherapy
Participants who are randomised to the physiotherapy
package have up to six sessions of therapy, over an eight week
period. The components of the intervention are described
in a training and reference manual. The choice of
physiotherapy treatments has been made using two
principles; first, there is evidence that the treatments are
effective for chronic neck dysfunction and are likely to be
effective for whiplash injuries, based on expert opinion or
limited trial evidence, and second, the treatments target
established and potentially modifiable risk factors for
developing late whiplash syndrome, including reduced
cervical range of motion, high pain intensity, and adverse
psychological reactions to the injury.
Three treatments are included in the physiotherapy package:
(1) Mobilisation (gentle manipulation) of the cervical and
upper thoracic spine according to Maitland[15].
(2) Exercises for the cervical spine, thoracic spine and
shoulder to improve range of movement and muscle con- trol.
(3) A cognitive behavioural approach to treatment deliv- ery,
which has been effective in physiotherapy for other painful
conditions[16].
Manipulation (Maitland Grade IV) of the cervical spine is
excluded from this treatment package. Both whiplash injury
and cervical manipulation have the potential to cause
damage to the vertebral artery that may result in a
cerebrovascular event. In common with some, but not all,
authorities we consider that recent trauma is a contraindication to cervical manipulation.
(b) Reinforcement of advice
Participants randomised to reinforcement of advice
receive a single 40-minute session of advice from a physiotherapist. At this session, the physiotherapist re-states the
advice that the patient was given at the time of their

ED attendance (either the Whiplash Book or the hospital's
usual advice), discusses any queries that the patient may
have, and may check the exercises that the patient was
given in ED. The physiotherapist can only give advice
regarding progression of exercises or activities specified in the
Whiplash Book or usual advice. They cannot prescribe new
exercises or use any "hands on" treatment. No review
appointments are offered to these patients. They are
advised to see their GP if they have ongoing problems.
Other treatments
Participants may seek other forms of treatment during the
follow up period from their GP or other health professionals. If the trial interventions are effective, this should be
evident in a reduction in additional treatments. Such
treatments, including changes in the amount or types of
analgesia used, use of physical treatments (osteopathy,
chiropractic or physiotherapy), alternative therapies, or
referral to secondary care services will be recorded as a
treatment outcome.
Outcome measures and data collection
Follow-up data collection is by postal questionnaire. The
outcome measures are detailed in Table 2. The primary
outcome is return to normal function after the whiplash
injury, measured using the Neck Disability Index (NDI). The
NDI is a self-completed questionnaire that has been used
successfully in a postal format in trials of neck treatments[10,17]. It assesses pain-related activity restrictions in
10 areas including personal care, lifting, sleeping, driv- ing,
concentration, reading and work. The SF-12 and EQ5D are included to assess generic health-related quality of
life, and to enable a single utility score for economic evaluation to be derived from the EQ-5D. Participants also rate
whether they have improved, remained the same, or
worsened, and their satisfaction with treatment. Resource
use is assessed by a short questionnaire which asks about
additional NHS or private hospital treatment for the
whiplash injury, any GP consultations, manipulation,
massage or other treatment. Participants are asked to distinguish between prescriptionand out-of-pocket expenses

`Table 2: Outcome measures
Domain

Measures*

Time points

Function

Neck Disability Index
Time to return to work and normal activities (including driving)
SF12
5 point Likert scale
Resource use questionnaire
EQ-5D (health utility)

4, 8, 12 months
4, 8, 12 months
0, 4, 8, 12 months
4, 8, 12 months
0, 4, 8, 12 months
0, 4, 8, 12 months

Health-related quality of life
Satisfaction
Economics
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Participants are asked at 12 month follow-up whether
they have pursued and settled a compensation claim
related to their whiplash injury. It is not asked at 4 or 8
month follow-up to avoid stimulation of claims among the
trial population.
A research assistant who has not been involved in the
recruitment or randomisation processes is responsible for
mailing follow up questionnaires, and for entering
responses onto the study database. Blinding of the study
team will be maintained until final analysis of the data has
been completed.
Statistical analysis
The analysis will be by intention to treat. All patients will be
analysed in the groups to which they were randomised,
regardless of the treatment that they actually received. The
two main comparisons will be Whiplash Book versus
usual advice, and physiotherapy package versus reinforcement of ED advice. The comparison of ED advice interventions will use appropriate methods to take account of
the cluster randomisation[18]. Estimates of treatment
effect with 95% confidence intervals, and the numbers
needed to treat, will be reported. Additional exploratory
analyses will investigate whether there is an interaction
between the ED advice intervention and physiotherapy.

of 3–5 percentage points, with a standard deviation of
about 8%[8]. We therefore aim to be able to detect a difference between the groups of three percentage points (i.e.
0.375 standard deviations), both for the comparison of
the Whiplash Book and usual advice, and for physiotherapy versus reinforcement of advice. For the individually
randomised comparison (physiotherapy versus reinforcement of advice), 211 per group will be required, based on
90% power and 1% significance level. Assuming a worst
case scenario of 30% loss to follow-up gives a total sample
size of 300 per group (600 in total)[21]. The comparison
of ED advice interventions is cluster randomised, so larger
numbers are needed. Originally it was planned that eight
centres would participate, recruiting 4,800 participants.
This was revised with the inclusion of four additional centres, which allowed reduction of the overall sample size
required to achieve the same power. Assuming an intracluster correlation co-efficient of 0.02, and an average of
120 patients per centre gives an inflation factor of
5.94[22], leading to a sample size of 713 in each group.
Allowing for 30% loss to follow up, 1020 participants per
group will be needed (2040 in total). To allow for a reduction in power caused by unequal sample sizes among clusters, the target sample size has been set to 3000 (an
average of 250 per cluster). The assumptions underlying
the sample size calculation will be monitored by the
DMEC during recruitment and adjustments may be made
during the course of the trial.

Four pre-specified subgroup analyses will be undertaken:
1. severe physical symptoms at trial entry (WAD Grade III
versus WAD Grade I or II)
2. adverse psychological reactions at trial entry (yes/no)
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Abstract
This paper describes the development and implementation of a physiotherapy intervention for a large
multi-centred randomised controlled trial of the early management of whiplash injuries in an NHS setting.
Participants were eligible if they were classified as having Whiplash Associated Disorder grade I – III and
self-referred for treatment within 6 weeks of injury. The intervention development was informed through a
variety of methods including the current evidence base, published guidelines, clinician opinion, a pilot
study and expert opinion. The intervention was targeted at known, potentially modifiable risk factors for
poor recovery, and utilised manual therapy, exercises and psychological strategies. The treatment was
individually tailored, with a maximum of 6 treatments allowed within the trial protocol over an 8 week
period. The intervention was delivered to 300 participants. The amount and types of treatments delivered
are described.

Introduction
In 2003, the National Institute of Health Research, Health Technology Assessment programme
commissioned a large-scale pragmatic randomised controlled trial to investigate the clinical and costeffectiveness of a variety of interventions for the management of acute whiplash. This was in response to
the well documented persistence of symptoms (referred to as whiplash associated disorders – see Table 1)
in a substantial number of people who suffer a whiplash injury, and paucity of evidence to inform
treatment choices (1).
Table 1 Whiplash Associated Disorders (1)
Whiplash Associated
The signs and symptoms experienced following a whiplash
Disorders
injury
WAD Grade 0
No neck complaints or signs
WAD Grade I
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness, but no physical
signs.
WAD Grade II

WAD Grade III

WAD Grade IV

Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness, and musculoskeletal signs (decreased range of motion, point tenderness
etc).
Complaint of pain, stiffness or tenderness and neurological
signs (decreased or absent deep tendon reflexes, weakness
and senory deficits). Could also have musculo-skeletal signs.
Fracture or dislocation

We have designed and completed recruitment to a trial (Managing Injuries of the Neck Trial HTA number
02/35/02) that tested a stepped care approach. Having recruited over 3,000 patients, it is the largest
definitive trial of whiplash treatments undertaken to date. The design of the study is described elsewhere
(2). Briefly, a stepped care approach is one which matches the intervention to the needs of the patient,
providing more intensive treatments to those with more severe clinical presentation (3). Step one
investigated educational interventions in a National Health Service (NHS) Emergency Department (ED)
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setting (n=3533). In step two, we investigated the effectiveness of additional physiotherapy for those with
ongoing symptoms three to six weeks after their injury (n=599) by randomising patients to receive a
physiotherapy intervention or a control intervention (an advice session). The aim was to prevent the
development of late whiplash syndrome which is defined as the presence of pain, restriction of motion or
other symptoms six months or more after a whiplash injury, sufficient to hinder return to normal activities
such as driving, usual occupation and leisure (1). LWS is reported in between 16% (4) and 71% (5) of people
experiencing a whiplash injury.
Physiotherapy is a complex intervention (6). A trial of any complex intervention should include a
description of the intervention and its components (as well as the rationale for their inclusion) as an
essential step of reporting (6). The purpose of this paper is to describe the rationale for the treatment
selections used in the physiotherapy intervention tested, and to describe the treatments delivered.
Development of the physiotherapy intervention
We used a number of principles to develop the physiotherapy package:
[1] The need to design an intervention that was reflective of best practice in the UK-NHS and was
consistent with high quality, evidence based clinical guidelines.
[2] To ensure the intervention was informed by the evidence base and discouraged the use of treatments
for which there is evidence of no effect. Evidence considered comprised both randomised controlled trials,
and observational studies of risk factors for poor recovery.
[3] To ensure the intervention could be delivered within the context of the UK-NHS in terms of staffing and
time, and respected physiotherapist’s autonomy in clinical decision making.
[4] To ensure the intervention was documented to a standard that promoted consistency in delivery, and
would enable replication.
This was achieved by a triangulation of methods (shown in Figure 1) – including systematic reviews of the
randomised controlled trials and observational studies, a review of clinical guidelines, expert peer review
and piloting to test the feasibility and acceptability of the intervention.
Figure 1 Intervention design considerations

Risk factors for poor
outcome following a
whiplash injury

Current evidence
base: effective
treatments

Patient group:
Patient group:
Whiplash associated disorders
Whiplash associated disorders
I-III
I-III
Phase of recovery:
Phase of recovery:
Sub-acute – referred for
Sub-acute – referred for
treatment between 3 and 6
treatment between 3 and 6
weeks post injury
weeks post injury

Intervention

Current
physiotherapy
practice

Acceptable
to clinicians

design
Standardised and
reproducible to allow
Acceptable toevaluation
clinicians

considerations

Existing clinical
practice
guidelines

The setting:
deliverable in
the NHS

Current practice:
Physiotherapy is a common treatment for a whiplash injury but there is no published information that
outlines the treatments most commonly used by physiotherapists or the amount and frequency of
physiotherapy treatment provided in the UK. Spitzer et al (1) suggests the following treatments are used in
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the treatment of whiplash injuries: manipulation, mobilisation, exercises, postural advice, relaxation,
traction, heat, ice, massage, acupuncture and electrotherapy. These are the types of treatments available
to Physiotherapists who practice in the UK and reflect the types of treatments upon which
recommendations have been made in published clinical guidelines (7).

Evidence base:
Randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
Over 10 years ago, the Quebec Task Force identified the lack of good quality trial evidence to inform
recommendations for physiotherapy practice in whiplash management (1). In 2007 the field had not moved
much further forward - the Cochrane review of conservative treatments for whiplash (8) concluded that
there was no clear evidence to recommend the best treatment for whiplash injuries. However, there was a
trend that active interventions were more effective than passive interventions. Two studies supported the
use of exercise to reduce pain intensity (Rosenfeld et al (9); Schnabel et al (10)) although there is no direct
comparative evidence to inform the exact choice of exercise type. Studies have reported favourable
outcomes for manual therapy (11, 12), but are methodologically weak, with only short term follow up and
no patient-rated outcomes. Provinciali et al (13) describe an intervention of relaxation and postural
training, psychological support, eye fixation exercises and manual treatment, which resulted in quicker
return to work. The intervention was not described sufficiently to allow detailed scrutiny of the
components.
Although weak, the evidence suggests that interventions that comprise exercise, manual therapy and
psychological approaches are most likely to be successful. Similar observations have been made in chronic
neck pain treatments (14) with the strongest evidence being for the combination of mobilisation and
exercises. No evidence was found in randomised controlled trials evaluating the use of electrotherapy,
acupuncture, massage, traction, heat and cold to support their inclusion in the intervention.
Observational studies
There is an extensive literature of observational studies related to whiplash and these were explored to
assist in the identification of potentially modifiable risk factors for poor outcome (treatment targets). We
carried out two systematic reviews investigating risk factors for the development of chronic whiplash
symptoms. The first review focused on physical risk factors (15) and highlighted initial pain intensity and
functional impairment as risk factors. Whilst the evidence was less extensive, range of movement (ROM)
has been shown to be predictive of chronicity. People with persisting symptoms demonstrate at least a
25% reduction in ROM when compared to normal subjects (16). Deficits in cervical joint position sense (17)
and muscle function (18, 19) has been also identified both acute and chronic subjects with whiplash
associated disorders (WAD) suggesting that exercises that address these factors may be beneficial.

The second review focused on psychological risk factors (20) and identified low levels of self-efficacy and
an elevated post traumatic stress response (measured on the Impact of Event Scale (21)) as risk factors for
poor outcome. Fear avoidance, catastrophising, coping and distress management were also identified as
potential treatment targets (evidence summarised in Williamson et al (20)).
Clinical guidelines and expert opinion
Our physiotherapy intervention was developed in 2005 and, at that time the only published guidelines
available were those by Scholten-Peeters et al (22). These guidelines emphasised the importance of ROM
exercises, muscle retraining, postural retraining and encouragement of an incremental increase in
activities. There was also endorsement of the need to address the psychological risk factors. Since then,
the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy (CSP) has also produced clinical guidelines for the management of
WAD which include endorsement for manual therapy techniques (both articular and soft tissue techniques)
(7). The intervention is consistent with these guidelines. The targeting of the psychological factors was also
supported by a recently published Delphi survey (23).

The MINT intervention:
We adopted a risk factor modification approach. Having identified potential risk factors for poor recovery
after the injury as well as potentially effective treatments, we utilised a framework common in
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physiotherapy – assessment of a range of risk factors (history, physical examination, psychological factors)
to identify treatment targets and then matched treatments to the risk factor profile (detailed in Table 2).
The intervention consisted of an assessment and up to six sessions of treatment over an eight week period,
based on our knowledge of patterns of physiotherapy provision in the UK. If further treatment was
deemed essential, this was permitted but was quantified as an additional resource use. Patients were to be
offered an appointment within 14 days of referral if possible.
A standardised assessment form was used to record risk factors and treatment targets. This included
several questions to elicit health beliefs and the short version of the survey of pain attitudes questionnaire
(24). A treatment planner was devised to encourage consistency in clinical decision making by facilitating
physiotherapists toward identifying risk factors/treatment targets. The treatment planner encouraged an
integrated approach to the management of both physical and psychological factors utilising three main
components; [1] manual therapy, [2] exercise and [3] psychological strategies and self-management advice.
Manual Therapy:
The Maitland approach (25) was used because it is the most widely practiced in the UK and is taught in all
undergraduate courses. A small number of other related techniques (NAGS and SNAGS (26)) and soft
tissue techniques were also included as they are frequently used by physiotherapists in the UK.
Treatments were aimed at the cervical, upper thoracic and shoulder region. Treatment of the upper
thoracic spine was included because 15-20% of people experience thoracic spine pain after whiplash (27).
The following techniques were permitted:
Cervical spine mobilisations i.e. Maitland techniques Grade I – IV
Thoracic spine mobilisations i.e. Maitland techniques Grade I – IV
Thoracic spine manipulation i.e. Maitland techniques Grade V
Shoulder-complex mobilisations
Cervical spine grade V manipulations were not included. Although the risk of adverse event are relatively
small, vertebral artery dissection is a potential complication of manipulation (28) and it has been
recognised that pre-manipulative testing may fail to identify those at risk (29). There are reports of
vertebral artery damage in patients with minor whiplash injuries making this patient group higher risk for
an adverse reaction to manipulation (30-32). Whilst we recognise that the safety of manipulation is
contested from both sides, we decided that the potential benefit did not outweigh the risk that maybe
involved.
Exercise therapy:
The majority of exercises included in the intervention were general exercises for the cervical, thoracic and
shoulder regions as aimed at the restoration of movement. Two exercises were also included to improve
postural muscle control in standing (upper cervical flexion exercises and scapular setting) as well as a
simple proprioception-enhancing exercise.
Exercises were prescribed according to participant’s risk profile, and exercises were reviewed regularly and
progressed to facilitate return to activities and work. A graded approach was encouraged to avoid flare ups
and skills such as goal setting and pacing were taught to assist in this process (33, 34). Exercise sheets were
provided to help standardise the exercises used.
Psychological strategies and self-management advice:
The third aspect of the physiotherapy intervention involved psychological strategies and self-management
advice. Simple strategies for dealing with psychological factors were to be delivered along side the other
elements of the intervention. Although this was not a cognitive behavioural (CB) intervention, a CB
Therapist was consulted to develop these strategies which included the use of specific questioning
techniques to identify treatment targets and included questioning about beliefs about pain, injury and
recovery and coping strategies used. Specific approaches for the management of identified treatment
targets included goal setting and pacing, education about pain and recovery, facilitation of effective coping
strategies and reassurance. Physiotherapists also provided self-management advice covering aspects such
as posture and positioning.
A clinical psychologist was consulted to develop guidelines for managing patients who may be suffering
from a stress reaction. This included how to identify these patients and the action to be taken (i.e. where
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to refer patients). It was emphasised that it was important that their physiotherapy management
continued where possible. Guidelines were also developed for advice on managing mild travel anxiety with
an emphasis on when it was appropriate to refer these patients on for management.
More information (including the assessment form and treatment planner) is available at:
www.warwick.ac.uk/go/whiplash
Pilot Study:
The next step was to conduct a pilot study to determine acceptability of the intervention to clinicians and
feasibility in an NHS setting. The pilot ran from May to September 2005 and involved three senior
outpatient physiotherapists. The physiotherapists attended a half day training session and each received a
comprehensive manual describing the intervention. The physiotherapy intervention was then delivered to
seven patients who fulfilled the criteria for the trial. The treating physiotherapists provided their feedback
on the training and their experiences of the intervention. The main feedback from the physiotherapists was
that they lacked confidence in the use of the psychological strategies. This was not unexpected as this was
the element of the treatment package that was most unfamiliar to them. More time was allocated to this
in subsequent training sessions. An NHS patient user group was also consulted.
Peer review:
Following the pilot study minor modifications were made to the intervention manual and this was then
reviewed by two experienced researchers (C.M., M.S.) (one of whom was involved in research into WAD)
and an experienced senior physiotherapist (H.W.). Minor changes were made in response to their
feedback.
Physiotherapist training and support:
All physiotherapists received training in the package. Training was held over one or one and a half days
depending on the number of physiotherapists attending. Training was provided by two senior
physiotherapists working on MINT and a third physiotherapist who was also a qualified CB therapist and
had extensive experience in providing training for physiotherapists in CB skills. Physiotherapists were
provided with a training manual that contained a detailed account of the trial background, procedures,
physiotherapy assessment, treatment planning and treatments. Training for the manual therapy and
exercise components of the intervention focused on the types of treatments that were permissible in the
intervention as these components were felt to reflect standard physiotherapy practice. More specific
training was provided in certain aspects of the psychological intervention such as identifying post traumatic
stress reactions or managing mild travel anxiety. However, the majority of the psychological component
was based on a biopsychosocial model which the majority of physiotherapists were familiar with. Case
studies were discussed to ensure the physiotherapists were familiar with the assessment form, treatment
planner and integration of the 3 components of the intervention.
Throughout the trial regular contact was made with the physiotherapists to provide any support that was
needed. Quality control visits were carried out by a health professional who was trained to assess that the
key components of the intervention were delivered and to ensure the smooth implementation of the
intervention. An update evening was held to reinforce the key aspects of the intervention. The treating
physiotherapists completed a treatment log for each patient to record the treatments delivered and to
monitor attendance rates.
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Table 2 Summary of risk factor assessment and intervention
Risk factor
Treatment aim
Physical Risk Factors
1. Restricted range of
Restore range of
movement
movement

Method of assessment

Interventions to modify risk factors

Subjective report from the patient.
Objective measurement of active
cervical, thoracic and shoulder range of movement.
Assessment of passive joint movements including physiological
and accessory movements.

Manual therapy
ROM Exercises
Paced return to functional activities
Education re: Active involvement of the patient in their recovery
Setting baseline and pacing

Reduce pain

Subjective report by patient regarding sleep, ability to control pain,
ability to function.
Visual analogue scale

1. Education re: Pain mechanisms
Activity modification and pacing
Relaxation
Symptom control e.g. use of heat/cold, medication
Posture
2. Reassurance
3. Manual therapy

Increase self-efficacy through
equipping the patient with
effective coping skills.

Questioning about their ability to cope with the injury/pain or concerns
about their condition.
Survey of Pain Attitudes (SOPA)

Reassurance and encouragement
Achievement of goals through realistic goal setting and effective
pacing
Educate/discuss ways of coping e.g. heat, cold, positioning,
relaxation techniques, exercises, pacing

2. Beliefs about pain and injury

Modify/address unhelpful
beliefs

Questioning of patient about their expectations of treatment, ways
they cope, the meaning of pain, reasons for not returning to activities,
concerns about their condition expectations for recovery.
SOPA
General observation e.g. looking for reluctance to move which may
mean they are fear avoidant

Address unhelpful beliefs about pain/injury: education about pain
mechanisms/meaning of pain, role of physiotherapy in their
recovery, ways to control pain
Address fear avoidance: education re: fear avoidance cycle,
exercises, manual therapy
Reassurance
Teach pacing and goal setting

3. Anxiety and stress

Reduce psychological distress
related to symptoms.

Questioning of patient .e.g sleep patterns, ability to drive.
General observation for signs of anxiety e.g. patient is agitated or on
edge

Distress related to symptoms:
Education and advice re: symptom management
Reassurance
Relaxation
Post-traumatic stress:
Refer to G.P. or psychologist for appropriate management

2. High pain intensity

Psychological risk factors
1. Self-efficacy

Facilitate reduction of posttraumatic stress through
referral to appropriate agencies
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Results
Participating physiotherapists:
The physiotherapy intervention was delivered from January 2006 to January 2008. 55 Physiotherapists
from 12 NHS hospital trusts (16 physiotherapy departments) attended training. All of the physiotherapists
were senior clinicians with the majority being a Senior II or Senior I (Whitley grading). Physiotherapists
attending the training reported that they had been qualified for a range of 2 – 33 years (Median = 6.5
years, IQR=4.5 -18) with years of experience working in outpatients ranging from 1-28 (Median = 4.0,
IQR=3.0-11.25).
Treatments delivered:
599 patients (WAD grade I n=84(14%), WAD grade II n=442 (74%), WAD grade III n=73 (12%)) took part in
the second step of MINT with 300 patients randomly selected to receive the physiotherapy intervention
(299 patients were randomised to receive a control intervention). Attendance rates and the number of
treatment sessions for which patients attended are shown in Table 3. In Table 3 patients are classified into
four categories. Patients were classified as partial completers if they attended for the assessment and at
least one treatment session. Treatment was terminated when the patient failed to attend for subsequent
treatment. Patients were classified as having completed treatment if the treatment was completed as
intended and discharge was by mutual agreement between the physiotherapist and patient. The number
of treatments delivered (excluding the assessment) ranged from 0 to 23 (Median = 3.0, IQR = 1.0-5.0) with
14 (4.7%) patients receiving greater than the recommended six treatment sessions. The time allocated to
the assessment session was between 40 and 60 minutes with the majority of centres allocating 60 minutes
(n= 8, 66%). Treatment sessions ranged from 20 to 30 minutes with the majority of centres allocating 30
minutes (n=9, 75%). The timing for delivery of the physiotherapy intervention is included in Table 4. 63% of
patients attending for the physiotherapy intervention were seen within 14 days of referral. The majority of
patients (91%) were seen within 28 days of referral. 62% of patients completed their treatment in the
recommended eight weeks (56 days) and 87% of patients completed within 12 weeks (84 days).
Table 3 Physiotherapy attendance
Physiotherapy Package (n=300)

Number of participants (%)

Number of treatments (excluding
assessment)
Failed to attend any appointments
34(11%)
N/A
Attended for assessment only*
26 (9%)
N/A
Partial completion of treatment
45 (15%)
Median =2, IQR= 1-3 Range=1-6
Completed treatment
201(67%)
Median = 4, IQR = 2-6 Range=0-23
* 6 participants only attended for initial assessment and then no further treatment was required so these participants are also
included in the completed physiotherapy package category
Table 4 Timing of delivery of interventions
Days post injury when referred for treatment (n=300)

Median=31 (IQR=24 -39)
Range=7–74
Physiotherapy waiting times - days from date of referral to first
Median=12, IQR=7-19,
appointment* (n=286)*
Range=0-129
Days post injury until first appointment (n=286)*
Median=45, IQR = 35-55
Range=15–177
Time from initial to final appointment (days) (n=246)**
Median=45, IQR=28-71
Range=0-428
* Missing data is from participants who were unable to be contacted or failed to respond to requests to contact the physiotherapy
departments to make initial appointments.
** Includes data from partial completers or completers of treatments only.

Information about the content of the treatment sessions was available for 259 patients of the 266 patients
who attended at least one appointment. Seven patients were assessed but did not receive any treatment
during this session. Of the 259 patients, the majority of the patients received a combination of manual
therapy, exercises and psychological strategies and self-management advice with the next most common
combination of treatment being exercises and psychological strategies and self-management advice (See
Table 5). Psychological strategies and self-management advice were used with the majority of patients
(n=246, 95%). Those most frequently included were advice regarding posture and positioning
(76%), reassurance (75%), pain education (56%), advice on return to work or activities (56%) and goal
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Table 5 Types of treatments delivered in the physiotherapy package (n=259)
Type of treatment delivered
Combinations of treatments delivered

Manual therapy techniques

Exercises

Psychological strategies and
self-management advice

Manual therapy, exercises and psychological strategies

Number of patients receiving the
treatment (%)
190 (73%)

Exercises and psychological strategies

45 (18%)

Manual therapy and psychological strategies

10 (4%)

Manual therapy and exercises

9 (4%)

Manual therapy only

2 (1%)

Exercises only
Psychological strategies only
Soft tissue techniques
Maitland cervical mobilisations
NAGS and SNAGS (cervical or thoracic)
Maitland thoracic mobilisations

2 (1%)
1 (0.5%)
123 (48%)
123 (48%)
86 (33%)
71 (27%)

Other manual therapy

42(16%)

Shoulder mobilisations
Thoracic manipulation
Cervical ROM exercises
Cervical or scapular stability exercises

15 (6%)
5 (2%)
244(94%)
118 (46%)

Thoracic ROM exercises

106 (41%)

Shoulder ROM exercises
Other exercises
Proprioception exercises
Advice re: posture and positioning

88 (34%)
69 (27%)
28 (11%)
194 (76%)

Reassurance
Pain education
Advice re: return to work or activities
Goal setting or pacing
Advice re: medication and symptomatic control
Relaxation
Advice re: travel anxiety
Referral to GP/Psychologist for stress reaction

194(75%)
144 (56%)
145 (56%)
119 (46%)
87 (34%)
56 (22%)
27 (10%)
10 (4%)
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setting and pacing (46%). 10% of patients also received advice on travel anxiety with a small number
of patients (4%) being referred on with a suspected stress reaction. Almost all patients received
guidance on some form of exercises (n= 246, 95%) with the most common being cervical ROM
exercises. Manual therapy was used to a lesser degree (n=211, 81%) with soft tissue techniques and
Maitland cervical mobilisations being used most frequently. Two protocol violations were reported
which involved the use of electrotherapy. Both of the patients received the treatment once.

Discussion
We have designed and tested a physiotherapy intervention for the early management of whiplash
that has the potential to improve clinical outcomes. The strengths of the intervention are that it was
informed by a variety of sources including the current evidence base, published guidelines and
feedback from NHS clinicians. Using a risk factor approach has enabled us to provide an individually
tailored programme for each patient that was based on the best evidence available in regard to
known risk factors and treatment approaches. Physiotherapy practice is complex and published
research often fails to sufficiently describe interventions making it difficult to translate findings into
clinical practice. This has been avoided by presenting a detailed overview of the intervention.
The pragmatic approach taken resulted in the challenge of implementing the intervention within the
constraints of busy NHS physiotherapy departments. Departments attempted to see patients within
14 days of referral but this was not always achieved due to the lack of appointments. Despite this
the intervention has been successfully implemented alongside the challenges of waiting list
pressures and staff shortages with the majority of patients successfully receiving the physiotherapy
package as intended. All the physiotherapists participating in the trial received training. However,
minimal training would be required to take this approach into clinical practice. The manual therapy
and exercises were standard physiotherapy practice. Most of the psychological aspects were also
familiar to the treating physiotherapists as they are in line with the biopsychosocial model of
management that has been promoted for managing LBP for some time now. Some training may be
required regarding the integration of psychological component with manual therapy and exercises,
post traumatic stress and travel anxiety but this could easily be included in a department in-service
training programme.
Some of the participating physiotherapists had expressed concern that the recommended six
treatments would not be adequate. For the majority of patients it was sufficient as the average
number of treatments for those completing treatment was around four treatments with only 14
patients requiring greater than six treatments. 67% of patients completed their treatment in the
recommended eight weeks which may have been influenced by lack of availability of follow up
appointments. However, it may indicate that these patients benefit from more prolonged contact
with a physiotherapist than anticipated (but not necessarily more treatment).
The treatments delivered were dependent on the patient’s risk factor profile. One shortcoming of
this report was that the assessment forms were not collected for all patients to check that the
treatments were matched to risk factors. The data about the treatments delivered was based on
information supplied by the treating physiotherapists. This method has shortcomings as it relies on
the treating physiotherapist to truthfully report their treatments and it may be argued that
physiotherapists would only report those treatments carried out within the trial protocol. However,
a proportion of patient assessments were assessed as part of the quality control process and no
major problems were identified. From the information gathered the majority of patients received
treatments from the three main components. One surprising finding was the frequent use of soft
tissue techniques as part of manual therapy treatments. Unfortunately, information regarding the
specific techniques used (e.g. trigger point releases, soft tissue massage, specific soft tissue
mobilisations etc) was not collected but this suggests that physiotherapists feel these techniques are
effective in managing WAD.
The potential for patients to experience a stress reaction following a whiplash injury is one factor
that differentiates this population from those related to other painful conditions. The proportion of
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patients identified with a suspected stress reaction was similar to that reported by Mayou and
Bryant (35) who reported 5% of their sample being classified as having post traumatic stress
disorder. A small number of patients also received advice on travel anxiety which may represent a
very mild form of stress reaction. Although these issues only affected a small proportion of patients
their consideration is important.

Conclusion
This paper has presented the development and delivery of a physiotherapy intervention for the early
management of whiplash injuries which is being evaluated as part of a multi-centre RCT. If this
physiotherapy intervention is found to be effective in improving clinical outcomes when compared
to an advice session then further dissemination of the physiotherapy intervention is recommended.
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Appendix 3: Research clinic questionnaire
Section 1:
Please place a cross in one box only.
1. Although you will be given one of the treatments by chance, if you could
choose which treatment to have what would be your preference?
One session of advice with a physiotherapist
I don‘t mind which treatment I receive
A course of physiotherapy
2. How long do you think it will take for you to recover from your neck
injury?
In the next 2 weeks
2—8 weeks
2—6 months
6—12 months
More than a year
I am not sure I will recover

Section 3: This section helps us to understand how much your neck pain
has affected your ability to manage everyday activities. We realise that you
may feel that more than one statement may relate to you, but please place a
cross in the box for the one choice which most closely describes your
problem right now.
1. Pain Intensity

�
B. The pain is mild at the moment ………………………………………………….. �
C. The pain comes and goes and is moderate……………………………………. �
D. The pain is moderate and does not vary much ……………………………….. �
E. The pain is severe but comes and goes…………………………………….….. �
F. The pain is severe and does not vary much …………………………………… �
A. I have no pain at the moment …………………………………………………….

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. Personal Care (washing, dressing etc.)

�
B. I can look after myself normally but it causes extra pain ……………………... �
C. It is painful to look after myself and I am slow and careful …………………… �
A. I can look after myself without causing extra pain ……………………………..

1

2

3
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�
E. I need help every day in most aspects of self-care…………………………… �
F. I do not get dressed, I wash with difficulty and stay in bed …………………… �
D. I need some help, but manage most of my personal care……………………

4

5

6

3. Lifting

�
B. I can lift heavy weights, but it causes extra pain ………………………………. �
A. I can lift heavy weights without extra pain ………………………………………

1

2

C. Pain prevents me from lifting heavy weights off the floor but I can if they are
conveniently positioned, for example on a table ...........................……………….

�
3

D. Pain prevents me from lifting heavy weights, but I can manage light to medium
weights if they are conveniently positioned ……………...................……………..

�
4

�
F. I cannot lift or carry anything at all ………………………………………………. �
E. I can lift very light weights ………………………………………………………...

5

6

4. Reading

�
B. I can read as much as I want with slight pain in my neck …………………….. �
C. I can read as much as I want with moderate pain in my neck ……………….. �
D. I cannot read as much as I want because of moderate pain in my neck …… �
E. I cannot read as much as I want because of severe pain in my neck ………. �
F. I cannot read at all ………………………………………………………………… �
A. I can read as much as I want to with no pain in my neck ……………………..

1

2

3

4

5

6

5. Headache

�
B. I have slight headaches which come infrequently …………………………….. �
C. I have moderate headaches which come infrequently ……………………….. �
D. I have moderate headaches which come frequently ………………………….. �
A. I have no headaches at all ………………………………………………………..

1

2

3

4
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�
F. I have headaches almost all the time …………………………………………… �
E. I have severe headaches which come frequently ……………………………...

5

6

6. Concentration

�
B. I can concentrate fully when I want to with slight difficulty …………………… �
C. I have a fair degree of difficulty in concentrating when I want to ……………. �
D. I have a lot of difficulty in concentrating when I want to ……………………… �
E. I have a great deal of difficulty in concentrating when I want to …………….. �
F. I cannot concentrate at all ……………………………………………………….. �
A. I can concentrate fully when I want to with no difficulty ……………………….

1

2

3

4

5

6

7. Work

�
B. I can only do my usual work, but no more ……………………………………... �
C. I can do most of my usual work, but no more …………………………………. �
D. I cannot do my usual work ……………………………………………………….. �
E. I can hardly do any work at all …………………………………………………… �
F. I cannot do any work at all ……………………………………………………….. �
A. I can do as much work as I want to ……………………………………………..

1

2

3

4

5

6

8. Driving

�
B. I can drive my car as long as I want with slight pain in my neck …………….. �
C. I can drive my car as long as I want with moderate pain in my neck ……….. �
A. I can drive my car without neck pain …………………………………………….

1

2

3

D. I cannot drive my car as long as I want because of moderate pain in my neck

�
E. I can hardly drive my car at all because of severe pain in my neck …………. �
F. I cannot drive my car at all ……………………………………………………….. �
..............................................................................................................................

4

5

6
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9. Sleeping

�.
My sleep is slightly disturbed (less than 1 hour sleepless) ……………………... �
C. My sleep is mildly disturbed (1—2 hours sleepless) ………………………….. �
D. My sleep is moderately disturbed (2—3 hours sleepless) ……………………. �
E. My sleep is greatly disturbed (3—5 hours sleepless) …………………………. �
F. My sleep is completely disturbed (5—7 hours sleepless) …………………….. �
A. I have no trouble sleeping ………………………………………………………..

1

2

3

4

5

6

10. Recreation
A. I am able to engage in all recreational activities with no
pain in my neck at all ………………………………………………………………...

�
1

B. I am able to engage in all recreational activities with some
pain in my neck ……………………………………………………………………….

�
2

C. I am able to engage in most, but not all recreational activities
because of pain in my neck ………………………………………………………….

�
3

D. I am able to engage in a few of my usual recreational activities
because of pain in my neck ………………………………………………………….

�
4

�
F. I cannot do any recreational activities at all ……………………………………. �
E. I can hardly do any recreational activities because of pain in my neck ……..

5

6
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Section 3: This section is about the severity of your neck problem:
For the next three questions please circle the number which represents the
severity of your neck pain.
1. In the last week, how bad has your worst neck pain been on a scale of 0-10
where 0 is ‘no pain’ and 10 is ‘as bad as a pain could be’?

2. In the last week, on average how bad has your neck pain been on a scale of
0-10 where 0 is ‘no pain’ and 10 is ‘as bad as a pain could be’?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. How would you rate your neck pain today on a scale of 0-10 where 0 is ‘no
pain’ and 10 is ‘as bad as a pain could be’?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Section 4: This section is about your neck movement:
For the next two questions please circle the number which represents your
ability to move your neck.
1. How much are you able to turn your neck today on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1
is ‘unable to turn’ and 5 is ‘able to turn normally’?
1

2

3

4

5

2. How much are you able to look up or down today on a scale of 1 to 5 where
1 is ‘unable to look up or down’ and 5 is ‘able to look up or down normally’?
1

2

3

4

5
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Section 5: This section is to determine what you believe about your neck
pain. Here are some of the things which other patients have told us about
their pain.
For each statement please circle the number from 0 to 6 to say how much
physical activities such as bending lifting walking or driving affect or would
affect your neck pain.
Completely disagree

Unsure

Completely agree

1. Physical activity makes my
pain worse

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. Physical activity might harm
my neck

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

3. I should not do physical
activities which (might) make
my pain worse

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. I cannot do physical activities
which (might) make my pain
worse

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

For each statement please circle the number from 0 to 6 to say how much you
agree with these statements.
Completely disagree

Unsure

Completely agree

5. When you have injured your
neck it is best to exercise your
neck to help you to recover.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

6. I feel I am able to cope with
my neck problem even when
it is painful.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Section 6 :We are interested in the types of thoughts and feelings that you
have when you are in pain. Listed below are thirteen statements describing
different thoughts and feelings that may be associated with pain. Using the
following scale, please indicate the degree to which you have these thoughts
and feelings when you are experiencing pain.
0= Not at all
1= To a slight degree
2= To a moderate degree
3= To a great degree
4= All the time

When I‘m in pain ...
1. I worry all the time about whether the pain will end
2. I feel I can‘t go on
3. It‘s terrible and I think it‘s never going to get any better
4. It‘s awful and I feel that it overwhelms me
5. I feel I can‘t stand it anymore
6. I become afraid that the pain will get worse
7. I keep thinking of other painful events
8. I anxiously want the pain to go away
9. I can‘t seem to keep it out of my mind
10. I keep thinking about how much it hurts
11. I keep thinking about how badly I want the pain to stop
12. There‘s nothing I can do to reduce the intensity of the pain
13. I wonder whether something serious may happen

Section 7: Individuals who experience pain have developed a number of ways to
cope, or deal with their pain. These include saying things to themselves when they
experience pain, or engaging in different activities. Below is a list of things that
people have reported doing when they feel pain. For each activity, please indicate,
using the scale below, how much you engage in that activity when you feel pain,
where 0 indicates you never do that when you are experiencing pain, a 3 indicates
you sometimes do that when you are experiencing pain, and a 6 indicates you
always do it when you are experiencing pain. Remember, you can use any along
the scale.
______________________________________
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Never
do

Sometimes
do that

Always
do that

1. I think of things I enjoy doing
2. I just think of it as some other sensation, such as numbness

3.
4.
5.
6.

It is terrible and I feel it is never going to get any better
I don‘t pay any attention to it
I pray for the pain to stop
I tell myself I can‘t let the pain stand in the way of what I want to do
7. I do something active, like household chores or projects
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Section 8: Below is a list of comments made by people after stressful life
events. Please check each item indicating how frequently these comments
were true for you in regard to your recent neck injury during the last 7 days.
If they did not occur during that time, please mark the ―not at all‖ column.
Not at all Rarely

Sometimes

Often

1. I thought about it when I didn't mean to.
0
1
2
3
2. I avoided letting myself get upset when I thought about it or was reminded of it
0
1
2
3
3. I tried to remove it from memory
0
1
2
3
4. I had trouble falling asleep or staying asleep, because of the pictures or thoughts
about it that came into my head
0
1
2
3
5. I had waves of strong feelings about it
0
1
2
3
6. I had dreams about it
0
1
2
3
7. I stayed away from reminders of it
0
1
2
3
8. I felt as if it hadn‘t happened or it wasn‘t real
0
1
2
3
9. I tried not to talk about it
0
1
2
3
10. Pictures about it popped into my head
0
1
2
3
11. Other things kept making me think about it
0
1
2
3
12. I was aware that I still had a lot of feelings about it, but I didn‘t try to deal with
them
0
1
2
3
13. I tried not to think about it
0
1
2
3
14. Any reminder brought back feelings about it
0
1
2
3
15. My feelings about it were kind of numb
0
1
2
3

Section 9: We are interested in how you feel about the following statements.
Read each statement carefully. Indicate how you feel about each statement.
1= Very strongly disagree
2= Strongly disagree
3= Mildly disagree
4= Neutral
5= Mildly agree
6= Strongly agree
7= Very strongly agree

1. There is a special person who is around when I am in need
2. There is a special person with whom I can share my joys and sorrows
3. My family really tries to help me
4. I get the emotional help and support I need from my family
5. I have a special person who is a real source of comfort to me
6. My friends really try to help me
7. I can count on my friends when things go wrong
8. I can talk about my problems with my family
9. I have friends with whom I can share my joys and sorrows
10. There is a special person in my life who cares about my feelings
11. My family is willing to help me make decisions
12. I can talk about my problems with my friends
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Section 10: We should like to know if you have had any medical complaints,
and how your health has been in general, over the past few weeks. Please
answer ALL the questions simply by placing a cross in the box which you
think most nearly applies to you. Remember that we
want to know about present and recent complaints, not those you had in the
past. It is important that you try to answer ALL the questions.
1. Have you recently been able to concentrate on whatever you’re doing?

�
Same as usual �
Less than usual �
Much less than usual �
Better than usual

1

2

3

4

2. Have you recently lost much sleep over worry?
Not at all

�
1

�
Rather more than usual �
Much more than usual �
No more than usual

2

3

4

3. Have you recently felt that you are playing a useful part in things?

�
Same as usual �
Less useful than usual �
Much less useful �
More so than usual

1

2

3

4

4. Have you recently felt capable of making decisions about things?

�
Same as usual �
Less so than usual �
Much less capable �
More so than usual

1

2

3

4
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5. Have you recently felt constantly under strain?
Not at all

�
1

�
Rather more than usual �
Much more than usual �
No more than usual

2

3

4

6. Have you recently felt you couldn’t overcome your difficulties?
Not at all

�
1

�
Rather more than usual �
Much more than usual �
No more than usual

2

3

4

7. Have you recently been able to enjoy your normal day-to-day activities?

�
Same as usual �
Less so than usual �
Much less than usual �
More so than usual

1

2

3

4

8. Have you recently been able to face up to your problems?

�
Same as usual �
Less able than usual �
Much less able �
More so than usual

1

2

3

4

9. Have you recently been feeling unhappy and depressed?
Not at all

�
1

�
Rather more than usual �
Much more than usual �
No more than usual

2

3

4

10. Have you recently been losing confidence in yourself?
389

Not at all

�
1

�
Rather more than usual �
Much more than usual �
No more than usual

2

3

4

11. Have you recently been thinking of yourself as a worthless person?
Not at all

�
1

�
Rather more than usual �
Much more than usual �
No more than usual

2

3

4

12. Have you recently been feeling reasonably happy, all things considered?
More so than usual

�
1

About the same as usual

�
2

�
Much less than usual �
Less so than usual

3

4

Section 11: This question is to be completed after you have been told what
treatment you will be receiving:
Please rate on a scale of 0—10 how confident you are that this treatment will be
successful in reducing the symptoms due to your recent injury where 0 is ‗no
confidence at all‘ and 10 is ‗complete confidence‘?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Appendix 4: Research clinic assessment
To be completed by the Research Clinician:
Section 1:
1. Please identify all areas where the patient is experiencing their symptoms since
their neck injury:
Skull
Neck
Right Shoulder
Right arm above elbow
Right arm below elbow

Right hand

Left shoulder

Left arm above elbow

Left arm below elbow Left hand

2. Please ask the patient the following questions (Yes/No):
a. Do you have any difficulty swallowing?
b. Do you have headaches which you feel are related to your neck condition?
c. Do you have numbness, weakness, or tingling in your arms or hands?
d. Do you have difficulty grasping, picking up, or holding things in your hands?
e. Do you have numbness, clumsiness, or weakness in your legs?
3. Widespread chronic pain (Manchester definitions):
Did the patient experience the following? (Yes/No):
a) Pain in two sections of two contralateral limbs.
b) Pain in the axial skeleton.
c) This pain was present for at least 3 months prior to neck injury.
d) Did the patient fulfil the Manchester Definition of Chronic Widespread Pain prior to
their injury. If Yes—Must have answered “Yes” to all 3 criteria listed above.
Section 2: Physical Examination
Cervical Range of Motion:

Range of Motion
(degrees)

Limitation
Pain / Stiffness / Spasm

Active Flexion
Active Extension
Active Right Rotation
Active Left Rotation
Active Right Lateral Flexion
Active Left Lateral Flexion
Passive Flexion
Passive Extension
Passive Right Rotation
Passive Left Rotation
Passive Right Lateral Flexion
Passive Left Lateral Flexion
Active Shoulder Range of
Motion:
Right Abduction
Left Abduction
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Appendix 5: Ethical approval for the prospective cohort

. ________ ...... -. ....-...-

Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee
Chairma
Dr Robert Bang
Administrator: Jill MarshallRECEIVED

2 9 APR 2004.

Derwent Shared Services
Laurie House
Colyear Street
Derby
DE1 1 LJ

study.

Your Ref:

Telephone: 01332 868905

28 April 2004

Fax: 01332 868930
Email: JiII.Marshall@derwentsharedservices.nhs.uk

Professor Sarah Lamb
Professor of Rehabilitation
University of Warwick Rm
104 Avon Building Westwood
Campus COVENTRY CV47AL
Dear Professor Lamb
MREC/04/4/003 - please quote this number on all correspondence
Managing Injuries of the Neck (MINT)
Funder's ref no: 02/35/02
Thank you for your letter of 7 April 2004, responding to the Committee's request for further
information on the above research and submitting revised documentation.
The further information has been considered on behalf of the Committee by the Chairman.

Confirmation of ethical opinion
.'(1, ;',' ;":::,',> .

.

On behalf of the Committee, I am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical opinion for the above
research on the basis described in the finalised application form, protocol and supporting
documentation.
Multi-site studies requiring site-specific assessment
You should now arrange for site-specific assessment to be carried out for all sites at which Principal
Investigators are to be appointed to conduct the research locally. (In future under the new REC system
you will be able to apply for SSA earlier on in the process, once you have received notice of validation of
your application).

i.

Part C of the application form (complete with all signatures) together with a copy of the Principal
Investigator's CV, should be sent to the relevant Local Research Ethics Committee (LREC) for each site. No
further documents need to be submitted. Site-specific assessment is confined to an assessment of the
suitability of the local investigators, support staff, site and facilities.
The local assessor will be either the LREC itself or another assessor approved for the site by the relevant
Office for Research Ethics Committees. Local assessors have 30 days in which to notify this Committee
whether or not there is any objection on site-specific grounds. We will then confirm the favourable ethical
opinion for each site in writing to you.
MREC/04/4/003
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Conditions of approval

The favourable opinion is given provided that you comply with the conditions set out in the
attached document. You are advised to study the conditions carefully.

Approved documents
The final list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee is as follows:

. Application form dated 5.11.03

. Patient information sheet Version 2 dated 7.7.04

. Patient consent form Version 1 dated 5.11.03

. Health Questionnaire - SF36

. Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HAD)

. EuroQol Quality of Life Questionnaire
. GP letter Version 1 dated 5.11.03
. Protocol Version 2 dated 6.4.04

. Confirmation of funding/peer review from NHCCT A dated 13 October 2003
. Article: Validity and Reliability of a modified version of the Neck Disability Index - J Rehab Med
2002; 34, 284-287

. Article: Cervical Spines Outcome Questionnaire: SPINE Vo127, No 19, pp 2116-2124

. Additional proposal to include randomised sub-study of incentives to promote the return of
.
.
.
.
.
.

postal follow up questionnaires, embedded within the whiplash study - Prof Lamb's email of
5.1.04
Method of initial recruitment to study
Payments to researcher
Provision of expenses for subjects
Compensation arrangements for subjects
Indemnity for investigators
Chief Investigator's CV- Professor Sarah Lamb

Management approval

- multi-site studies requiring site-specific assessment

If you are the Chief Investigator as well as the Principal Investigator for the lead site, you should
obtain final management approval from your host organisation before commencing this
research.
The study should not commence at any site until the local Principal Investigator has obtained final
management approval from the relevant host organisation.
Notification of other bodies
We shall notify the research sponsor that the study has a favourable ethical opinion.
Statement of compliance
The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for Research Ethics
Committees (July 2001) and complies fully with the Standard Operating Procedures for Research
Ethics Committees in the UK.
Yours sincerely
i

JiII Marshal!
Trent MREC Administrator
on behalf of Dr Robert Bing, Chairman
Enclosures Standard approval conditions [SL-AC1]
MREC/04/4/003
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Appendix 6: Qualitative study – ethical approval
Trent Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee
Chairman:
Or Robert Bing
Administrator: JiII Marshall
Your Ref:

Derwent Shared Services
Laurie House
Colyear Street
Derby
DE1 1LJ
21 April 2006
Telephone: 01332 868905
Fax: 01332 868930
Email: JiII.Marshall@derwentsharedservices.nhs.uk

Professor Sarah Lamb
Professor of Rehabilitation
Room 104, Avon Building
Westwood Campus
Coventry
CV47AL
Dear Professor Lamb
Study title: Managing injuries of the Neck (MINT)
REC reference: 04/4/003
Amendment number:
Amendment 2
Amendment date:
30th March 2006
The above amendment was reviewed at the meeting of the Trent MREC
Substantial Amendment Sub Committee held on 19 April 2006.
Ethical comments:
Some concerns were raised that consideration should be given to the safety
of the research physiotherapist when visiting patients in their own homes.
Ethical opinion:
The members of the Committee present gave a favourable ethical opinion of the
amendment on the basis described in the notice of amendment form and
supporting documentation.
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Approved documents:
The documents reviewed and approved at the meeting were:
I .'
Document
Version
Covering Letter
Notice of Substantial
Amendment 2
Amendment (non-CTIMPs)
Participant Information Sheet
Additional leaflet - Patient
Interviews, Version 1
Interview ScheduleslTopic
Interview Schedules - Version
Guides
1
Participant Consent Form
Patient Interviews - Version 1
Participant Information Sheet
Leaflet -Version 7

Date
06 April 2006
30 March 2006
20 March 2006
20 March 2006
20 March 2006
12 September 2005

MREC/04/4/003
The Central Office for Research Ethics Committees is responsible for the
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WPH 0772
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Membership of the Committee
The members of the Ethics Committee who were present at the meeting are listed on
the attached
sheet.
Site-specific issues
It was noted as part of the review that the amendment has no implications for the
suitability of local
investigators, sites or facilities (where applicable). There is therefore no need to inform
Local
Research Ethics Committees of the amendment.
Management approval
All investigators and research collaborators in the NHS should notify the R&D
Department for the
relevant NHS care organisation of this amendment and check whether it affects local
management
approval of the research.
Statement of compliance
The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements
for Research
Ethics Committees (July 2001) and complies fully with the Standard Operating
Procedures for
Research Ethics Committees in the UK.
Yours sincerely

Jill Marshal!
Trent MREC Manager
Copy to: Mrs Claudine Childs, NHS R&D Technology Assessment, 728
Bolderwood, University of Southampton, Southampton SO16 7PX
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